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ABSTRACT
DIRTY DISCOURSE: BIRTH CONTROL ADVERTISING IN THE 1920S AND 19308
AMYSARCH
SUPERVISOR: DR. CAROLYN MARVIN

This dissertation returns to an era when the American Medical Association did
not consider contraception part of medicine. In the 1920s and 1930s, women shopped
for diaphragms in Bloomingdales, ordered contraceptive douche from the Sears
catalogue, and browsed for birth control bargains in drugstore windows. Ironically,
contraceptive sales transpired even though a federal obscenity law made selling
contraception illegal, along with contraceptive advertising and any form of birth control
information. Advertisers camouflaged their products behind commonly understood
euphemisms, like feminine hygiene, and the law left them alone. The goal of the birth
control movement in the 19205 and 1930s was to take power away from the commercial
advertiser and place it in the hands of the physician.
This study adds a new dimension to birth control history by considering the
important and heretofore unexamined fact that contraceptive advertising existed, even
though the ads were illegal, and that the advertisements played an important role in birth
control advocacy. Birth control advocates convinced doctors to control the
contraceptive field through rhetorical strategies that created distinctions between
scientific and commercial contraception. Scientists were still developing laboratory tests
to evaluate a contraceptive's effectiveness in the 1930s. Any difference between
medical and non-medical contraception was not in the product's chemical make-up, but
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rather the communication strategies that determined a given contraceptive's hierarchical
place. Birth control advocates fought hard to legalize contraception through medical
approval and to make reliable contraceptive information readily available -- but not
readily available through a medium that used the sexually desiring body to sell
contraception. Advocates attached a clean, chaste meaning to birth control, a meaning
that disassociated birth control from the sexed bodies that use it. They transformed birth
control information into a discreet language that catered only to the medical profession
to legitimate the public support of physicians and legislators. They succeeded.
Commercial birth control advertising subsequently faded away and sixty years later, birth
control is one of popular culture's best kept historical secrets.
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INTRODUCTION

Shelly (reading aloud from D.H. Lawrence's The Rainbow): "Inarticulate,
he moved with her at the marsh, in violent, gloomy, wordless passion,
almost in hatred of her. Till gradually she became aware of him, aware of
herself with regard to him, her blood stirred to life, she began to open
towards him, to flow towards him again. He waited till the spell was
between them again, till they were together, within one, rushing,
hastening flame ... "
What's that all about?
Joel: Sex.
Shelly: It is?
Joel: Yeah. "Rushing, hastening flame ... " He's writing about sex.
Shelly: That's pretty lame -- why doesn't he just come out and say it?
Like, you know, ''They get naked and made nookie." Something like that.
-- Northern Exposure, CBS, March 5, 1991 1

I listened to a lecture about AIDS a few years ago, nodding to the group of "safe
sex" practices being listed. When the speaker mentioned "oral sex," a foreign graduate
student raised his hand and interrupted with a question. "Do you mean, 'blow job?'" he
asked. The speaker paused, said "oral sex," then continued with her list. Instead of
nodding yes and answering the student's question, the speaker chose to subtly correct

1 "Spring Break," Northern Exposure, #77405, written by David Assael, produced by
Pipeline Productions, 5 March 1991.
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the student's sex terminology and effectively censor the term "blow job." The student
crossed a social boundary between appropriate and inappropriate public sex talk that
the speaker opted to erect.
Recently, four high school boys were on trial for raping a mentally retarded girl. A
central issue in the trial was whether the young woman, with an I.Q. of 64, was mentally
defective and unable to understand or exercise her legal right to refuse to engage in
sexual activities. The judge ordered the jury to use the young woman's testimony as a
basis for determining the girl's mental capacity. The New York Times reported that in
her testimony the girl used "raw sexual language as if it were commonplace in a
courtroom," and in her "thin, childlike voice" used "vulgar terms for masturbation and
fellatio casually and without embarrassment."2 The testimony convinced the jury that
the girl was mentally retarded. The jury found the boys guilty.
Cultural values and attitudes about sex are reflected in our choice of words to
describe particular sex acts. It was not the student's use of "blow job" which seizes our
attention, rather it was the speaker's unwillingness to authorize the term that piques our
interest. Nor was it the girl's use of "raw sexual language" in a courtroom, rather the
consequences of such talk that strikes us (the confirmation that the girl was retarded).
"Sex" -- meaning sexual acts, including intercourse, masturbation, and blow-jobs -translated into public language requires a judicious choice of words that symbolizes
one's inclusion or exclusion in a "relevant social group." 8y relevant social group, I refer
to all members of a certain group that speak the same "language," or rather that follow
the same set of rules and attach the same set of meanings to particular symbols. These

2 First quote from Charles Strum, "Jurors Decided Quickly on Mental Defect Issue," New
York Times 17 March 1993, late ed.: 84; second quote from, Robert Hanley, "4 Are
Convicted in Sexual Abuse of a Retarded New Jersey Woman: Jurors Agree Victim
was Incapable of Saying No," New York Times 17 March 1993, late ed.: 84.
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rules and meanings become evident to relevant members of the group often when they
are broken.
The infraction of formal literary codes of language is not identical to threatening
them. The foreign student and the mentally retarded girl disregarded, knowingly or not,
rules regarding public sex talk, but they did not threaten those rules because they lacked
the power to change them. The AIDS speaker had the power to change the script -- use
"blow job" and indicate that the use of the term was permissible -- but instead, she
chose to abide by the script and risked the student's comprehension of the term "oral
sex." The student, not understanding that "oral sex" and "blow job" referred to the same
act, was at a disadvantage and lacked the power to change the script and be included
as a relevant member of the conversation. An important point here, is that violating a
community's symbols requires crossing the line of public approval, but changing the
symbol's use or meanings takes power and authority that neither offender possessed.
The principle concern of this study is the intricate relation between the
construction of symbols and the structure of power. Rather than begin with a set of
labels, such as "oral sex" or "blow job," I consider any words used to designate sexual
acts as symbols. The aim is to not only recognize language as symbolic, but to identify
the ideological forces that give language its symbolic meaning and its power.
I begin my study with the above examples for two reasons. First, the AIDS
lecture and the rape trial remind us that the meaning of symbols relies on the social
context and the context of speakers and listeners. The terms "blow job" and "oral sex"
do not hold magical properties that automatically designate one as taboo and the other
as acceptable. There is no natural connection between a word and its meaning; the
meaning of language is assigned by its users within a social context. The link between
"blow job" and its vulgar classification is socially constructed.
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Second, in being offered, accepted or refused, symbols either reinforce or
undermine existing structures and power relations. The foreign student and the rape
victim reinforced boundaries because they lacked the power to change the script and
undermine distinctions between appropriate and inappropriate sex language. To
undermine language boundaries, it is necessary to recognize the terms of the script and
the location of the boundaries as problematic. I assert that the ability to frame a problem
in a public forum is set by social groups in power; I define power as the capacity to
communicate in a way that exerts influence on the decisions that affect society.
One of the central arguments of this dissertation is that language is a symbolic
resource that social groups used to gain power in the birth control movement in the
1920s and 1930s. My purpose is to explore the relationship between language and
power in order to understand how one group -- doctors, obtained power over other
groups in the fight for contraceptive legalization and virtually controlled the dissemination
of birth control information.
In 1873 federal Comstock laws considered all contraception as obscene and
barred contraceptive devices and advertisements from the mail. The movement to
legalize contraception gained momentum under Margaret Sanger's leadership in the
1920s and 1930s. Sanger and her supporters divided their time between opening birth
control clinics and convincing legislators and the American Medical Association that birth
control deserved their public support. Birth control advocates lobbied Congress to
amend the Comstock law with an exemption for physicians. Between 1930 and 1937,
Congress debated Sanger's "doctors only" bill eleven times without ever passing the bill.
(It was not until 1970 that Congress formally removed the obscenity label from
contraception and rewrote the Comstock laws). While still pushing for the "doctors only"
bill, one of Sanger's birth control organizations tested the federal laws in an attempt to
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secure a judicial decision that would legally exempt physicians. Dr. Hannah Stone,
medical director of a Sanger birth control clinic, informed custom officials that she was
receiving a shipment of diaphragms from Japan for potential use in her medical practice.
Customs seized the diaphragms and a judicial hearing followed. In the spring of 1936,
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in New York ruled that the Comstock laws did not
apply to physicians. Sanger claimed the judicial decision as the greatest legal victory in
the birth control movement.
The goal of the birth control movement was to take power away from the
commercial advertiser and place it in the hands of the physician. Desire for medical
control over the dissemination of contraceptive devices and information guided birth
control advocetes and became the main criteria against which they weighed and
legitimated the costs and benefits of their actions.
This dissertation concentrates on an episode of social disorder when birth control
advocates struggled to obtain legal and medicel security for contraception. This study
considers the important and heretofore unrecognized fact that contraceptive advertising
existed, even though the ads were illegal, and that the advertisements played an
important role in birth control advocacy. I consider contraceptive advertising as a "series
of arenas for negotiating issues crucial to the conduct of social life; among them, who is
inside and outside, who may speak, who may not and who has authority and may be
believed."3 Contraceptive advertisements unsettled the categories of high and low
culture that birth control advocates struggled to define and disrupted the professional
rules of inclusion and exclusion that structured the birth control movement in the 1920s
and 1930s.

3 Carolyn Marvin, When Old Technologies Were New (New York: Oxford, 1982) 4.
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Despite its illegal status, contraceptive manufacturing became an extensive and
thriving business. Advertisers avoided the terms "birth control" and "contraception," and
invented the euphemism feminine hygiene to take its place. The law considered "birth
control" and "contraceptive" information directed towards laymen and women obscene,
but "feminine hygiene" advertisements snuck by uncensored. In 1934, it was estimated
that manufacturers distributed at least three hundred contraceptive formulas using the
euphemism feminine hygiene. Advertisements appeared in the Ladies' Home Joumal,
Ligget's drugstore windows and counter displays, matchbook covers, and Sears and
Montgomery Ward mail-order catalogues.
The American Medical Association (AMA) and the Federal Drug Association
refused to officially acknowledge or monitor the contraceptive products. Only a handful
of manufacturers tested their own products for safety and efficacy. As a result, women
and doctors could not distinguish between the hundreds of contraceptive products
available at their fingertips. The prevalence of feminine hygiene ads threatened the birth
control movement by challenging the advocates construction of "the problem." The
problem, according to advocates, was that safe and effective birth control was not
available. The answer, the goal, became to provide the medical community with the
power to control the dissemination of contraceptive products and information.
Manufacturers, meanwhile, promoted their products as safe and effective -- creating the
illusion that there was no "problem" and that the birth control movement's goal was
trivial.
Advocates juggled a separate public and private relationship with feminine
hygiene manufacturers. Since the AMA kept their distance from contraception,
advocates relied on the feminine hygiene manufacturer to experiment and develop
contraceptive formulas. Privately, birth control advocates encouraged feminine hygiene
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manufacturers to challenge the Comstock laws. Advocates kept their relationships
private because they feared that if the medical profession suspected a link between the
birth control movement and commercialism, then physicians would think that birth
control advocates represented a commercial market littered with sexual images and not
the professionally demure medical community.
The feminine hygiene ads' historical ties to patent medicine fraud and their
sexually explicit messages corroded the professional image that birth control advocates
struggled to shape. Margaret Sanger and her constituents publicly distanced
themselves from feminine hygiene advertisers. Advocates continually contrasted the
commercial feminine hygiene industry against their scientifically orientated goal. They
argued that feminine hygiene ads were dirty, they polluted society, but that scientific birth
control information was clean, virtuous, and moral. Society needed the medical
profession to cleanse and purify the crude, filthy feminine hygiene field. The association
of "feminine hygiene" with corruption and "birth control" with science was not an absolute
division, but one that advocates emphasized throughout their struggle for birth control
legalization.
Birth control groups did not advocate for a complete ban of contraceptive
advertising -- they made fine distinctions. Advocates confronted "feminine hygiene"
advertisements by drawing a line between medical and non-medical contraceptive
information. The difference between the two sides, "feminine hygiene" and "birth
control," was not in the product's chemical make-up, but rather the manner in which
manufacturers marketed their product. "Feminine hygiene" manufacturers used

embodied language about the grotesque body, language dripping with references to
female pleasures, to sell their product directly to laymen and women; "birth control"
manufacturers employed disembodied language about the classical body, language
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that distanced the body from the woman to which it belonged, to sell their product
directly to physicians, "Birth control" texts appropriate for physicians were texts with no
references to female bodies. Advocates cultivated "birth control" information into an
elite, authoritative text so that the AMA would recognize "birth control" as relevant to their
profession.
Scientific contraception only emerged as separate from commercialized
contraception after a prolonged struggle to distance women's bodies from birth control
information. The AMA accepted "birth control" as a legitimate part of medicine in 1937
and in 1945 passed a resolution that refused authorization to any contraceptive
manufacturer that advertised directly to the layperson. "Birth control" referred to
medically approved contraceptive methods, and "feminine hygiene" designated
unapproved contraceptive methods or rather, inappropriate contraceptive information.
Feminine hygiene ads no longer occupied popular culture's spotlight. The group that
"won" the power to disseminate contraceptive information was the medical community,
the group with the textual credentials to control female bodies.
The birth control struggle ended when advocates no longer felt a need to monitor
the distance between science and commercialism, the two constructed extremes.
Feminine hygiene ads only threatened scientific contraceptive information during the
struggle, when advocates considered it necessary to teach the public the difference
between scientific and commercialized contraception. Once the AMA took control, they
secured the scientific boundary. Advocates and doctors thus could look comfortably at
feminine hygiene ads and "laugh .. without a trace of fear and without any strain in [their]
features. ,,4
4 "Studies on hysteria," Frau Emmy von N. (Freud 1893: 109-110), quoted in Peter
Stallybrass and Allon White, Politics and Poetics of Transgression (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1986) 171.
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Chapter One
LANGUAGE, POWER, AND THE BODY

There is no binary division to be made between
what one says and what one does not say; we
must try to determine the different ways of not
saying such things, how those who can and those
who cannot speak of them are distributed, which
type of discourse is authorized, or which form of
discretion is required in either case. There is not
one but many silences, and they are an integral
part of the strategies that underlie and permeate
discourses.
-- Michel Foucault 1

Imagine shopping for diaphragms in Bloomingdales, ordering contraceptive jelly
from the Sears' catalogue, or browsing for birth control bargains in drugstore windows.
In the 1920s and 1930s, contraception was a familiar component of popular culture.
Advertisers integrated birth control into their mass medium and presented it within a
public, as opposed to strictly medical, context. They transformed birth control
information from an oral secret into a printed public spectacle that shared space with
Coca Cola, the Chrysler motor car, and Campbell's soup. While Campbell's promised

AS-CL: Abraham Stone papers, Countway Library of Medicine
CG-CL: Clarence Gamble papers, Countway Library of Medicine
MS-LC: Margaret Sanger papers, Library of Congress
MS-SS: Margaret Sanger papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College
NCMH-CL: National Committee Maternal Health papers, Countway Library of Medicine
NH-CL: Norman Himes' papers, Countway Library of Medicine
1 Michel Foucault, The Historv of Sexuality (New York: Vintage Books, 1978) 27.
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an end to little Bobby's finicky appetite, Lehn and Fink assured the Mrs. that Lysol
douche provided marital bliss.
A specific aim of this dissertation is to trace birth control's transformation from a
commercial to a medical resource. The central question organizing this study is how did
the medical profession gain power over birth control information in the public arena?
This dissertation traces birth control's evolution to medical science by approaching "birth
control" as a symbol and tracing "birth control's" meaning in the 1920s and 1930s.
In the following chapters, "birth control" most often appears in quotation marks to
signify that what is being discussed is a symbol -- a culturally created label for a set of
practices that the birth control movement designated as medical. 2 This dissertation
traces the meaning of "birth control" through a detailed analysis of the language in
contraceptive advertisements and the language revolving around the commercial
contraceptive industry in the 1920s and 1930s. I refer to the commercial contraceptive
industry throughout the dissertation as the "feminine hygiene" industry; "feminine
hygiene" was the most common euphemism used to advertise contraception in the
1920s and 1930s.
I use three terms to designate conception control -- birth control, contraception,
and feminine hygiene. "Birth control" refers to those methods that advocates
considered medical; "feminine hygiene" designates contraceptives that advertisers
marketed directly to the layperson; and "contraception" remains neutral, a term used
when I need a general word for conception control that does not imply science or
commercialization.

2 Walter Kendrick uses the same technique in his history of "pornography," in The
Secret Museum, (New York: Penguin Books, 1987).
10

Birth control advocates constructed the terms "birth control" and "feminine
hygiene" into opposites; "birth control" referred to contraceptive methods that advocates
considered medical and "feminine hygiene" referred to contraceptive methods that
advocates considered commercial. Advocates fought to legalize medically supervised
contraceptive practices and to standardize contraceptive products already on the
market. There was no distinction between commercial and medical contraceptives until
birth control advocates constructed one. Advocates erected borders between "birth
control" and "feminine hygiene," the medical and the commercial, through public
discourse directed at legislators and the medical community.
The debate over "birth control" legalization in the 1920s and 1930s raises many
questions regarding language as an agency of social control. Advertisers, non-medical
birth control advocates, and the medical community invented a discourse to speak
about contraception -- a social and legal taboo - that signified their place in the social
order. Non-medical and medical birth control advocates ultimately controlled the
contraceptive agenda because they removed sexual references from "birth control"
information and attached chaste meanings to "birth control" language. Advocates
constructed "birth control" information into a text that the American Medical Association
(AMA) ultimately recognized as one that deserved their professional approval. As we
shall see, professional birth control information became a text that concealed
contraception's link to the bodies that used it to prevent pregnancy.
This chapter explores the theoretical link between language and power that
shaped my historical approach to contraceptive advertiSing. I first review histories of the
birth control movement and then examine two studies that specifically address
contraceptive advertising. My theoretical approach to birth control history interweaves
theories from various disciplines (anthropology, linguistics, history, women studies). I
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consider the specific language birth control advocates used to garner support for their
cause as integral to their social power. The link between language and power is
complex and the bulk of this chapter builds towards a theory that adds to the complexity.
I close the chapter with a brief discussion of my research strategy and an outline of the
chapters that follow.

HISTORICAL APPROACHES TO THE BIRTH CONTROL MOVEMENT
Birth control historians have falsified the myth that "birth control" technology
came to us with modern medicine, but they have failed to examine closely the premedical contraceptive industry and question contraception's transition from the
commercial to the medical domain. 3 Birth control historians note the prevalence of
contraceptive advertising in the nineteenth century and once again in the 1920s and
1930s, but they overlook how birth control advocates intentionally removed
contraceptive information from popular culture and transformed it into a discreet
language that catered only to the medical profession. There are four major historians
that concentrate on the birth control movement, but none of them recognize
contraceptive advertising as a powerful influence in the struggle for "birth control"
legalization.
David Kennedy (1970) examines Margaret Sanger's leadership in the birth
control movement. He argues that Sanger thwarted the success of the birth control
movement and that the movement only succeeded after Sanger left the public spotlight.
Kennedy blames Sanger for the prevailing medical ignorance regarding contraception.
3 David Kennedy, Birth Control in America: The Career of Margaret Sanger (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1970); Ellen Chesler, Woman of Valor: Margaret Sanger
and the Birth Control Movement in America (NY: Simon and Schuster, 1992); James
Reed, From Private Vice to Public Virtue (NY: Basic Books, 1978); Linda Gordon,
Woman's Body, Woman's Right, revised and updated (NY: Penguin Books, 1990).
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He claims that if Sanger had relinquished control of her birth control clinic to Dr. Robert
Dickinson in 1925, she would have facilitated medical research, opened up the best
medical journals for publication of test results, and made the clinic much more effective
as a training center for physicians interested in contraception. 4 Kennedy simplifies the
relationship between medical and non-medical birth control advocates and thus
overlooks the complex relationship between Margaret Sanger and the medical
profession. In addition, he asserts that the growing commercial exploitation of
contraception in the 1930s pressured the medical profession to take some position on
birth control, but he does not examine the important role Sanger played in convincing
physicians to take action against commercial contraceptive advertisers.
In a recent biography of Margaret Sanger, Ellen Chesler (1992) has redefined
Sanger's impact on the struggle for birth control legalization in the 1920s and 1930s. In
contrast to Kennedy's condemnation of Sanger, Chesler writes, "every woman in the
world today who takes her sexual and reproductive autonomy for granted should
venerate Margaret Sanger."5 Chesler utilized the full range of birth control archive
materials and her documented account strongly refutes Kennedy's thesis that the birth
control movement only succeeded after Sanger left the public spotlight. Chesler credits
Sanger with popularizing birth control ideas and building birth control institutions (i.e.
Planned Parenthood) that still have widespread influence today. But one influence she
overlooks is the power Margaret Sanger wielded over language, over our understanding
and use of the term "birth control."
Sanger coined and defined the term "birth contro'" in 1916 and shaped it into a
medical label that did not apply to the feminine hygiene products advertised directly to

4 Kennedy 211-212.
5 Chesler 12.
13

the public in the 1920s and 1930s. Chesler closely examines Sanger's relationships
with other birth control advocates and the medical profession, but she does not explore
Sanger's relationship to feminine hygiene manufacturers. Sanger and other birth control
advocates kept a separate public and private relationship with the feminine hygiene
industry. Commercialization presented an image that opposed the professional stature
that birth control advocates struggled to obtain. At the same time, advocates needed
commercial manufacturers to experiment with contraceptive formulas and make them
available to physicians. Sanger publicly denounced the feminine hygiene industry and
presented the industry as a public menace that polluted clean, "birth control" science.
Meanwhile, she privately urged feminine hygiene manufacturers to submit their formulas
so that her organization could test them and even suggested they market behind
euphemisms to avoid the Comstock laws. Contraception's transition from a commercial
commodity to a medical one did not occur automatically. The shift was a deliberate and
strategic effort facilitated by birth control advocates while they juggled to keep their
relationships with the commercial manufacturer and the medical community separate.
James Reed's From Private Vice to Public Virtue remains the most authoritative
interpretation of the relationship between the medical and lay birth control advocates. He
focuses primarily on four main figures in birth control history (Margaret Sanger, Dr.
Robert Dickinson, Dr. Clarence Gamble, and Gregory Pincus), but overlooks the
complex triangular relationship between the medical advocates, the non-medical
advocates, and the feminine hygiene manufacturers. Reed argues that physicians left
birth control to quacks because they did not want to challenge social mores, but he fails
to ask what arguments convinced organized medicine that "birth control" should no
longer be part of quack medicine. Both the medical and non-medica! advocates carefully
monitored their ties to the commercial industry because any suspicion of a commercial
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link threatened the AMA's acceptance of contraception. Advocates positioned
themselves in opposition to the commercial industry through their organizational bylaws
and public discourse that distinguished the birth control movement from the feminine
hygiene industry.
Linda Gordon (1976) asserts that the discourse advocates used to defend
reproductive control was inseparable from their political struggles, but she attaches
meaning to language without fully examining the social context within which the
language emerged. Gordon's birth control history, Women's Body. Women's Right,
spans the arguments for reproductive control from the 1800s to the present (her 1991
revised edition moves her account into the 1980s), but she limits her analysis of
language to the various slogans with which advocates defined their cause. She argues
that the label "birth control" represented a radical organizational device created by
feminists in the socialist movement and that "planned parenthood" represented a more
conservative approach to reproductive control. Gordon overlooks feminine hygiene
advertising as a pervasive influence in the birth control movement and thus fails to
notice the strategic uses of the term "birth control" as opposed to "feminine hygiene."
The phrase "birth control" evolved to mean something very specific and intentional in the
1930s.
By tracing when and how advocates used the term "birth control," I found that the
term does not represent a "radical" movement. "Birth control" referred to a medical
contraceptive method; methods that physicians communicated directly to patients or that
advertisers communicated directly 10 physicians. "Feminine hygiene" referred to a
commercial method; methods that advertisers communicated directly to the layperson.
Specifically, "birth control" symbolized an acceptable medical discourse on reproductive
control -- a discourse that separated sexual activity from reproduction. Gordon
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recognized that the acceptability of birth control always depended on separating sex
from reproduction, but she fails to note that advocates' specific uses of the term "birth
control" strongly supports that thesis.

HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS OF CONTRACEPTIVE ADVERTISING
Contraceptive advertising plays a minor role in the histories of the birth control
movement, but the ads can claim their fame in two recent historical accounts. Kathleen
Endres (1987) and Marvin Olasky (1988) specifically address contraceptive advertising,
but they do not develop the social dramas that revolved around the advertisements.
Endres analyzed the contraception and abortion advertisements that appeared in
the Cleveland Plain Dealer from 1850 to 1880. 6 She concludes that the careful
language in the ads reflected the advertiser's desire to reach a more affluent audience
and the ads reveal that women held a more visible role in determining their reproductive
functions. On the contrary, the language we read in the contraceptive advertisements
consist of euphemisms and veiled references to pregnancy. This language does not
show us that women took actions to limit their family size, nor does it tell us why
advertisers chose to use euphemisms. Endres' claim that the advertisers desired to
attract affluent women without alienating their "sensibilities" needs to be embedded
within an understanding of the popular beliefs about health and the goals of the patent
medicine industry during this period, something Endres fails to do.
The ability to use the public forum for private purposes is a privilege that only
some men and women are able to achieve. To assume that these ads tell us that
married women held power in public discourse about sexuality overlooks this fact and

6 Kathleen L. Endres, "Strictly Confidential: Birth Control Advertising in a 19th-Century
City," Journalism Quarterly (Winter 1987): 748-751.
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overlooks the differences between the women's and men's ads. For example, Endres
states that the ads indicate that women's role in controlling their reproductive functions
increased during this time-period, without recognizing a notable difference between the
male condom ads and ads for women's preventative pills: the condom ads promise
male sexual satisfaction, while the ads directed specifically towards women assure
women's health and ignore women's sexuality completely. Endres also does not
address the fact that unmarried women are left out of the abortion and birth control ads,
while the ads directed towards men do not specify any marriage status. An analysis of
gender and power is missing from Endres' study and needs to be inserted.
Since Endres limits her research to one local newspaper, she does not address
the fact that the ads continue in other local papers, as well as in private cards and
handbills after the Comstock law considered such advertising illegal. Marvin Olasky, on
the other hand, quotes ads from the Houston Post, the Dallas Morning News, the Atlanta
Constitution, and the Chicago Times Herald as examples of newspapers that continued
advertising contraception after the introduction of the Comstock laws in 1873. Olasky
outlines a history of the press and abortion from 1838 to 1988 by examining abortion
coverage in the newspapers side-by-side with the abortion ads. He offers descriptions
of abortion accounts and various abortion ads found in a wide array of newspapers'?
Olasky's analysis does not extend any further than the newspaper contents and
he often misses opportunities for a more complex analysis. For instance, he treats all
abortions as criminal activities, ignoring the historical distinction between criminal and
non-criminal abortions. His study begins in 1838, yet abortion was legal until the 1850's.
Until the 1850's, abortion during the first four months of pregnancy (before "quickening")

7 Marvin Olasky, The Press and Abortion. 1838-1988 (Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 1988).
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that did not involve the mother's death was perceived as a natural termination of
pregnancy. Before the first anti-abortion laws were passed (between 1850 and 1880),
physicians and the layperson used the term "abortion" as we today use the term
"miscarriage" -- to abort meant to miscarry. The term "criminal abortion" referred to an
abortion after the first four months of pregnancy, after fetal life was assumed to begin.
In addition, Olasky quotes ads without any analysis of their contents. The
following ad appeared in the San Francisco Examiner on September 23, 1910:
Dr. J.E. and Dr. Mary Grant GRADUATE PHYSICIANS FEMALE SPECIALIST
FOR 15 YEARS GUARANTEE to cure the longest and most obstinate female
cases in 24 hours by STRICTLY up to date, ANTISEPTIC, SAFE, and painless
METHODS without delay from home or work ... HONORABLE, RELIABLE,
SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT GUARANTEED. Consult us freely and
confidentialiy ... 8

In a footnote to the above ad, Olasky notes that apparently there was no Mary Grant, but
some potential clients might be attracted by the promise of a female partner. The
relationship between women's sexuality and the medical community is left unexplored -why would a woman be attracted to the prospect of a female practitioner?
Also recall that Endres concludes that upper-class women were the desired
audience for birth control and abortion ads. The above ad is directed to both nonworking and working women: "ANTISEPTIC, SAFE, and painless METHODS without
delay from home or work ... " From Olasky's account, we do not know whether this ad is
an exception or if most of the ads are directed towards working and non-working class
women.
Neither Endres or Olasky approach the meanings birth control advocates
attached to contraception as a commercial commodity. Endres contends that birth
control ads responded to a social trend -- women's increased power to assert control
8 Olasky 53-54.
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over their reproductive practices. Olasky reports that the abortifacient ads created the
demand for abortion services. Asserting that advertising responds to social trends or
that it is the creator of consumer culture simplifies advertising's significance. Uncovering
the meanings of contraceptive advertising requires delving into and uncovering the
social relationships in which the advertisements and the advertised contraceptive
prod uct played a role.

CONTRACEPTiVE ADVERTISING AS A COMMUNICATIONS CONCERN
My dissertation examines contraceptive advertising as "one piece in a larger
puzzle."9 That puzzle is a communications process. I define communication about
contraception as a process in which social groups construct, negotiate, and categorize
the meanings of symbols into high and low culture according to the symbols' references
to bodies. Feminine hygiene advertisements became part of the process by which
advocates constructed and negotiated the meaning of "birth control" during the fight for
legal contraception and designated "feminine hygiene" ads as low culture and "birth
control" information as high culture. Unlike previous birth control scholars, I analyze the
history of the birth control movement as a communication process where advocates

9 Michael Schudson, Advertising, the Uneasy Persuasion: Its Dubious Impact on
American Society (NY: Basic Books, 1984) 207. Schudson states that
any new consumer product that does not disappear quickly as just a fad or
fashion is probably related to deep social currents. It relies on relatively lasting
social changes for its success and, if it is as significant as the automobile or the
cigarette, it may set up further social, legal, or cultural changes that reinforce its
hold on the public. A marketer unattuned to social trends may stir an eddy in the
stream of consumption but, to be a great success, will have to ride a wave
already in formation (p. 206).
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disassociated sex from "birth control" information to convince the medical profession
and legislators that "birth control" deserved legal protection.
Birth control advocates sought to convert birth control from its illegal, illicit status
to a legal and moral medical practice. They succeeded by a strategic manipulation of
meaning that disassociated the sexually desiring body from "birth control" information.
Advocates converted "birth control" information into medical discourse and distinguished
"birth control" from its embodied feminine hygiene counterpart.
Feminine hygiene advertisers utilized women's bodies to sell their wares and
celebrated feminine hygiene as the key to marital romance. The advertisements linked
contraception to sex -- a link that made doctors and legislators uncomfortable.
Advocates convinced the medical profession and lawmakers that "birth control"
deserved legalization by utilizing language they considered professional. This language
is a discourse where "birth control" and the bodies that use it are kept separate; a
discourse where "birth control" is medical, not sexual. Birth control advocates rejected
feminine hygiene advertising from their cause or rather, they rejected the embodied
meanings that the advertisements conveyed.

EMBODIED LANGUAGE
Embodied language refers to language that uses bodily symbols to convey its
meaning. Feminine hygiene advertisers associated symbols of the body with
contraception and challenged an emerging medical discourse regarding female
reproductive information. Advertising was a place in which the body contaminated
discourse about contraception. Bodily fluids and rhythms, bodies with odors and
sagging muscles invaded feminine hygiene advertisements. Feminine hygiene
advertisers used language and themes popular in other consumer ads and sold
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contraception as a product women could use to keep their bodies physically fit.
Advertisers translated contraception into a lUxury item that resembled other hygienic
products -- soap, deodorant, mouthwash. Intent on selling, advertisers kept up with
popular trends and created ads to appeal to women, or rather, wrote in language they
considered relevant to the woman consumer.
Mary Douglas asserts that "bodily control is an expression of social control."
Carolyn Marvin declares that "texts master bodies and discipline them."1 0 If bodily
control is an expression of social control and textual control is an expression of bodily
control, then textual control is an expression of social control. Marvin introduces the body
into literacy theory and sets up an equation between bodily control and social control.
Marvin contends that "bodies are displayed or concealed at different levels in literate
practice to signify the location of their owners in a social and moral order."11 Mikhail
Bahktin's classical body with no openings and orifices, hygienically clean and removed
from its environment denotes the characteristically "high" discourses of philosophy,
theology and law; the body that displays its physical needs, the pleasures of the 'lower
bodily stratum,' the grotesque body with gaps that keep it vulnerable to outside forces
denotes the "low" discourses that utilize the body to communicate. 12
Feminine hygiene advertisers used women's bodies to sell their products and
provide contraceptive information. The medical community, with the help of birth control
advocates and the cooperation of a small group of drug companies, removed the
grotesque body as an expressive medium for "birth control" information and transformed
10 Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols (New York: Pantheon Books, 1970) 70-71; Carolyn
Marvin, "Theorizing the Flagbody," Critical Studies in Mass Communication Research 8
(1991): 121.
11 Carolyn Marvin, "Body of the Text: Literacy's Corporeal Constant," Quarterly Journal
of Speech 80.2 (1994): 1-21.
12 Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1986).
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it into the classical body, an agency of social control. Reformers sanitized and
desexualized public "birth control" information and as a result, "birth control" became a
subtext of hygiene where the classificatory body of high culture emerged and replaced
popular culture's grotesque. 13
Pierre Bourdieu states that
the constitutive power which is granted to ordinary language lies not in the
language itself but in the group which authorizes it and invests it with authority.
Official language, particularly the system of concepts by means of which the
members of a given group provide themselves with a representation of their
social relations ... , sanctions, and imposes what it states, tactlly laying down the
dividing line between the thinkable and the unthinkable, thereby contributing
towards the maintenance of the symbolic order from which it draws its
authority. 14
The medical community authorized public contraceptive information and invested it with
authority. The power to disseminate contraceptive devices and information officially and
legally belonged to physicians. It is no accident that contraceptive ads created for the
medical community appear with practically no references to women's bodies.
Advertisers utilized language they considered relevant and appropriate for physicians.
The medical community is a textually organized society with discursive norms. It is a
mark of literate competence to use the text, not the body, as an expressive medium. As
Marvin states "textually organized societies deny the body by moving it beyond the
range of awareness. Propriety or well socialized behavior in textualized societies is
associated with bodily invisibility.,,15 Only classical bodies appear in medical

13 see Rosalind Petchesky Abortion and Woman's Choice, rev. ed., (Boston:
Northeastern University Press, 1990), 72; and see Stallybrass and White, especially
chapter 2.
14 Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theorv of Practice (Boston: Cambridge University
Press, 1977) 21.
15 Marvin, Body of the Text.
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contraceptive ads; the shift from grotesque to classical bodies in contraceptive
advertising symbolized medical control over "birth control" information.
Discursive norms are rooted in and reflect the society that produced them. In the
1920's and 30's, the govemment and the American Medical Association did not monitor
or regulate birth control devices. Hundreds of contraceptive manufacturers advertised
their products as safe and effective, yet scientific tests for safety and efficacy were still
being developed. Within this social context, birth control advocates struggled to legalize
"birth control" and advocate more and less contraceptive information at the same time -more scientific "birth control" information and less commercial "feminine hygiene"
advertising. Public arguments between the advocates, advertisers, and physicians
existed indirectly through coded language. Each group argued through public discourse
comprised of conceptual systems, colloquial code words, and formal ideologies. These
systems, codes, and ideologies presented in contraceptive ads and in the arguments
about the ads reflected and constituted the struggle for power in the birth control
movement.
Historian Carol! Smith-Rosenberg asserts that "during moments of social
restructuring, no one group will possess the power to impose its language, values, or
behavior upon any other." When a group establishes its political and economic
dominance, it is able to invest its words with power. It is at this pOint that the body is no
longer merely an expressive medium, but it is politicized. 16 No one group controlled
birth control dissemination in the 1920s and 1930s. Feminine hygiene advertisers, birth
control advocates, and physicians shared the power to communicate contraceptive
information in the public forum.

16 Carol! Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct: Visions of Gender in Victorian America
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1985) 44; 268.
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I define power as the capacity to use language as a resource to exert influence
on the decisions that effect society. More specifically, the groups with the capacity to
define the language associated with birth control in the 1920s and 1930s not only
defined the meanings associated with contraception, but they also affected which
groups were considered relevant to the birth control problem.

RELEVANT SOCIAL GROUPS
Theorists in the field of history and sociology of science use the term 'relevant
social group' to refer to all the members of a certain group that share the same set of
meanings attached to a specific technology. As Bijker states:
the meanings attributed to an artifact by members of a social group playa crucial
role in [al description of technological development. The technological frame of a
social group structures this attribution of meaning by providing ... a grammar for it.
This grammar is used in the interactions of members of that social group, thus
resulting in a shared meaning attribution ... 17
More specifically, I add that a relevant social group includes those who define the
problem by creating the language to be used and those in the audience who understand
or accept the problem through that language.
Advocates framed the "birth control" problem so that contraceptive technology
would become part of medical science. They translated the "birth control" problem into
one that the medical community could solve. Bodewitz, et al. explain that:
For a ... solution of a problem to become a part of a technology, it has to become
embedded in existing social networks. This involved complex processes of
social management of trust. People must agree on the translation of their
troubles into more or less well-delineated problems, and a proposed solution
must be accepted as workable and satisfactory by its potential users and must

17 Wiebe Bijker, "The Social Construction of Bakelite: Toward a Theory of Invention,"
The Social Construction of Technological Systems, eds. Wiebe E. Bijker, Thomas P.
Hughes, and Trevor Pinch (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987) 172-3.
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be incorporated into actual practice in the social networks that make up the world
in which the technology evolved. 18
For the medical community to be part of the solution, advocates needed to alter
contraception's meaning to fit those meanings that physicians share. Thus, they framed
the problem in language relevant to physicians and constructed a solution that satisfied
physicians.
Birth control advocates fought to change medical perceptions regarding
contraception's "correct" consumption by classifying "birth control" as a moral, medical
commodity instead of an illicit, commercial one. In the words of Mary Douglas,
"consumption uses goods to make firm and visible a particular set of judgments in the
fluid processes of classifying persons and events." Ultimately, Douglas states, "within
each branch of information there is a professional training of the ear and eye to catch
new wisps of information that will give a competitive edge to the service offered, and
specialized brokerage institutions serving the need for the best information."19 By the
mid-1940s, advocates formed the medical profession into contraception's specialized
brokerage institution by first convincing physicians that "birth control" deserved their
approval.
Once the AMA decided to accept "birth control" as part of medical practice, they
needed to secure a monopoly over "birth control" information. Sociologist Eliot Friedson
argues that in order for organized medicine to survive, patients continually must choose
to consult physicians; a significant monopoly over scientific knowledge is necessary to

18 Henk J.H.W. Bodewitz, Henk Buurma, and Gerard H. de Vries, "Regulatory Science
and the Social Management of Trust in Medicine," The Social Construction of
Technological Systems, eds. Wiebe E. Bijker, Thomas P. Hughes, and Trevor Pinch
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987) 2~7.
19 Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood, The World of Goods:Towards an Anthropology
of Consumption (New York: Basic Books, 1979) 67,182.
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attract and sustain patients. 20 Women would need a reason to go to a doctor for
contraceptives as opposed to a mail-order catalogue or vending machine. Until the
early 1940s, advertisers and physicians essentially shared the same scientific
knowledge regarding birth control information; physicians did not have sufficient
knowledge about contraceptive methods to monopolize the field. For instance, in 1938,
Morris Fishbein, the editor of Hygeia, a magazine published by the AMA for laymen,
rejected a request to publish an article on contraception. Dr. Fishbein wrote:
Hygeia is largely devoted to expressing to the public established facts in the field
of health and scientific medicine. There is so little that is actually established as
useful and practical in the field of birth control that we have not felt that it would
be in accord with the aim of the magazine to take up such a discussion at the
present time.21
To keep "birth control" securely in its bounds, the medical community needed superior
competence and technical authority over "birth control" techniques.
Though the AMA approved of "birth control" in 1937, it did not develop testing
procedures until 1942. Thus, the AMA did not have the scientific knowledge necessary
to obtain a monopoly over "birth control" information for at least five years. Doctors
urged women to use advertising as a gauge; if a manufacturer advertised directly to the
consumer then the firm was unreliable. In addition, the AMA only approved "birth
control" products that were not advertised to the lay person. If contraceptive
manufacturers wanted AMA approval, they had to restrict their advertising to the medical
community (which included druggists). The "birth control" ads approved by the AMA no
longer included women as relevant consumers; the few approved ads directed to the
layperson told women to seek their information from doctors. All other ads informed
doctors of their products. Significantly, these ads leave out any references to the body.
20 Eliot Friedson, Profession of Medicine: A Study of the Sociology of Applied
Knowledge (New York: Harper & Row, 1970) 21.
21 Enclosed in letter by Hazel Moore to Morris Ernst, Nov. 11, 1938, PPFA-SS.
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Control over the dissemination of "birth control" information required withdrawing
contraception from popular culture and constructing "birth control" into a literate,
disembodied discourse -- a discourse where the unruly body is kept out and the woman
consumer is no longer the relevant audience.

DISEMBODIED DISCOURSE
This dissertation outlines a detailed model in which the development of medical
birth control information contributed to a discourse that regulated, organized, and
ultimately defined birth control as asexual -- as a technology separate from the bodies
that use it. In History of Sexuality. Michel Foucault views discourse not merely as
groups of signs, but as relations of power:
Sex was not something one simply judged; it was a thing one administered. It
was in the nature of a public potential; it called for management procedures; it
.
had to be taken charge of by analytical discourses.22

The birth control movement contributed to a sexual discourse that regulated and defined
"birth control" information as advice without reference to bodies. "Birth control" then, is
not merely a term that designates methods of pregnancy prevention, rather "birth
control" is a symbolic category that produces and regulates sex-talk.
Foucault considers sexual discourse to be a resource with which social groups
historically equip themselves. Once equipped, these social groups essentially control
knowledge about sex and have power over those groups without this knowledge.
Historian Rosalind Petchesky explains, "it is not that sex is 'repressed;' rather its terms
and varieties, its agents and boundaries are intricately patrolled."23 Birth control
advocates did not fight overtly to repress "birth control" information, rather they
22 Foucault 24.
23 Petchesky 208.
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constructed and designated the terms by which "birth control" information eventually
became medically and publicly acceptable. Advocates and eventually, the AMA,
exercised their power by erecting linguistic borders between medical and non-medical
contraceptive information. Advocates and doctors abandoned contraceptive advice
littered with female bodies and infused disembodied "birth control" information with
power.
Struggles around "birth control" legalization were struggles over meanings -- the
defining and redefining of what specific contraceptive information were considered
appropriate or inappropriate, healthy, or unhealthy, moral or immoral. These meanings
are embedded in arguments for "birth control" legalization. The birth control movement,
then, naturalized and universalized meanings of "birth control" so that alternative notions
seemed impossible. "Birth control" became another term for contraception, but its
meaning grew out of a complex set of statements, social practices, and social
institutions that the birth control movement created in the 1920s and 1930s. 24
John Searle refers to these complex sets of statements as "institutional facts."
For example, "marriage" is a special kind of fact:
Any newspaper records facts ... [such as] Mr. Smith married Miss Jones. There is
no simple set of statements about physical or psychological properties of states
of affairs to which [this] statement of facts is reducible. A marriage
ceremony .. .involve[s] a variety of physical movements, states, and raw feels, but
a specification of [this] event only in such terms is not so far a specification of it
as a marriage ceremony ... The physical event and raw feel only count as parts of
[the] event given certain other conditions and against a background of certain
kinds of institutions ... lt is only given the institution of marriage that certain forms
of behavior constitute Mr. Smith's marrying Miss Jones. Similarly, it is only given
the institution of baseball that certain movements by certain men constitute the
Dodgers beating the Cubs 3 to 2 in eleven innings.

24 adapted from Jeffrey Weeks, Sexuality and its Discontents: Meanings. Mvths, and
Modern Sexualities (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985) 177-178.
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These "institutions" are systems of constitutive rules. Every institutional fact is
underlain by a [system of] rule[s] of the form "X counts as Y in context Z."25
Roy D'Andrade proposes that since people have a tendency to treat culturally created
institutions as if they were natural, people create conventions (i.e. marriage) which are
then understood as facts.
Theoretically then, all language is symbolic and the meaning of language is
determined by a system of constitutive rules. The fact that a particular word, phrase, or
belief can be recognized as natural can be problematic. D'Andrade states,
it seems to be the case that people have a tendency to treat culturally created
things as if they were natural things, perhaps because what is culturally created
is often intricately intertwined with what occurs naturally and perhaps because it
gives greater moral force to the idea that one should act in some certain way if it
is thought that it is natural to act in that particular way. 26
Since any belief or practice can be argued to be cultural constructions based on a
system of constitutive rules, determining whether a particular practice falls under a
particular set of constitutive rules is often quite difficult.
One may be quite clear that X counts as Y, but it is often difficult to decide
whether one is actually in the presence of a true X. To use a constitutive rule
that X counts as Y requires the dual rule that X can be identified by the presence
of features f1...fn. And often some of the features f1...fn are missing,
ambiguous, or disreputable, making it problematic whether or not something is
an X, thereby making it problematic whether one is in the presence of a y.27
The meaning of "birth control" is not a given; it is a product of negotiation, struggle, and
human agency.28
According to Searle, numerous facts exist that are not matters of opinion,
objection, or emotion at all. He labels these as "brute facts." D'Andrade clarifies the
25 John R Searle, Speech Acts: An Essay in the Philosophy of Language (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1969) 51.
26 Roy D'Andrade, "Cultural Meaning Systems," Culture Theory: Essays on Mind, Self,
and Emotion, eds. RA. Shweder and RA. Levine (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1984) 92.
27 D'Andrade 96.
28 Jeffrey Weeks, Sexuality (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1986), p. 25.
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distinction between brute and institutional facts by stating that brute facts refer to objects
and events that exist. prior to, and independent of their definition -- a person's age, the
number of calories consumed during a meal, the number of chairs in a room. Brute
facts exist but they cannot explain institutional facts, while institutional facts explain the
cultural meaning of brute facts. "The obvious explanation for the brute regularities of
language (certain human-made noises tend to occur in certain states of affairs on in the
presence of a certain stimuli) is that the speakers of a language are engaging in a rulegoverned form of intentional behavior."29 Thus, stating that a symbol is an institutional
fact expands the meaning of a symbol from a vehicle of structural form to a vehicle of
constitutive rules that determine structural form. As a result, the analysis shifts from
reconstructing signifying systems to determining the rules on which these systems are
based.
Contraception's carefully plotted emergence into organized medicine provides us
with an excellent opportunity to examine "birth control" as a symbol, an institutional fact.
Birth control advocates in the 1920s and 1930s transformed contraception from a
popular oral tradition to a scientific method, but this transformation took over twenty-five
years. This dissertation concentrates on this liminal period, this period of disorder, the
period when birth control advocates converted contraception into an integral part of
organized medicine and determined the rules that prohibit communicating "birth control"
information through references to bodies that practice contraception. I focus on how
birth control advocates constructed embodied feminine hygiene information into the
"other" and how they kept the "other" from impregnating scientific "birth control"
information.

29 Searle 53.
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CONSTRUCTING HIGH AND LOW
Feminine hygiene advertising serves as an example of the coding and recoding
of highllow relations in the social structure. Peter Stallybrass and Allon White's
reconceptualization of Mikhail Bakhtin's notion of the classical and grotesque provides a
useful framework. They explain that Bakhtin presents two models of the grotesque body
and unwittingly shifts between the two. In the first model, the grotesque body can be
perceived as simply the opposite of the classical body -- the Other. The grotesque and
the classical stand opposed to one another and their definitions depend upon one
another. The second model asserts that the high-low relations are more complex. Here,
the grotesque is formed through a process of hybridization where the high and low
merge. The hybrid-grotesque does not stand opposed to its classical counterpart, but
rather maintains elements of both the high and low, classical and grotesque. The
hybrid-Other is the social threshold where the high and low merge. Social groups that
struggle to separate high and low culture strive to keep the grotesque as simply, the
Other. Stallybrass and White explain that the high and low do not stand neatly opposed
to one another, rather a complex sorting process occurs when powerful social groups
designate what is high and what is low. It is during this sorting process, the liminal
period, when the hybrid-Other is born and threatens the hierarchical sorting. The hybridOther is the uncooperative grotesque-Other -- it is the Other that refuses to stay low.30
This dissertation concentrates on how birth control advocates constructed high
and low contraceptive information and the process by which the lowly feminine hygiene
advertisement troubled the emergence of medical birth control information. The birth
control movement was a social process in which advocates constructed scientific and
commercial contraceptive information into opposites, into high and low. Advocates

30 see Stallybrass and White, especially pp. 27-44,112-113,193-202.
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attempted to make a clean discursive break between high and low, between "birth
control" information C\nd feminine hygiene advertising. Advocates designated feminine
hygiene ads as the grotesque-Other to demonstrate the social order that advocates
struggled to achieve -- scientific information up top and commercial advertising on the
bottom. But keeping high and low separate remained a constant struggle. The very
drive to separate science and commercialism simultaneously produced a domain where
the high and low merged. Contraceptive manufacturers that tried to cooperate with the
advocates' science and commercial divide found it difficult to survive economically if they
only advertised to physicians. Manufacturers created subdivisions with different names
and those divisions advertised directly to the layperson. It was virtually impossible to
cleanly divide "feminine hygiene" and "birth control" manufacturers, since one
manufacturer frequently straddled the border. In addition, the content of feminine·
hygiene ads posed a problem. Feminine hygiene advertisers asserted that physicians
recommended their product, they pictured doctors giving feminine hygiene advice and
insisted that their formula was scientifically sound. In other words, advertisers presented
the scientific through the commercial, mixing the constructed opposites together.
Contraceptive manufacturers found it more lucrative to ignore the advocates'
strict rules that divided science and commercialization. Once the AMA took control over
the contraceptive field and secured "birth control's" place in science, it became
finanCially and politically feasible for manufacturers to abide by the
science/commercialization division. Feminine hygiene ads still existed, but since more
and more manufacturers followed the strict scientific path, the difference between
science and commercialism became more distinct. Feminine hygiene advertisements
continued thriving in tabloid magazines, but they no longer threatened "birth control's"
security because advocates no longer recognized the boundary between scientific and
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commercial contraception as a problem. The struggle to separate the scientific and
commercial eventually ended, medical order prevailed, and the grotesque body no
longer served as a medium for "birth control" information.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
The research for this dissertation required me to transcend my cultural
assumptions about contraception and accept that contraception was not always part of
medicine. Contraception was an integral part of popular culture in the 1920s and 1930s.
Even after I accumulated hundreds of contraceptive advertisements, saw pictures of
"nurses" behind department store counters distributing Ortho-Gynol, I still struggled to
believe it. The fact that nUmerous archivists and librarians assured me that
contraceptive advertisements did not exist because of the Comstock law only intensified
my own disbelief.
When I submitted a paper on feminine hygiene ads to a profeSSional conference,
the reviewer's comments made me question birth control's popularity even further. One
review raised the following questions: "What were poor or immigrant women using for
birth control? What traditional methods were used? What was it about the conditions of
the historical period in question that gave rise to an increased number of educated
women wanting access to such products?" The reviewer automatically assumed a
period dominated by "traditional" methods and assumed that poor and rich women used
different contraception. S/he assumed that rich women always had access to doctors
knowledgeable about contraception and that doctors knew more about contraception
than anyone else. Contrary to this reviewer's expectations, women practiced
contraception before the birth control movement, before its prevalence in popular
culture, and before doctors "knew best."
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Contraception was not part of medicine until the 1940s. For much of the 1920s
and 1930s, doctors knew as little about contraception as their patients. If doctors
wanted to know more, they could find out more easily than the layperson, but a majority
of them chose not to learn. Contraception was part of popular culture. In the 1920s and
1930s, Americans could purchase Trojan condoms and Ortho-Gynol jelly as easily as
they could purchase Coca-Cola. This is not to say that there were no class differences.
Birth control was not free. It was as much a commodity as toothpaste. Thus, wealthier
classes could afford to indulge in condoms and douches more than poorer classes.
Richer women had private bathrooms so that douching was possible; poor women often
lacked such a luxury. But contraception was less hierarchically organized and less
isolated behind drugstore counters than contraceptive products today.
It is not my purpose to make moral judgments, but to show the extent to which
popular culture embraced contraception, to speculate about why feminine hygiene ads
disappeared or diminished from women's fashion magazines, and to focus on how
medical birth control information emerged. I honestly do not know if the contraceptive
pill should be available over-the-counter and if we should be able to order diaphragms
through mail-order catalogues. Why would anyone consider prescription-only better
than over-the-counter? Borrowing from historian Lawrence Levine, "debating the
question of hierarchy concerns me less than examining the nature of the hierarchy we
are debating .',31
I introduce the section on "research strategies" with this long winded rationale
because it explains my research process. Kidder & Judd describe this process as
"negative case analysis:"

31 Lawrence Levine, Highbrow Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in
America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988) 8.
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The search and the data collection are not routinized; in fact, they usually require
asking new and different questions in each search. The measurements are not
standardized, the data are not uniform, and they do not yield numbers that can
be added or averaged. But the procedure is systematic. 32
The qualitative researcher seeks cases that require a modification of the working
hypothesis. The researcher revises the hypothesis to account for each negative case.
Theorizing and collecting data occur at the same time and one continually takes the
other into account.
The goal is to understand the way people interpret their world from their own
frame of reference and the strategy is to reconstruct the rules that guided their
understanding of a symbol's meaning. This dissertation requires us to depart
considerably from the image of birth as natural and accept a picture of American cultural
past through a frame of reference that we no longer share.
I continually shaped and reshaped my understanding of the contraceptive
industry as I learned more about the ways the birth control advocates approached the
industry and as I found more advertisements. I found approximately 720 original
magazine advertisements and about 40 pamphlets that accompanied contraceptive
products. I searched women's fashion magazines, confession and movie magazines,
and medical trade journals from 1924-1943 -- the years that birth control advocates
fought to eliminate the feminine hygiene industry (see appendix for details). Decoding
feminine hygiene ads and the context in which they existed was a continual, on-going
process. Accepting that feminine hygiene meant contraception required numerous trips
to the same archives. The more I learned about the ads, the birth control movement,
and the feminine hygiene industry, the more I revised my theoretical approach.

32 Louise Kidder and Charles Judd, Research Methods in Social Relations (New York:
Hold, Rinehart and Winston, 1986) 181.
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This chapter examined the theoretical approach and underlying assumptions that
organized the dissertation, guided the questions I researched as well as the analysis that
supplies some answers, There are two levels of analysis -- historical and interpretive,
Chapters two and three primarily concentrate on reconstructing historical facts that
provide background for the interpretations of the birth control movement offered in
chapters four and five,
Chapter two specifically traces the struggle for birth control legalization back to
the patent medicine crusade in the nineteenth century, The social groups involved in
the patent medicine wars reunite in the birth control movement in the 1920s and 1930s,
Thus, the political struggles are reborn with a new addition -- sex, This chapter
addresses the following questions: How did the Comstock law affect the dissemination

of contraceptive devices and information? What was the historical relationship between
patent medicine advertisers and physicians? How did this relationship affect organized
medicine's attitude towards contraception? Why did the medical community reject birth
control and other groups embrace it? What did couples use for birth control? Where did
they get their contraceptive information?
Chapter three establishes birth control as an integral part of popular cu~ure,
Here, I examine the birth of the feminine hygiene euphemism within its social and legal
context The feminine hygiene industry grew within a profession that knew no
boundaries and answered to no laws, I address the following questions in this chapter:

How did the commercial birth control industry develop despite the laws? How did the
birth control manufacturers adapt their advertising practices to the laws? How did the
birth control advertisers defend themselves against the laws? How did birth control
advertisements compare to the rest of the advertising trade?
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Chapter four analyzes the language that advertisers used to convey birth control
information and question why birth control advocates and the advertising profession
consider only non-medical ads a threat to their goals. I apply Bakhtin's grotesque and
classical categories to the ads and Mary Douglas' pollution metaphors to examine the
language in the ads and the arguments that revolved around the ads. I use Stallybrass
and White's theory of transgression to understand feminine hygiene ads as a threat to
the advocate's construction of "clean" science and "dirty" commercialism. I address the
following questions: What language did advertisers consider appropriate for physicians?
What language did they consider appropriate for women? How did non-medical
advertisers sell their products as birth control without mentioning the words "birth
control," "menstruation," "pregnancy," and "vagina?" How did the advertising profession
react to feminine hygiene advertisements? How did feminine hygiene ads affect the
birth control movement? How did the advocates respond to the ads?
Chapter five concentrates on the complex triangular relationship between
advertiser, non-medical birth control advocates, and physicians. I trace the birth control
movement's victories and mark the changes that subsequently took place in commercial
contraceptive advertising. The following questions are addressed: What was the
relationship between birth control advocates and the commercial contraceptive
manufacturer and advertisers? What was the relationship between non-medical and
medical birth control advocates? How did doctors gain power over the other social
groups involved in the birth control movement? How did AMA control affect
contraceptive ads directed towards the layperson?
My goal in these chapters is to explore the interplay between professional
organization, sexual ideology, and the distribution of power between the groups involved
in the birth control movement. By examining the role contraceptive advertising played in
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the fight for birth control legalization in the 1920s and 1930s, I have focused on the
struggle between social groups -- specifically, the medical and non-medical, the
professional and the commercial -- for control over the script, for power to change the
social values and cultural categories linked to language.
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Chapter Two
BIRTH CONTROL'S FAMILY TREE

Condoms should be carefully tested for pin holes before using, or
preferably while washing after use. Put water in condom and see if there
is any leakage when pressure is applied ... After use, drop in container of
cold water immediately. As soon as convenient, wash in luke warm soap
and water, rinse, dry carefully inside and out, and dust with cornstarch.
Condoms may be used many times if cared for as instructed.
--"Birth Control and Some of Its Simplest Methods," by Reverend A. H.
Tyrer, n.d. 1

Coconut oil soaps exceed other soaps in sperm paralyzing swiftness.
Most soaps contain this oil. Certain shaving creams and soap denitrifies
were found on experiment to be effectual spermicides. For travel, and in
absence of bathroom or syringe, lathering is a resource. The Japanese
cleanse the vagina with water and two fingers.
-- Dr. Robert Louis Dickinson and Dr. Louise Bryant, Control of
Conception, 1931.2

Contraception's roots in popular culture stem from a complex web of social
relationships that began in the late nineteenth century. The federal Comstock law made
contraception and contraceptive advertising illegal in 1873. Before the law,
"preventative" pills and abortofacients appeared alongside ads for cold remedies and

AS-CL: Abraham Stone papers, Countway Library of Medicine
CG-CL: Clarence Gamble papers, Countway Library of Medicine
MS-LC: Margaret Sanger papers, Library of Congress
MS-SS: Margaret Sanger papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College
NCMH-CL: National Committee Maternal Health papers, Countway Library of Medicine
NH-CL: Norman Himes' papers, Countway Library of Medicine
1 pamphlet in MS-SS.
2 Robert L. Dickinson and Louise S. Bryant, Control of Conception (Baltimore: Williams
and Wilkins Co., 1931) 74.
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other patent medicines. 3 The Comstock law essentially isolated birth control from the
pool of proprietary medicines. Organized reform movements against patent medicines
gained political power in the early twentieth century and culminated in the 1906 Food
and Drug law. Protesters against patent medicines left birth control out of their tirade, but
the 1906 law and the social groups that formed around it inadvertently impacted the
development of the commercial contraceptive ind ustry in the 1920s and 1930s.
I begin this chapter in the patent medicine era of the nineteenth century and
examine the interaction of the professional groups (advertisers and doctors) that later
became so relevant to birth control advocacy. The second half of the chapter brings us
to the years after World War I and describes the medical and social context that
revolved around the commercial birth control industry in the 1920s and 1930s. I

3 Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of American Medicine (New York: Basic Books,
1982) explains that "patent medicines were not actually patented since a patent required
disclosure of the formula; technically that were 'proprietary' drugs whose trademarks
were protected by copyright."
The law also considered abortofacients obscene and illegal, but movements
against abortion started before the Comstock law. The birth control movement was not
a fight for legalized abortions. In fact, advocates politically distinguished birth control
from abortion to emphasize birth control as an ethical alternative. Ellen Chesler
discusses how Sanger's birth control clinics provided abortion referrals, but that Sanger
kept abortion out of the birth control movement for political reasons. Sanger believed
that women should be able to end unwanted pregnancies, yet she created an opposite
impression in her public speeches. see Ellen Chesler Woman of Valor: Margaret
Sanger and the Birth Control Movement (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992) 300303; and James Reed, From Private Vice to Public Virtue (New York: Penguin Books,
1990) 118-119, 125.
The line between contraception and abortion is difficult to draw with some
devices, like the IUD, as well as advertised devices that claimed to both prevent
pregnancy and treat irregular menstruation (produce an abortion). Thus, I often overlap
abortion and contraceptive advertisements. The birth control movement's distinction
between birth control and abortion is complex and one that begs to be analyzed. I
intentionally steer away from such an analysis. The politics surrounding abortion differ
from the social conflicts that revolved around birth control information -- the evolution
and demise of the commercial abortifacient industry and its exclusion from the birth
control industry is another dissertation.
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examine women's contraceptive practices and notions regarding contraceptive safety
and efficacy within their historical context.
Couples practiced contraception before contraceptive advertising and the birth
control movement. Vinegar, lemon juice, and Lysol were common household
spermicides that contraceptive advertising and the fight for birth control legalization only
made more visible and therefore subject to public scrutiny. Lysol's high visibility its
advertised effectiveness aroused organized action. What became important politically
was not Lysol's actual safety and effectiveness, rather its apparent relation to danger,
death, and quackery concerned critics. Lysol received the harshest criticism. It caused
at least two deaths, but the deaths resulted from improperly mixed dosages. To
understand judgments regarding Lysol's safety and efficacy, we need to understand the
social environment that condemned Lysol as a contraceptive method. Later chapters
examine the arguments against contraceptive advertising in more detail -- this chapter
sets the historical stage for the rest of the dissertation. The purpose here is to
understand Lysol, vinegar, lemon juice, and reusable condoms as reasonable
contraceptive choices for women in the 1920s and 1930s. This chapter reconstructs the
legal, social, and political context in which advertisers thrived, physicians withdrew, and
women endured.
Birth control advocates desperately fought for safe and effective contraception by
limiting contraceptive dissemination to physicians. Questions of safety and efficacy
cannot be divorced from the social groups that set the standards and the social context
in which these standards evolved. Contraceptive tests were still being developed in the
1920s and 1930s and scientists analyzed test results differently. Advocates designated
safe and effective contraception as contraception prescribed by doctors. The moral
value advocates placed on doctors cannot be divorced from the scientific value
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advocates placed on contraceptive products. Advocates struggled to remove Lysol
from the commercial market, but they also sought to eliminate the commercial
contraceptive market. Besides Lysol's questionable safety and efficacy, the prevalence
of Lysol ads weakened arguments for birth control legalization by linking contraception to
patent medicine fraud and commercialization and tainted "birth control's" image as a
medical technique.

THE PATENT MEDICiNE ERA
"Doctors" and "madames" advertised their "female monthly pills" for the purpose
of removing and regulating "female irregularity" in urban dailies, rural weeklies, specialty
publications, popular magazines, and on private cards. Although they did not use the
word "abortion" or "contraception," it was widely held that every school girl in America
knew the meaning and intent of the advertisements. During the week of January 4,
1845, for example, the Boston Daily Times advertised Dr. Peter's French Renovating
Pills, Dr. Monroe's French Periodical Pills and Dr. Melveau's Portuguese Female pills. 4
In the mid-nineteenth century, there were no clear distinctions between doctors,
druggists and advertisers. Doctors dispensed drugs, druggists prescribed medicine and
advertisers claimed to hold medical degrees. Many men with medical degrees made
their living almost exclusively by operating pharmacies. In these earlier years,
professional roles were much less specialized and professional training was shorter and
less strict as is now. It was common for professional men to take on many roles. 5

4 James C. Mohr, Abortion in America: The Origins and Evolutions or National Policy,
1800-1900 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978) 53-54.
5 James Harvey Young, The Toadstool Millionaires: A Social Historv of Patent Medicines
in America before Federal Regulation (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961) 167169; Starr, pp. 81-85; Glenn Sonnedecker, Kremers and Urdang's History of Pharmacy
(Philadelphia: JB Lippencott Company, 1951) 98-199.
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Patent medicine ads supplied newspaper publishers with consistent and reliable
revenue. The ads filled almost three-quarters of the typical newspaper; cough serums
and toothache remedies shared space with those for venereal disease cures,
abortofacients, and contraceptive powders. Pill ads often promised to cure the common
cold and end an unwanted pregnancy. Doctor F. 's Periodical Female Medicines, for
instance, claimed to be effectual in all instances,
to remove a cold and every obstruction, &c. Married ladies, in case of
pregnancy, should consult the directions, in regard to the properties of this
remedy as we do not intend to recommend it for mischievous purposes. But if
they wish to ascertain whether they be or be not with child a few doses of these
medicines will reveal to them their condition; and if pregnancy exists, they will
produce distress, vomiting, and pains; which symptoms, -- if these medicines
should not at once relinquished -- would be followed by a quick loss of the gift of
nature ... 6
Physicians and laymen shared the belief in therapeutics. The belief that every part of
the body was related to one another, whereby "a distracted mind could curdle the
stomach and a dyspeptic stomach could agitate the mind." It was a physician's primary
responsibility to regulate or restore the interruption of normal secretions, such as
constipation, diarrhea, or irregular menstruation. 7
Until the 1850's, abortion during the first four months of pregnancy (before
"quickening") that did not involve the mother's death was perceived as a natural
termination of pregnancy and protected by law. Until "quickening," women and medical
advisors believed that the cessation of menses could as easily resulted from an
"unnatural blockage" in the menstrual cycles as from pregnancy. Thus, the law

6 American Antiquarian SOCiety, Broadside Collection, 1846.
7 Charles Rosenberg, "The Therapeutic Revolution: Medicine, Meaning, and Social
Change in Nineteenth-Century America," The Therapeutic Revolution; Essays in the
Social Historv of American Medicine, eds., Morris J. Vogel and Charles Rosenberg
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1979) 3-25, quote from pp. 5-6.
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recognized abortifacients as a remedy to the interruption of a woman's natural bodily
secretions. 8
Between the 1850's and 1880's the newly formed American Medical Association,
the Roman Catholic Church, and a host of conservative reformers lobbied to make
abortion illegal for the first time in the United States. By the early 1880s, most states
had enacted strict anti-abortion laws. The laws were a direct result of an insecure
medical profession and the lobbying efforts and leadership of two notorious individuals,
Dr. H.R. Storer, a Boston gynecologist, and Anthony Comstock, a United States postal
agent. The anti-abortion movement in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
tainted the future medical approach to women's sexuality and served as a backdrop to
the arguments surrounding birth control legalization in the 1930s.

CRUSADE AGAINST ABORTION AND CONTRACEPTION

By the 1850s, it was estimated that one out of every five or six pregnancies in
America was intentionally terminated. 9 In the same decade, well-established
physicians began a long struggle to upgrade standards within the medical profession
and defend the profession against "irregulars." Medical historians explain that before the
twentieth century, a doctor's social position relied as much on his family background and
the status of his patients as on the nature of his occupation. In 1870 a medical journal
remarked that "when a young man of merit and ability chose to become a doctor the
feeling among the majority of his cultivated friends [was] that he hard] thrown himself

8 Caroll Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct; Visions of Gender in Victorian America
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1985) 219; Chesler 63; Linda Gordon, Woman's
Body. Woman's Right; Birth Control in America, rev. ed., (New York: Penguin Books,
1990) 57-61; Rosalind Petchesky, Abortion and Woman's Choice, rev. ed., (Boston:
Northeastern University Press, 1990) 29-30, 53-54.
9 Chesler 63.
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away.,,10 Medical leaders denounced university medical departments that recruited
workingmen from lower-middle class backgrounds for fostering a "low image" of the
physician. "Medicine would never be a respected profession," one leader declared,
"until it sloughed off its coarse and common elements."11 In the nineteenth century, the
medical profession did not yet acquire the strength to challenge social mores with a
cause or admit any social group (i.e. women, Jews, or blacks) to its profession that
risked public disapproval. 12
No group of physicians were more insecure than the gynecology/obstetric
specialists. Few men entered into the exclusively female domain of midwifery until the
early nineteenth century. The legitimacy of obstetrics as a medical specialty and the
masculinity of the male obstetrician remained in question throughout the nineteenth
century. Male obstetricians worried about their low status. They offered few specialized
skills and little understanding of the female anatomy or human reproduction. In the midnineteenth century medical literature on the "phenomenon of conception" began with
similar laments -- "it is difficult in the present state of our knowledge ... .',13
In the mid-nineteenth century, abortion played a key role in the power struggle
between "regular" and "irregular" physicians. The commercialization of abortion placed
the "regulars" at a distinct disadvantage to the "irregulars" for patients. Couples tended
to keep their abortionist as their regular family physician. Conscientious obstetricians

10 quoted in Starr 83.
11 quoted in Starr 117.
12 After the publication of the Flexner Report in 1910, medical schools increasingly
reformed their curriculum and requirements for entry. The profession grew more uniform
as a result. High costs of medical education limited the entry of lower and working class
students. And schools increasingly passed policies that discriminated against Jews,
women, blacks, and immigrants. Before the Flexner Report, for example, there had
been seven medical schools for blacks in the United States. Only two schools -- Howard
and Meharry survived. See Starr 123-127.
13 Smith-Rosenberg 231-232.
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and gynecologists, intent on establishing professional and ethical pre-eminence, refused
to perform abortions. 14 "Regulars" conspired together and effectively identified
"irregular" physicians in the popular and political mind with abortion, and abortion with
the murder of innocent children and the disruption of the happy family. They succeeded;
they convinced the male public and male politicians that abortion constituted a threat to
sodal order and male authority.15
In 1857, Dr. H.M. Storer persuaded the national AMA to establish a spedal
committee to ascertain the number of abortions performed in the United States. Storer
chaired the committee and wrote to physidans throughout the country to inquire about
their particular state's abortion laws and to preach the moral and sodal dangers of
abortion. In 1863, he convinced the AMA to announce a prize for the best popular
essay written by a doctor with the objective being to convince women that abortion was
a sin. Storer's essay, "Why Not?" won first prize. 16
Storer emphatically stated that abortion is a crime not merely against the life of
the unbom child and the health of the mother, but against the morals that constitute the
very foundation of sodety itself. Storer and the AMA denounced a woman's act of
abortion as selfish, ruthless, and violently against women's natural role as domestic
nurturer. The non-reproductive woman constituted a dangerous and disorderly figure for
the social order. 17

14 Smith Rosenberg explains that the Hippocratic oath was hostile to birth control and
abortion and regular" physidans made the Oath central to their professionalism.
15 Smith-Rosenberg 232-235. Significantly, outspoken feminists condemned abortion
as bitterly as male physicians. But for women, Smith-Rosenberg explains, the villain
was not the wife, but the husband who forced unwanted pregnancies upon her (p. 243244).
16 Smith-Rosenberg 221.
17 H.R. Storer, "Why Not? A Book for Every Woman, the Prize Essay ... " (Boston:
1866).
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In 1873, Anthony Comstock convinced Congress that any newspaper,
magazine, book or advertisement providing information about abortion or contraception
was obscene. The Comstock law banned the mailing of any drug, medicine, or article
for abortion or contraceptive purposes and forbade the advertisements and selling of
such items in the United States. Between 1873 and 1882, Comstock and his colleagues
succeeded in arresting over 700 people and seizing 27,586 pounds of "obscene books"
and 64,836 "articles for immoral use." Comstock generally aimed his attacks against
purveyors of nostrums and quack remedies, particularly abortionists. 18
By the early 19005, Comstock's personal credibility declined, but not his
legislative legacy nor his ideology. The obscenity statutes lent themselves weI! to
selective enforcement. They had a greater effect in repressing advertisements for
products like condoms, the more blatant abortifacient ads, and abortion services than for
articles with legitimate medicinal uses, like douching preparations and suppositories.
E.C. Allen Company, a successful mail-order company, kept a record of the ads they
refused to print between 1880 and 1890; approximately one-quarter of the 180
objectionable ads were for contraceptives and abortifacients. 19
Law-enforcers often overlooked reputable physicians and aliowed them to
provide their patients with private counseling. Despite the fact that the law did not
technically circumscribe doctors, the lawful identification of contraceptive practices as
criminal and immoral discouraged phYSician intervention. The subject was all but
removed from public discourse; respectable publishers banned contraception altogether
from popular editions, and the topic was absent from medical conferences until 1912.

18 Anthony Comstock, Traps for the Young (New York: 1884) 137.
19 Janet Brodie, "Family Limitation in American Culture, 1830-1900," diss., University of
Chicago 1982, 344.
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Doctors desiring to learn about contraception found it difficult to locate information and
distinguish between available contraceptive devices.20
Historian James Reed asserts that the majority of medical doctors viewed the
desire for fewer children as a problem rather than an opportunity to provide a medical
service. Reed explains that in the nineteenth century, the physician served an
essentially "priestly" function. The physician comforted and reassured his patients by
interpreting the Natural Order, explaining the sources of disease as an individual's failure
to observe the laws of nature and society. Since his professional status depended on
public goodwill and institutional support, a physician was reluctant to provide a service
that challenged prevailing standards of sexual morality; physicians shared the popular
belief that women needed to have more children, not less. PhysiCian's left birth control
to the quacks because doctors desired to maintain social order, not challenge it. 21
In the nineteenth century, the medical profession still lacked the power to
challenge social mores. Individually, physiCians successfully regulated their own
families, but they neglected to consider it their duty as physicians to aid others who
wanted birth control advice. 22 Medical leaders' indifference to the widespread demand
for contraceptive advice left a void filled by patent medicine proprietors -- a void that
physicians were content to leave open.

20 Chesler 69-72.
21 James Reed, "Doctor's, Birth Control, and Social Values, 1830-1970," Women and
Health in America, ed. Judith Walzer Leavitt (Madison: UniverSity of Wisconsin Press,
1984); Reed 1978;John S. Haller, Jr., and Robin M. Haller, The Physician and Sexuality
in Victorian America (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1974) x-xi.
22 Rachel Yarros, MD., Modern Woman and Sex (New York: The Vanguard Press,
1933) 146.
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THE MEDiCAL CRUSADE AGAINST PATENT MEDiCiNES
Medical societies formed to erect effective boundaries between themselves and
"quacks" through codes of ethics that subjected members to penalties if they conferred
with any "irregulars." Patent medicine proprietors proved to be a powerful nuisance that
physicians continually fought against. In the early twentieth century, manufacturing of
medicines became a major American business and physicians found it difficult to
discriminate between legitimate and questionable medicines. The line between ethical
drugs and proprietaries had never been clear and this lack of distinction led to a great
deal of confusion 23 While the Comstock law outlawed abortion and contraceptive ads,
there was no law against other proprietary medicines until 1906.
From its founding in 1846, the American Medical Association railed against the
patent medicine industry, dividing drugs into 'ethical' preparation of known composition
advertised to the profession and 'unethical' ones of secret composition disseminated to
the laity. But at this point in time, the Association lacked the power to enforce their
boundaries. Historian Paul Starr cites three changes that occurred between 1900 and
1910 which enabled the medical profession to control the flow of pharmaceutical
information. First, muckraking exposed health dangers in commercial products and
urged the public to trust their physician. Second, the AMA acquired the financial
resources to create its own regulatory agency and mount its own regulatory crusade.
And, third, the public increasingly relied on professional opinion concerning medication.
Drug makers were forced to recognize that they needed to cooperate with the medical
community to market their goods 24

23 James Harvey Young, The Medical Messiahs (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1967) 130.
24 Starr 129.
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Physicians attacked druggists for counter prescribing and refilling prescriptions
without authorization . But not all pharmacists fought against the medical profession -- a
wide range of professional and commercial associations with competing interests
operated under the pharmacy heading. The American Pharmaceutical Association
(APhA), for example, established in 1851 aimed to be apart of the scientific community
and promoted affiliations with the medical profession. The APhA condemned patent
medicine advertising for lowering the professional status of pharmacy and listed the
suppression of quackery and the restriction of dispensing and selling of medicines to
regularly educated druggists as one of its goals. More commercially oriented groups,
like the National Association of Retail Druggists, National Wholesale Druggists
Association, and notably the Proprietary Association of America celebrated the nostrum
trade for its profits and opposed any legal restrictions.25
Physicians claimed that the success of the nostrum industry depended entirely
on the "unholy alliance it had established with the news media and the drug trade.',26
Prominent doctors continually rebuked newspapers for their acceptance of patent
medicine advertising, "in the eyes of physicians, the guilt of the newspaper editor was
second only to that of the nostrum maker." In response to criticism of Dr. Brandeth's
Vegetable Pills, the publisher of the New York Herald stated: "Send us more
advertisements than Dr. Brandeth does -- give us higher prices -- we'll cut Brandeth
dead -- or at least curtail his space. Business is business -- money is money." 27

25 Charles Jackson, Food and Drug Legislation and the New Deal (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1970) 72-73,215-216; Sonnedecker 198-211, 219-221; David Musto,
The American Disease (NY: Oxford University Press, 1973) 14-15.
26 James G. Burrow, Organized Medicine in the Progressive Era: The Move Toward
Monopoly (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977) 115.
27 Brodie 323-326; Edwin Emery, The Press and America, An Interpretive History of
Journalism (Englewood: Prentice Hall, 1962) 400; Young, Toadstool Millionaires 80-84;
Herald 26 June 1836, quoted in Young 80-81.
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During the nineteenth century, the daily newspaper was the most common
vehicle for advertisements and the patent medicine proprietor was the most frequent
advertiser. Newspaper publishers remained notably absent from the anti-nostrum
crusade. An article in Collier's magazine uncovered a "red clause" in newspaper
advertising contracts that the Proprietary Association invented to prevent publishers
from rallying against the patent medicine industry. The clause stated in red type, "this
contract is void, if any law is enacted by your state restricting or prohibiting the
manufacture or sale of proprietary medicines." One member of the Proprietary
Association bragged that he used the clause in illinois to "call the tune" for newspapers
when the state legislature threatened a tax on patent medicines. Refusing to jeopardize
reliable income, newspaper publishers generally refrained from the growing campaign
against the nostrum makers. 28
The medical community also did not lead the legislative fight against the
nostrum-makers. In fact, Edward Sok, leader of the anti-nostrum movement and editor

28 quoted in Young, Toadstool Millionaires 211; also see Ruth deForest Lamb,
American Chamber of Horrors: The Truth about Food and Drugs (New York: Farrar &
Rinehart, 1936)302-303; C.C. Regier, "The Struggle for Federal Food and Drugs
Legislation, Law and Contemporary Problems December (1933): 7.
Marriage Hygiene, an international journal on birth control, faced the same economic
difficulties. They carried "feminine hygiene advertising" in addition to extensive birth control
articles. The National Committee of Maternal Health, a medical birth control advocacy group,
warned Norman Himes, the American editor, that his publication ran the risk of betraying its
readers by accepting such "offensive" ads. In response to this advice, Himes wrote:
Neither we nor you can remake over night the profit system of modern capitalism. The
best we can do is to attempt, by moderate steps here and there, to improve the
situation ... This raises the whole question regarding the extent to which a publisher ought
to be held responsible for the statements of advertisers; and it is not a simple matter. In
the first place he is not omniscient. I think, in short, it is just as easy for physicians to
take too strongly the point of view of ethico-medical idealism as it is for some
businessmen to be, in the mad scramble for profits, insensitive to public and social
responsibilities ... (see letter to Cautleyfrom Himes, June 1, 1935, NH-CL).
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of the Ladies' Home Journal, complained that doctors paid more attention to cleansing
their profession of unwanted "irregulars" and barring patent medicine advertising from
their own medical journals than the broader patent medicine issue. 29 In 1905, the
American Medical Association finally helped build the case against patent medicine
fraud with the establishment of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry. The Council
was originally set up to determine which proprietary medicines deserved being granted
permission to advertise in their Journal (Journal of the American Medical Association).
But eventually, the Council broadened their audience to include the proprietaries
peddled to the general public and publicized their standards for separating reputable
from disreputable drugs, contraception not included.30
The AMA used advertising as a textual marker to signify unethical practices and
to draw a distinct line between commercial and scientific medicine. The Council on
Pharmacy and Chemistry used advertising to erect boundaries between science and
quackery; they divided drugs into "ethical" preparations advertised only to the profession
and "unethical" patent medicines marketed directly to the laity. In 1914, the AMA's
formal Code of Ethics proscribed doctors from soliciting business and advertising directly
to the lay person.
The standards of the medical profession have always demanded that physicians
shall not exploit their ability or achievement to the laity. The medica! profession
condemns such advertising as quackery. The refraining from or the employment
of advertiSing is the clearly defined difference between a reputable physician and
a quack -- the physician, one who quietly, though his profeSSional work and
attainments, seeks by daily honorable dealings to spread the truth among his
patients; the quack, one who endeavors to obtain his livelihood by playing on the

29 Bok to Journal of Arnerican Medical Association 20 May 1905: 628-29;Young,
Toadstool Millionaires 224.
30 Young, Toadstool Millionaires 206; Young, Medical Messiahs 14,130,266; Morris
Fishbein, A History of the American Medical Association 1847 To 1947 (Philadelphia:
W.B. Saunders Company, 1947), pp. 865-873.
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credulity of the ignorant and the timid, imposing on the public statements known
to be false, stopping at nothing in his effort to enhance his notoriety or fill his
pocket. 31
The AMA treated medicine as a sacred thing that needed protection from defilement and
they considered advertising as a pollutant. An advertising trade journal referred to the
advertising prohibition as "an excellent and ethical safeguard thrown around the
profession."32 The AMA and The New York Academy of Medicine slandered medical
testimonials, called them "obnoxious" and "contrary to the traditions and best interests of
the medical profession."33 "Reputable" physicians and "reputable" medical
organizations did not advertise at all. In response to a letter regarding medical
advertising in Hygeia magazine, the AMA's journal for the layperson, the editor wrote,
"medical advertising which is addressed to the public should be viewed with the utmost
skepticism, unless it is of educational character, offers nothing for sale, and is sponsored
by organizations of known repute."34
The AMA used a five part series in Hygeia to outline the moral differences
between the unethical quack and the ethical doctor. In response to the question, "why
don't you regular docs advertise, anyway?," Dr. J. White wrote, "obviously, the answer to
this well-sell is that...medicine is still a profession, not a trade."35 Quacks exaggerate,
instead of applying "modest stillness and humility" to their medical opinions; they quote
"foreign specialists" in an attempt to bolster their own reputation. Unethical doctors
induce laymen to undertake self-prescription and self-medication. Advertisements to the

31 Fishbein 952.
32 "An Open Letter to the American Medical Profession," Advertising and Selling
Fortnightly 27 Aug. 1924: 15.
33 "The Medical Profession views Testimonials," Advertising and Selling 15 May 1929:
35.
34 Hygeia, June 1934: 562.
35 Park J. White, "The Doctors Ethics," Hygeia June 1934: 501; also see five part series
by Solon R. Barber, "Quelling the Quacks," Hygeia Feb. - June 1933; Editorial, Hygeia
June 1934: 562.
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medical profession must abide by similar ethical guidelines that ethical physicians follow.
The product should be advertised in an informative manner, without misleading,
unverifiable, or exaggerated statements. Physicians should not only advertise
themselves, but they should only be surrounded by "ethical" advertisements. 36
If physicians applied the AMA guidelines that distinguished quackery from
medicine, contraceptive advertisements clearly pushed contraception onto the unethical
side. The AMA had no official rule that prohibited physicians from prescribing
contraception. An article in the American Journal of the Medical Sciences explained that
in spite of its great importance to both this generation and the next, contraception
in its medical and physiologic aspects has been given relatively little attention by
scientific investigators. This has been due in part to the "taboo" which, to a
steadily diminishing degree, custom has imposed on the discussion of matters
relating to sex; in part, to the unfounded classification of contraceptives with
conservatism of the boards of trustees under whom work is carried on. An
outstanding example is furnished by the AMA, which, in spite of the medical
character of contraceptives and of their widespread use by its members, does
not yet permit its Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry to report on their
ingredients or their safety or efficacy.37
Some state laws allowed physicians to prescribe contraception for the prevention of
disease, but the AMA did not consider contraception and disease to be in the same
domain -- contraception was popular, not a medical concern. Thus, physicians followed
no specific AMA guidelines in regard to contraception.
Physicians generally shared the concern of social conservatives in the 1920s
over the low birth rate among the middle classes and they had no strong motive to
change their view. Some doctors held that contraception was outside of their province

36 Barber 322; White 501; letter to Dr. Grace Loveland from Randolph Cautley,
November 20, 1935, CG-CL; Report on Contraceptive Jellies issued by the National
Committee on Maternal Health, March 1936, NCMH-CL.
37 Clarence Gamble and Gilbert Beebe," The Clinical Effectiveness of Lactic Acid Jelly
as a Contraceptive," American Journal of the Medical Sciences 194.1 (1937): 79-84,
copy in PPFA-SS.
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of relieving pain and curing disease; others found the legal and religious issues relating
to contraception troublesome; still others were not sure they knew what was morally right
and wrong and preferred to avoid the matter altogether. 38
In 1923, the New York Obstetrical Society submitted a questionnaire about
contraception to its members. Only two-fifths of the 97 doctors that responded to the
questionnaire stated that they gave birth control information to their patients. In 1930,
only 13 of the 75 medical schools rated grade-A gave regular courses in contraception.
Twenty-nine gave "incidental instruction," the rest gave none. By 1936, nearly half of
these schools still gave no instruction. Definitive research on ovulation was not made
available until 1930 and ten years later, doctors were stili investigating the fundamentals
of what actually happens when the sperm enters the vagina. 39
Doctors that did provide contraceptive information refused to issue any advice in
writing. The two-fifths that responded affirmatively to the New York Obstetrical Society
questionnaire uniformly answered that the method of instruction was verbal, not written.
Surveys done by the Committee of Matemal Health, a medical birth control advocacy

38 "Report of Progress made up to November 26, 1923," NCMH-CL; Committee of
Maternal Health Field Secretary's Report, November 2, 1925, NCMH-CL; Sydney S.
Spivack, Ph.D., "Family Planning in Medical Practice," in Research in Family Planning
ed. Clyde V. Kiser (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962) 95; Reed, Private Vice
124-125.
39 Brief Outline of Report of Committee of New York Obstetrical Society, Regulation of
Conception, March 1923, NCMH-CL; Louise Stevens Bryant, "Marriage and Fertility in
the Medical Curriculum," submitted to the American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology (AJOG) on November 11, 1934, NCMH-CL; AJOG 31 (1936): 165-68; cited
in David Kennedy, Birth Control in America: The Career of Margaret Sanger (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1970) 211; Smith-Rosenberg 231; Rosalind Rosenberg,
Beyond Separate Spheres (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982) 182; Helen Holt,
"Testing of Comrnercial Products for Contraception," Confidential report to members of
the advisory council of the Birth Control Clinic Research Bureau, June 1933, AdolfMeyer Papers, John Hopkins University. Thanks to Cathy Moran Hajo, Margaret Sanger
Project, New York University for locating this report.
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group, found that doctors objected to a written prescription because it could be copied or
lost or "otherwise convey information where it should not be available." One doctor
specifically expressed doubt that he would be willing to sign his name on a
recommendation for contraceptive advice 40
The State of New York Board of Charities, the professional panel authorized to
grant medical licenses, refused to issue Dr. Robert Dickinson a medical license to
operate a birth control clinic. The Board chairman asked if a license was necessary do
"this work." He feared that a newspaper reporter would "get this in writing," that New
York stated licensed a birth control clinic, and the public would understand the license as
a form of official approval. The Board quietly made it known that they would not interfere
if Dickinson went ahead without a Iicense 41
Physicians that freely advocated for birth control legalization left their reputations
vulnerable to "slurs and sneers." Doctors that promoted open birth control
dissemination were said to have "queered" themselves, made themselves worthless to
the profession. 42 One doctor explained,
[An] obstacle is professional TIMIDITY, partly inherent in the first, but chiefly for
extraneous reasons -- real or fancied social pressure and economic insecurity.
The young doctor is afraid to be laughed at by his fellows, or to lose caste by

40 Brief outline of report of committee of New York Obstetrical Society, Regulation of
Contraception, March 1923; Meeting of Medical Group of CMH, January 10,1924;
Secretary's Report of Committee on Maternal Health, January 10, 1924, all in NCMHCL.
41 Stenographer's minutes of Public Hearing held in the New York Office of the State of
New York Board of Chartties, January 15,1926; letter to Dr. Dickinson from Charles
Johnson, executive director of the NY State Board of Charities, n.d.; Chesler, pp. 279282; Reed, Private Vice 178-179.
42 Appendix to Minutes of Executive Committee, NCMH, March 11, 1924, NCMH-CL.
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being associated with movements and ideas identified in his mind with
charlatanism, or at best, fanaticism in social reform 43
The young professional was extremely sensitive to any affiliation that would stigmatize
their image and brand them unethical. Medical attitudes towards contraception reflected
the values of a professional culture which depended on peer respect and public
confidence. Contraception's link to obscenity and commercialism threatened
professional security. Thus, any implied connection between contraception and
commercialism risked losing medical support of the birth control movement. Groups
advocating a change in the law not only struggled to disassociate contraception from the
obscenity label, but they also contended with contraception's histoncallink to a
disrespected medical custom and unethical advertiSing practices.

BIRTH CONTROL AND FEMINISM
Suffragists from the Progressive period also refrained from supporting the birth
control movement in the 1920s. These women viewed sexual freedom as a wife's
choice to abstain from sexual intercourse. Sex was a source of women's oppression,
not a place where women's battles for equality could be fought and won. Carrie
Chapman Catt believed that contraception encouraged the perpetuation of a society
based on male superiority and standards. It encouraged women to embrace sexuality
instead of telling men to emulate the moral virtues of women. "That is, a million of years
of male control over the sustenance of women has made them sex slaves which has
produced two results: an oversexualizing of women and an oversexualizing of men."

43 "Objectives, Organization, and Needs," The Committee on Maternal Health,
December 7, 1928; also see Appendix to Minutes of CMH Executive Committee, March
11,1924, both in NCMH-CL.
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Jane Addams would not support birth control either, asserting that women's mission was
not to emulate the be.stial male but to curb and refine him.44
The sexual revolution of the 1920s, symbolized by the short-haired, shorthemmed, carefree flapper, freed women to explore their sexuality, but infuriated the
suffrage feminists with the popular tendency to equate "freedom" with the flapper lifestyle.45 Popularized in F. Scott Fitzgerald novels and dramatized in the new confession
magazine genre, the flapper dominated mass culture in the decade after World War I.
The sexual habits of the flapper generation indicated that a revolution in manners and
morals freed women from conventional patterns of sexual propriety. But this rebellion
against convention focused on style, on casual indulgences that added spice to life, paid
little attention to the political significance of sexual freedom. Historian Linda Gordon
asserts that "this new sense of using sex was a mere twist away from the nineteenthcentury view that women ought to submit to sex to please their husbands and keep
them away from prostitutes."46 Indeed, suffragists from the Progressive Era viewed this
new sexual freedom as a backlash against their struggle to secure women

44 quote from Sheila Rothman, Woman's Proper Place: A History of Changing Ideals
and Practices, 1870-Present (New York: Basic Books, 1978) 196-8. Sanger's birth
control movement also received a hostile reception from the women's groups that
participated in the passage of the Sheppard-Towner Act in 1921. The purpose of the act
was to provide federal funding for state-run maternal and infant care. These groups
would not allow the Sheppard-Towner programs to provide birth control information. The
purpose of the programs, according to the Sheppard-Towner leaders, was not to
prevent children from entering the world, but to save the lives of babies and mothers.
On suffragists views of the birth control movement see Rothman, p. 198;
Chesler, pp. 205-206; Petchesky, p. 95; William Chafe, The Parodox of Change:
American Women in the 20th Century (New York: Oxford University Pres, 1991) 105106; Haller and Haller, introduction.
45 William Henry Chafe, The American Woman: Her changing social, economic, and
political roles, 1920-1970 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1972) 112; Chafe,
Paradox, especially chapter 6; Susan Ware, Beyond Suffrage: Women in the New Deal
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981) introduction.
46 Gordon 202.
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independence and integrity. To the suffragists, motherhood was the only permissible role
in which all women could command respect. Romantic sexuality meant that "women
have shown an unmistakable tendency to imitate the vices of men. In this they are not
only as bad as, but worse than, men, because anything injurious to the race is more
harmful and more reprehensible as it affects the mother." Charlotte Perkins Gilman
insisted that marriage was "for the advance of their young and secondarily for the
pleasure of companionship.,,47
While the pre-war suffrage crusade marked a sexual revolution based on a
unified political content and a sense of discovery, the post-war flapper focused on the
appearance of sexual liberation and not the radical restructuring of male-female
relations. Popular journalist Dorothy Bromley expressed the shift in sentiment by
identifying the "new-style feminist" in 1927 as "intensely self-conscious" and professing
"no loyalty to women en masse." Veterans of the suffrage rights struggle viewed the
flapper as sexual toy dressed for a man's pleasures, not a woman's own; they equated
sexual freedom with sexual oppression and felt that the only way a woman could assert
her power was to deny her husband sexual intercourse.48
Refusing sexual intercourse was unrealistic and undesirable for the hundreds of
women who wrote birth control advocates Margaret Sanger and Mary Ware Dennett for
contraceptive advice. "I have refused sexual relation," one woman wrote, "but this
causes awful quarrels, grouches, and everything else." Another woman wrote that she
knew continual continence is "impossible if a couple lives together and loves each
other." Another woman stated, "as soon as I quit nursing a baby I find myself in the

47 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, "The New Generation of Women, 1923, quoted in
Rothman 178.
48 Chesler 208; Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, "Feminist-New Style 1927," Harper's Monthly
155 (1927): 556, quoted in Chesler 208 and Rothman 187.
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family way again. Keeping away from my husband as much as possible don't seem to
do much good either."49 Women heard about Margaret Sanger and Mary Ware
Dennett through friends, family, or read their books that celebrated the importance of
contraception in marriage. A majority of them practiced whatever form of contraception
they knew before seeking Sanger and Dennett's advice. The economic depression
heightened women's desire to prevent unwanted pregnancies, but women had regulated
their fertility for centuries.
The sexual revolution that arose in the 1920s impacted the emergence of birth
control movement more than women's actual birth control practices. Mothers and
daughters, wives and husbands, older and younger sisters passed contraceptive
information to one another for years. Sanger, Dennett, and their constituents opened
and extended this pre-existing information chain to include the medical profession and
correct false notions about effective contraception.

WOMEN'S BIRTH CONTROL PRACTICES DESPITE MEDICAL INDIFFERENCE

My doctors had me use douche which I used until I
saw it only helped me to get in the same condition
again ... 1have tried every remedy I could possibly
get but nothing has helped me one bit in my
trouble. 50

I have been married nine years and have four
children, all very healthy and whom I worShip, and
two abortions which I never quite got over and I
fear I am pregnant again. I have tried all of my

49 Margaret Sanger, Motherhood in Bondage (New York: Brentano's Publishers, 1928)
237, 235, 228.
50 Sanger, Motherhood 319.
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married life to find a sure preventive but could
never get nowhere. 51

Birth control is not the modern invention of industrial societies. Couples learned,
purchased, and used contraceptive devices during its prohibition and before the birth
control movement. Birth control advocates taught legislators and physicians that
contraception was a necessary part of married life -- a fact couples already knew.
Couples did not wait for birth control to be legalized to limit their families and they did not
need Margaret Sanger to initiate their contraceptive practices. Rather, the methods
couples already used needed to be standardized and the doctors they previously asked
for contraceptive advice needed updated, accurate, and legally protected birth control
information.
Historian Norman Himes estimated in 1936 that approximately 200 mechanical
devices were being used in Western cultures and virtually all of them were based upon a
few basic principles that originated in, or were considerably developed, during the
nineteenth century. Couples experimented with the condom, suppositories, the sponge,
intrauterine stem, the medicated tampon, the diaphragm, the cervical cap, douche,
foams, jellies, and powders before medical and legal intervention,52
In 1928 the Milbank Memorial Fund decided to concentrate on population studies
and sponsored the first comprehensive study of differential fertility in the United States.
The fund commissioned Dr. Regine Stix and Frank Notestein to study the effectiveness
of contraceptive practice. Stix and Notestein cooperated with Margaret Sanger's Birth
Control Clinic Research Bureau to collect their data. Their study demonstrated for the
first time the role of voluntary artificial contraception -- as opposed to biological or other

51 Sanger, Motherhood 314.
52 Norman Himes, Medical Historv of Contraception (Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins,
1936) 209-211; 227-228.
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factors -- in affecting population decline. Few pregnancies occurred when women used
commercial contraceptives than no contraceptives at all. They concluded that "an
untutored public" [untutored by physicians] most frequently used the condom, douche,
and withdrawal and that these three methods were quite effective in reducing pregnancy
risk. 53
Studies done on maternity patients in public hospitals, private obstetric patients,
and women enrolled in rural birth control projects supported Stix and Notestein's finding
-- an overwhelming majority of women practiced contraception before medical
intervention. For instance, 96% percent of the women attending Sanger's Birth Control
Clinic Research Bureau (BCCRB) in 1931 and the first half of 1932, practiced some form
of contraception before attending Margaret Sanger:s clinic. A study of 500 women from
a physician's private practice revealed that 94% practiced birth control before medical
consultation. More than 90% of the predominantly working class sample that sought
contraceptive advice in a Cincinnati clinic practiced birth control before attending the
clinic. 54

53 Regine K. Stix and Frank Notestein, Controlled Fertility (Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins,
1940) 47. They estimated that if the average couple used no contraception in the first
nine years of married life preceding the first contact with a medical practitioner, the wife
would have been pregnant five times. When no contraception was used, the mean
interval between marriage and the first pregnancy was four months. The average
exposure for subsequent pregnancies was ten months. When contraception was used,
the mean interval between marriage and the first pregnancy was about two and a half
~ears.

4 Stix and Notestein, Controlled Fertility; Marie Pichel Warner, M.D., "Contraception: A
Study of Five Hundred Cases from Private Practice," Journal of the American Medical
Association 115 (1940); 279-285; Regine Stix, M.D., "Birth Control in a Midwestern City,"
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly XVII (1939); 89-91; also see Marie E. Kopp, Birth
Control in Practice (New York: Robert M. McBride & Co., 1933); Gilbert W. Beebe,
Contraception and Fertility in the Southern Appalachians (Baltimore: Williams and
Wilkins Co., 1942); Gilbert Beebe and Clarence J. Gamble, "Clinical Contraceptive
Results in a Small Series of Patients," JAMA, 26 Oct. 1940: 1451-1454; Raymond Pearl,
"Preliminary Notes on a Cooperative Investigation of Family Limitation," Milbank
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Sex histories gathered by Alfred Kinsey and his associates during the late 1930s
and 1940s reveal that the main result of the birth control movement at the behavioral
level was not the initiation of contraceptive practice, but the substitution of the vaginal
diaphragm for douching, condom, and withdrawal. Margaret Sanger was responsible for
the popularization of the diaphragm in the United States and served as the key figure in
the establishments of birth control clinics where scores of physicians learned to use this
method during the 1920s and 1930s. She introduced the diaphragm as a contraceptive
method by smuggling them into the United States in 1917 and convinced HollandRantos, an American company, to manufacture them in 1925. 55
Women generally sought contraceptive information from doctors and clinics after
their current practices failed and they lost trust in their information source. About half of
these pregnancies ended in abortion. In 1920, Caroline Hadley Robinson estimated that
one half to nine-tenths of all interruptions of pregnancy in the general population were
due to voluntary, illegal acts of abortion. Of 10,000 women that attended Sanger's Birth
Control Clinic, a little over half reported one or more abortions. Slightly less than half of
Dr. Marie Warner's private patients adrnitted having abortions; the majority of abortions
occurred before patients consulted Dr. Warner about contraceptive devices. The

Memorial Fund Quarterly XI (1933): 37-60; Raymond Pearl, "Second Progress Report
on a Study of Family Limitation," The Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly XII (1934): 248269; Robert S. Lynd and Helen Merell Lynd, Middletown (New York: Harcourt, Brace,
and Co., 1929) 122-126; Hannah Stone, MD., "Contraceptive Methods - A Clinical
Survey," read at the Sixth International Neo-Malthusian and Birth Control Conference,
March 29, 1925, MS-SS; Robert L. Dickinson, MD., "Contraception: A Medical Review
of the Situation," reprinted from the Transactions of the American Genealogical Society
XLIX (1924): 95, in NCMH-CL.
55 Reed, Private Vice 123-125.; Charles Westoff, Lee Herrera, and P.K. Whelpton,
"Social and Psychological Factors Affecting Fertility," Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly
XXXI (1953): 323-327; Stix, 1939; John Winchell Riley and Matilda White, "The Use of
Various Methods of Contraception," American Sociological Review 5 (1940) 901;
Chesler 145-146.
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abortion rate sharply increased from 1929 to 1931, the years in which the Depression
emerged. 56
Women primarily relied on the condom, douche, and withdrawal before seeking
medical advice. 57 The proportionate use of these three methods changed significantly

56 Stix, 1939; Regine Stix, MD., "A Study of Pregnancy Wastage, Milbank Memorial
Fund Quarterly XIII (1935): 357; Raymond Pearl, "Fertility and Contraception in New
York and Chicago, Journal of the American Medical Association, April 24, 1937, table 5;
Regine Stix, MD., "Contraceptive Service in Three Areas," Milbank Memorial Fund
Quarterly XIX (1941): 184-186; Caroline Hadley Robinson, Seventy Birth Control Clinics
~~altimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1930) 60; Kopp 55; Warner 282; Chesler 300.
Birth Control Study
Kopp (1934)
Stone (1925)
Pearl (1934)
Stix-Notestein (1940)
Riley-White (1940)
Warner (1940)
Beebe-Gamble (1940)

Douche - % of use
21
34
40

5
32
20
28

Condom - % of use
25
23
26
40
15
60
20

Also see B.L Moses, Contraception as a Therapeutic Measure (Baltimore:
Williams and Wilkins, 1936) 28-31. Moses clumps condoms, withdrawal and douche into
one category and explains that many patients used one or the other method at different
times and in different combinations. A total of 76.8% used these three methods before
their first clinic visit.
Beebe (1942) found that the douche was the most frequently used methods by
Negro women, followed by the condom, then withdrawal, while the condom was more
popular than the douche with white women; Stix (1939) found that white collar workers
used condom most often, and manual workers relied on withdrawal most frequently.
Kopp (1934) is the only study that found withdrawal to be the most popular method.
In Woman's Body. Woman's Right, Linda Gordon states that withdrawal was
found to be the most common pre-medical contraceptive method in "all the clinic
studies." Meanwhile, she only cited one study (Kopp) and the footnote of Himes'
Medical Historv of Contraception (p. 62). She also states that the condom was second
in popularity and this time relies only on a footnote in Himes. Gordon's book is widely
cited for its facts concerning birth control history. For instance, D'Emilio and Freedman's
(1988) Intimate Matters specifically states that withdrawal was the method most
commonly used by couples and they cite Gordon as the reference. Stating that
withdrawal was the most popular method, overlooks the popularity of commercial
methods during its prohibition. And adding that the condom was second in popularity to
withdrawal completely ignores that the popularity of the douche. Since women
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Withdrawal
30
30
20
35

4
21
25

after a woman's first pregnancy. Pregnancy afforded many women the opportunity for
medical consultation and the chance to ask their medical practitioners for a more
effective contraceptive. The most pronounced change was found in the use of the
douche which in one study decreased from 44% before the first pregnancy to 29% after
the pregnancy. Women adopted the douche early in marriage because it was the only
method known at the time. 58 Even after medical consultation, studies found that the
use of the diaphragm and jelly increased with income, while the use of various kinds of
douches varied inversely with income. 59
A great many women living in rural areas or small town during the 1920s and
1930s never heard of a birth control clinic and knew no method beyond the douche and
withdrawal. But the fact remains that the population declined steadily from 28.5 births
per 1000 families in 1917 to 18.8 births per 1000 families in 1939 and diaphragms alone
did not account for the historic decline in fertility. The birthrate reached the replacement
level in the early 1930s, before the AMA accepted contraception as a service. Women
dramatically lowered their fertility by using the douche, condom, and withdrawal, as well
as abortion and sexual abstinence throughout the 1920s and 1930s.60
Contraceptive practice was far less prevalent and much less frequent for lower
and social economic classes. In addition, there were significant class and race

frequently relied on the douche more than withdrawal and the condom, it is important to
note that women sought contraceptive protection that they could control themselves.
58 Charles Westoff, Lee Herrera, and P.K. Whelpton, "Social and Psychological Factors
Affecting Fertility," Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterlv XXXI (1953): 323-327. Their report
was based on a sample of 1,977 white, married, Protestant women with at least an
eighth grade education and residents Indianapolis. They collected data for the study
from 1927 until 1929.
59 Westoff et a!.; Stix 1939; Riley and White 1940, 901.
60 William H. Grabill, Clyde V. Kiser, Pascal K. Whelpton, Fertility of American Women
(Baltimore: John Wiley and Sons, 1958),25-27. Also see Reed, Private Vice 375;
"Report on Contraceptive Industry," prepared for Planned Parenthood by Foote, Cone &
Belding of Chicago, typescript, n.d. (circa. 1945), p. 29, PPFA-SS.
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differences in the popularity of the douche, condom, and withdrawal. White-collar
workers primarily used the condom or a combination of condom and douche, while
lower-class couples generally relied on withdrawal or the douche alone -- the least costly
contraceptives. 61

Dr. Regine Stix conducted a study in Spartanburg, a poor rural town

in South Carolina where three-fourths of the white families and about 60% of the
Negr062 families had no earnings at all. Stix reported that 38% of the white couples and
only 15% of the Negro couples used contraception before exposure to a birth control
clinic. A majority of the Negro women that used contraception relied on the douche,
while a majority of Spartanburg's white population used condoms. But the couples who
used condoms found them too expensive to use regularly, so that the periods of
reported condom use include, in many cases, only sporadic use of the contraceptive. 63
Helen and Robert Lynd's classic 1924 study of culture in "Middletown," a small
American city, indicates that contraceptive behavior among the upper and lower classes
formed a "pyramid:"
At the top, among most of the business group, the use of relatively efficacious
contraceptive methods appears practically universal, while sloping down from
this peak is a mixed array of knowledge and ignorance, until the base of
ignorance is reached. Here fear and worry over pregnancy frequently walk hand
in hand with discouragement as to the future of the husband's job and the
dreaded lay-off.

61 Stix, 1939; Stix,1941; Westoffetal., 1953
62 The contraceptive studies in the 19205, 1930s, and 1940s use the term "Negro," as
opposed to the terms "Black" or "African-American." I use the term Negro to remain
historically specific and to signify to the reader that I am referring to an era when
individuals had not yet struggled to redefine "Negro" as "African-American."
63 Stix, 1941. Also see Beebe, pp. 44-45. The disparity in birth rates raised concerns
that the "best people" were already limiting their families too much and that the "worst"
were beyond help. See chapter 4 footnotes for further details regarding Margaret
Sanger's relationship to eugenics.
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A large majority of upper and lower class women approved of contraception and both
desperately welcomed contraceptive advice, but for the lower class women,
contraception was only one of their many concerns. 64 Many lower-class women lived
in crowded homes under conditions which made the regular use of any contraceptive
difficult. 65 These women eagerly accepted contraceptive advice and wanted to control
their conception, but either did not know the option was available, how to obtain the
information and supplies, or the supplies were too expensive. 66
Dr. Regine Stix compared pre-clinic contraceptive practices of the Spartanburg
couples to couples in New York and Cincinnati. She found that the effectiveness of
withdrawal and douche was higher among the New York sample, the most affluent of the
three groups, than the other two. Stix asserts that the effectiveness of these methods
depends, much more than in the use of the condom, on the skill and diligence with which
they are employed. 67
Studies report an approximately 20% efficacy rate for the douche, 45% for
withdrawal and 80% for the condom. 68 In other words, women had a 20% chance of

64 see the following surveys: Henry F. Pringle, "What do the women of America think
about Birth Control?" Ladies' Home Journal March 1938, reprint in PPFA; Davis 12-13;
Pearl 1934, 268; Mark Starr, educational director of the International Ladies' Garment
Workers' Union speaking for the labor groups, Annual meeting of Birth Control
Federation of America, Jan. 23-25,1940, PPFA-SS.
65 Stix, 1941. In Spartanburg, South Carolina, for example, of 174 white families of six
or seven people, 35 per cent lived in three rooms or less and 68 per cent in four rooms
or less. Of 137 Negro families of the same size, 53 per cent lived in three rooms or less
and 88 per cent in four rooms or less. Fifty-six per cent of all the white families and 66
percent of the Negro families had no running water and only 20 percent of the white and
6ter cent of the Negro families had bathrooms (p. 188).
6 Lynd and Lynd, 125-6.
67 Stix 1941,183.
68 "Douche" includes all medicated douches, the studies do not distinguish between
different varieties.
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avoiding pregnancy when using the douche for protection. 69 From today's standards,
with the birth control pill allowing almost a 100% efficacy rate, a 20% efficacy rate is too
much of a risk. But women in earlier decades viewed any method with a potential for
efficacy as a method worth trying. The diaphragm and jelly proved to have higher
success rates in clinical trials than the douche and withdrawal, but a majority of the
couples stopped using the diaphragm weeks after their clinic visit and returned to their
original rnethod. At the end of fifteen months, for example, only a third of the women in
one clinic study still used both the diaphragm and the jelly exclusively and less than half
used the combination at all. Thirty-five percent stopped using it because it interfered
with "coital adjustment," and more than twenty-five percent found it difficult to use or to
renew supplies and preferred a "simpler" rnethod.70
Judgments of safety and efficacy are subjective and vary according to SOcially
constructed guidelines. Standards and regulation practices change according to
medical tradition, political ideologies, and legal frameworks. Different interpretations are
available to scientists; nature alone does not provide a determinant outcome to scientific
debates.7 1 For example, Sanger's clinic considered the cervical cap safe and effective

69 Stix, 1939; Other studies report similar percentages, see Regine Stix and Frank
Notestein, "Effectiveness of Birth Control," Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly XIII (1935):
162-178; Christopher Tietze, M.D., "The Use-Effectiveness of Contraceptive Methods,"
in Research in Family Planning, ed. Claude Kiser (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1962) 357-369; Beebe and Gamble, 1940; Stone, 1925; Warner, 1940; Stix and
Notestein, 1940, pp. 61-64, report a significantly higher effectiveness rate for the douche
and withdrawal, with 61 % for the douche, and 78% for withdrawal.
70 Stix and Notestein, 1940, 94-100; Gamble and Beebe, 1937.
71 For instance, the Food and Drug Administration did not include efficacy as a criterion
until 1962. An earlier attempt to include efficacy failed in 1910; the Supreme Court
decided that therapeutic effectiveness was a matter of opinion, not of fact; cited in Henk
J. H. W. Bodewitz, Henk Buurma, and Gerard H. de Vries, "Regulatory Science and the
Social Management of Trust in Medicine," The Social Construction of Technological
Systems, eds., Wiebe E. Bijker, Thomas P. Hughes, and Trevor Pinch (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1987) 252.
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in the 1930s. Bloomingdales sold the cervical cap for $2.50 and Liggets drugstore
asked $3.50 for it.72 . Requirements for safety and efficacy change -- the Federal Drug
Association waited until 1988 to approve the cervical cap and determine that it was safe
and effective.7 3

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE CONTRACEPTION IN THE 1920s AND 1930s
Remember that the medical community did not consider contraception part of
science, the federal obscenity law considered contraception illegal, and the Food and
Drug law did not include contraception. Considerable confusion abounded among
physicians, druggists, advertisers, birth control advocates, and laymen concerning which
contraceptive products and methods offered safe and effective protection. The legal
conditions and social taboos surrounding birth control in the 1920s and 1930s prevented
physicians and laymen from leaming which methods provided better protection, like the
condom and the diaphragm and jelly. Margaret Sanger explained that "the old school of
doctors are still telling women to douche but this is because they do not know of the
pessary or the other mechanical means that are more certain."74 More certain,
meaning the douche was effective, but not as effective as other contraceptives.

72 The cervical cap was commonly referred to as a "Mizpah pessary." It consisted of a
rubber cup-like pouch with a thick rubber ring which fit around the cervix. It was made in
three sizes, large, medium, and small and freely dispensed over the counter. See
Stone, 1925; to Mrs. Caleb Green of the New Jersey Birth Control League, from Sanger,
September 28, 1936; "Visit to the Sanger Birth Control Clinic by Doctors Kosmack and
Dickinson at 10:00 a.m. without warning," January 4,1924, NCMH-CL.
73 The cervical cap is not widely available in the United States. By the mid-1960s U.S.
companies completely stopped producing it. Practitioners import the cap from European
countries, but many doctors and medical practitioners do not know how to fit them. see
The New Our Bodies Ourselves, 1984, pp. 231-232; Malcolm Potts, "Birth Control
Methods in the United Stales," Family Planning Perspectives 20 (1988): 292.
74 to Mrs. Margaret Rogers from Sanger, July 3, 1931, MS-LC.
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By the 1930s, leading experts in the contraceptive field agreed that douching
alone was not effective against preventing pregnancy, but they did recommend
douching after a women removed her diaphragm. They argued that a douche killed the
sperm that lodged in the vaginal folds and did not swim into the diaphragm/jelly trap. Dr.
George Kosmack, editor of The American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, stated
that the douche is undesirable because of its uncertainty and potential danger, but he
added that it is effective mechanically to a certain degree. Dr. Robert L. Dickinson,
prominent gynecologist and chief medical birth control advocate, recommended the
contraceptive douche as an auxiliary to other methods or as an emergency method in
his 1931 birth control manual. 75 Doctors debated the necessity of douching after
diaphragm removal, but many still recommended the douche as an auxiliary or
emergency method as late as the 1960s. 76
In his 1931 birth control manual, Dr. Dickinson also suggested that women use
toothpaste, shaving cream, and soap as emergency spermicides when traveling or
when no other method was available. Scientists tested a wide array of household
"materials that were used and frequently recommended in print" for any contraceptive

75 George Kosmak, M.D., "The Responsibility of the Medical Profession in the
Movement for Birth Control," JAMA 113 (1939): 1556; Dickinson and Bryant, pp. 67, 6974,84; Stone, 1925, p. 4; Robert L. Dickinson, M.D., "Conception Control," JAMA 123
~1943): 1044.
6 letter to Dickinson from W.E. Brown, M.D., University of Cincinnati College of
Medicine, November 1,1939; to Dickinson from Dr. Lovett Dewees, M.D., Dec. 14,
1939; to Dickinson from Dr. Regine Stix, Dec. 15, 1939; Robert L. Dickinson and
Woodbridge Edwards Morris, Technigues of Control, a practical manual issued by Birth
Control Federation, 1941. Alan F. Guttmacher, M.D., The Complete Book of Birth
Control (New York: Ballantine Books, 1961) 66-67; And again in 1965, "Methods of
Contraception in the United States," a publication of the Medical Committee of Planned
Parenthood World Population, states "the post-coital douche is considered to be a poor
method of contraception because sperm enters the cervical canal within seconds after
ejaculation. Statistical studies have confirmed this low level of effectiveness. The only
value ofthe douche is in an emergency, such as the breaking or slipping of a condom."
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properties in the 1920s, including Colgate's shaving cream, Lux soap, Lysol, Zonite
antiseptic cleanser, Listerine mouthwash, Peroxide denitrifies, toothpaste, cocoa butter,
vinegar, salt, and lemon juice.
All the household remedies killed sperm in laboratory tests, although some killed
them quicker than others. Lysol, for instance, is not nearly as potent a spermicide as
lemon juice. 77 Dr. Dickinson's 1931 birth control manual, Control of Conception,
reported that Colgate's shaving cream "3 parts of 1 per cent solution with one part of
semen" immobilized semen instantly. Coconut oil soap produced the "most lavish foam"
and led all other soaps as a spermicide. Oliver M. Butterfield, Marriage Counselor,
recommended lemon juice, vinegar, any good soap or mild germicide on the market. 78
Reverend A.H. Tyer published a birth control pamphlet explained how to make a vinegar
tampon if no other contraceptive method was available:
secure a piece of cotton batting about 3 inches long, 1 1/2 inches wide, and
about 1/2 inch thick. Tie a double thread, preferably silk, around the middle of
this piece of cotton and leave the double thread long enough so that about 9
inches will hang free. Soak the cotton in a solution of equal parts of vinegar and
water and then squeeze out gently.... The cotton should be inserted just before
intercourse, and should be left in place from 8 to 12 hours thereafter. 79
Tyer also recommended a formula for spermicidal suppositories that consisted of cocoa
butter, boracic acid, salicylic acid, and quinine-bisulphate. Any prescription druggist
could make this formula, he stated, but it could also be made at home. 80

77 Rachel Palmer and Sarah Greenberg, M.D., Facts and Frauds in Woman's Hygiene
(New York: The Vanguard Press, 1936) 151; Cecill.B. Voge, The Chemistry and
Physics of Contraceptives (London: Butler and Tannes, 1933) 194.
78 Dickinson and Bryant, Control of Conception 41-46; "Contraceptives and Birth
Control," prepared and published by Oliver M. Butterfield, Marriage Counselor, 1934,
CG-CL,
79 A. H. Tyer, "Birth-Control and some of its Simplest Methods," n.d., pp. 10-11; MS-SS.
80 Philip Stoughton, "Feminine Hygiene Jellies," The Drug and Cosmetic Industry,
January 1935: 30-31.
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Dr. Cecil Voge, chemist for Dr. Dickinson's Committee of Matemal Health,
suggested that Lysol should be condemned because if not mixed properly with water, it
may give rise to severe bums. He also warned that vinegar posed a danger if not mixed
with enough water and if soap and water were used too frequently, the "delicate lining of
the vagina would undergo great...damage."81

Lysol was as effective and no more

potentially dangerous as other household remedies, yet tt overwhelmingly received the
widest and harshest criticism. If Lysol was mixed correctly, half teaspoonful to a quart of
water with the water poured in first, then the solution was safe, but if women forgot to stir
the solution or if she used the wrong proportions, Lysol was toxic. As one birth control
expert wrote in 1933:
large quantities of such germicides as Lysol are being used in douches for the
prevention of conception (feminine hygiene). Though this may sometimes be
effective, there is danger that the solution will not always be mixed properly and
that a strong concentration will enter into the vagina, causing serious irritation to
the vaginal walls 82
At least two deaths occurred as the result of douching with an improperly mixed Lysol
solution, but Lysol douche was completely harmless and somewhat effective when used
according to the directions. 83

81 Voge 126-127,153,193-194.
82 to Henry Ditzel, Advertising Manager, Sharp & Dohme, from Norman Himes, October
26, 1933, NH-CL.
83 Louis Pancaro, M.D., letter to the Editor, "Poisoning from compound solution of cresol
following uterine injection," Journal of American Medical Association 104 (1935): 2387;
Dr. Pancaro's report also quoted in Palmer and Greenberg 144; another death detailed
in Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, Birth Control: Its Use and Misuse (New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1934) 95-96. Dickinson and Bryant, Control of Conception 45-46, 73; Lysol
and water solution identified in Dickinson and Bryant, p. 45. Analysis of Contraceptive
Materials, Consumers Union, New York, 1937, pp. 3, 9-10, in PPFA-SS; Ellen Chesler
writes that Lysol was not toxic in small doses. Flooding of the vagina with any chemical
liquid under pressure could force air into the uterus, weakening blood vessels and
causing spontaneous abortions and other vascular problems, p. 271.
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Some birth control manuals, including Dr. Dickinson's highly acclaimed 1931
manual, recommended banning Lysol and referred to the reported deaths. Other birth
control manuals printed warnings against Lysol, suggesting that Lysol should not be
used except under a doctor's orders 84 In private correspondence, Dr. Dickinson and
Margaret Sanger, prominent leaders of the birth control movement, weighed their
decisions about Lysol more carefully. Even after Sanger personally received a scientific
report that labeled Lysol as poisonous, she wrote to Lehn and Fink, citing Dickinson's
manual:
I think it is unfortunate to have Lysol classed with bichloride' ... that will certainly
put terror into the ears of many people. I pass this on to you so that you can be
informed and see if that cannot be corrected in a second edition. For may own
part, if it is not true than it is libelous. I alwa~s thought that Lysol was highly
recommended by the medical profession... 5
In 1947, Lennen and Mitchell, the advertisers for Lysol, asked Dr. Dickinson to write a
booklet on feminine hygiene offered free to women readers of the Lysol feminine
hygiene advertisements. The ads would contain a product "sell" section, on the
effectiveness and reliability of Lysol as a cleansing douche in solution. And, they added,

84 Dickinson and Bryant, Control of Conception 45-46, 73. Palmer and Greenberg 150151; "Analysis of Contraceptive Materials," Consumers Union, November 1937, PPFASS; "Contraceptives and Birth Control," prepared and published by Oliver M. Butterfield,
A.M., Marriage Counselor, 1934, CG-CL; "Birth Control and some of its Simplest
Methods," by Rev. A.H. Tyrer, n.d., MS-SS.
* Women douched with bichloride to prevent pregnancy and birth control experts agreed
that bichloride was poisonous and dangerous.
85 to Sanger from Fred Berlin of American Chemical Products, July 6,1931; Margaret
Sanger Papers, Library of Congress; Lehn and Fink replied matter-of-factly that "they
never found two doctors who agreed on anything very much, but certainly there is a
considerable majority of the medical profession that uses and recommends Lysol as
shown by some surveys ... made." letter to Louise Westing from Margaret Sanger,
January 11,1932; reply from Louise Westing, January 14,1932.
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the correct douching solution would be stressed. Dickinson seriously considered the
project and wrote to Alfred Kinsey asking for research funds. 86
Was Lysol safe and effective if used according to a doctor's orders? Would a
doctor's prescription assure a properly mixed solution better than the instructions
inserted inside the Lysol carton? Is Lysol safe if a doctor endorses it?
Birth control advocates blamed advertisers for the proliferation of unsafe and
ineffective birth control devices. They publicly condemned advertisers for exploiting
women's contraceptive ignorance and faulted them for making a profit from bad advice
and defective products. Sanger wrote in The Forum, "indiscriminate dissemination of
birth control 'knowledge' is fraught with danger... The profiteer, the bootlegger, and the
abortionist are reaping their ill-gotten gains undisturbed by the existing statutes ... we
must exercise foresight in assuring that contraception and its technique should be
placed in competent hands."87 Advocates considered the physician's advice ethical
and the advertiser's to be unethical even when the advice was the same (i.e. use Lysol
for contraception). The ads warned against mixing Lysol improperly, yet birth control
advocates attacks on Lysol advertisements still raged on, as we shall see later.

BIRTH CONTROL ADVISORS -- WHOM TO TRUST?
Even though frankness in sex discussion was more common in the 1920s and
1930s than in the past, taboos and inhibitions still prevailed. Mary McCarthy's portrayal
of Vassar women from the class of 1933 in The Group evokes a fictional, but realistic,

86 letter to Dickinson from John L. Carson, Account Executive of Lennen and Mitchell,
August 26, 1947; reply from Dickinson to Carson, August 28, 1947; letter to Alfred
Kinsey from Dickinson, August 28, 1947; RLD-CL.
87 Margaret Sanger, "National Security and Birth Control," Forum, March 1935: 140.
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description of the taboo surrounding contraception. Kay accompanies her friend Dottie
to a birth control clinic:
[Kay] had begun to be nervous herself, on Dottie's beha!f... Harald would never
have exposed herto an ordeal like this. After the first few times, he had gone to
the drugstore himself and bought her suppositories and a bulb type of syringe
and Zonite, so that she would not have to face the druggist herself... [Kay} felt she
was making quite a sacrifice in coming with Dottie today, to lend moral support,
though Dottie insisted that birth control was perfectly legal and above-board, .
thanks to a court decision that allowed doctors to prescribe contraceptives for the
prevention of disease ... 88
Kay was embarrassed to buy contraception from a druggist and considered visiting a
clinic an ordeal. The douche was actually the most popular contraceptive purchased by
women, but a lot of purchasing was done through the mail. The social taboos
surrounding contraception prevented many women from treating contraception like any
other toiletry item. 89
Birth control information primarily passed from one woman to another,
horizontally, between women of the same social classes. Researchers Westoff et al.
found that women primarily learned about contraception from their husbands, relatives,
and friends. Generally speaking, the wife who used douche or the safe period by
themselves obtained her information from friends and relatives. The husband supplied
information about the condom and withdrawal, while the doctor was cited as the chief
informant for the diaphragm and jelly. The researchers conclude that the druggists
played an insignificant role as a source of contraceptive information. In all likeliness,
they assert, the druggist is probably more important as a secondary source of
information in conveying information to the husband who then became the direct source

88 Mary McCarthy, The Group (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1963) 73.
89 Planned Parenthood Contraceptive Industry Report, pp. 24-32.
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of information for the wife. 90 Drug trade journals addressed the fact that women
shopped less in their stores than men; women purchased their feminine hygiene
products in department stores at feminine hygiene counters. Drug stores imitated the
department store counter and installed their own in the 1930s, hoping to attract women
customers. 91
Women that wrote to authors of marriage manuals and sex advice books
generally distrusted the advice they received from their druggists and doctors. "I do not
like to use drugs recommended by ignorant people or small drug stores," one woman
wrote to Mary Ware Dennett, author of Birth Control Laws and the Sex Side of Ufe.
Another stated, "one hardly enjoys discussing methods of contraception with any

90 Petchesky 51-52. Petchesky relates an account of working class women in England
during World War I who took pills containing lead or deliberately exposed themselves to
lead in factories in order to induce miscarriage. An outbreak of lead poisoning in an
English town due to a contamination in water supply gave women the information that
small amounts of lead acted as an abortifacient. The knowledge spread rapidly from
one town to another and was easily put to use -- the lead compound Ciachylon was
already in most working class homes for various healing purposes.
Westoff, et.al, 323-327; Westoff et al.'s report was based on a sample of 1,977
white, married, Protestant women with at least an eighth grade education and residents
Indianapolis. They collected data for the study from 1927 until 1929.
Katharine Bemont Davis, Factors in the Sex Ufe of 2200 Women (New York:
Arno Press, reprinted from 1924, 1972) 18. 897 women in Davis's study answered the
question about sources of information in Davis's study. Davis did not distinguish
between sources of information before and after medical consultation and she found that
41 % of the women cited their doctor as the primary source of contraceptive information;
19% said their married women friends, 15% said their husband, and 5% their mom.
Birth control circulars were cited by 3% of the sample. The sample consisted of all white
women white, either married or engaged, and only 6% had less than a high school
education.
91 "This Drug Store is for Women Only!", Drug Topics, December 1932: 70-72; Anne
Kennedy, "A Feminine Hygiene Department," Drug Store Retailing, March 1936: 12-13;
"More Men than Women go into Drugstores," Drug Topics, June 1932: 60-61,182; Dan
Robinson, "Women Pass His Store By ... ," Drug Topics, September 1932: 72-73, 200,
204; "Feminine Hygiene Products Present A Practical Test of Professional Service,"
Druggists Circular, August 1936: 16-17; "To be Effective is to Be Discreet," Druggists
Circular, Jan. 1940: 22-23, 66.
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drugstore clerks -- nor trusts his judgment in the recommendation of this or that
preparation."92 Even when doctors recommended contraceptive products, women
doubted their convenience and safety and asked Dennett for her opinion.
I have been to a few doctors, one doctor advised me that the safest thing to use
is a suppository and syringe with plain water and I could use the suppository
either before or after periods. Two other doctors told me there is no way of
preventing conception but use of a condom. Other doctors warned me not to
use the pessary because they cause irritation and would result in bringing on
cancer. The?: mentioned the sponge and suppositories, but said that neither one
was certain. 3
One doctor I had for my second child offered his advice voluntarily. He
suggested cocoa butter known as Hydraseptine. It proved reliable till now, but if I
am again pregnant, I don't know if it is reliable. The druggist from whom it was
purchased also recommended it. 94
Others wrote that they were unhappy with their "old stand-by," quinine suppositories,
douches, and that they had no "safe" or "sterile" period. Some felt "frankly too shy" to
ask any of their friends and desperately wished to end "sleepless nights" and save the
great deal of money spent for "useless preventives.',95
One man sent Mary Ware Dennett a drugstore pamphlet on Lanteen products
and asked her if she recommended using "Lanteen Brown" (a diaphragm and jelly
combination). He underlined the method of birth control mentioned in the pamphlet that
he and his wife currently used (withdrawal) and wondered if Lanteen Brown provided
any better protection than that. This couple distrusted the advertisement and wrote, "we

92 A collection of letters to Mary Ware Dennett are found in the Mary Ware Dennett
Archives at the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College. Permission to use these letters
was granted only after I signed a paper stating that I would not refer to the letters using
the women's names and that the names would not appear anywhere in my dissertation.
The letters are filed in the archives according to date and I use the date as the only
reference; letter to Mary Ware Dennett, January 18,1928; February 8,1927.
93 letter to Dennett, February 12, 1929.
94 letter to Dennett, April 8, 1929.
95 quotes taken directly from letters to Dennett, October 18, 1933; November 11, 1930;
February 27,1928; November 22,1930; July 2, 1929.
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certainly feel and know you have a better method than is advertised." They felt that their
doctor evaded the issue because "another confinement" would be profitable to him.96
The desire for privacy led most women to rely on hearsay and veiled
advertisements for contraceptive advice. 97 "That women should rely, in so vital a
matter as the choice of a contraceptive, upon the word of a commercial company,
seems curious," journalism Dorothy Dunbar Bromley commented.
Yet with the rank and file of the medical profession as poorly informed and timid
as they are, it is hardly surprising that women in their desperation should believe
anything and everything they read in advertisements, just as they believe
whatever a friend tells them.98
. In one study conducted in the late 1920s, women who reported using Zonite douche (a
household antiseptic) mentioned advertising as their primary source of information.
Upper-middle class women in this study reported using Zonite more frequently than
Lysol; the use of Lysol douche varied inversely with income, but the trend for Zonite was
reversed. Lower-class primarily reported using Lysol for contraception and said they
learned about it mostly from friends and relatives. 99 Researchers frequently mentioned
Lysol douche in a separate category from other chemical douches and women often
named Lysol as the product they used before arriving at a birth control clinic. Dr. Sarah
Marcus told a story about a patient that came into her clinic in Cleveland (in the 1920s)

96 letter to Dennett, August 26, 1934. Pamphlet described but not included in Dennett's
papers, the man asked if Dennett could return the pamphlet to him and his wife. His
description matches pamphlet found in Margaret Sanger Papers at Smith college
entitled, "Birth Control: Plain Medical Information," revised twice a year by the Medica!
Bureaus of Information. In June 1934, the Medical Bureau published 1,335,000 copies
of the Lanteen Brown pamphlet.
97 Planned Parenthood Report, p. 29, 32; Charles Westoff, Lee Herrera, and P.K.
Whelpton, "Social and Psychological Factors Affecting Fertility," The Milbank Memorial
Fund Quarterly XXXI (1953): 321-327.
98 Bromley, Birth Control 94.
99 Westoff et ai, pp. 312, 323-327; Zonite and Lysol were the same price -- both 16 oz.
bottles sold for a dollar.
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who stated she got pregnant because she "just got darn sick of the smell of Lysol and
so, didn't use it."100
Manufacturers experimented with new contraceptive formulas and freely offered
their advice -- without medical approval. But medical approval in the 1920s and 1930s
held little assurance that the said product provided safe and effective pregnancy
prevention; some doctors obtained scientific test results and some did not, and tests
used different spermicidal times to determine contraceptive efficacy. Recall that the
American Medical Association resisted considering contraception as part of medical
science until 1937 and that they did not begin testing products until 1942. In the 1920s
and 1930s, it was not clear whether contraception belonged in the public realm of
business or medicine.
Advocates struggled to restrict "birth control" marketing to the medical
community. But marketing restrictions do not assure a better, safer, or more effective
contraceptive product. Placing a product in a different environment does not change the
product, only its image. Advocates' push to organize "birth control's" economic domain
paralleled a drive for cultural order where doctors reigned over advertisers. In the 1920s
and 1930s, advertisers and physicians shared cultural authority over contraceptive
practices. Cultural authority "entails the construction of reality through definitions of fact
and value."101

Advocates organized the birth control movement under the assumption

that a doctor's construction of contraceptive facts, regardless of the fact, would serve the

100 Voge 194; M.S. Everett, The Hygiene of Marriage, (New York: The Vanguard Press,
1932) 227; Dickinson and Bryant, Control of Conception 45-46; Beebe 207; Stone 6;
Stone states that "the chemicals most frequently employed, according to the statements
of our patients, were: Lysol, Zonite, boric acid, bicarbonate of soda, and alum, in the
order named; transcript of Ellen Chesler's interview with Sarah Marcus, MD, April,
September 1976, Schlesinger-Rockefeller Oral History Project, Schlesinger Library,
Radcliffe College.
101 Starr 13.
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public and the birth control cause better than advertiser's. Advertising's roots reached
back to the patent medicine days and unfortunately, "birth control" shared the same
ancestry. Lysol symbolized "birth control's" link to its patent medicine forefathers and its
memory needed to be erased so that "birth control's" reputation matched that of its
adopted medical family.
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Chapter Three
THE CONTRACEPTIVE GENERATION

One of the simplest and cheapest [contraceptive} methods
is to introduce a ball of cotion dipped in borated Vaseline
into the vagina (Vaseline can be bought cheaper under the
name of petrolatum or petroleum jelly) ... The size of the ball
of cotton must vary with the size of the vagina; women who
have had no children need a smaller ball than women who
have had children ...
-- "Hygienic Methods of Family Limitation,"
Birth Control League, Seattle, Washington, n.d. 1

Douches should be taken as a cleansing agent in
connection with some form of mechanical cover or
following the use of a contraceptive jelly. Lemon juice or
vinegar (one half cup to a quart of water) make
inexpensive and satisfactory solutions. One may also use
any good soap or one of many mild germicides on the
market, such as Zonite or Listerine. Probably 90 percent
of the effectiveness of a douche is in the washing process
rather than in the germicide used.
-- "Contraceptive and Birth control," prepared by
Oliver M. Butterfield, Marriage Counselor, 19322

The way to understand contraception as part of popular culture is to enter into
the contraceptive and advertising spirit of the 1920s and 1930s. Contraceptive
information did not center around the medical community during this era, medical

AS-CL: Abraham Stone papers, Countway Library of Medicine
CG-CL: Clarence Gamble papers, Countway Library of Medicine
MS-LC: Margaret Sanger papers, Library of Congress
MS-SS: Margaret Sanger papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College
NCMH-CL: National Committee Maternal Health papers, Countway Library of Medicine
NH-CL: Norman Himes' papers, Countway Library of Medicine
1 pamphlet, MS-SS.
2 pamphlet, MS-SS
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schools did not include birth control as part of their curriculum, and one did not need a
prescription to purchase a diaphragm. Birth control advocates struggled to remove
contraceptive information from popular culture and place it in the hands of the elite,
responsible physician. They succeeded. The commercial contraceptive industry
subsequently faded away and sixty years later, contraception is one of popular culture's
best kept historical secrets.
This chapter establishes the contraceptive industry as an integral part of popular
culture in the 1920s and 19305. I begin with a discussion of how sex was being treated
generally in popular culture and how contraceptive advertisers used themes already
prevalent in the advertising genre to display their wares. Ads for soap, perfume, and
mouthwash promised women a marriage free of fear [of body odor or bad breath] and
full of romance. Contraceptive advertisers made the same promises, except sex was
more than an advertising strategy. Perfume advertisers promised sex as a reward for
wearing their product, but sex was the reason women purchased contraception. While
advertising became a medium that infused the subject of sex into areas where it had no
essential business -- from sales of toothpaste to cars to refrigerators -- contraceptive
advertisers used sex as a selling strategy for a product where sex was the necessary
purchasing motive.
Contraceptive ads fit comfortably into a sexually permissive popular culture and
slipped through a loophole inadvertently provided by a series of judicial decisions that reexamined the Comstock law regarding contraception during this period. As long as
contraceptive advertisers disguised their products as medical, advertisers ironically
remained protected by the law. Advertisers camouflaged contraceptives behind
euphemisms like "feminine hygiene," and assured consumers that their wares prevented
disease. The federal Post Office, the enforcer of the Comstock law, saw through the
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feminine hygiene charade and tried unsuccessfully to keep contraceptive manufacturers
from mailing their products and advertisements. I explore a few cases where the Post
Office tried to trap feminine hygiene manufacturers and fine them for advertising
contraceptives. Despite its diligent efforts, the Post Office hardly made a dent in the
feminine hygiene trade. Feminine hygiene advertisers flooded the market with their
contraceptive products from the mid-1920s to the early 1940s. Since the American
Medical Association withheld its official approval of contraception until 1937, doctors
were reluctant to take advantage of their legal standing and offer contraceptive advice.
Feminine hygiene manufacturers filled the void.

THE RISE OF THE ADVERTISING INDUSTRY
Congress passed the first Pure Food and Drug Act in 1906, closing the channels
of interstate and foreign commerce to products which were adulterated and misbranded.
There was no provision for contraceptives and none for any form of advertising. The law
required drugs to conform to the standards of strength and purity set up by the United
States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary, and their labels to be free from false
and misleading statements of composition and false and fraudulent therapeutic claims.
But in order to prove that a label was fraudulent, the government needed to show that
the manufacturer knew he lied when he claimed merit for a worthless product. In
addition, although the law required that the presence and amount of certain dangerous
drugs, like alcohol, be stated on the package, other ingredients need not be named
unless the proprietor wished. Many dangerously potent drugs were sold without
restriction simply because they were not adulterated and their labels said nothing that
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violated the law. Neither the Pharmacopoeia or the National Formulary recognized
contraceptives as drugs, and thus the 1906 law overlooked all contraceptive methods. 3
In 1906, the advertising industry was not yet a stable economic service and
manufacturers, with the exception of patent medicine proprietors, primarily depended
upon their labels rather than advertising to sell goods. Agents of commercial publishing
houses still needed to encourage manufacturers to use advertising, and publishers were
just beginning to revamp their newspapers and magazines to offer better facilities for
printing ads. Advertising agencies developed in the late nineteenth century and soon
became persistent missionaries for the use of advertising. Publishers and advertisers
eventually convinced manufacturers that it was to their advantage to "own [their] own
trade by making the demand direct from the consumer."4
Before World War I, the public associated advertisers with patent medicine
proprietors and regarded them "in a class with side-show barkers and check-suited
salesmen, socialiy rejected, morally suspect."S Skepticism of advertising and its
association with the patent medicine industry never died away completely, but
advertising began receiving recognition as a legitimate and effective business during
World War!. In 1917, George Creel, chairman of the Committee on Public Information,
utilized advertising men to build public support for the war, enlist Army and Navy recruits,
promote conservation of food and resources, and persuade the nation to invest in

3 Ruth deForest Lamb, American Chamber of Horrors: The Truth about Food and Drugs
(New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 1936) viii - 11; Report to Margaret Sanger by E.R.
McKinnon, Feb. 5, 1937, MS-LC; James Harvey Young, The Toadstool Millionaires: A
Social History of Patent Medicines in America before Federal Reguiation (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1961) 243-244.
4 H.N. McKinney, vice-president of N.W. Ayer and Son, quoted in Ralph M. Hower, The
Historv of and Advertising Agency: N.W. Ayer and Son at Work, 1869-i949 (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1949) 260.
5 Otis Pease, The Responsibilities of American Advertising (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1959) 17.
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Uberty Bonds. The campaigns were a success and established advertising as a
powerful tool for instilling ideas and selling products. By the mid-1920's, advertisers
enjoyed new prestige as established professionals. Even President Coolidge
recognized the achievements of the ad industry, when he defined advertising as "part of
the great work of the regeneration and redemption of mankind."6
Advertisers created a revolution in social attitudes toward consum ption and
educated the public in what and how to consume. In the early 1900's ads typically
featured the product and promoted the product's prominent uses. Twenty years later,
advertisers invented new uses for traditional products that included improvements in
health, beauty, and lifestyle. For example, early Fleischmann Yeast ads simply featured
the yeast as a bread baking product. In 1925, twenty or so years later, the ads
recommended eating two or three cakes of Fleishman's yeast daily before meals and
promised "clear eyes, strong bodies, and a new zest in living.',7
Since the 1906 Pure Food and Drug law did not regulate advertising, advertisers
answered to no higher authority and the government remained helpless to put a stop to
or prevent any false or dangerous advertised claims. It was common for advertisers to
claim that one product cured the common cold, prevented dandruff, pimples, and
underarm odor. Lambert Pharmaceutical Company, for example, advertised Lislerine as
a prevention against tuberculosis, mastoid trouble, sinus trouble, influenza, and
pneumonia. Meanwhile, the Journal of the American Medical Association reported that
there was no scientific evidence that using Listerine prevented any of their advertised
ailments 8

Scott Paper Company launched a scare campaign posing the question,

6 Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1985) 5-9; Pease 16-18; George R. Creel, How We Advertised America (New
York, 1920) 156-165.
7 Cosmopolitan November 1925: 115.
8 Lamb 309.
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"Now your Doctor asks you -- Is your bathroom safe," while stating that inferior bathroom
tissue seriously aggravated "rectal affliction."9 Advertising techniques matured from the
early patent medicine days, but the ads continued to propagandize products as having
all sorts of hidden miraculous properties.
During the Depression, a number of organizations responded to the decline in
both the quality of consumer products and in the reasonableness of advertising.
Organizations such as The American Economics Association, The American Association
of University Women, the National League of Women Voters, and the American Medical
Association advocated for a stricter Food and Drug Law and sought immediate changes
in the advertising industiy. These groups loosely formed a consumers movement,
uniting in their desire to promote intelligent consumption among buyers and greater
consumer protection by the government. Two private testing agencies, Consumers
Research and Consumers Union, developed and published reports that offered
practical information for the consumer to use when making purchases. The leaders of
these agencies also published vigorous propaganda publicizing hazards to health in
foods, drugs, cosmetics and feminine hygiene products. Congress still did not pass a
new food and drug bill that included advertising until 1938. 10

9 Ladies' Home Journal March 1931: 145; Frances T. Rowe, "The New Frankness in
Advertising," Advertising and Selling 27 Sept. 1934: 50; Marchand 102-103.
10 Pease 98-108; James Harvey Young, The Medical Messiahs: A Social History of
Health Quackery in Twentieth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1967) 151-157; Charles Jackson, Food and Drug Legislation in the New Deal
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970) 111-112; Norman Katz, "Consumers
Union: The Movement and the Magazine, 1936-1937," diss., Rutgers University 1977;
the prototypes for the propaganda volumes were: Stuart Chase and F. J. Schlink's Your
Money's Worth in 1927, and Schlink's 100,000,000 Guinea Pigs in 1933; emanating
from the staff of Consumers' Research in 1934: M.C. Phillip's Skin Deep, The Truth
About Beauty Aids and James Rorty's Our Master's Voice: Advertising, appeared; in
1935: Eat, Drink, and Be Wary by F.J. Schlink; Counterfeit -- Not Your Money but What
it Buys by Arthur Kaliel; Paying Through the Teeth by Bissell Palmer; in 1936: Facts and
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The depression hit the advertising industry hard in the early 1930s and the
industry responded by resorting to more sensational selling appeals. In 1939, Ralph
Hower commented that "the shrieking headlines, gross exaggeration, and even
downright deceit which appeared had no parallel except the patent medicine advertising
of the nineteenth century, while the use of pseudo-scientific arguments and appeals to
emotion and appetite surpassed all previous efforts and violated the previously accepted
standards of decency." Hower cited manufacturers of Cigarettes, soap, sanitary
napkins, and "alleged" disinfectants (feminine hygiene products like Lysol) as the worst
offenders. The urgent need to exploit every available means of stimulating sales led
advertising agencies to rely on psychological research. Research demonstrated that the
most successful advertising was the sort which associated an immediate personal
fulfillment with the product advertised. Henry C. Link, a prominent psychologist, stated,
"truthfulness and sincerity are merely intellectual concepts and should not be permitted
to hinder the work of an advertiser." For the advertiser, truth or falsity slowly became
irrelevant since the appeal of the ad lay not in the factual assertions but in the
associations which it set up in the reader's mind. 11

POPULAR SEX APPEAL
Advertisers increasingly relied on scientific data and the world of popular culture
for clues to the buying public's taste. No matter where advertisers looked they
continually found evidence that the public responded to sex appeal and admitted to the
importance of sex in their own lives. Sexual values promoted by popular culture made
Frauds in Woman's Hygiene, by Rachel Palmer and Sarah Greenberg and Guinea Pias
No more, by J.B. Matthews.
11 Ralph Hower, The Historv of an Advertising Agency: N.W. Ayer and Son at Work
1869-1939, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1939) 181-182; Link quoted in
Pease 174; also see Marchand 95, and Young, Medical Messiahs 143-44.
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the discussion of contraception a more acceptable public topic. Historian Ellen Chesler
claims that the birth control movement provided one of the few women's causes that
thrived in the 1920s and 1930s because it wed new personal and sexual interests to the
larger set of public concerns that had motivated women in the past. Margaret Sanger,
prominent leader of the birth control movement, linked romantic sexuality with marital
happiness and contraception. In 1926 she wrote a marriage manual, Happiness in
Marriage, where she told women, "Never be ashamed of passion. If you are strongly
sexed, you are richly endowed."12
Robert and Helen Lynd discovered that the women in their Middletown study
demanded romantic love as the only valid basis for marriage. 13 Advice books
suggested that the birth of a child may disrupt marital ties and recommended mutuality
in sexual relations. Dr. Rachel Yarros wrote in her sex manual written for the modern
woman, "the modern sophisticated young girl or woman .. .is not ashamed of passion,
and is not averse from taking the initiative in sex matters."14 Kinsey and his associates
detected an increase in pre-marital and extra-marital intercourse in the years between
1916 and 1930. They discovered only minor increases in the years after 1930 and
concluded that the increase reflected deliberate approaches to sexual problems by the
post-World War I generation. The development of public interest in sexologists such as

12 Margaret Sanger, Happiness in Marriage (1926; New York: Maxwell Reprint
Company, 1969) 132.
13 Robert S. Lynd and Helen Merrell Lynd, Middletown (New York: Harcourt, Brace, &
Co., 1929) 114.
14 Rachel Yarros, MD., Modern Woman and Sex (New York: The Vanguard Press,
1933) 15; Ellen Chesler, Woman of Valor: Margaret Sanger and the Birth Control
Movement in America (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992) 209; Sheila Rothman,
Woman's Proper Place: A History of Changing Ideals and Practices. 1870-Presen! (New
York: Basic Books, 1978) 178-78. Sex manuals earned legal protection in 1930 when
Mary Ware Dennett challenged the censorship of one of her own sex education
pamphlets and won on appeal, United States v. Dennett, 39 F. 564 2d (1930), quoted in
Chesler 266-267.
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Havelock Ellis and Sigmund Freud broke down many traditional barriers to considering
human sexuality as atopic of public discourse. 15
The invention of the automobile was an important element in pre-marital
intercourse's upward trend. Kinsey's study on the sexual behavior of the human female
reported that 41 % of women who engaged in pre-marital sexual intercourse had sex in a
motor car. 16 The automobile widened a young couple's area of social contacts and
provided a world outside of the home, away from parental control. The automobile was
cited as perhaps the most important single element in enabling young people to build a
social life separate from the eyes and ears of their parents:
boys today do not make formal calls on girls, nor pull candy in the kitchen, nor sit
in a corner of the living room and play the game of hearts under the critical eye of
young brother. They honk their horn -- most of them do not even bother to get
out of the car and ring the doorbell - the girl comes running down the steps and
they're off and away, out of reach of parental control. 17
Burgess found that several colleges forbade students to drive automobiles because they
considered it a destructive force in disciplining their students. 18 The automobile
provided young couples with a sexual independence that popular culture embraced.
Sociologists reported that the motion picture influenced the sex attitudes and
behavior of young people, that "the movies have taken off the bedroom doors for young
people and turned life into a French peep-show."19 Advertising copywriters found out

15 Alfred C. Kinsey, Wardell B. Pomeroy, Clyde E. Martin, Paul H. Gebhard, Sexual
Behavior in the Human Female (Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Company, 1953) 299-300;
Dorothy Dunbar Bromley and Florence Haxton Britten, Youth and Sex (NY: Harper &
Brothers Publishers, 1938) 15; Linda Gordon, Woman's Body. Woman's Right: Birth
Control in America, rev. ed., (New York: Penguin Books, 1990) 201-203.
16 Kinsey et al. 310, 336.
17 Ernest W. Burgess, "Sociological Aspects of the Sex Life of the Unmarried Adult," in
The Sex Life of the Unmarried Adult, ed. Ira S. Wile (New York: Vanguard Press, 1934)
124; Bromley and Britten 11.
18 Burgess 133.
19 Burgess 124; quote from Bromley and Britten 12.
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what consumers liked often by investigating what books, movies, and magazines the
consumer preferred. The J. Walter Thompson advertising agency, anxious to satisfy
their consumers' curiosities, invited movies distributors, editors from the tabloids, comic
section editors, and the sociologists Robert and Helen Lynd to speak to the agency staff
about the consumer audience's nature. 20 Advertisements soon mimicked themes of
romantic love and marriage found in the movies, tabloids' personal-interest stories, and
advice to the lovelorn columns. Ads for mouthwash, deodorant, and sanitary napkins
advised women to avoid the social handicaps of bad breath, perspiration, and body odor
in order not to risk losing popularity and sex appeal. 21 A Listerine ad, for example,
claimed that bad breath prevented men from falling in love with beautiful women:
What secret is your mirror holding back?
Night after night she would peer questioningly into her mirror, vainly
seeking the reason.
She was a beautiful girl and talented, too .... Yet in the pursuit that stands
foremost in the mind of every girl and woman -- marriage -- she was a failure.
Many men came and went in her life. She was often a bridesmaid but
never a bride. And the secret her mirror held back concerned a thing she least
suspected -- a thing people simply will not tell you to your face. 22
That "thing," that "secret" being the woman's unpleasant breath that Listerine promised
to cure. Smooth skin, fresh breath, a deodorized body, and everlasting youth were the
criteria for attaining a husband. And once a woman married she needed to preserve the
qualities that attracted her spouse. Lux soap ads, for instance, played on this theme
and commended the "wise wife that...protects the freshness -- the daintiness -- that won
her husband's love!,,23 Advertisements joined the movies and tabloids in offering
consumers the sex and romance that they enjoyed or hoped for in their own lives.

20 See Marchand 52-87.
21 Rothman 185-186; Marchand 19-20.
22 Good Housekeeping July 1923: 175, quoted in Marchand 19.
23 Lux Toilet soap, 1937, Advertising Research Foundation files, New York, New York.
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Contraceptive advertisers presented consumers an opportunity to enjoy sex and
romance without suffering the consequences of an unplanned pregnancy.

THE CONTRACEPTIVE MANUFACTURER
"Buzzing like bees around .. .leading [contraceptive] products are literally
thousands of similar products made by hundreds of small concerns whose only interests
seem to be in the quick profits made," stated a 1940s Planned Parenthood report on
contraceptive manufacturing's increase during the Depression years.24 The economic
catastrophe of 1929 contributed to a dramatic rise in the contraceptive industry and
patent medicine businesses by bringing in new small-scale proprietors and lowering the
standards of the old. Small businessmen who had lost their jobs discovered that
contraceptive products produced quick and large profits with very little capital
investments. They found eager targets in couples suffering economic setbacks who
dared not face the expense of more children. Ettie Rout, a birth control advocate from
England, commented on the situation in America:
The problem for Americans nowadays is not to secure birth control information,
but to avoid having birth control 'misinformation' spread broadcast. Women are
notorious for bargain-hunting. They look in a drug store; see a dubious
preparation indicated as a means of certain "feminine hygiene'" no medical
advice necessary -- just the material with instructions; they calculate they can
affqrd it - "the depression" has made thousands and thousands of women
desperately in need of protecting themselves against impregnation for the time
being, so they take the chance of the material being reliable.25
The Planned Parenthood report estimated that during the Depression the birth control
industry maintained at least a $100,000,000-a-year business, with $43,750,000 spent on
condoms and over $60,000,000 spent on women's contraceptive products -- douche,

24 Report on Contraceptive Industry, prepared for Planned Parenthood by Foote, Cone
& Belding of Chicago, typescript, n.d., circa 1945, p. 38, PPFA-SS.
25 Ettie Rout, "Contraception and Prophylaxis," American Medicine Mar. 1935: 138.
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jellies, foams, suppositories, diaphragms, and sponges. Makers of female
contraceptives comprised over eighty-five percent of the total birth control industry and
of the estimated 400 feminine contraceptive manufacturers thriving in late 1930s, most
of them were founded in the early Depression years.26
The medical community was reluctant to promote contraception: Thus, the
dissemination of contraceptive advice and research of contraceptive methods depended
on hundreds of unauthorized commercial firms promoting and experimenting with new
concoctions. Since contraception was illegal, the Federal Drug Association and the
American Medical Association officially ignored the commercial industry's existence and
neglected to test the products' safety and efficacy. In addition, Congress did not revise
the 1906 Food and Drug law to regulate advertising until 1938 (the law did not go into
effect until January 1, 1940) so in the 1920s and 1930s the government could not take
any action against false advertising claims of ANY kind -- contraceptive or otherwise.
Essentially, the law allowed advertisers to say whatever they wanted as long as they left
the words "birth control" and "contraception" out of theif copy.

LEGAL DECiSIONS
Recall that the 1873 Comstock law made no exemptions regarding the medical
community. Within the next fifty years, twenty-seven states passed their own laws that
supplemented the Comstock law with exemptions for physicians. But state and federal
courts began taking steps in 1915 that liberalized the federal obscenity statutes. A
series of judicial decisions construed the Comstock law not to prevent physicians from
giving advice necessary to maintain the health of their patients. The decisions favored

26 Report on Contraceptive Industry, Planned Parenthood; "The Accident of Birth,"
Fortune Feb. 1938: 84.
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physicians, yet they inadvertently set the standards by which birth control advertisers
prevailed during the 1920s and 1930s. 27
The first breakthrough for doctors occurred in 1915 when a Milwaukee doctor
advertised his abortion services in a newspaper. The ad read, "Women's Diseases A
Specialty. Consult Dr. T. Robinson Bours." The doctor responded to a decoy letter
purporting to come from a mother of a pregnant daughter. The "mother" wrote that her
daughter tried to give herself an abortion and as a result found herself in a "dangerous
condition." Bours wrote back describing the cost and operation, but stated that he would
need to see the patient before deciding to perform the abortion. He was indicted,
convicted and sentenced to two years in the penitentiary for using the mail to provide
information "that indicated where [and] by whom ... [the] ... operation .. .for the procuring or
producing of abortion ... [would] be done or performed."28 Bours appealed and won; the
appellate court stated that a statute intended to protect public morals and health was not
meant to punish a doctor in the act of saving a life. 29
The second court case, People v. Sanger, involved Margaret Sanger's first birth
control clinic in Brooklyn, New York. In 1916, Sanger's clinic sold a diaphragm to a
woman detective. Police raided the clinic and arrested Sanger and her sister. Two
years after Sanger's clinic had been closed, the New York Court of Appeals responded
to the argument that physicians should be allowed to give contraceptive advice to
married patients. Judge Crane ruled that under the New York state law physicians could
provide birth control advice "to a married person to cure or prevent disease." The judge
27 Legislative history derived from Morris L. Ernst and Gwedolyn Pickett, "Birth Control
in the Courts, A resume of Legal Decisions Clarifying and Interpreting Existing Statues,"
prepared for the National Legal Committee, Planned Parenthood Federation of America,
October 1942, AS-CL; C. Thomas Dienes, Law, Politics, and Birth Control (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1972).
28 Section 211 of the Comstock law.
29 Bours v. United States, 229 Fed. 960 (7th Cir. 1915).
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referred to the definition of "disease" in Webster's International Dictionary -- "an
alteration in the state of the body, or of some of its organs, interrupting or disturbing the
performance of the vita! functions, and causing or threatening pain and sickness; illness;
sickness; disorder." The protection extended to druggists or vendors acting on the
doctor's prescription or order. 30
The next case involved a manufacturer selling condoms under the registered
trademark, "Trojan." In 1930, the makers of the original "Trojan" condoms, Youngs
Rubber Company, sought to stop another condom manufacturer from using the name
"Trojan" on any of their products. The defendant argued that since the Youngs
company had "unclean hands" and was engaged in an "unlawful" business (the
manufacture and sale of contraceptives), they have no legal right to protect their
trademark. The court first pointed out that there was no federal statute forbidding the
manufacture or sale of contraceptives. Second, condoms may be used for legal
(prevention of disease) or illegal (contraception) purposes. The judge stated:
Taken literally, this language would seem to forbid the transportation by mail or
common carriage of anything 'adapted' ... for preventing conception or for any
indecent or immoral purpose, even though the article might also be capable of
legitimate uses and the sender in good faith supposed that it would be used only
legitimately. Such a construction would prevent mailing to or by a physician of
any drug or mechanical device 'adapted' for contraceptive or abortifacient uses,
although the physician desired to use or to prescribe it for proper medical
purposes. The intention to prevent a proper medical use of drugs or other
articles merely because they are capable of illegal uses is not lightly to be
ascribed by Congress.
Once again, the law favored the physician, but this time it also opened doors for
manufacturers to hide behind. 31

30 Peoplev. Sanger, 222 N.Y.193, 118 N.E. 637 (1918).
31 Youngs Rubber Co. v. C.1. Lee and Co., 45 F. (2d Cir. 1930).
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Three years later, Davis v. United States 32 involved an Ohio wholesaler of
"druggists' rubber sundries" who was charged with mailing circulars concerning
contraceptives. The defense argued that the wholesaler did not advertise with the
intent that the articles should be used as contraceptives. The lower federal court found
the defendants guilty, but the Appeals court judge ruled in the defendant's favor. Thus,
to find a contraceptive advertiser guilty, the prosecutor must prove that the sender

intended the advertised articles to be used as contraception. In addition, the court
declared in an independent statement that the obscenity statutes must be given a
sensible reading so as not to interfere with national health or with legitimate professional
practices. Exemption for physicians already existed in many states, but the Young and
Davis cases opened the way for the expansion of a national commercial advertising

market for contraception. The court cases gave contraceptive advertisers protection
under the intent to control venereal disease and promote feminine hygiene. 33
All the federal cases that exempted physicians dealt only with printed material
and advocates considered the reference to physicians "rather 100se."34 Sanger's Birth
Control Clinic Research Bureau (BCCRB) decided to test the law and secure a judicial
decision either declaring the federal obscenity law unconstitutional or exempting
physicians from the federal prohibitions. In January 1933, Dr. Hannah Stone, the
medical director of a Sanger birth control clinic, arranged to have a shipment of
diaphragms sent from Japan to herself for potential medical practice. Stone informed

32 Davis v. United States, 62 F. (2d Cir. 1933).
33 Morris Ernst and Gwendolyn Pickett, "Birth Control in the Courts, A resume of Legal
Decisions Clarifying and Interpreting Existing Statues," prepared for the National Legal
Committee, Planned Parenthood Federation of America, October 1942, AS-LC; Dienes,
pp. 183-93, 245-52; statement from Charles E. Scribner, member of National Committee
on Federal Legislation for Birth Control's Legal Advisory Committee, April 16, 1937;
Chesler, pp. 330-331.
34 "The Decision of the Court," Journal of Contraception January 1936: 33.
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custom officials of the shipment to assure legal action ~ The government filed a libel
against the products and Stone argued that the law prevented a physician from
oracticing her profession. The question became not whether contraceptives could be
imported into the United States, but whether a federal statute prevents the importation of
articles for legitimate medical purposes. In January 1936, Judge Grover Moscowilz
quoted from the Young and Davis cases and interpreted the obscenity statute as not
applicable to the importation of contraceptives for medical purposes. The government
appealed, but in October 1936 Judge Augustus Hand upheld the original decision and
insisted that the obscenity law embraced
only such articles as Congress would have denounced as immoral if it had
understood all the conditions under which they were to be used. Its design, in
our opinion, was not to prevent the importation, sale or carriage by mail of things
which might intelligently be employed by conscientious and competent
physicians for the purpose of saving life or promoting the well being of their
patients.
Judge L. Hand concurred and stated that "a statute stands until public feeling gets
enough momentum to change it, which may be long after a majority would repeal it, if a
poll were taken."35
The judicial decisions created an exception for physicians and legally protected
medical contraceptive information. Non-medical advertisers still remained legally
vulnerable to the Post Office, which issued fraud orders to advertisers that broke the
1873 Comstock Law. Those found guilty were prohibited to use the mail for their
business and were fined. Congress revised the 1906 Pure Food and Drug law in 1938
and included contraception in their definition of "drug."36 The law's Wheeler-Lea

35 United States v. On Package, 13 F. Supp 334 (E.D. N.Y. 1936), affd 86 F.2d 737 (2d
Cr. 1936).
36 for discussion on whether the law includes contraception in its definition of drug, see
William S. McWilliams, Esq., "The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act," Human
Fertility, February 1940: 26-29; Mckinnon's notes on her interview with Dr. J.J. Durrett,
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amendment gave the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) authority to issue cease and
desist orders against false advertising claims. The new Food and Drug law became
effective on January 1, 1940. While both the FTC and the Post Office won individual
cases, they barely made a dent in the overall contraceptive trade. The lack of a clear
means of establishing the usefulness of a product made suppression of the industry
difficult and the laws contained enough loopholes through which contraceptive
advertisers profited. As long as advertisers kept the words "birth control" and
"contraception" out of their text, the law remained helpless. Contraceptive advertisers
operated inside the law by replacing the taboo terms, birth control and contraception,
with safe, legal euphemisms. The most popular euphemism advertisers used was the
term "feminine hygiene."

THE BIRTH OF "FEMINiNE HYGIENE"
"Of all the advertising slogans that man has invented," an article in Fortune
magazine reported, "few have been more deceptive than th[e] easy and ambiguous
phrase .. .feminine hygiene."37 The term is meaningless, Fortune stated. The feminine
hygiene products did not have any preventive power against venereal disease -- and
none of the manufacturers claim that they did, so the word "hygiene" was not intended in
that sense. Secondly, Fortune asserted that the medical fact was clear that the female
organs are normally self-cleansing so the healthy woman has no need for douching. It
was true that some sort of douche was occasionally necessary if one followed a doctor's
Chief of Drug Division of Pure Food and Drug, January 30, 1937; Mckinnon's notes on
interview with C.W. Crawford, Chief of Interstate division of the Food and Drug
Administration, February 5, 1937; Report by Edna McKinnon, February 12, 1937; memo
to Sanger from Mckinnon, February 15, 1937, all Mckinnon's reports and memos in MSLC; also see, Milton Handler, "The Control of False Advertising under the Wheeler-Lea
Act," Law and Contemporarv Problems Winter 1939: 91-110.
37 Fortune 1938: 110.
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diagnosis and prescription. 38 Medical opinion of the douche conflicted during the 1920s
and much of the 1930s. Doctors stm prescribed the douche as an auxiliary method,
something to be used in addition to the diaphragm, condom, or jelly. The fact that a
douche was occasionally necessary left advertisers enough manipulating room to use
the douche's dual function to their advantage.
"The fact remains," the Fortune article continued, '1hat by a combination of liberal
construction of the law, together with evasion, the contraceptive industry now finds itself
in a position to function somewhat comparably to other American industries."39 Birth
control ads appeared similar to other household product advertisements. Advertisers
approached contraceptive douches as they approached other areas in which the
delicacy of topic inhibited person-to-person conversation -- i.e. sanitary napkins, pimple
preparations, deodorants.
Advertisers carefully worded their Kotex sanitary napkin ads so as not to offend
their public, but an ad for contraceptive douche required both legal and cultural
acceptance. To solve this dilemma, advertisers invented the term "feminine hygiene" in
1924 as a euphemism for contraception. 4o An article in the Journal of the American
Medical Association stated,

38 Fortune 1938: 110.
39 Fortune 1938: 108.
40 The advertising trade journal, Tide, stated that the "first out-and-out" advertisement
based on the feminine hygiene theme ran in an Zonite ad in June 1924. June 1924 was
"the first time, say Zonite men, that a standard antiseptic was advertised nationally for
feminine hygiene. Presumably because it was successful, the feminine hygiene theme
was given increasing prominence until it became Zonite's most frequently plugged
selling point." The article does not mention where the ad first appeared. See "Under
One Roof," Tide March 1932: 34.
The first feminine hygiene ad I found was a Lysol ad in the February 1925 issue
of Cosmopolitan, page 125. The first Zonite ad I found appeared in Cosmopolitan a
month later, March 1925, p. 213.
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feminine hygiene products may be advertised as 'sure, safe, and dependable for
feminine hygiene,' but where the advertiser means 'sure, safe, and dependable,'
the purchaser interprets it to mean sure safe and dependable for contraception.
Perhaps only phySiCians know that no feminine hygiene products are sure, safe,
and dependable contraceptives. The result of such advertising is that thousands
of women are duped 41
"By diligent and untiring efforts," an article in The New Repub!ic stated, advertisers
"made this innocuous sound phrase .. .feminine hygiene... synonymous in the public mind
with contraception." American Mercury referred to the feminine hygiene euphemism as
"one of the most insidious euphemisms that has ever been perpetuated by big
business." Fortune magazine said that "of aU the advertising slogans that man has
invented, few have been more deceptive than this easy and ambiguous phrase."
Sanger commented in Forum magazine that "the charlatan, the little fellow... began to
put on the market more-or-Iess-thinly disguised contraceptives ... as aids to feminine
hygiene and so forth."42
Ironicaliy, sanitary napkin and cigarette advertising aroused a storm of protest
from readers of women's magazines, but hardly a complaint from their "feminine
hygiene" ads. A writer for Advertisino and Selling, an advertising trade journal,
expressed his surprise at the public's acceptance of the feminine hygiene euphemism:
Considering the galvanized opposition from churches and anti-birth control
organizations which Margaret Sanger has encountered, the public has remained
surprisingly indifferent -- perhaps receptive to the word -- to feminine hygiene
campaigns. 43

41 "The Business of Birth Control," Journal of American Medical Association 110 (1938):
513.
42 Elizabeth Garret, "Birth Control's Business Baby," The New Republic 17 Jan. 1934:
270; Grace Naismith, "The Racket in Contraceptives," The American Mercury July 1950:
3; Fortune 1938: 110; Margaret Sanger, "National Security and Birth Control," Forum
March 1935: 140.
43 Frances T. Rowe, "The New Frankness in Advertising," Advertising and Selling 27
Sept. 1934: 53-54.
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A Planned Parenthood report on the contraceptive industry stated that "although
douching is relatively unreliable as a contraceptive, the power of the advertising and
retail promotion put on these products under the banner of Feminine or Personal
Hygiene has built up a tremendous acceptance for them as contraceptives."44
In 1938, Fortune magazine counted 636 known brands of products and devices
sold under the euphemism "feminine hygiene." A medical research group counted 189
brands of contraceptive jelly alone 45 Out of the sixty-five contraceptive jelly
manufacturers that the Nationallnstilute of Maternal Health investigated, only two
concerns (Lehn and Fink and Johnson and Johnson) conducted scientific tests on the
safety and efficacy of their products. 46 As long as the advertisements and labels kept
"birth control" or "contraception" from their copy, the products remained safe from the
Comstock laws. Even if the products proved unsafe as a true feminine hygiene product
-- a cleansing douche, for example -- recall that the 1906 law made no provisions for
advertising. Thus, in 1932 when the Journal of the American Medical Association
provided an account of a young married women who was burned by frequent douching
with a solution that contained bichloride of mercury, the government had no legal
authority to restrict the advertising of any douching solutions, poisonous or not,
contraceptive or otherwise 47

44 Report on Contraceptive Industry, Planned Parenthood p. 28.
45 Fortune 1938: 112; the National Committee of Maternal Health (NCMH) Standards
Program lists 315 brands. The lists only include contraceptive jellies (189),
suppOSitories (105), and condoms (21); suppository list dated September 30,1936;
contraceptive jelly list, 1940, CG-CL. Randolph Caulley, Gilbert Beebe, and Robert L.
Dickinson, "Rubber Sheaths as Venereal Disease Prophylactics," extracted from
American Journal of the Medical Sciences 195 (1938): 155-163, includes list of condom
brands, copy in CG-CL.
46 Standards Report, p. 2; "Known Big Sellers," 1940, CG-CL.
47 JAMA, August 6, 1932; also see Dr. Bessie Moses testimony, Hearings before the
Subcommittee ofthe Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, 72, 1st Session
on S. 4436, confidential, June 1932.
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Advertisers refused to admit that they intended their products to be used as
contraceptives. For instance, Carbozine Laboratory responded to Sanger's
recommendation of Carbozine AntisepticTablets for birth control in her Family Limitation
pamphlet. "We wish to advise you that Carbozine Antiseptic tablets are not made as a
Preventative of Conception and we do not sell them for this purpose, knowingly, that
they are to be used in this way.,,48 The advertising manager of Sharpe and Dohme,
makers of Hex Solution wrote in response to a suggestion that they should take
advantage of their product's contraceptive use and begin marketing it as such:
Hex Solution has been used extensively in feminine hygiene we have no doubt,
because we frequently receive letters on the subject requesting information as to
its value. To all of these inquiries we make reply that we do not advocate its use
in that way, but that it can be used as a vaginal douche in the proportions of one
part solution ... to five parts water 49
Norwich Pharmaceuticals insisted that Norforms were absolutely not sold for
contraceptive purposes. Dr. M. Webster Stofer, Vice President of Norwich, defined
"feminine hygiene" as antisepsis and also as treatment of minor vaginal infections, such
as vaginitis, cervicitis, and leucorrhea. He realized that the buying public believed that
Norforms were contraceptives, but he said, "what can I do?" He refused to drop the
term "feminine hygiene" from his copy because "the term has become too closely
associated with Norforms, and anyway we have our own definition of it."50
Lehn and Fink consistently denied that they advertised Lysol as a contraceptive
douche. Zonite admitted that women used its Zonite antiseptic as a contraceptive, but

48 to Sanger from K.F. McNutt, General Manager of the Carbozine Laboratory, Feb. 24,
1927, MS-LC.
49 To Norman Himes from H.E. Ditzel, Advertising Manager of Sharp and Dohme,
October 27,1933, NH-CL.
50 Fortune 1938: 112.
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refused to admit that they advertised or sold it as such.51

Lysol and Zonite, two

popular household antiseptics, were the leading birth control manufacturers thai
advertised in popular magazines in the .1920's and 1930's. In 1937, Lehn and Fink spent
$82,140 advertising Lysol for feminine hygiene and the Zonite corporation spent
$39,629 for its feminine hygiene. 52

MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENTS
Full page Lysol and Zonite ads appeared regularly in Ladies' Home Journal,
McCall's, Cosmopolitan and an array of movie, romance, confession, and detective
magazines. McCall's and Ladies' Home Journal stopped carrying the feminine hygiene
theme in Ihe mid-1930s, but the ads scattered the pages of Cosmopolitan and the
McFadden/Fawcett tabloid genre into the 1940s. The ads followed the same basic
pattern. They created a dramatic scenario between a woman and her doctor, friend,
husband, or daughter that provided reasons for using the product -- i.e. the importance
of health, romance, and youth, then presented their product as the solution to all social
and physical ailments. The ads always included coupon offers for a detailed informative
booklet written by a woman doctor, assured to arrive in a plain, brown, "social
correspondence" envelope.53

51 Fortune 1938: 112; Zonite consists of a Carrel-Dakin solution, a very cheap
combination of sodium hypochlorite in water developed and used by surgeons during
World War I to treat wounds. A drawback to the solution is that after forty-eight hours it
loses it efficiency and secondary products form that can irritate the wound. See Rachel
Lynn Palmer and Sarah K. Greenberg, M.D., Facts and Frauds in Woman's Hygiene
(New York: Vanguard Press, 1936) 153-154.
52 In comparison, Dr. Pierre Chemical Company spent $6,797.00, S-X tablets bought
$960.00 worth of advertising space, and the Certane company totaled $719.00 for the
year. Drug Trade News 31 Jan. 1938: 28-29.
53 See for example, Marvel ad, Cosmopolitan Oct. 1925: 211; Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan
Nov. 1925: 211; Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan Feb. 1926: 211; Lysol ad, CosmopOlitan Feb.
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The booklets offered scientific advice, "frank as a physician's instructions and
just as impersonal."54 They promised to answer "those intimate questions you would like
to ask [your physician] in person ... "55 Just like a doctor's advice, but with one important
exception -- advertisers promised that their booklets were written in clear, easily
understood language. Zonite's booklet, "The Newer Knowledge of Feminine Hygiene,"
treated "the whole subject .. .in frank, honest words that will not confuse anybody." Zonite
ads reported that "women are delighted at the straightforward manner in which [the
booklet] treats their most troublesome problem. There is no beating around the bush.
This book comes to the point and answers questions clearly and honestly. Read it and
give it to other women."56 Lysol offered the booklet, "Marriage Hygiene: the Important
Part it Plays in the Ideal Marriage," in 1933. The ads stated that the booklet was "plain,
simple, and informative," with "no confusing medical terms." The booklet is "full of sound
professional advice and simple rules, simply and understandingly written." Indeed, "buy
a bottle of Lysol today. The directions with every bottle are professional. They are
simple, specific, and easy to follow."57

1927: 201; Lysol ad, Ladies' Home Joumal (LHJ) Mar. 1929: 117; Lysol ad, McCall's
June 1928: 78.
54 Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan Mar. 1925: 213; also see Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan Apr.
1925: 223; Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan Nov. 1935: 152.
55 Lysol ad, True StOry July 1929: 117; see also LHJ Apr. 1929: 77; LHJ June 1929: 65;
LHJ Aug. 1929: 86; LHJ Sept. 1929: 150.
56 Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan May 1933: 113; Zonite ad, True Experiences Aug. 1930:
59.
57 Lysol ad, Cosmopolitan Mar. 1933: 91; Lysol ad, Motion Picture March 1930: 99;
Lysol ad, CosmopOlitan Apr. 1928: 225; Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan Feb. 1929: 153. Lysol
booklets stated in "plain, simple" terms that "the douche should follow married relations
as a cleansing agent and antiseptic agent." In 1936, the word "douche" appeared in the
leaflets, but the word remained absent from Lysol advertisements for another two years.
From my records, "douche" first appears in a Lysol ad in Hollywood Apr. 1938: 33. The
Lysolleaflet is quoted in Palmer and Greenberg 1936: 150. I was unable to locate any of
the Lysol and Zonite leaflets.
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Advertisers lured consumers by offering an alternative to hearsay or medical
information obtained in. doctors' offices. They advised women on feminine hygiene
through dramatic scenarios increasingly familiar to the movie-going audience. While the
drunk soon to be "Reno-vated" girlfriend of Rosalind Russell cried, "Reno, the American
cradle of liberty... No matter what you marry for, you end up on the train to Reno," in the
1939 movie extravaganza, The Women, advertisers featured Reno as a threat to those
couples who did not practice feminine hygiene. Lysol depicted a wife's head buried in
her arms, her husband looking away into the distance -- a marriage falling apart.
Another ad featured a wife hanging up the phone after learning that her husband is
coming home late, again. Zonite repeatedly asked, "Is she wrecking her marriage?" Ads
displayed wives waiting for husbands that never come home and women weeping into
their handkerchiefs, convinced that it is "another woman."58 Pamphlets that
accompanied the products explained the unhappy marriage scenarios in more detail:
I am afraid every time my husband looks at me. I love him dearly and want him
just as much as he wants me. We honestly have not slept together, Doctor,
since our last baby was born nearly six months ago. He is beginning to act
peculiar. It seems at times as though he were a stranger. 59
Feminine hygiene advertisements echoed popular themes prevalent in the movies and
confession magazines. Advertisers tried to capture the essence of movies in print and
used Reno, the familiar cinematic "divorce colony" to attract the movie-goers
attention. 60
58 Cosmopolitan Oct. 1928: 202; Cosmopolitan Aug. 1927: 175; True Confessions
October 1940: 53; True Experiences Mar. 1935: 57; True Story May 1937: 15; True
~~Ory Oct. 1937: 79.
Pamphlets that accompanied the products often took more liberties and relied less on
innuendo; "Birth Control: Plain Medical Information," published by the Medical Bureau of
Information, l'Nentieth revised edition, 1936; MS-SS.
60 quote from The Women, starring Joan Crawford and Rosalind Russell, based on a
play by Claire Booth, opened September 22,1939; "Divorce colony" quoted in New
York Times review of Charlie Chan in Reno, May 31, 1939.
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The new "tabloid" advertising style that lured cultural tastes of movie-goers
gained popularity in 1928 and continually entertained audiences with familiar fictional
themes throughout the 1930s and 1940s. Advertising headlines echoed movie themes
and titles of confessional stories rampant in True StOry, True Confessions, and other
McFadden and Fawcett titles. J. Walter Thompson, one of the largest advertising
agencies in the 1920s and 1930s, gave seminars on the True Story tabloid approach.
Copy styles with a tabloid flavor spread into general magazines, including the staid
Ladies' Home Joumal, and daily newspapers. Some product categories differentiated
between magazines that appealed to a more sophisticated audience and those that
marketed themselves to the ordinary housewife, but Lysol and Zonite mostly employed
identical copy in McCall's, the Ladies' Home Journal, Cosmopolitan, Photoplay, and True

Contraceptive jelly, foam tablet, and suppository manufacturers spent little
money on magazine advertising. Sears and Roebuck and Montgomery Ward advertised
severa! jellies and suppositories and tabloid magazines carried a smattering of foam
tablet and suppository ads. Manufacturers of these products commonly sold door-todoor or through mailed circulars. Peck and Sterba, manufacturers of the contraceptive
jelly, Lucerol, utilized the more liberal denominations of the clergy to obtain names of
those recently married and subsequently mailed the newlyweds their feminine hygiene
pamphlets and order forms. Not all manufacturers limited their advertising to
61 Marchand 57-66; The same Lysol and Zonite ads appeared in Cosmopolitan,
McCall's, Ladies' Home Journal, True StOry. True Confessions, Photoplay. Motion
Picture, and True Detective Mysteries. Lysol sometimes ran themes in particular
magazines, like the "eminent women physician" theme in McCall's, but one or two of
those ads appeared sporadically in the other magazines. Lyso! ran a campaign directed
towards the husband which only appeared in Cosmopolitan. LHJ and McCall's stopped
running feminine hygiene ads in the mid-30s, while the other magazines continued. But
generally, Zonite and Lysel placed their ads indiscriminately throughout the magazines
that accepted their feminine hygiene theme.
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magazines. but they all used the medical community as an authority in their promotional
schemes. Advertisements featured doctors or nurses providing information or promised
that physicians recommended their product. Whether manufacturers broadcast their
messages over the radio. scattered them door-to-door. printed them in newspapers.
circulars. counter-tops. or matchbooks. a doctor or nurse played a prominent role. 62

DOOR-TO-DOOR
Three of the largest known contraceptive manufacturers. The Dilex Institute for
Feminine Hygiene. the Bureau of Feminine Hygiene of New York City. and the Perfink
Chemical Company of Illinois employed educated young women to solicit their sales.
The Dilex saleswomen frequented wealthy neighborhoods. while the Bureau of Feminine
Hygiene sent their saleswomen to the poorer neighborhoods in Harlem. The Perfink
Chemical Company sought out recent birth registers in each town and mapped its visits
accordingly. In addition. individuals not affiliated with any company prepared home
remedies in their own kitchens and peddled their wares door-to-door. 63
Dilex sold theif "feminine hygiene kit.. for $7.S0 which included a chemical
contraceptive. either jelly or suppository. a douche syringe. and a douche chemical.
They only hired women with previous house-to-house sales experience and a "liberal"
attitude towards birth control. Once hired. they armed their saleswomen with a sales
script that guaranteed entrance into any woman's home. The script began:

62 "New Feminine Hygiene Advertiser." Drug Store Retailing March 1935: 28; Standards
Report on the Contraceptive Jelly Industry. April 4. 1935. pp. 4. CG-CL; Palmer and
Greenberg 1936. chapters 1 and 10; Fortune 1938; matchbook advertising .. Birconjel.....
MS-SS; pamphlets and handouts went to Margaret Sanger's Bureau of Research. MSLC; Analysis of Contraceptive Materials. Consumers Union. 1937. p. 3. Consumers
Union Archive.
63 Standards Report on the Contraceptive Jelly Industry. April 4. 1935. pp. 4-S. CG-CL.
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Good morning. I am the DILEX NURSE, giving short talks on FEMININE
HYGIENE. It will take only THREE MINUTES. THANK YOU -- I will step in.
Undoubtedly you have heard of many different methods of feminine hygiene, but
I have come to tell you of THE DILEX METHOD, which is so much more Simple
and absolutely sure and harmless, and which EVERY women is so eager to
learn about and have without delay.... We call to acquaint you with THIS GREAT
SECRET... ABSOLUTE FEMININE PROTECTION is assured. 64
The words "birth control," "contraception," and "pregnancy" do not appear in the script.
Instead, Dilex nurses said "feminine hygiene," "without delay," "this great secre!," and
"absolute feminine protection." Dilex seemed confident that women were desperate for
scientific contraceptive information and used the title "nurse" as a convincing sales pitch.
Dilex assured their saleswomen that it was easy to get into people's houses and told
their new hires, "you say you're a nurse, see? That always gets you in."65

FEMININE HYGIENE CLINiCS
Lanteen Laboratories employed certified women physicians in their commercial
birth control clinics, but dressed their pamphlets with a fictional man, "Dr. Norman Carr."
The clinics supplied patients with information pamphlets entitled, "Birth Control, Plain
medical Information, by Norman Carr, MD, London." Dr. Norman Carr appeared as an
elderly gentlemen with glasses and a mustache. Drugstores throughout the country
attracted customers to their counters with Lanteen pamphlets displayed and available
for purchase at ten cents apiece. The Federal Trade Commission found that Dr. Norman
Carr was a fictitious name used to appeal to the perspective customer and that a

64 Fortune 1938: 114; Standards Report on the Contraceptive Jelly Industry, April 4,
1935, p. 4, CG-CL; Dilex also solicited sales through the mail. One woman sent Sanger
a copy of the letter she received from Dilex and asked if Sanger would advise her to buy
one of their products. I did not find any reply from Sanger. see letter to Mrs. May
Hoffman from Madeline M. McCarthy, Dilex Institute of Feminine Hygiene, n.d. The
letterhead states "For Women By Women Direct to the Home of Women."
65 Fortune Feb. 1938: 114.
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professional model had posed for the picture. Dr. Carr appeared to be "a fine, intelligent,
and professional type of man," "a distinguished-looking, gray-haired, middle-aged
gentlemen."66 The pamphlets depicted a man that looked like a physician, a man that
fit the image expected of a doctor.
Clinic employees scanned birth registers and mailed personally addressed letters
to new mothers encouraging them to visit their birth control clinic for a private
consultation with a woman physician. Lanteen Laboratories ran clinics in Chicago,
Detroit, and Milwaukee, under the name "Medical Bureau of Information on Birth
Control." Dr. John Curtis Hill was the clinic's medical director and the only male
physician on staff -- Lanteen found that most women preferred women physicians. Dr.
Hill graduated from the Illinois Medical College of Chicago in 1903 and was a member of
the Chicago Medical Society and the American Medical Association. Dr. Mildred Buzza,
one of the many female physicians, received a diploma from the University of Nebraska
College of Medicine in 1925 and was a member of the Iowa State Medical Society and
the American Medical Association.57

,
Lanteen's clinic operated on a purely commercial basis. They took no charity
cases, but referred those who could not afford their fees to the Illinois Birth Control
League. The clinics sold only Lanteen products (diaphragms, jellies, douching
solutions). Nurses fit women for only Lanteen brand diaphragms and doctors wrote
prescriptions for Lanteen jelly and Lanteen douche. The clinic sold women a Lanteen
diaphragm for three dollars and provided her with instructions on how to insert it for an

66 "The Mythical 'Dr. Carr,'" Journal of Contraception Dec. 1937: 229; letter to Miss
Alverson of the National Committee on Federal Legislation for Birth Control from
Ruthella Brown from the Illinois Social Hygiene League, February 15, 1935, MS-LC.
67 "Lanteen Laboratories, Inc., A Chicago Concern that Commercializes
Contraception," JAMA, May 17,1930, p. 1619.
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additional three dollars, then sent her off to a drugstore with a Lanteen jelly prescription.
The entire visit cost approximately $15.00. 68
Lanteen manufactured two types of diaphragms, their "Lanteen Lilac," furnished
in the full range of sizes, to be fit by a physician and "Lanteen Brown," a one-size-fits-allnormal-anatomies-diaphragm available without a doctor's prescription. 69 Lanteen
labeled each of their products a different color so that women could ask for them without
specifically saying "diaphragm," "jelly," or any other "suggestive or embarrassing
phrase." Drugstores carried the cornplete Lanteen rainbow: "Lanteen Blue" jelly (the
refill was "Lanteen Blue with the Orange top"); "Lanteen Yellow" douche; "Lanteen Pink,"
the same contraceptive jelly as Lanteen Blue, but in capsule form; "Lanteen Russet,"
contraceptive sponge; "Lanteen Rose," tampon contraceptive to use in combination with

68 letter to Miss Alverson, National Committee on Federal Legislation for Birth Control,
from Ruthella Brown, Illinois Social Hygiene League, February 15, 1935, MS-LC; see
pamphlets in MS-SS, MS-LC, and NH-CL; "The Mythical Dr. Carr," Journal of
Contraception Dec. 1937: 229; "The Lanteen Laboratories, Inc." The Journal of
Contraception May 1939: 116-118.
69 Sanger's Birth Control Clinic Research Bureau tested Lanteen Brown and found that
it unreliable "because the rim is suspended loosely in the vagina so that over-riding can
easily take place .... lt would appear to be unreliable as a cervical cap because it cannot
be applied snugly enough to the cervix on account of the counteracting weight of the
rim." The report stated that the only vagina suitable for a Lanteen Brown pessary is one
with "good perennial tone ... but this type of vagina is encountered infrequently." See
Preliminary Report on Lanteen Brown Pessary, December 12, 1932, MS-LC.
Since women's bodies vary in size, a one-size-fits-all diaphragm cannot possibly
fit all women. "It is impossible for a woman to buy over the counter diaphragms that will
fit her individual, as it would be to buy a pair of eye-glasses," warned journalist Dorothy
Dunbar Bromley in Birth Control's Use and Misuse (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1934) 115, also see pp. 123, 212.
also see "Analysis of Contraceptive Methods," Consumers Union, 1937, copy in
PPFA-SS and Consumers Union Archives, NY; Dr. Dorrin F. Rudnick, M.D., "A New
Type of Foreign Body in the Urinary Bladder," JAMA, May 17,1930, pp. 1565-6;
Medicolegal Abstracts, JAMA, January 7,1939, p. 82.
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"Lanteen Pink" or "Lanteen Blue;" and "Lanteen Green," a rose-scented contraceptive
suppository.70

RADIO SPOTS
"In direct appeal to the laity even Lanteen is outdone by the latest activities of the
Birconjel Corporation, whose product is Birconjel," a medical research bureau writes.?1
Birconjel ran advertisements on matchbooks, in leading New York papers and broadcast
their message over station WMCA of New York city. The radio station broadcast the ad
for a week, but women's organizations (Catholic and non-partisan) vigorously protested
to the association of national radio broadcasters and the Federal Trade Commission.
The radio station withdrew the ad as a result of the protest. 72
Lehn and Fink also marketed Formula L-F for feminine hygiene in a series of
radio advertisements, but apparently received little complaint. W.o. Canaday, the
advertising manager for Lehn and Fink, wrote "after considering the church bodies had
come to the point of issuing favorable statements on the subject of birth control...Lehn &
Fink decided public opinion had progressed so far that the Formula L-F could be
handled with some boldness." Lehn & Fink advertised Formula L-F in a series of fifteen
minute spot radio broadcasts twice a week, in the morning, over four radio stations. The
program called "The Experiences of a Trained Nurse" in which nurse Edith Cornell briefly

70 See advertisements in the back of Lanteen pamphlets entitled "Birth Control: Plain
Medical Information," published by Medical Bureau of Information, in NH-CL, MS-LC,
and MS-SS.
71 Standards Report on the Contraceptive Jelly Industry, April 4, 1935, p. 3, CG-CL
72 Standards Report on the Contraceptive Jelly Industry, April 4, 1935, p. 4, CG-CL.
Matchbook included in MS-LC file on commercial advertisements; Birconjel also
advertised in the New York Times, Herald-Tribune, World-Telegram, the Daily News,
and the Daily Mirror. Birconjel used the same advertised illustration in their drugstore
window displays and also in the consumer booklets that they sent to coupon inquirers.
See Drug Store Retailing March 1935: 99.
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introduced Formula L-F and presented "this new antiseptic which assures scientific
cleanliness ... A basic tool for the building up of basic health for all of us." After the
announcement that Formula L-F kills all germs under all conditions and a musical
number, a "dramalogue" ensued between Miss Cornell and a woman who recently fell in
love, Miss Eimers. Miss Eimers explained that she wants to marry a research chemist,
they both make little money, and she is convinced that they would be much happier and
"more efficient" together than apart. Miss Elmer states,
We've figured out how we can manage - if for the next three years at least there
are just the two of us - we can pool our resources, take care of both our mothers
separately - and get ahead as we want to - if- I can keep my health and my job
continually for the next three years. I want scientific knowledge to help me do it.
Miss Cornell: You've made the problem very clear and clean-cut. It's one of
those problems into which Formula L-F, the new Lehn and Fink antiseptic, does
its part so nicely. I think I can help. Now, I have here in my purse a little
book ... (fade).
A voice interrupts to explain that the little book is filled with scientific information,
"invaluable to every woman interested in preserving her health and beauty...and
happiness," available upon request. 73
Although the advertising manager stated that the Formula L -F story could be told
with some boldness, none of the characters ever said the words "contraception," "birth
control," or "pregnancy." Lehn and Fink aired the radio ad simultaneously with
newspaper ads and drugstore displays. They included a message to dealers and
salesmen that stated
"Must all Advertising on Feminine Hygiene be Tongue-Tied"
Must it falter or stutter or say one thing while meaning another? Isn't the health
and happiness of the American family of sufficient importance to have this
subject treated frankly, openly, freely?
73 W.o. Canady, "The Delicate Advertising Story - How it Can be TOld," Advertising and
Selling 16 Sept. 1931: 27-28,58.
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There's only one answer in this modern age -- and you'll find it in these
advertisements. No deception - there is nothing to hide. Nothing untruthful there is nothing to lie about. Nothing dishonest - every claim for Formula L-F has
been proved and reproved.
Here is a new note in antiseptic advertising. It goes to the heart ofthings.
It sells!74
Canaday reported that several drug stores sold out of Formula L-F in one week.

DRUGSTORES, DEPARTMENT STORES. AND DRUG TRADE JOURNALS
Department stores, like Bloomingdales, created "feminine hygiene sections" to
increase acceptability and respectability of women's contraceptive products. The
feminine hygiene section combined toiletry items (i.e. sanitary napkins, deodorant,
depilatories) with contraceptive supplies (i.e. diaphragms, douches, jellies) and hired
women saleswomen to sit behind the counter. One drug trade journal explained the
theory behind the feminine hygiene counters:
For a great many years now, women have depended upon the trained salesgirl
for very personal advice on the care of skin and hair and the problems of good
grooming and personal appearance generally. Salesgirls in the toilet goods
department have studied and have become expert in this very delicate matter of
giving confidential and intimate personal advice to their clients. It is very natural,
therefore, for women to come to this same source, to the toilet goods
department, for advice on feminine hygiene which they now recognize is a very
important part of good grooming and good health.7 5
Druggists expressed concern that women bought their feminine hygiene products in
department stores and that they could not attract women customers. Surveys conducted
by drug trade journals found that 50 percent more men than women entered the
average drugstore because women bought their "abdominal supporters," "maternity
belts," and feminine hygiene products from department stores. Druggists took the

74 Canady 58. See "Formula L-F Bottle," Drug Trade News 20 Apr. 1931: 14 for a
picture of the Form ula L -F bottle.
75 "Feminine hygiene in the Department Store," The Drug and Cosmetic Industry Apr.
1937: 482.
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department store's lead and installed feminine hygiene sections in their own stores. The
drugstores that installed feminine hygiene sections showed a 500 to 800 increase in
feminine antiseptic sales. Some drug chains opened new retail outlets that allowed only
women customers. 76
Drugstores placed their Departments of Feminine Hygiene next to the cosmetic
counter, featuring a show case filled different types of contraceptive products sold in the
store. Most drugstores tried to place a woman, frequently dressed as a nurse, in charge
of the department, with the thought that "il will always be easier for a woman to ask
certain sorts of information of another woman than of a man." The white, uniformed
"nurses" gave non-professional advice with a strictly under-the-counter, is-anyonelistening-before-I-say this attitude.?7 Advertisers and druggists catered to the notion
that women felt uncomfortable requesting contraceptive products and information by
displaying their products in an easily accessible form -- on top and in front of drug store
counters. Advertisers aimed for the customer to realize that her interest in contraception
was not unusual, not a secret to be kept. 78
Counter displays not only advertised the product, but also "helped women to buy
without much talk."79 The Druggists Circular recommended that its readers place
feminine hygiene products under glass in a wailing area so that the customer need only

76 "Feminine hygiene in the Department Store:" 479,482; "This Drug Store is for
Women Only!", Drug Topics Dec. 1932: 70-72; Anne Kennedy, "A Feminine Hygiene
Department," Drug Store Retailing Mar. 1936: 12-13; "More Men than Women go into
Drugstores," Drug Topics June 1932: 60-61,182; Dan Robinson, "Women Pass His
Store By ... ," Drug Topics Sept. 1932: 72-73, 200, 204; "Men Buy More in Drug Stores
than Women," Drug Trade News 2 May 1932: 22; "Feminine Hygiene Products Present
A Practical Test of Professional Service," Druggists Circular Aug. 1936: 16-17; 'To be
Effective is to Be Discreet," Druggists Circular Jan. 1940: 22-23, 66.
77 Anne Kennedy, "A Feminine Hygiene Department," Drug Store Retaiiing March 1936:
12-13; Planned Parenthood Report, p. 32.
78 Kennedy 12
79 Zonite advertisement, Drug Store Retailing Feb. 1935: 25.
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point to an item and say, "I'll take one of those." The Circular also suggested that
druggists display toiletries nearby so that other customers in the store would not know if
women bought Ortho-Gynol or Mum deodorant. 80 Lanteen's rainbow collection
emphasized its "coined" phrases, "easy to say and to understand, non-suggestive and
eliminates any embarrassment when purchasing." Lanteen utilized drug store windows
and counters to display their products. They advertised to druggists that
in the hearts and minds of the customers who enter your store, in the INTIMATE
thoughts of the throngs who pass your windows, there is an UNANSWERED
QUESTION "What is the safe satisfactory method of Marriage Hygiene which
doctors prescribe? THOSE THOUGHTS CAN BE TURNED INTO DOLLARS
FOR YOU.
The ads offered druggists free window displays along with fifty feminine hygiene booklets
that sold for ten cents a piece. In 1938, Lanteen's president, Rufus Riddlesbarger,
estimated that the company sold 600,000 diaphragms since 1931, largely through the
50,000 drugstores that handled Lanteen products. 81
Contraceptive manufacturers used drug trade journals to get druggists interested
in their products. Drug Store Retailing. for instance, ran a monthly column entitled
80 "To be Effective is to be Discreet," Druggists Circular Jan. 1940: 23.
81 "Birth Control: Plain Medical information," pamphlet published by the Lanteen Medical
Bureau of Information, n.d., NH-CL; Minutes of Medical Department of Committee
meeting, Birth Control Federation of America, November 15,1939, CG-CL; "Marriage
Hygiene," Drug Store Retailing Aug. 1934: 44; Fortune Feb. 1938: 112.
The Birth Control Federation (later became Planned Parenthood) received
complaints that Lanteen circulars were found in pre-wrapped packages of Kotex sanitary
napkins purchased in drugstores in New York, Texas, and California. Consumers
complained that the circulars were distributed to young women who were not interested
or too young to receive birth control information. The Federation wrote to the Federal
Trade Commission requesting that the FTC investigate. The Federation surmised that
Lanteen induced individual druggists to use Lanteen's free advertising material and
include it when wrapping packages. See leiter to Colonel W. L. Taggard, FTC, from
Woodbridge E. Morris, M.D., General Director of the Medical Advisory Committee, Birth
Control Federation of America, February 1, 1940, PPFA-SS; letter to Mr. Morton Hague,
International Cellucotton Products Company (Kotex manufacturer) from Morrs, Nov. 14,
1939; MS-SS; to Miss Janet Fowler Nelson, National Board of the YWCA, from Morris,
November 13,1939, MS-SS.
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"Feminine Hygiene: Questions and Answers," where Anne Kennedy, executive director
of Holland-Rantos, responded to druggists' inquiries regarding birth control. Although
the column's title used the popular euphemism, druggists' questions about diaphragms,
suppositories, and douche powders made it clear that they understood "feminine
hygiene" to mean "birth controL" Holland-Rantos, makers of Koromex contraceptive
jelly, offered druggists $100.00 for the best letter telling how and why they made their
best Koromex sales. They asked druggists to describe how to increase Koromex sales,
how to use ad displays and leaflets, and how physicians should be worked with.
Holland-Rantos provided druggists with showcases to make their Koromex jelly
easily accessible to customers. Zonite offered a display that "add[ed] to the appearance
of [the drugstore] counter and, at the same time, high spot[ted] the quality item and
help[ed) speed turnover." In 1933, Zonite used "talking" signs which they advertised to
druggists -- "With this product on your counter, with this talking sign, even the most
sensitive women will buy." The trade journal, Drug Topics, offered a fifty dollar prize for
the best letter telling "how I used Drug Topics talking signs to increase my business."
George C. Kieler of Broadway Pharmacy in Piqua, Ohio won the prize for his letter
explaining how the talking signs for Zonite and Fasteeth, "two standard products of
which I have always less than I should," increased sales "amazingly.,,82
While feminine hygiene manufacturers used drug trade journals as only one of
many outlets to publicize their products, condom manufacturers concentrated their
82 "New Koromex Display," Drug Store Retailing March 1936: 33; "Zonite Counter
Stand," Drug Store Retailing May 1935: 42; Drug Topics March 1933: 135, May 1933:
119; "This letter won the fifty dollar prize contest," Drug Topics June 1933: 64-65; also
see "Repackaging Displays Highlight 1938 plans," Drug Trade News Jan. 3, 1938: 10;
"Zonite's Feminine Hygiene Department Counter Stand Provides Displays for
competitor's merchandise," Drug Trade News 3 Jan. 1938: 3; picture of the Zonite
display in Drug Trade News 31 Jan. 1938: 15; Norforms used the same tactic -- in 1933,
Norforms announced that their talking display will make plenty of extra sales to sensitive
women. See Drug Topics Apr. 1933: 103; also see Drug Trade News Mar. 14, 1938: 15.
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advertising and publicity budgets almost solely on the drug trade journal. 83 Condoms
were sold through a wider array of outlets than feminine hygiene products, including
street and office peddlers, gasoline stations, restaurants, barber shops, cigar stands,
newsstands, porters, pool halls, and men's public restrooms, but condorn manufacturers
targeted their advertising almost exclusively to druggists.

THE CONDOM TRADE
Two concerns (Schmid and Youngs Rubber) produced more than 50% and five
concerns produced approximately 90% of the estimated 317,000,000 condoms sold in
1935. Manufacturers sold to drug wholesalers and condom wholesalers. The drug
wholesalers primarily confined their trade to drug stores and the specialized condom
wholesalers sold to all possible retail outlets. The retail druggists sold about one-third of
the condoms produced in the 1930s, the other two-thirds spread between the
numerous, alternative outlets. Planned Parenthood estimated that the condom industry
was a $43,750,000 trade during the Depression era based "squarely upon the
prevention of disease." Manufacturers never sold their rubber prophylactics for any
other declared purpose than the prevention of disease. But, Fortune magazine stated in
1938, "everybody in the industry knows perfectly well that it is otherwise used and that if
this were not so the business would be seriously crippled."84

83 Kennedy's column sprang from her article "A Feminine Hygiene Department," that
appeared in the March 1936 issue of Drug Store Retailing. The trade journal received
so many questions about feminine hygiene in response to the article that they arranged
for Mrs. Kennedy to become a regular columnist. See Drug Store Retailing Oct. 1936:
18; Dec. 1936: 17; Jan. 1937: 28; March 1937: 41; Drug Topics Oct. 1932: 94; "Why is
the Drug Store Losing the 'Hidden Article' Business," Selling and Service Feb. 1932: 2127; "How you can Help Return the Sale of Prophylactics to the Drug Store," Drug Store
Retailing Sept. 1934: 18-20 (Selling and Service changed its name to Drug Store
Retailing in 1933).
84 Contraceptive Industry Report, Planned Parenthood; Fortune Feb. 1938: 108.
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Condom manufacturers generally restricted their print advertising to drug trade
magazines. In 1933, julius Schmid declared that he wanted to advertise his Ramses,
Sheik and Fourex condoms in men's magazines. Tide, the advertising trade joumal,
reported:
In women's magazines he read the outspoken messages of Lysol, Norforms,
Zonite, etc., saw them becoming more and more unmistakable in their
recommendalions. To women, it appeared, you could be fainy downright and
specific on these matters. Not so to the men. The editors and advertising
managers of men's magazines staunchly protected their reader's sensibilities 85
The trick, Schmid found, was to advertise without offense. He opted to send the
message to the layman that they he give their business to druggists, "your doctor's right
hand manl" None of the ads mentioned condoms or prophylactics except as a footnote
at the bottom that stated, "Julius Schmid, Inc., world's largest manufacturer of
Prophylactics," along with a small reproduction of the products. Tide commented, in
reference to the feminine hygiene ads, "there was no coupon to the advertisement, no
offer of booklets 10 guide "Married Men," no "Young Manhood."86
A Iypical ad pictured Sheik, Ramses, and Fourex packages in the lower comer of
the ad next to an explanation in small print thal stated:
Julius Schmid, Inc., New York (wond's largest manufacturer of Prophylactics) is
sponsoring this advertisement in the interests of the druggist and to further the
movement to have prophylactics sold exclusively through their only lawful outlet - the drug store.B7
The ad featured a drawing of a druggists' face (older man, receding hair line, glasses)
with the headline, "He won't sel! you Stale Goods!," or "Your friend .. .the Druggist." The
latter ad promoted the druggist with the following text:

85 "At last," Tide Sept. 1933: 9.
86 "At last," Tide Sept. 1933: 9.
87 The Eagle Magazine Sept 1933: 27
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He sells you stamps with a smile ... he provides public telephone booths as a
matier of course ... and when there's an accident out in,the public square, he's
usually cal/ed to render first aid -- gratis.
On his shelves, in his cabinets, are thousands of packages, bottles, boxes,
tins ... the huge and curious variety of things that people may want in a hurry. You
ask for one, and you get it. He will even send it to your home.
He's a grand comfort - in foul weather or fair - all season, all hours, always ready
to compound the doctor's scribble that can mean life itself to someone you
love. 88
The ad featured and sold the provider instead of the product. Legally, the druggist was
the only rightful condom dispenser. Schmid tried to link his products with decency and
legitimacy through the druggist and constructed the druggists as a moral, reliable, good
man.
Fortune magazine labeled the druggist the "bete noir of the condom industry,"
because he lent it an air of respectability, but charged an extortionate sum for his
services. The jobber who bought a gross of good-quality condoms for $4.80 typically
resold them to a druggist for $6 (a %25 mark-up). The druggists sold the $6
merchandise for $24 -- a %300 mark-up. As a result, drugstore condoms fell out of the
range for poorer classes and the bulk of the condom wholesaler's business spiiled over
to bootlegging channels where the prices found their own levels, sometimes reaching as
low as three for a penny. The manufacturer faced a dilemma. If he sold only to
drugstores, he cut himself from the mass market. If he allowed his brand to be
distributed everywhere, then his business acquired an "undesirable" character 89
Schmid Inc. and Youngs Rubber Inc. carefully tested their products, but the other
manufacturers did not. Each manufacturer had testing facilities, but there were no
regulations with which they needed to comply. One manufacturer, Goodwear, included
88 The Eagle Magazine Sept. 1933: 27; also see ads in Eagle Magazine Oc1.1933Dec. 1933 and January, March 1934.
89 Fortune 1938: 110.
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a picture of their testing facility above their price list. The picture showed eleven women
dressed in white and seated in a large, airy room and stated, "our merchandise is
carefully selected and tested and packed under rigid sanitary conditions." Actually,
Goodwear employed two women in a "not very pleasant place" and the photo was of the
testing room in a different manufacturer's old factory.90 Druggists placed Ramses
(Schmid) and Trojans (Youngs Rubber) next to unreliable brands, such as Texide
(Shunk) and Silver Tex (Killian).
Only two manufacturers, Schmid and Youngs Rubber, attempted to convince the
druggist that it was his moral responsibility to take an active interest in the condom trade.
The right of the druggist to expect exclusive sale of the items of the type of
prophylactics very evidently is considered inherent and sacred, and the fact that
no other item, the distribution of which properly belongs exclusively in the drug
store, has received more widespread attention from bootleggers and others who
do not hesitate to employ methods of questionable ethics very obviously is
bitterly resented.91
An exclusive relationship with druggists promised both a clean image and increased
profits. Schmid and Youngs Rubber lost business to smaller condom manufacturers
that distributed their condoms to individual peddlers, pool rooms, cigar stores, retail
stores, and drug stores. The two manufacturers tried to build a reciprocal relationship
with druggists where druggists would buy solely from manufacturers that limited their
trade to druggists. Schmid stated that his products are distributed only through handpicked drug wholesalers, and "if anyone of them is caught in dealings with the corner
pool room he's cut off."92 Youngs Rubber and Schmid stimulated state and local

90 Randolph Cautley, Standards Report on Rubber Condoms," March 11, 1935, p. 10,
NH-CL.
91 Herb Stroud, "The Truth about the Prophylactic Situation," Drug Store Retailing Aug.
1934: 20.
92 "At Last," Tide Sept. 1933: 9.
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associations of retail druggists to assist them in passing local ordinances to restrict the
sale of condoms to the retail drug trade.
Pharmaceutical associations took a varying degree of interest in the condom
wars. The American Pharmaceutical Association concerned itself with standards and
took no action on any commercial phases of pharmacy. The National Association of
Retail Druggists worked for restrictive legislation, but it published ads for L.E. Shunk's
condoms, a company that permitted its products to be bootlegged. Drug trade journals
were concerned with the amount of advertising they received from condom
manufacturers and only entered into the prophylactic question if it served their own
interests. Druggists' Circular, a large drug paper, feared that its advertisers would
boycott them if the paper got involved in the controversy. Drug Trade Retailing
published a series of articles on the "facts" of the condom marketing situation, but their
statements were a publicity stunt for Youngs and Schmid, two of their largest
advertisers. They ran the series to induce Killian, another condom manufacturer, to
advertise in their paper. Thus, they excused Killian and concentrated on Shunk as the
worse offender against exclusive drug store trade. Meanwhile, Killian accrued as much
a profit from bootleggers as Shunk.93
Birth control advocates paid little attention to the condom trade and left condom
manufacturers to fight their own battle in limiting the trade. And since condoms
prevented venereal disease, other organized groups assisted manufacturers in breaking
taboos concerning distribution. During World War I, for example, the United States Army
spent nearly one million dollars a year against venereal disease through sex education
and prophylactics. Men came back from the service armed with condoms, introducing

93 Randolph Caulley, Standards Report on Rubber Condoms," March 11, 1935, p. 12,
NH-CL.
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their wives and girlfriends to contraception -- some for the first time. In 1937, the Federal
Food and Drug Administration responded to the government's campaign to eradicate
gonorrhea and syphilis and announced that the condom's standard and quality are
subject to the same scrutiny as those of a drug.94
The United States Army also devised a major program to provide condoms to
American troops in World War II and provided troops with over 50 million condoms each
month during the war. Army Ships Service Stores and Post exchanges sold kits
containing three condoms and a small tube of lubricating jelly for ten cents and installed
vending machines for easier access at all hours. By the end of the war the military
reported difficulty procuring enough condoms to meet the troops' demands. 95
The Army's condom distribution marked the only federal initiative for birth control
to emerge throughout the fight for birth control legalization. As historian Ellen Chesler
remarks, "military largesse with respect to contraception ... did not extend to women."
The navy delayed distributing a film made for women on sex hygiene and canceled
production of another one on birth control. 96 Women's birth control products received
little federal attention. The 1938 Food and Drug law gave the Federal Trade
Commission power to issue cease and desist orders against fraudulent contraceptive
advertisers, but the FTC procedure left much to be desired. At least three months
lapsed between the FTC's initial complaint and the enactment of the cease and desist
order. The advertiser still could profit from their old misrepresentations in the time lapse
between the complaint and the cease and desist order and they also could adopt new
94 James Reed, From Private Vice to Public Virtue: The Birth Control Movement and
American Society since 1830 (New York: Basic Books, 1978) 14-15; Allan M. Brandt, No
Magic Bullet, (New York: 1985), p. 122; Katharine Bement Davis, Factors in the Sex Life
of 2200 Women (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1929), p. 63; Gordon 200 206; Fortune February 1938: 108.
95 Brandt: 164-165.
96 Chesler: 391.
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fraudulent advertising copy -- the order did not prevent manufacturers from indulging in
new and different misrepresentations after the order went into effect. Thus, advertisers
continued conducting business and left the government to catch up with them.97

FEDERAL ACTION AGAINST FEMININE HYGIENE MANUFACTURERS

The Postmaster General issued fraud orders to feminine hygiene manufacturers
after luring them into breaking the Comstock law through decoy letters that requested
more information. The Postmaster intended the decoy letters to appear identical to the
hundreds of letters that manufacturers received weekly and a reply required the
manufacturer to cross state lines -- compelling federal action. The letters were sent from
diverse mailing addresses and signed by various pseudonyms with wide ranging
reasons for wanting the particular product: Bill Kitchens, a married man from los
Angeles with three children, who does not want anymore children; Van G. Okie from
Kentucky who wrote, "Mom turns out one every year and every time she says that the
last. We got 9 now and 7 at home ... Mom says shes done having kids but she gets
pregnent mighty easy I tells yuh;" Jona Adeline Wanda, an unmarried woman from
Indiana wrote that she will be a regular customer because "there is nothing like being
safe and not having to worry about becoming pregnant.,,98 Each decoy letter received a
sample product, more information, and an order form. Manufacturers treated the male
and female, literate and illiterate, the unmarried and the married as the same. And they
each received the requested "feminine hygiene" product after they specifically requested
a method to prevent pregnancy.

97 Milton Handler, "The Control of False Advertising under the Wheeler-Lea Act," Law
and Contemporary Problems Winter 1939: 105; Young, Medical Messiahs 91.
98 Hearing Before the Solicitor of the Post Office Department in the matter of Certane
Co., February 3, 1942, National Archives.
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Private physicians and birth control clinics openly provided contraceptive
services, but followed policies that followed the particular state or federal law and only
supplied contraceptive information to married couples. Feminine hygiene manufacturers
supplied unmarried women with contraception and thus, filled a significant void that got
increasingly smaller when the birth control movement successfully limited the
contraceptive market to the medical community.99
After the advertiser mailed the product to the decoy, the Postmaster issued a
fraud order and a hearing in front of the Post Office Solicitor followed. The hearings
contained accumulated evidence against the advertiser, including a collection of the ads
from various newspapers and magazines and the correspondence between the
advertiser and the decoy. If found guilty, the advertiser had to pay a fine and the Post
office thereafter confiscated all mail addressed to the advertised company. The
manufacturer often did not appear in court and the product was condemned and
destroyed without a hearing. 100
99 Although doctors and clinics had policies that allowed them only to supply
contraceptive information to married women, we do not know how closely they followed
their policies; Margaret Sanger's Birth Control Clinic Research Bureau stated its policy
on the wall, "married women only," see "Notes on visit to the Sanger Birth Control Clinic
by Doctors Kosmak and Dickinson at 10:00 a.m. without warning," January 4, 1924,
NCMH-CL; Dr. Bocker, medical director at the clinic at the time of the surprise visit,
stated that the receptionist shuts out 50% of the women desiring advice -- women who
want abortions, the unmarried, or those that want contraception because of economic
reasons. Unmarried couples practiced contraception, but it is unclear where the obtained
their supplies.
The rights of the unmarried were unprotected until Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S.
438 (1972); Kinsey and his associates report that the condom was the most popular
contraceptive method among unmarried couples. 53.4% of white unmarried college
women in their study reported using condoms often compared to 22.6% that reported
used the diaphragm often. See Paul and Alan Johnson, The Kinsey Data: Marginal
Tables of the 1938-1963 interviews conducted by the Institute of Sex Research,
(Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Co., 1979) 318-319.
~ 00 Hearing procedures obtained from the numerous Fraud Order Hearings before the
Post Office Department in the National Archives. The Journal of Contraception listed the
official bulletins issued by the Food and Drug Administration.
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The Postmaster began sending Merz & Company, makers of Vagi-Serel for
feminine hygiene, decoy letters in March 1941. The National Committee of Maternal
Health included Vagi-Serel on its top twenty-five "known big contraceptive je!!y sellers."
The Consumers Union classified Vagi-Serel as an effective and "acceptable"
contraceptive jelly in 1937. 101

Merz & Company received approximately 100 requests

for Vagi-Sere I a day. They sent circulars through the mail explaining that
Vagi-Serol...quickly mixes with the normal secretions of the vagina, spreading
itself out into a lasting protective film which completely covers every fold and
crevice of the vagina, and the mouth of the uterus. This film has the ability to
cling to the tissues for hours without losing its tenacity or effectiveness -providing a mechanical occlusion.
Merz & Company marketed Vagi-Serel as "Patenex" to druggists and physicians. The
two products were identical, the only difference was that Merz & Co. advertised VagiSerol as "feminine hygiene" to the layman and Patenex as a "contraceptive" to
physicians and druggists.
Merz & Company operated an office in East Orange, New Jersey, but once they
received a fraud notice from the Post Master they requested patrons to address mail
and remittances to them at an office in Newark, New Jersey. The following is illustrative
of the character of the Postmaster's decoy letter which led the manufacturer right into his
trap:
I trust you will pardon me writing you in this manner but I will explain why. I have
just been appointed monitor or house-mother of one of the dormitories of an
exclusive school for girls. The other woman was fired because she did not watch
the girls closely and one of them got pregnant. I have only been here a week but
I have found out already that the girls are not angels by any means. There is a
large boys school seven miles down the highway and a project camp. Well to
make a long story short I have to make my living and this is one job that I like
and I am not going to have any of the girls have babies if I can help it.... Well sirs I
have used your Vagi- Serol several times myself to keeping from getting
101 Jellies List, Class I, Known Big Seilers, 1940, CG-CL; "Analysis of Contraceptive
Materials," Consumers Union, November 1937, copy in PPFA-SS.
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pregnant and I was wondering whether I could get it for my charges (60 girls) and
believe me they run me ragged. Of course if you don't want to sell your
preparation to me I would like for you to advise me so I can look elsewhere.
Very Truly Yours,
Mrs. Lynn O. Smith
Sterling, Nebraska
P.S. I have only been here a week. Am not known down here in the village and
would prefer to deal with you direct in a manner of this kind.
Merz & Company sent Mrs. Smith a price list and told her that if she purchased by the
dozen they offered a 10% discount. Mrs. Smith ordered a dozen and Merz & Company
promptly shipped her kits containing a tube of the product, together with several refills,
and an instruction sheet.
Merz & Company used the Youngs and Davis cases in their defense, but to no
avail. The Postmaster found that "Vagi-Serol is designed, adapted, and intended for
preventing conception and is sold with the intent that it be used for preventing
conception." The postmasters at Newark and East Orange were directed to treat ali mail
addressed to Merz & Company as fictitious. 102
The Post Office and the defending manufacturer often called medical witnesses
to testify that the product did prevent conception or did not prevent conception and was,
in fact, a "feminine hygiene" product as the ad literally stated. The Hygiene and Kalogy
company, makers of Dilatare Pessary issued circulars that stated
We desire to call your special attention to the Dilatare Pessary; this little device is
designed for the private use of married women, and a blessing to all who
possess it. In other words it is the safest, healthiest, and most positive monthly
regulator ever invented, for it never disappoints the user. We shall be pleased to
receive your kind order for the Dilatare Pessary or other goods required.

102 Memorandum for the Postmaster General regarding Merz & Co. Chemical Works,
September 24, 1941, Records of the Post Office Department, Office of the SoliCitor,
Fraud Order Case Files, National Archives.
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The defense argued that the manufacturers intended the pessary for painful
menstruation. The Post Office called a doctor as a witness who stated that the pessary
prevents conception. The defense lawyer argued:
It is perfectly clear that the government must import into those circulars some
hidden meaning, something entirely foreign to the English language, as they are
written, in order to even argue that the purposes forbidden by the statute may be
accomplished by the use of this instrument. .. This article is intended, as shown by
the circular, to accomplish beneficial results in certain medical cases. One
doctor admits that it would be useful in using a medicament by using exactly as
recommended .... 1think that the government should not be allowed to read that
circular, figuratively speaking, standing on its head; to read into it meaning that
there is no word in there wi!! bear out, to read into it exactly the contrary to what
the words say in order to argue that this man doesn't mean what the circular
says but means exactly the opposite. And to have the court suppose for a
moment that a woman will use the article in exactly the contrary way to the
directions set out is too much of a strain put on any court or officer sitting in a
judiciary court of quasi-judicia! capacity. 103
Rosemarie Lewis, manufacturer of Certane douche powder defended herself in a Post
office Fraud hearing by stating that
vinegar that people buy at the grocery store could also be used for a thing like
that [to prevent conception] and is used. I can say that any product, anything
under the sun could possibly be used but whether or not it is successful, that isn't
so. When I put this out it was a pharmaceutical and not for conception ...
According to the FTC it does not, and according to their physicians. They had
the finest and best in Los Angeles, and they said no. 104
Certane's antiseptic jelly ranked in the National Committee on Maternal Health's top
twenty-five "known big contraceptive jelly sellers."1 05
The Federal Trade Commission had already issued Rosemarie Lewis a cease
and desist order in March 1941. The FTC found that while Certane jelly and Powder
"may to some extent destroy spermatozoa with which they come in direct contact, the
103 Preliminary Hearing in re charges against the Hygiene and Kalogy company, June
12, 1919, Fraud Order Case Files, 1894-1951, National Archives.
104 Fraud Order Hearing before the Solicitor of the Post Office Department, Certane
Company, Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1942, p. 50, National Archives.
105 Standards Report on the Contraceptive Jelly Industry, April 4, 1935, p. 15, CG-CL.
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preparations are not competent or effective preventatives against conception and will
not prevent pregnancy."1 06 Certane continued advertising after the cease and desist
order. Ads appeared in local newspapers, like the Seattle Daily Times, the Sears
Catalogue (Sears discontinued the ad in 1942 because Certane was not receiving
enough orders), and Hollywood magazine:
DON'T STAY BLINDFOLDED TO FEMININE SECRETS
Today New Truths are KNOWN!
No longer need discriminating women hesitate in obtaining the proper technique
in modern feminine hygiene. Research has shown doctors how, when, and what
to prescribe for this all important function. CERTANE meets the requirements
preferred by doctors and thousands of women everywhere because CERTANE
is accurately compounded to serve the identical purpose of strong, caustic
antiseptics -- without the danger and uncertainty. CERTANE is safe and
dependable to use and easy to apply. It rapidly spreads an antiseptic film,
remaining in effective contact for many hours. No fuss, no bother, no worry of
overdosage because CERTANE ANTISEPTIC JELLY with the new Ever-Safe
Measuring Applicator is complete in itself... CERTANE is now on sale at drug
stores everywhere
CERTANE FOR FEMININE HYGIENE107

The ad offered a free book entitled, Women's Secrets: Confidential Discussion of
Feminine Hygiene by Rose Marie Lewis, "profusely illustrated with large clear pictures."
Rosemarie Lewis successfully operated offices in three major crties -- New York, Los
Angeles, and Chicago, and employed about a half-dozen employees or less in each.

106 Official Action against the Misrepresentation of Contraceptive Products," Journal of
Contraception, June 1941, pp. 90-91; "Bureau of Investigation Cease and Desist
Orders, Abstracts of Certain Federal Trade Commission Releases," JAMA 118 (1942):
246.
107 Hollywood May 1937: 56.
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The Los Angeles office alone received approximately 10,000 pieces of mail a week
requesting materials or asking contraceptive advice. 108
Feminine hygiene manufacturers offered their products to virtually anyone that
requested them. Federal authorities tried to curtail the feminine hygiene business, but
the manufacturers continually found ways to outmaneuver the government and reach
the consumer. The contraceptive entrepreneur's commercial success points to the fact
that couples were eager to practice contraception. The birth control movement
struggled to legalize married couples' contraceptive needs, but wtthout advocating for an
open commercial contraceptive market. The feminine hygiene image promoted
contraceptive use in a manner that birth control advocates did not consider appropriate.

COMMERCIAL SUCCESS, POLITICAL THREAT

"Contraception ranks in dollar volume with jewelry, rayon, wool, and the glass
industry," shrieked Mrs. F. Robertson Jones, president of the American Birth Control
League. 109 Advertisers constructed contraception into a commercial commodity. Their
texts relayed information about how women could save their marriages, "nurses" rang
doorbells promoting the newest feminine hygiene device, and matchbooks flashed the
latest in marriage hygiene. Local drug stores cooperated with feminine hygiene
manufacturers and held a "birth control week" that featured drug store windows
displaying contraceptive articles, large posters advertiSing sale items, and counters that
stocked feminine hygiene pamphlets selling for ten cents apiece. "Birth control week"
overlapped with the June 1932 Congressional hearings on a bill that Margaret Sanger
108 Fraud Order Hearing before the Solicitor of the Post Office Department, Certane
Company, Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1942, pp. 32-33, National Archives.
109 Mrs. F. Robertson Jones, president of the American Birth Control League, Chicago
Conference of the ABC League, 1935, quoted in "Birth Control Twenty Years Ago,"
Journal of Family Welfare, July 1955, pp. 183-185, copy in CG-CL
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hoped would exempt physicians from the Comstock law. Birth control advocates on
Capitol Hill did not join advertisers in their week-long celebration. Instead, Sanger
convinced McCrory's drugstore to close their feminine hygiene counter.11 0
This chapter examined contraceptives' starring role as feminine hygiene in
popular culture. The next two chapters analyze the features of feminine hygiene
advertising that disquieted birth control advocates, and how advocates distanced their
cause from the commercial contraceptive industry. Birth control advocacy groups
constructed a border between commercial "feminine hygiene" and scientific "birth
controL" They educated legislators and doctors in the difference between "feminine
hygiene" and "birth control" and taught them that "feminine hygiene" deserved
condemnation and "birth control" deserved support. Advocates explained that married
couples have a choice between dangerous contraceptive information picked up
haphazardly from advertisers and medically guided instruction. They argued that men
and women already practiced contraception and couples deserved safe, proper
medically guided instruction. Not all contraceptive information was dangerous, but
advocates did not make any distinctions. If contraceptive products shared shelf space
with deodorant, cigars, or motor oil, then they promoted the "wrong" image. Feminine
hygiene's prevalence and popular appeal spread a distasteful commercial image that
birth control advocates strategically redefined into an agreeable professional one. 111

110 Hearings before a Subcommittee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, 72nd
Congress, 1st Session on S. 4436, Confidential, June 30,1932; notes Sanger made
about opposition hearing of June 30, 1932 on S.4436, MS-LC; to Sanger, October 24,
1932, no signature, a summarized confidential statement by Mr. Neil Petree of James
McCreery, MS-LC
111 "Medicine v. Exploitation:' in The Quality of Life, pamphlet put out by Citizens
Committee for Planned Parenthood in behalf of the Birth Control Federation of America,
n.d., CG-CL; 'The Most Important Thing in the World," pamphlet published by the
Citizens' Committee for Planned Parenthood, 1938, copy in CG-CL.
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EXAMPLE OF A "TALKING SIGN"
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'.'e! .. ,

Drug Topics Oct. 1933: 162
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PART OF LANTEEN'S "RAINBOW COLLECTION"
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"Birth Control: Plain Medical Information;" Pamphlet published by
Medical Bureau of Information, Lanteen Laboratories, NCMH-CL
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EXAMPLE OF DRUG STORE DISPLAYS

"Accident of Birth," Fortune Feb. 1938: 84
134

CONDOM AD IN EAGLE MAGAZINE
SEPT. 1933: 27

riend. ••
the

Druggist
E SELLS you stamps with a smile ••. he providespublic telephone booths as a matter of course •••
and when there's an accident out in the public square,
he's usual~y called to render first aid-gratis.
On his shelves, in his cabinets, are thousands of pack-'
ages, bottles, boxes, tins ••• the huge and curious variety of things that people may
ask for. one, an" itlltt get it.
your home.
He's a grand comfort-in foul weather or fair-all
seasons, all hours, always ready to compound the doctor's scribble that can mean life itself to someone you love •

H

•
JtlliruSdmid. Inc., NefD YQf'i(UJOrlJ'slargestm" ••
ufa&turer 0/ Propll,Jactics) h sponsoring tA" adp.,.·
tisement lit the interest: of tIu druggist and to furth".
tfw:.MoP,ment to MPI proph,ltu:tia sold IzclwirJel,
tlJrotlt" IM;r on/, /arD/u1 outlet- tM drat store.
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Chapter Four
THOSE DIRTY ADS!

Can a Married Woman ever feel safe ... if her information is not complete and correct?
Many Women are taking risks today that are absolutely unnecessary. They are taking
risks with their nerves, risks with their health, risks with their very happiness itself. Why
do they do it? Why do they continue to do it? simply because they are working with
information of a generation ago. And of all subjects, what one is more important to
these women than feminine hygiene? This is one subject about which you must be
sure.
-- Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan, March 1933, p. 97

Anthony Comstock convinced Congress in 1873 that contraceptive and
abortifacient devices and a variety of other "vile" materials led to social and moral decay.
Comstock closely linked purity with national well-being; a purity fundamental to the
individual, to the home, and to the nation. 1 Birth control's association with obscenity and
immorality prevented medical and legislative support, but its illegal status did not keep
women from obtaining contraceptive supplies. The Comstock law rapidly became
symbolic; the taboo surrounding contraception prevented medical and legislative
support, but the law did not keep drugstores from selling contraception or manufacturers
from advertising it. As Edward Heffron of the National Council of Catholic Men

AS-CL: Abraham Stone papers, Countway Library of Medicine
CG-CL: Clarence Gamble papers, Countway Library of Medicine
MS-LC: Margaret Sanger papers, Library of Congress
MS-SS: Margaret Sanger papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College
NCMH-CL: National Committee Maternal Health papers, Countway Library of Medicine
NH-CL: Norman Himes' papers, Countway Library of Medicine

1 C. Thomas Dienes, Law, Politics, and Birth Control (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1972) 36-39.
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expressed, "we know that [the law] is not being enforced. But to remove it would be to
withdraw the present stigma that the Federal law necessarily attaches to
contraception.',2 Randolph Cautley, researcher for the National Committee for Maternal
Health, succinctly stated that "the whole attitude of th[ose] opposing [birth control] rests
on some early Christian concept of the uncleanliness of sex."3
Birth control advocates confronted contraception's illicit stigma by deflecting the
filth onto the feminine hygiene industry. Advocates strategically purified "birth control"
and made it suitable for legalization through public discourse that converted
contraceptive information from a dirty immoral, commercial commodity to a clean,
ethical, professional one. Medical and non-medical advertisers both presented
contraceptive information, but birth control advocates only labeled the non-medical ads
as immoral and dirty. This chapter applies Michel Bakhtin's notion of the classical and
grotesque to identify the different literary codes that non-medical and medical
contraceptive advertisers followed; non-medical advertisers employed the grotesque
body and medical advertisers utilized the classical body. I establish the difference
between non-medical and medical contraceptive advertisements to examine why birth
control advocates accepted only the medical ads as legitimate.
This chapter analyzes the rhetorical strategies that separated high culture from
low culture, the professional from the commercial, the classical from the grotesque
during the fight for birth control legalization. Birth control advocates drew the line

2 Statement of Edward J. Heffron, Representing the National Council of Catholic Men,
Hearing Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Rep, 72nd
Congress, 1st SeSSion, May 1932; also see Heffron's statement in Hearing Before a
Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary, U. S. Senate, 73rd Congress, 2nd
Session on S. 1842, May 1934: "Once the stigma of illegality is withdrawn from those
practices it might be that would lead to public discussion and to general publicity that
might be injurious."
3 NCMH Round Table Discussion, October 5,1934, NCMH-CL.
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between high and low contraceptive information and designated the high as "birth
control" and the low as "feminine hygiene." I begin with an analysis of the low, feminine
hygiene ads, and examine the embodied language that birth control advocates
considered inappropriate. Next, I present the arguments that birth control advocates
used to put feminine hygiene advertisers in their lowly place. Birth control advocates
and the professional advertising industry denounced feminine hygiene ads to distance
the grotesque image from their professional goals. Advocates did not denounce all
contraceptive advertising -- they considered medical "birth control" ads worthy of
professional status. I closely examine medical "birth control" ads as the epitome of high,
professional literary text.
The rest of the chapter examines how non-medical contraceptive information
became a threat to the professional goals of the birth control movement and the
advertising industry. There was no difference between non-medical and medical
contraception until birth control advocates relied on non-medical and medical rhetorical
strategies to construct one. Commercial feminine hygiene advertisements and medical
contraceptive advertisements could have been simply two different sources of
contraceptive information. Instead, advocates denounced feminine hygiene ads as
unacceptable. The ads threatened the fine line between medical and non-medical
contraception, but only after advocates decided that a line should exist. The struggle to
distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable contraceptive information helped
reconstruct feminine hygiene advertisements from an alternative source of information to
a site that threatened the new medical/non-medical contraceptive division.

FEMININE HYGIENE PRINT ADVERTISEMENTS
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"Probably no other character of advertising has made so great an appeal to
women as these skillfully written spreads which dramatize in picture and phrase the
married woman's dilemma," said journalist Dorothy Dunbar Bromley in regard to
feminine hygiene advertising.4 "Feminine hygiene" began as a tiny and tentative
allusion inserted in Lysol and Zonite antiseptic copy. Lysol and Zonite advertisers
featured feminine hygiene as their products' primary function by the mid-1920s. Other
"feminine hygiene" products appeared in magazine advertiSing after Lysol and Zonite
successfully paved the way. Some publications censored questionable ads, but there
was no uniform terminology or standard. Certain magazines allowed the term, "marriage
hygiene," while others only permitted "feminine hygiene." Some let advertisers describe
their wares as "sure," while others only permitted them to say "safe." But due to the
Comstock laws, none of the ads could make any direct references to contraceptionS
Zonite started advertising "feminine hygiene" in 1924 and Lysol first used the
"feminine hygiene" theme in 1925, but the Sears mail-order catalogue advertised Lysol
"for internal douches" as early as 1911. 6 Although Lysol introduced "feminine hygiene"
into its ads in the 1920s, its use as a douche pre-dated its appearance in women's
magazines. As we have seen, the douche as a contraceptive dates back to the
nineteenth century. While the word "douche" enjoyed a short life-span in the initial
feminine hygiene ads in 1925, manufacturers deleted the term in all their ads from 1926
through 1938. Thus, "feminine hygiene" implied douche which implied contraception.

4 Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, Birth Control: Its Use and Misuse (New York: Harper & Row
Publishers, 1934), 92.
5 Frances T. Rowe, "The New Frankness in Advertising," Advertising and Selling 27
Sept. 1934: 52.
6 The advertiSing trade journal, Tide reported that Zonite ran the first national
advertisement that used "feminine hygiene" to advertise a standard antiseptic in June
1924, see Tide March 1932: 34; Sears catalogue, Spring (1911): 866.
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Lysol and Zonite never dropped their household antiseptic properties completely
from their ads, often <alternating the household antiseptic theme with the feminine
hygiene one. When not the featured theme, feminine hygiene often appeared at the top
or bottom of a list of the product's other household uses. For instance, Zonite took pride
in the following list of applications: "dental cleanser, mouthwash, nasal spray, water
purifier, sunburn relief, dandruff corrective, body deodorant, enema, feminine hygiene."7
Lysol ads incfuded feminine hygiene among its uses as a diSinfecting solution "for the
kitchen, in the toilet, for sweeping, for floors, cellars, and dark corners." In addition, the
ads often suggested that women keep two bottles of their product, one for "general
cfeansing" and the other for "personal cfeansing."S Consistent with their patent
medicine ancestors, Lysol and Zonite ads cfaimed that one antiseptic killed an array of
germs. A coupon appeared at the bottom of each ad that offered women the product
directly through mail-order (but suggested they buy a bottle from their local druggist in
the meantime).
The feminine hygiene theme dominated Lysol and Zonite ads by 1925. The ads
appeared regularly in women's fashion magazines from the staid Ladies' Home Journal
to the tabloid confession magazine, True StOry. Advertisers claimed that "had she only
know the truth earlier about feminine hygiene, regrets ... suffering might [have been]
escaped." They implied that a woman's fear of pregnancy is the "fear that blights
romance and ages women prematurely," explaining that
many women suffer needless fear. ..from minor feminine ailments and irregularities that
might easily be prevented. Fear caused by lapses in normal feminine health which
could be averted readily by proper feminine hygiene and antisepsis. 9

7 American Magazine July 1927: 143.
S Ladies' Home Journal Nov. 1930: 79.
9 Ladies' Home Journal Sept. 1925: 192; McCall's Oct. 1932: 102; Household Magazine
Feb. 1931: 40.
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While the advertising themes and copy differed, they all suggested that "such
knowledge is too vital to be hushed. "Such knowledge" referred to contraceptive
information, and the Zonite and Lysol companies capitalized on the dearth of
contraceptive advice legally available to women without ever using the terms vagina,
pregnancy, menstruation, or sperm.

THE GROTESQUE BODY
Dr. Robert Dickinson and Dr. Louise Bryant wrote in the Control of Conception:
There is uncertainty in reliance on the douche ... The several to-and-fro motions of the
glans penis during ejaculation rub sperms into any drop of cervical mucus that may be
clinging closely to the external Os, or just outside that tiny opening. The douche may not
wash away this mucus because this is often of a slippery and tenacious kind. When
healthy it is specifically hospitable to the spermatozoon. 10
Other manuals reminded women that the sperm frequently enters the uterus before the
douche can reach them or the sperm may lodge in some of the vagina's innumerable
folds. No douche can penetrate all of the vagina's innumerable tiny creases and
folds. 11 Feminine hygiene advertisers confronted this problem by asserting that their
product hunted and pursued germs. The ads admitted that germs did not just enter into
a woman's vagina, they mingled, flirted, and finally nested there. Feminine hygiene
seeped inside a woman's vagina and searched for its hiding places:
Lysol has the rare quality of penetrating into every crevice and furrow of the
membranes ... Lysol is gentle and soothing; it will not sear or coarsen sensitive tissue. 12
Lysol ads insist that their product requires a poison label because its high concentration
and its "germ killing" action are certain -- "it is non-poisonous when diluted according to
10 Robert L. Dickinson and Louise Bryant, Control of Conception (New York: Williams
and Wilkins Co., 1931): 73.
11 Rachel Lynn Palmer and Sarah K. Greenberg, Facts and Frauds in Woman's
Hriene (New York: Vanguard Press, 1936): 150; Bromley: 97.
1 Lysol ad, McCall's May 1933: 107.
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directions."13 Its potency assures that "Lysol does not lose its germicidal action in the
presence of organic matter... it searches out and destroys undesirable germ-life lurking in
hidden crevices which other antiseptics fail to reach.',14
"The word 'germ' is subtly intended to imply 'sperm,'" explained journalist Grace
Naismith in the American Mercurv. "The assumption is that the solution will kill
sperm ... [But] a chemical which may be an excellent germicide may prove to be a very
ineffective spermicide." 15 Dorothy Dunbar Bromley agreed in her 1934 treatise, Birth
Control: Its Use and Misuse, that the implication is clear -- it kills germs is meant to be
read as it kills sperm. 16
Lysol pursues germs into hidden folds and crevices, destroys them even in the presence
of body secretions [their emphasis]. 17
Lysol has ... high germicidal effect (which means positive check to the most vigorous
bacteria) .18
Lysol does not lose its germicidal action in the presence of organiC matter. With its lowsurface tension, it searches out and destroys undesirable germ-life lurking in hidden
crevices which other antiseptics fail to reach.19

13 see Lysol ads, LHJ Jan. 1930: 162; April 1930: 132.
14 McCall's June 1932: 61.
15 Grace Naismith, "The Racket in Contraceptives," The American Mercurv July 1950:

5.
Roland Marchand states that Lysol's booklet that accompanied its product
promised to tell "What feminine hygiene really is" -- this for the sake of those who were
not astute enough to realize that the repeated promises of Lysol's capacity to "kill germs"
were meant to be read as "kill sperm." He footnotes this quote which followed a
statement about coupon returns. Its unclear whether the footnote refers to the
germ/sperm statement or the coupon one. He cites the "BBDO status binder, n.d.," and
no date. I checked with BBDO numerous times and they insist that no such binder
exists. See Roland Marchand AdvertiSing the American Dream: Making Way for
Modernity 1920-1940 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985),346.
16 Bromley: 91.
17 McCall's Nov. 1934: 124.
18 McCall's Dec. 1932: 87.
19 McCall's June 1932: 61.
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After Lehn and Fink and Zonite asserted that their product pursued germs, they qualified
the statement and referred to the germ as "organic matter" or "body secretions." These
germs are living organisms that accompany body fluids. They lurk, they hide, they know
no natural boundaries.
Advertisers evaded mentioning "vagina" by describing it. The vagina is not
smooth, it is multiple, split into numerous folds and creases. It is sensitive, vulnerable to
external stimuli and highly responsive to certain agents. A Marvel Whirling Spray printed
in the October 1925 issue of Cosmopolitan provided a clear image of the vagina while
avoiding the term "vagina" completely:
Internal membranes lie in a series of folds. And within, or between these folds lurks ill
health. For here harmful bacteria and germs usually find lodgment. Ordinary cleansing
methods irrespective of antiseptic employed cannot reach them. But the Marvel or
Whirling Spray can ... lt dilates the folds by its whirling action and flushes them thoroughly.
It cleanses and antisepticizes every membrane surface. It purifies ... 20
A woman's vagina is an internal membrane lined with delicate feminine tissue hidden in
folds and crevices susceptible to scarring. Hidden crevices, internal membranes, and
sensitive tissues stood fora woman's vagina. Advertisers chose particular
characteristics of the vagina instead of specifically mentioning the unseemly "vagina."
Indeed, Norwich Pharmaceutical company started marketing their contraceptive
suppository "Vagiforms" to the layperson in 1930 and subsequently changed their
product's name to "Norforms," -- "in accord with the trend of the times," Norwich
explains, "toward less anatomical, more seemly nomenclature."21
Advertisers structured their language around the vaginal taboo and focused the
readers towards specific aspects of the vagina -- its gaps, folds, orifices and
vulnerabilities:

20 Marvel Whirling Spray, Cosmopolitan Oct. 1925: 211.
21 NorformsNagiforms ad, Medical Economics, Oct. 1930: 40.
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Zonite ... will not injure internal membranes. It will not leave terrible scars on feminine
~~~

.

Zonite ... will not burn, harden nor scar the delicate tissue-linings. 23
Lysol, because of its low surface tension, spreads into hidden folds of the skin.24
I know that [Lysol] has high penetrating power, reaching into every fold and crevice. 25
If the woman reader was still unsure about which body part these multiple parts implied,
Lehn and Fink often inserted a paragraph about Lysol's use during childbirth, ''when
feminine membranes are most strained and sensitive.,,26 "After 40 years," the ads
claimed, "doctors and hospitals still depend on [Lysol] at a time when disinfection must
be thorough, yet without risk of possible injury at childbirth."27 Doctors used Lysol and
other antiseptics in the vaginal canal during childbirth to prevent infections. 28 The
childbirth reference strategically assured the reader that Lysol was safe, acceptable to
medical professionals, and that it was specifically safe to use inside a woman's
sensitive, internal membrane.
The body that practiced feminine hygiene was the grotesque body -- the open,
protruding, extending, secreting body, the body of process, and change, connected to
the rest of the world. Feminine hygiene advertisers detailed their product's effect on
women's bodies and on women's relationships to their husbands. Advertisers immersed
their product in their view of a woman's body and a woman's world. Advertisers linked

22 Cosmopolitan Feb. 1929: 175.
23 True Detective Mysteries Dec. 1927: 1.
24 True Experiences May 1935: 5, Nov. 1935: 5;
25 McCall's July 1933: 85.
26 Cosmopolitan March 1933: 91.
27 Cosmopolitan June 1930: 127; also see Ladies' Home Journal Jan. 1930: 162, Apr.
1930: 132; June 1930: 65; Aug. 1930: 50; Motion Picture June 1930: 103.
28 By the late 1930s, many doctors abandoned the use of any antiseptics during
childbirth because they found that they frequently damaged the cervix and vaginal cells
and too often the antiseptics caused the very infection that they were supposed to
prevent. See Palmer and Greenberg 147.
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women's bodies to their husband's love; they portrayed dramas between wives arid
husbands where a woman's neglect of her body repelled her husband's passionate
embrace, his warmth, kisses and caresses. A woman's bodily care affected her married
sex life.

FEAR OF PREGNANCY
Advertisements claimed that the "modern" woman lived free of fear and kept her
vitality, youth, animation, and joy by practicing feminine hygiene. Feminine hygiene
provided the "bodily daintiness" that enticed husbands to come home to their wives
while the fear of pregnancy kept husbands away. Feminine hygiene promised women
control over their bodies -- its aging process, its buoyancy, its sexual allure. Women that
controlled their bodies, kept them fit, young, and dainty, controlled other aspects of their
lives -- the most important one being marriage. Women that feared pregnancy ruined
their marriages. Fear of pregnancy caused women "periodic distress," dried up
"valuable secretions," and prevented marital happiness. 29
The terms "menstruation" and "pregnancy" never appeared in the ads. Lysol
advertisers, for example, creatively replaced the taboo terms with a string of terms that
conveyed their meaning:
They suffer exhausting fear periodically, just from lack of confidence in the precautions
they take for intimate cleanliness - when that very fear is itself enough to disturb normal
regular functioning of organs so sensitive to emotional tension and to worry!30

29 Zonite ad, McCall's Apr. 1926: 96; Zonite ad, Cosmopolitan June 1927: 200; see
Lysol ad, McCall's Oct. 1932: 102. " .. .fright dries up valuable secretions, increased the
acidity of the stomach, and sometimes disturbs the bodily functions generally ... Not only
for general healing, but for peace of mind and mental poise, every married woman
should practice intimate feminine cleanliness. That is a safeguard to youth, charm ... and,
often, happiness."
30 Lysol ad, McCall's Dec. 1932: 87.
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Lack of marriage hygiene had needlessly exposed her to the fear of a crisis she felt
physically unable to meet at the time. Such a fear, alone, is enough to disturb and delay
the normal functioning of organs always naturally sensitive to emotional strain. You
cannot regard the body and the mind separately. They function together. So time after
time she faced the vicious circle; fear brought on irregularity, and that in turn caused
further fear. 31
Feminine hygiene ads promoted pregnancy fear as a mental and emotional strain on
women. The ads emphasized that the mind and the body could not be separated. One
affected the other. A woman's fear of pregnancy delayed menstruation, intensified her
fear, and caused "tragedy in her marriage relation."32 Note the following examples from
Lysol ads in Cosmopolitan and McCall's:
The fear that begins in a woman's mind ... inspired perhaps by some slight feminine
irregularity. A woman's system is a sensitive instrument. Its working parts, its organs,
are timed to clock-like precision. Fear of a profound physical crisis is more than enough
to completely delay this delicate timing. A minor irregularity causes the fear. The fear
causes further irregularity. And before long a frightened wife and a puzzled husband
find their beautiful marriage in emotional chaos. 33
Fear corrodes the minds and then the body. It makes its way, like a poisonous cramp,
down into delicate feminine organs, disturbing their sensitive rhythm. Irregularity creates
new fears. And then follow fangled nerves, drained energies, depression, apathy.
Eventually, it may end in a doctor's office. 34
Birth control manuals agreed that the "mind has a definite effect upon menstruation and
consequently the menses may cease temporarily because a woman .... is worried or
unhappy." A woman missed her period, worried she was pregnant, the fear delayed her
period further, and the wife became so frightened that she ruined the emotional stability
of her marriage. As a Lysol ad told us, a woman's fear transforms her into a "nerveridden, irritable travesty of herself."35

31 Lysol ad, McCall's Mar. 1933:114.
32 Lysol ad, CosmopOlitan Mar. 1924: 207.
33 McCall's Dec. 1933: 109.
34 Lysol ad, Cosmopolitan Apr. 1933: 97.
35 Palmer and Greenberg: 79-80; Analysis of Contraceptive Materials, Consumers
Union, November 1937: 4; Margaret Sanger, Happiness in Marriage (1926; New York:
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Lysol and Zonite advertisements dramatized women's common concerns and
fears regarding pregnancy in the 1920s and 1930s. Advertisers' advice echoed
marriage advice books and birth control manuals. Side by side, it is difficult to
distinguish between the professional's advice and the advertiser's advice. Margaret
Sanger wrote in her manual, Happiness in Marriage: "he has known her as a romantic
girl before marriage -- and now as a mother-to-be, frightened, timorous, and physically
and nervously upset by the great ordeal she must go through."36 A Lysol ad from True
Experiences magazine crooned, "she seemed to lose her loveliness overnight. Her face
became haggard. She was nervous, irritable, depressed ... She confessed that she was
afraid to be happy."37 Not to worry any longer, Lysol "turns worry into serenity, changes
despondency into happiness."38
Sanger's manual was based on conversations with patients in her clinic and the
"thousands on thousands" of letters she received from women begging for marital
advice:
Happiness in marriage ... may be wrecked by fear - in many young wives the fear of
pregnancy. This fear becomes a reality ... Romance cannot live or bloom where fear and
discontent thrive like weeds. 39
Marital studies reported that a woman's fear of pregnancy reduced their sex drive. Only
six out of ten women in a survey conducted by Dr. Robert Dickinson and Marie Kopp
reported what they identified as a "normal" attitude towards sexual intercourse. In many

Maxwell Reprint Company: 1969), 172; Rosalind Rosenberg, Beyond Separate Spheres
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982): 181
$6 Sanger, Happiness in Marriage 193.
37 True Experiences May 1935: 5.
38 True Experiences Sept. 1935: 5.
39 Margaret Sanger, Happiness in Marriage 179.
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cases, women's fear of pregnancy caused their distaste for sex and reliable
contraception provided the solution. 40
Marriage manuals also risked censorship under the Comstock law, but the
manuals still took more risks than feminine hygiene advertisers. Sanger freely explained
the ramifications of a marriage without sexual intercourse:
One of the most disastrous consequences of a lack of scientific knowledge of birth
control is that method ... [ofJ ... 'keeping away' from the husband. By this I mean a
constant denial of sex communion, inspired by the overwhelming fear of pregnancy .... lf
the husband is lacking in understanding and is thoughtful only of his own urgent needs,
he may meet her resistance by unkind comment, even by brutal retorts and insinuations.
He may threaten her by infidelity, and even look elsewhere for a woman to satisfy his
passions. It often happens that such men unintentionally fall victims to professional or
occasional prostitutes. 41

Lysol ran a series of feminine hygiene ads from 1937 through 1943, entitled the "one
neglect," that demonstrated the importance of marital romance through dramatized
scenes between married couples. The ads portrayed husbands as cold and indifferent
to their wives, husbands who sometimes stayed out all night. Then a neighbor who
happened to be a nurse, or the woman's doctor explained to the confused wife that she
was to blame for that "one neglect." The nurse or doctor recommended Lysol for
feminine hygiene and marital romance was restored. The scene ended with a husband
and wife in a passionate embrace. "Never again willi risk my happiness!," an informed
wife declared, "I use Lysol regularly now for feminine hygiene. It's so gentle - and
effective .... P.S.: Bob and I are cooing like doves again."42
40 Rosenberg 181; Marie Kopp, Birth Control in Practice: An Analysis ofTen Thousand
Case Histories of the Birth Control Clinic Research Bureau (New York: NY: Robert M.
McBride & Co., 1933): 101-103, cited in Chesler 303-304; also see Chesler 305-309.
41 Sanger, Happiness in Marriage 215-217
42 quote from Cosmopolitan June 1942: 111; other "one neglect ads:" True StOry Aug.
1937: 15; Hollywood June 1938: 31; Nov. 1938: 39; Dec. 1938: 11; True Story Mar.
1939: 115; Apr. 1939: 61; June 1939: 15; July 1939: 11; Aug. 1939: 11; Oct. 1939: 15
(same ad also in True Confessions Nov. 1939); True Story Dec. 1939: 11; True
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The ads overwhelmingly implied that a man needed to fulfill his sexual drive
somewhere and if the. wife did not provide it, then she had forced him to go elsewhere. It
was a woman's obligation to take the "proper precautions" to fulfill her "obligation" to her
husband. A Lysol ad declared:
If unhappy couples would consult doctors, instead of divorce-lawyers, many a wife would
be surprised to learn why her husband's love had cooled. Often it is due simply to
ignorance about the proper precautions to insure intimate personal daintiness.
A wholesome method of feminine hygiene is important not only for your own
sense of personal cleanliness and comfort. It is often more important for the sensibilities
of your husband. For no man's love can long survive neglect of this obligation 43
It was not his fault when he was "gone for the day (and night)," an ad in Cosmopolitan
claimed. "Dear Diary," she writes, "horrid suspicions gnaw at my brain -- has some one
come between us -- or is it really business that keeps Harry away so many evenings?"
It is the neglected wife who is guilty:
He neglects her pride, and often embarrasses her by admiring other women,
making comparisons unfavorable to her, sometimes in public.
He neglects to kiss her good-bye, and never shows the little signs of affection
which mean much to a wife ...
BUT...her own neglect was really the cause of his indifference. 44
Indeed, it was a woman's job to keep the romance alive. SOCiologists in the 1920s and
1930s agreed that romantic marriage placed more of a burden on wives than on
husbands. Robert Lynd declared, "woman's status must be won and rewon by
personality and attractiveness if she is to get and keep a husband under the dissolving

Confessions Mar. 1940: 51; Apr. 1940: 61; Sept. 1940: 67; Oct. 1940: 53; Nov. 1940:
51; True Experiences Nov. 1940: 5; Cosmopolitan Apr. 1941: 157; May 1941: 137; June
1941: 139; July 1941: 99; Hollywood Sept. 1941: 49; Oct. 1941: 43; Dec. 1941: 37;
Cosmopolitan Apr. 1942: 117; May 1942: 11; June 1942: 11; Hollywood July 1942: 49;
Cosmopolitan Sept. 1942: 113; Oct. 1942: 115; Nov. 1942: 131; Jan. 1943: 111; Apr.
1943: 135; May 1943: 137; June 1943: 123; Hollywood Oct. 1941: 43; True Confessions
Nov. 1943: 56.
43 True Storv Aug. 1937: 15.
44 True Storv June 1939: 15.
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bans of modern marriage."45 Thus it was a woman's responsibility to "keep" her .
husband happy and to keep him home at night by using feminine hygiene.

MEN'S WORK VS. WOMEN'S WORK
While women stayed at home worrying about their marriages, men left for work.
It was a woman's job to keep her marriage romantic, but it was a man's job to pay the
bills. The Depression heightened couple's anxieties about avoiding pregnancy, but the
feminine hygiene advertisers rarely linked their product with a couple's financial
concerns. The one exception was a series of Lysol ads directed towards the husband
that appeared in Cosmopolitan, Liberty magazine, Red Book, and American Weekly.
The ads warned that husbands could not afford to ignore the advertiser's advice. "What
have YOU ever done to help her avert those PERIODIC FEARS?" The ads begged
husbands to use their broader connections, that it was so easy for a man to acquire
information about marriage hygiene. "Shrug it off," the advertiser warned, "and the
consequences may well be tragic. They may wreck her looks, her disposition, even her
health. They may prove an endless expense."46
The advertisements directed towards the husbands only appear in women's
magazines. Feminine hygiene advertisers thrived on a woman's modesty. As we have
seen earlier, manufacturers provided creative ways for women to ask for contraception
without embarrassment. The husband ads provided another way for women to ask

45 Rothman 179-181, quote from p. 180.
46 "Frank Lysol," Tide Feb. 1932: 7-8; Cosmopolitan July 1932: 125; Cosmopolitan
June 1933: 87; Cosmopolitan Mar. 1933: 91
No single trend in advertiSing content ever characterized even the gravest years
of the Depression and most national advertising campaigns offered no direct reflection
of the hard economic times. Advertisers avoided such "bad news" by appealing to their
product's economy. Lysol always emphasized its value -- "a Lysol treatment costs less
than a penny." See Marchand 288.
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about feminine hygiene without appearing as if they were asking -- wives could easily
leave the magazine open with the Lysol ad inviting the husband to peek. The wife may
have been afraid to ask her husband because he seemed "somehow
unapproachable ... ," a Lysol ad claimed. "You, sir, go your way, uncomprehending the
causes of her growing apathy and listlessness." "SIR" appeared in a bold type that
begged to be noticed and allowed a wife to approach her husband without shattering his
image of her. The Lysol ads assumed that the husband was afraid to tell his wife about
feminine hygiene because it may shatter her "innocence and modesty," the
characteristics that husbands "adore in their wives." It is a husband's duty to tell his wife
the facts "because she has only you ... and Nature excuses no mistakes."47
A husband's ignorance was due to "false pride and a mistaken reserve," while a
wife's ignorance was part of her charm. Zonite ads told women that this charm was
outdated. "Wives of today are far better off... They live in a franker world and they have
lost the timidity of their elders. 'Reserve' it was called by those who had it, but the real
word for it is timidity.,,48 Marvel Hygienic Spray company ran a few ads in 1925 that
exclaimed, "Suppose you suddenly appeared in a hoop skirt! But of course you wouldn't
do it -- hoopskirts are grotesque and old-fashioned." Custom, tradition, and prudishness
shut women from the knowledge that is "indispensable to their health, happiness and
charm."49 Younger women "surprise the women in their thirties [the older women) by
their open-eyed familiarity with these matters."50 "Modern" women were not afraid to
break through old taboos.

47 Cosmopolitan Apr. 1932: 145; Mar. 1932: 131; June 1933: 87.
48 True StOry Aug. 1934: 7.
49 Cosmopolitan Oct. 1925: 211; McCall's May 1926: 92.
50 True Detective Mysteries August 1928: 1.
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THE MODERN WOMAN
The modern woman was the woman who overcame her timidity and faced
feminine hygiene facts with "daintiness." The product and the woman that used it were
indistinguishable -- they were both dainty, pure ("snow white"), and modern.
"Discriminating modern women" used Sanex feminine hygiene. Dr. Pierre's BoroPheno-Form promised that their simple, dainty, medicated, suppository was "The
Modern Way." Zonitors promised that their dainty, snow white suppositories provided
"safe, modern feminine hygiene." Lygenes, "a dainty, white, antiseptic suppository .... a
modern product for feminine hygiene." "Dainty feminine hygiene can be yours with this
modern product," Lanteen yellow advertised. Lanteen Yellow was "a modern way to
feminine daintiness" -- delicate, yet still strong, just like the modern woman.51
Progressive Medical Company, makers of HYG Products for feminine hygiene,
advertised in McFadden and Fawcett publications as "The New Freedom for Modern
Womanhood." The Progressive Company supplied women with twelve foaming tablets
and their illustrated booklet for $1.00. A circular accompanied each product that
explained the benefits of feminine hygiene in greater detail:
Feminine hygiene is such an intimate and delicate question that it cannot be settled by
advertising. In mother's time it was "taboo" to discuss such things. The man (then
considered the only one with the right to take initiative) felt too superior in most instances
to discuss with his wife the important phases of intimate family life. Many a woman who
was ill was accused of being "cold" and "loveless" and had to suffer and often was cast
aside, all because of her ignorance of the most vital part of married life.

51 Sanex ad, Photoplay Aug. 1936: 112; Sanex ad, Photoplay Sept. 1936: 117; Dr.
Pierre's Boro-Pheno-Form, Hollywood Dec. 1941: 69; Dr. Pierre's Boro-Pheno-Form,
Hollywood Feb. 1941: 62; Zonitors, Hollywood Apr. 1941: 50; Zonitors, Hollywood Mar.
1941: 52; Zonitors, Hollywood Jul. 1941: 58; Zonitors, True Confessions July 1940: 76;
Lygenes, True Storv Mar. 1939: 148; Lygenes, True Confessions May 1939: 60;
Lanteen Yellow, True Confessions Aug. 1941: 5.
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These time are over! Feminine hygiene is now a matter discussed openly and frankly in
schools, clubs, between mother and daughter, husband and wife. 52
.
"Modern" women disregarded false modesty and they broke the taboo that older
generations kept intact without disrupting the qualities that made women feminine. HYG
tablets promised "the necessary protection to womanhood." The modern practice of
feminine hygiene protected women against pregnancy and also preserved a woman's
most precious qualities -- daintiness, purity, and charm.
"Modern" women knew the facts and they were "womanly" enough to tell their
daughters and friends. Zonite pictured six women talking about the "real facts," and one
woman alone, looked towards them longingly. "Pay no attention to them," the Zonite ad
read, "get the real facts yourself.,,53 Knowledge of intimate scientific facts made women
better mothers, friends, and wives. Those with false modesty not only robbed
themselves of happy marriages, but also deprived themselves of membership in the
intimate "bond of womanhood:"
Between woman and woman there is a bond which no man can understand.
There is a helpfulness, a community of spirit, concerning the most delicate matters.
Hygiene matters which bear heavily upon the health and happiness of every woman.
The pity of its that so much of this confidential information is inaccurate .... Many a
woman has suffered because some friend does not have the simple womanly frankness
to tell her the truth as it is known today. 54
Incorrect information was as bad as no information, so the enlightened woman needed
the feminine hygiene manufacturer to keep her up-to-date. The advertiser urged women
to trust them, and the advertiser would teach the young wife the secret to everlasting
femininity and initiate her into the appropriate "bond of womanhood."
52. Circular addressed to Winifred Pomeroy, July 17, 1933, FDA files, National
Archives. Winifred Pomeroy responded to an ad in True Romances and Progressive
sent her a circular, pamphlet, and a sample of the product, all included in the National
Archives file. See ads in Movie Classic Apr. 1933: 78; True Romances Feb. 1933: 72;
Motion Picture June 1932: 94; July 1932: 86; Sept. 1932: 96.
53 True Experiences May 1935: 65.
54 True Detective Mysteries Sept. 1927: 1.
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THE EMINENT WOMAN PHYSICIAN
Advertisers featured the doctor as an integral link inside the bond of womanhood.
Out of 135 feminine hygiene ads, eve/}' ad inserted doctors or science either in the text
or the visual image, yet each ad focused on how doctors could answer women's fears.
The doctors were almost always female and advertisers always stressed her sage
marital advice. The doctor played a role inside a woman's social arena. From 1932
through 1934, Lehn and Fink ran a series of sixteen Lysol advertisements where
"eminent women physicians" offered "frank talks" on "feminine hygiene" and "marriage
hygiene." Captions such as "romance would be more enduring if a physician's advice
were part of the ceremony," or "this simple method gave her a second honeymoon,"
appeared along a 3 X 5 picture of the woman gynecologist. The ads declared that "it
should be every woman's privilege to secure, without embarrassment, the truths about
marriage hygiene.',55 These doctors immersed themselves in women's social dramas
and sought to meet their emotional and physical needs. Non-medical advertisers mixed
the objective, neutral science with cluttered personal emotions. Advertisers portrayed
doctors as marriage counselors whose sole purpose was to recommend their product as
a sure way to save women's marriages.
In fact, the advertised dramas echoed Margaret Sanger's words of wisdom:

55 see for example McCall's Mar. 1932: 129; July 1932: 77; March 1933: 114; August
1933: 64; June 1932: 61. also see Palmer and Greenberg:148-150.
All the doctors were from foreign countries: Madame Docteur Cecile Pau from
France, Dr. Margarete Huppert of Vienna, Dr. Amparo Monmeneu from Madrid, Spain,
and Dr. Unita Berretta, a "leading" Italian gynecologist. The Bureau of Investigation of
the AMA deduced that Lehn and Fink resorted to testimonials from foreign physicians
because reputable ones in America would not sell themselves to such schemes. The
foreign physicians' testimonials were not found in publications issued in their own
countries. see Palmer and Greenberg: 149-150.
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When a permanent fear of pregnancy has established in the mind of the wife and the
dire consequences of physical intimacies overwhelming in her thoughts, happiness in
marriage inevitably becomes a thing of the past. 56
Sanger asserted that self-imposed continence caused petty quarrels and established a
breach which widened into estrangement. 57 Dr. Anne Marie Durand-Wever of Berlin,
distinguished German gynecologist, stated that "a wife's ill-health ...due to neglect of
sensible marriage hygiene .. .is frequently a contributing cause of marital discord and
estrangement."58 The product and the woman, the advertiser, the doctor, and the birth
control advocate blended into one -- all boundaries were dissolved.
Feminine hygiene advertisers dissolved the medical and sexual boundary that
birth control advocates struggled to erect. Lysol, Zonite, and other print advertisers
provided contraceptive advice through doctors and nurses featured in their ads. Ads
depicted physicians that prescribed feminine hygiene for the sole purpose of removing
pregnancy fear from a couple's sex life. Advertisers used the grotesque bodies that
practiced contraception as an indication that their product worked. Ads were concerned
with a woman's medical health, but the reason why a woman wanted to remain healthy
was to enjoy an everlasting sex-life with her husband. Birth control advocates fought to
convince legislators and the American Medical Association that "birth control" was purely
a medical concern. Yet, advertisers blended medical and sexual information -- a taboo
combination that advocates struggled to keep taboo.
Margaret Sanger never brought the importance of marital sex into her public
speeches and arguments directed at Congress. As historian Ellen Chesler states, "she
had long made it her business to try and win public approval with the tamest, most
plausible, and least controversial arguments for birth controL" Though, Chesler adds,
56 Margaret Sanger, Motherhood in Bondage, (New York: Brentano's Publishers, 1928),
264.
57 Sanger, Motherhood in Bondage 323.
58 Lysol ad, McCall's May 1933: 107.
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these tame arguments were meant to advance her underlying feminist agenda.
Women, as Sanger said repeatedly, were not meant to be a "brood animal for the
masculine civilizations of the world." Chesler explains that to those who knew Sanger
well, this meaning was always obvious. Sanger knew too well that if she revealed this
feminist agenda, she would "scare half her supporters out of their wits if they thought she
meant it.,,59 Sanger carefully constructed birth control into a public issue that would win
legislative and medical support -- an issue void of the sexual energies that she promoted
in her marriage manual. But nothing stopped advertisers from generating the natural
link between sex and contraception. And as we see in the next section, nothing stopped
Sanger and her constituents from drawing a firm line between sex and "birth control,"
commercial and medical contraceptive information.

THE NON-MEDICAL BIRTH CONTROL MOVEMENT
Margaret Sanger and Mary Ware Dennett were the two leading birth control
advocates in the 1920's. Each woman desired to control the dissemination of
contraception according to her own agenda and refused to support the other's
legalization activities. Although Sanger and Dennett both centered their activities in New
York City, they never worked as a team and both insisted that "birth control" information
did not belong in advertisements. Separately, they attempted to persuade physicians
and legislators that "birth control" should be part of medical science. Strategic
arguments by Dennett and Sanger, along with eleven bills, six hearings, and a series of
court decisions laid the groundwork for change. 60
59 Chesler: 308-309.
60 Bills: S. 4582, 71st Cong., 2nd Sess. (1930); S. 4436, 72nd Cong., 2nd Sess.
(1932); S 1842, 73rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1933); S. 600, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935);
H.R. 2000, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935); H.R. 5600, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935); S.
4000, 74th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1936); H.R. 11330, 74th Cong., 2nd Sess (1936);
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Dennett headed the Voluntary Parenthood league (VPl), a coalition of activists
dedicated to complete repeal of the Comstock laws. 61

In 1924, the VPl introduced the

first bill to revise the federal obscenity statutes in the legislative arena. The bill proposed
to remove the obscenity label completely from birth control, while still requiring medical
certification of all birth control methods. The bill died in committee, but Dennett
continued to rally for its support. 62
Sanger refused to endorse Dennett's organization as well as her lobbying efforts.
She pursued her own agenda and carved her own independent and ultimately
successful niche in the birth control cause. In 1917 she conceived of the Birth Control
Review, a magazine dedicated to furthering the birth control cause. Five years later,
Sanger expanded the board of the Birth Control Review and organized the American
Birth Control league (ABCl). She set out to use the league for public education,
legislative reform medical research in contraception, and the provision of "birth control"
services. Sanger's goal was to mobilize local groups to provide clinical "birth control"
services throughout the country. In 1923, she set up a "birth control" clinic in an office

Hearings: US. Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee, CumminsVaile Bill, Hearings on H.R. 6542 and S. 2290, 68th Congress, 1st Session, 1924;
Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Rep.,
71st Congress, 3rd Session on S. 4582,1931; Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the
Committee on the Judiciary, US. Senate, 72nd Congress, 1st Session on S. 4436, 1932;
Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary, US Senate., 72nd
Congress, 1st Session on S. 4436, confidential, 1932; Hearings Before a Subcommittee
of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Rep., 73rd Congress, 2nd Session on H.R.
5978, 1934; Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary U.S.
Senate, 73rd Congress, 2nd Session on S. 1842, 1934; Court Cases: People v. Sanger
(1918) 222 NY 192; Young's Rubber Corporation v. C.1. lee & Co. 45 f.2d 103 (2d
circ.1930); U.S. vs. One Package (1936),86 F 2d 737.
61 Originally named the National Birth Control league in 1915, the group became the
Voluntary Parenthood league in 1919.
62 When the time for a committee vote on the bill approached, the legislators slipped
away until a quorum was no longer present. This became a tool that legislators used to
avoid the uncomfortable position of publicly declaring themselves for birth control and
thus alienating the Catholic faction of their voters. See Dienes 89-96.
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next to the ABCL. The Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau (BCCRB) operated as a
"birth control" clinic and a research bureau;63 the staff provided women with
contraceptive services, collected their case histories, instructed several hundred private
physicians how to fit a diaphragm, and conducted laboratory tests on commercial
contraceptive products. The clinic received approximately 50,000 requests a year for
medical instruction on birth control and they served more than 5,000 new patients a
year. The clinic was one of the only social welfare agencies in New York City that never
incurred a deficit during the Depression. 64
Sanger essentially kept the ABCl's propaganda activities separate from the
clinic. In the early 1920s, the clinic displayed copies of the Birth Control Review and
posters that explained the differences between contraception and abortion. Eminent
physicians complained to Sanger that such propaganda did not belong in a doctor's
office. Sanger disposed of the propaganda because she wanted the clinic conducted
along "ethical professionallines.',65 The Review also included feminine hygiene and
other patent medicine advertising in the first few years of publication, but Sanger

63 Although the BBCRB operated as a birth control clinic, the law required any facility
that called itself a "clinic" to have a state dispensary license which Sanger could not get.
The New York State Board of Charities, the professional panel authorized to grant
medical licenses announced that providing the BCCRB with a license was "inexpedient
from the standpoint of public policy." Apparently, Alfred E. Smith, New York's governor- a Catholic with hopes to be the Democratic Presidential Candidate -- refused to risk
losing political support by giving Sanger a license that would legitimate her cause; see
Chesler 281-282.
64 Report of the Subcommittee appointed to study and report on the medical work and
clinic of the ABCl, March 7, 1925, NCMH-Cl; Robert Dickinson, M.D. and Woodbridge
E. Morris, M.D., "Birth Control Centers," reprinted from the Journal of the American
Medical Association 115 (1940): 591-593, PPFA-SS; Chesler 282 - 291.
65 Report of the Subcommittee appointed to study and report on the medical work and
clinic of the ABCl, March 7, 1925, NCMH-CL.
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excluded all ads in 1924 "to avoid possible offense to the medical profession."66 In
March 1924, the ABCl announced the formulation of a "doctors only bill":
[The ABCl] has secured the drawing up of a bill which, while not opening the mails to
the commercial explo~ation of birth control would free the hands of the medical
profession and enable the clinical data to be passed from one group of doctors to
another.
It would facilitate the establishment and working of birth control clinics and it
would aid the doctors in assuming the new duty of giving birth control advice and
prescriptions ...
It would leave the law as it now stands with regard to ~romiscuous dissemination
of birth control advice of supposed means of contraception. 6
After a series of minor disputes with the ABCl board of directors, Sanger resigned as
president of the ABCl in 1928, but kept control over the clinic and later resigned as
editor-in-chief of the Birth Control Review. 68 In April 1929, Sanger established a new
lobbying group, the National Committee for Federal legalization of Birth Control
(NCFlB) devoted exclusively to the "doctors only" bill.
Sanger's bill differed from Dennett's. The "doctors only" bill proposed to amend
the Comstock laws without changing them. Dennett's "open bill" would take birth control
out of the Comstock laws so that it would no longer be classified as obscene. Dennett
66 Sanger already carefully censored these ads, even questioned an ad for a syringe,
but a "Dr. Vaughn" told Sanger that it was impossible to place the Birth Control Review
in medical libraries because of the ads. See Minutes of the New York Women's
Publishing Co., May 5, 1920; Minutes of the Regular meeting of the Board of Directors of
the American Birth Control league, November 3,1922; "Report of Mrs. Annie G. Porritt,
Managing editor of the Birth Control Review for 1924," all in MS-SS. also see Dennett,
1926, p. 208; Dennett uses the ads to highlight Sanger's contradictory actions. Sanger
argued that no one should receive contraceptive instructions except those given by the
physician, yet her own Review advertised contraceptives "that were so thinly veiled as to
deceive no one." Five birth control ads appeared in the same issue as the doctors-only
Bill announcement.
67 Birth Control Review, March 1924.
68 The ABCl continued to operate independently of Sanger and set up a string of birth
control clinics and state organizations around the country. In 1935, independent of
Sanger's leadership, the ABCl had 140 affiliated birth control clinics. By 1937, they
affiliate with 255 of the nation's 357 birth control clinics. See Memo to Mrs. Beeson from
M.B. Benson, 1935, PPFA-SS.
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argued that Sanger's bill made "legal fences for scientific information out of 'obscene
material" and that it was "silly to arrange peek-holes in the fence for the doctors with the
naive idea that other people would not find a way to look through too." Dennett painted
hypothetical scenarios of life with the doctors-only bill:
Let us see how it might look to most any thoughtful responsible physician ... He finds first
that birth control would remain legally as indecent as ever, except for him and his fellow
physicians. This means that the contraceptive instruction when he gives it to the patient
is pure and moral, but if the patient should tell it in the very same words to a friend or
relative, it would become indecent and criminal.. .. Then [the physician] finds that if he
should write a contraceptive prescription for his patient, which the druggist would fill, both
he and the druggist would be morally and legally pure in so doing, but if anyone should
go to the druggist and buy the very same things the prescription calls for, both the
customer and the druggist would be criminally indecent...
Dennett argued that Sanger's bill provided exemption for a certain group of citizens and
charged Sanger with promoting "class legislation. ,,69
Dennett believed that the scientific community provided the best possible
contraceptive information, but she refused to advocate for a law that would privilege
doctors over any other group. She insisted that a doctors only bill would perpetuate a
medical monopoly over contraception. The open-bill, Dennett insisted, provided free
speech and free press for all citizens, giving everyone equal opportunity to obtain the
best possible information. Dennett hoped that the laws would provide an open field in
which doctors and authoritative scientists would compete with the quacks and
commercial manufacturers, with faith that eventually science would win. She believed if
individuals were left free to learn about birth control, they would realize that individual
scientific advice from doctors was more desirable than obtaining information from massproduced commercialized circulars.70

69 all above quotes from Mary Ware Dennett, "Excerpts from address at the conference
of the American Birth Control League," p.2, n.d., MS-SS.
70 Mary Ware Dennett, Birth Control Laws, (New York: Frederick Hitchcock, 1926), 255.
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Birth control advertising became a weapon that both Sanger and Dennett used
against one another's proposed bills. Sanger believed that the only way to curtail the
unscientific dissemination of birth control information was to give the medical community
control:
Our opponents claim there is promiscuous distribution of supplies, article, and
information in the country. Of course there is; not because there are no laws, but
because there are laws. As soon as this responsibility is given to the proper class of
persons - to disseminate the information to the proper place - I believe there will be a
gradual elimination of this promiscuous scattering of devices, and of information, which
is mostly misinformation.?1
Dennett considered Sanger's bill a "round about back-handed way" to curb improper
advertising. Certainly "decent people" do not want "floods of advertisements streaming
through the mails, commercializing, cheapening, and degrading contraceptive science,"
Dennett stated. 72 But, she argued, even a blanket prohibition of all advertising would
not work since that would rule out publisher's announcements of standard medical
works. Dennett could not envision any line that could be legally drawn between
acceptable and unacceptable ads. The only logical answer, according to Dennett, was
removing the obscenity label completely from birth control and have the consumer
choose which information to accept.
The fact that Sanger's proposed bill neglected to address the advertising
problem directly entered into almost all the legislative hearings. At these hearings,
Comstock law proponents presented the ads as evidence that the laws needed to be
strengthened rather than removed. Note the following testimonies from hearings on
Sanger's "doctors only" bill:
My feeling is that if the mails are open to advertising and to the transportation of
apparatus for birth control, ways will be found to give this information and apparatus to
71 Statement of Mrs. Margaret Sanger, included in Hearings Before a Subcommittee on
the Judiciary US Senate, 72nd Congress, 1st Session on S.4436, May 1932.
72 Dennett, Birth Control Laws 255.
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minors and other improper persons. Rather than that let down of the use of the mails for
this purpose I feel that the law should be made more stringent, so that manufacturers will
not be permitted to advertise various devices and methods of birth control, as they do at
the present time, under the disguise of 'feminine hygiene' and other similar
subterfuges. 73
In the monthly magazine, have you ever read the ad for Zonite, and Creolin, in the
Women's Home Companion, and Ladie's Home Journal. There are specific instructions
for prevention. The magazine should not be allowed to accept the advertising. It is
outrageous, really. They all try to camouflage, but every human knows what they would
mean .. .You ought to tighten [the law] up. I think the legislative matters of this country
should tighten this up, and make us all a little more decent. It should not lessen it. I
would not do anything that would let down the bars ... 1think you yourselves, if you are
closely acquainted with a lot of this stuff would be awfully disgusted.74
... We on our part make no unreasonable demands. We but ask that our youth be
protected from exploitation by conscienceless commercial and professional interests,
who seek only monetary profit through the weaknesses of frail human nature. We ask
that our homes be protected from the flood of contraceptive literature that of a certainty
will descend upon us if this bill becomes a law.7 5
Supporters of the Comstock law continually thrust the ads into the birth control
controversy as evidence that contraceptive information existed despite the law. They
feared that if the law was not strengthened, unmarried women, especially teenagers and
children, would learn about birth control and quickly apply it. The conservative groups
linked more information with loss of control and increased sexual activity. Regardless of
Sanger's attempts to distinguish commercial birth control ads from doctors' advice, the
link between promiscuity and al/ birth control information remained strong in the
conservative mind.
Dennett also charged Sanger with propagating the notion that contraception
caused promiscuity. In the Birth Control Review, Sanger wrote an editorial that
73 letter from Donald Macomber, Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology in Harvard,
Feb. 28, 1934, included in the Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on
the Judiciary U.S. Senate, 73 Congress, 2nd Session, on S. 1842, March 1934.
74 Statement of Mrs. Thomas a. McGoldrick, representing the International Federation
of Catholic Alumnae, Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the
Judiciary, United States Senate, 72, 1st Session on S. 4436, Confidential, 1932.
75 Statement of Sam Soloman, Jewish writer and lecturer, Hearings March 1934.
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described contraceptive advertising as "promiscuous" and "indiscriminate."76 Dennett
quoted Sanger's terminology and publicly argued that these words were inappropriate
because contraception is a facet of health:
Contraceptive methods are a part of hygiene, and the public should have access to
knowledge about them just as to any other phases of hygiene. Instructions as to certain
methods of brushing the teeth or as to certain diets to produce certain effects, could just
as rightly be termed 'promiscuous' and 'indiscriminate.' But no one would dream of
using such language in that connection. 77
Sanger and her supporters associated only contraceptive advertising or commercial
products with promiscuity, but Dennett failed to acknowledge their distinction, as well the
fact that she herself used the same words to describe contraceptive advertisements.
For instance, in a public speech addressed to the ABCl, Dennett stated:
No public spirited person wants to have harmful contraceptives circulated, or to have
vulgar advertisements filling the mails or shop windows, or to have promiscuity
increased.J8
Despite their differences and open disdain for one another, it is important to note that
both Dennett and Sanger publicly condemned contraceptive advertising. Although
Dennett and Sanger essentially worked in oppOSition, together they created criteria with
which doctors eventually became comfortable: any contraceptive information
disseminated under medical supervision was acceptable and all other material was not.
Dennett formally retired from the birth control movement in 1925, leaving the field
open for Sanger to dominate. Dennett continued to voice her objections directly to
Sanger and her supporters, but removed herself from birth control advocacy

76 "[The doctors only bill] would leave the law as it now stands with regard to the
promiscuous dissemination of birth control advice and the advertising of supposed
means of contraception." quoted in Dennett, Birth Control laws 210.
77 Dennett, Birth Control laws 210.
78 Mary Ware Dennett, "Excerpts from Address at the Conference of the American Birth
Control league," n.d., MS-SS.
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campaigns,?9 Dennett assumed that legislators would simply recognize the absurdity
of maintaining "birth control's" illegal status. On the contrary, legislators were reluctant to
support a cause that would alienate their Catholic supporters and needed contraception
to be publicly constructed as respectable before openly supporting its legalization. The
American Medical Association's (AMA) support would grant birth control the legitimacy
that legislators needed, but the AMA relied on popular support as well. Thus, the fact
that the advertisers defied law enforcement -- that advertisements promoted
contraceptive use and that numerous outlets sold contraception despite the law -- was
almost besides the point. Public approval and private awareness were separate entities
for legislators and physicians. To convince legislators and physicians that "birth control"
deserved their public support required accepting their reluctance and then working from
there.
Sanger presented "birth control" to doctors as a problem that only the medical
community could solve. Comstock was correct, Sanger strategically implied, some
contraceptive methods were vile. But Comstock forgot to make an exception for the
clean, scientific kind of contraception, "birth control" prescribed by doctors. Dennett
agreed that medically prescribed methods reigned over commercial ones, but she
asserted that all contraception deserved immunity from the obscenity label. Dennett
tried to completely remove contraception from the obscenity statute and thus attempted
to revise a cultural category. Cultural categories are public matters that are not subject

79 See an open letter to Margaret Sanger, Hon. Frederick Gillette, and the Judiciary
Committee of the Senate from Dennett, February 11, 193; letter from Dennett to doctors
attending the Conference on Birth Control and Recovery in Washington, January 1934,
letter dated January 9, 1934; letter from Dennett to Mrs. Thomas Hepburn, February 17,
1936; letter from Dennett to Marguerite Benson, March 18, 1936, and March 25, 1936,
all found in Mary Ware Dennett Papers, SchleSinger Library.
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to revision so easily.80 Sanger succeeded because she kept existing cultural
categories intact and emphasized their differences. Sanger did not deny that
contraception was immoral and dirty. Instead, she created a separate, higher category
where contraception achieved morality and kept the immoral, dirty status strictly for
commercialized feminine hygiene.

THOSE DIRTY ADS!

Sanger and NCFLB supporters constructed scientific "birth control" as sacred,
and the commercial feminine hygiene methods as profane, to create and support a
social structure that placed "birth control" up top with sacred science. Pollution
metaphors served as an effective analogy for professional advocates to express their
view of themselves and their place in the social structure. By social structure, I refer to
particular situations in which individual actors are aware of a greater or smaller range or
inclusiveness. In these situations they behave as if moving in patterned positions in
relation to others, and as if choosing between possible patterns of relations. Their sense
of form makes demands on their behavior, governs their assessment of their desires,
permits some and over-rides others. 81
The goal of the birth control movement was to change the social structure that controlled

contraceptive information in the public arena, to take power away from the commercial
advertiser and place it in the hands of the medical community. Sanger and her
constituents tried to capture "birth control" from the advertising profession and redefine
"birth control" as a medical, not strictly a social problem. Advocates spread the
message that advertisements "comrnercialized, cheapened and degraded contraceptive
science," to counter the reverse popular sentiment -- that contraception cheapened

80 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger:An Analysis of the concepts of Pollution and Taboo
(London: Ark Paperbacks, 1966) 39.
81 Douglas, Purity and Danger 100.
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advertising, the media, and medical science. 82 Medical control over the dissemination
of "birth control" devices and information served as the goal that framed "birth control"
problems and signaled the bounds for appropriate language and behavior in the birth
control movement. This goal guided birth control advocates and became the main
criteria against which they weighed and legitimated the costs and benefits of their
actions.
Sanger presented birth control to doctors as a problem that only the medical
community could solve. Arguments for the doctors-only bill asserted that science could
magically remove the impurities from the subject of contraception or rather remove sex
and dirt from contraception and transform it into an ethical, moral medical method.
Sanger and her constituents designated the advertiser's language as obscene and the
advertiser as contraception's obscene messenger. They fought to replace the
obscenities with scientific terminology and contraception's messenger with the ethical
doctor. The contraception business is immoral, they argued, but this is because
charlatans and quacks control it. If "birth control" became legal, then doctors would be
free to "cleanse" the commercial contraceptive racket and take the practice from the
profiteer. Science and SOCiety needed doctors; doctors had a duty to fulfill society's
need. If doctors provided "birth control" advice, they would not be challenging or
radically changing the social order -- they would be purifying it.

Advocates publicly

82 quote from Dennett, Birth Control Laws: 255. Opponents continually charged
contraceptive advertising with corrupting the home and destroying the sacred
relationship between media and society. For example in the March 1934 birth control
hearings, an opponent stated, "There can be no doubt that once the barriers are down
the show windows of our drug stores will reek with details of the various devices
obtainable; advertisements in magazines and daily papers will broadcast the message -that most sacred of all relationships upon which the safety of the Nation and of society
rests." From statement of Mrs. Agnes Ragan, Executive Secretary of the National
Council of Catholic Women, Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the
Judiciary, US Senate, 73 Congress, 2nd Session on S. 1842, March 1934.
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promoted "birth control" as scientific and disassociated it from commercial advertising.
The association of "birth control" with science and not commercialism was not an
absolute division, rather it was one advocates emphasized to appeal to Congress and
the medical community. They constructed the "birth control" problem through language
that they hoped would distance advertisers from "birth control" and attract physicians to
"birth control." Those advocating for the doctors-only bill (and Dennett) positioned
commercial advertisements as the moral enemy to scientific information and strategically
sorted contraception into two piles -- scientific and commercial. They continually posed
feminine hygiene ads as moral opposites to medical information: decent, moral, and
clean scientific "birth control" versus vulgar, immoral, and dirty feminine hygiene
advertisements.
Anthropologist Mary Douglas asserts that notions of dirt are a relative idea.
Using Douglas's example, shoes are not dirty in themselves, but it is dirty to place them
on the dining table. Or in this case, contraceptive devices are not dirty, but it is dirty to
place them in commercial advertisements. Labeling an object as dirty is stating that
object does not belong, it is out of place. Douglas states, "our pollution behavior is the
reaction which condemns any object or idea likely to confuse or contradict cherished
classifications. ,,83 By condemning the object, we confirm our confidence in those
cherished, main classifications. In our case, by condemning feminine hygiene
advertising, advocates confirmed society's confidence in doctors' ethical superiority.
Douglas refers to the condemned object as an anomaly; anomalies are reactions to and
reflections of underlying structures and power relations. 84 Not only, then, is dirt an

83 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger 35-36.
84 Caroll Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct (New York: Oxford University Press,
1985) 37; Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols: Explorations in Cosmology (New York:
Vintage Books, 1973), especially Introduction, chapters 1, 5, 6.
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anomaly, it is a symbol of social disorder -- dirt reflects matters out of place and matters
out of control.
Advocates constructed a system whereby a doctor's "clean" contraceptive
information controlled promiscuity and "dirty" birth control advertisements produced
havoc. The ads belonged to a dangerous, "half-lit world" whose "destruction of life and
happiness no man may reckon."85 The clean and dirty categories symbolically
represented social order and disorder. Consider the following excerpts from birth control
advocates' statements addressed to Congress that differentiate between clean and dirty
contraception:
Decency requires not merely a permit to circulate the "obscene" information, but the
complete removal of the subject [birth control] from all the laws that deal with dirt.
Science is clean, not obscene. A clean repeal is the simple necessity for this bill. 86
Never in sixty years since the law was passed has there been such an opportunity to
bring clean, scientific knowledge to those who need it most, the mothers. 87
Of course there will always be bootlegging with ideas and instruments relating to sexual
matters, but the vast majority of the [medical] profession can be depended upon to
advise the patient in a sane manner; and to elevate these activities to the light of day
will make for decency and dignity in the management of a problem of vital concern to
the race. 88
Advocates attempted to reorganize the obscenity label and raise medical "birth control"
advice onto a moral platform above all other types of contraceptive information. The
"properly" directed educational powers of the medical profession was sure to "remove

85 "Accident of Birth," Fortune Feb. 1938: 114.
86 An Open letter to Margaret Sanger, Hon. Frederick H. Gillette and the judiciary
Committee of the Senate from Mary Ware Dennett, February 11, 1931, Mary Ware
Dennett Papers, SchleSinger Library.
87 letter asking voters to write to Senator Hastings in favor of birth control bill S. 4436
from National Committee on Federal Legislation for Birth Control, December 30, 1932,
s~ned by Margaret Sanger
8 Statement from Guy L. Hunner, n.d., Margaret Sanger Papers, Library of Congress.
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the remaining dirt" from the contraceptive field "more than any other single available
means."89
Sanger's doctors-only bill not only provided a rebuttal to the claim that "birth
control" undermined morals, it offered a necessary concession to medical egos. 90
Testimonies at the doctors-only bill hearings trashed feminine hygiene advertisers but
also lauded the medical communtty's moral superiority:
Here lies the crux of the whole argument in favor of placing birth control in the hands of
the medical profession of this country. It is perfectly true that there are quacks and
charlatans in it, who might be tempted to use their knowledge along these lines in
dubious and devious ways; but there are quacks and charlatans in every profession -even in law, the ministry, and politics. No one advocates doing away with ministers and
politicians for that reason, nor in refUSing privileges and preferment of the worthy
because of the unworthy. On the whole, the standing of the medical profession, I trust,
gentlemen, is admitted to be such that abuse of this knowledge would be the very minor
exception rather than the rule. 91
.. ,We have to give the doctors credit for having integrity, honesty, and discretion. After
all, we know a lot of doctors are no better than other people, but we have as a class to
consider that they are on a high plane ... 92
... 1 feel it is just plain common sense to strive to remedy [the current] situation by
directing the irrepressible demand for contraceptive advice into channels where it can
and will be handled according to high ethical principles and with scientific skill. 93

89 to Chairman of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry, AMA, from Dr. O.S. Gibbs,
Feb. 20,1942, PPFA-SS.
90 James Reed, From Private Vice to Public Virtue (NY: Basis Books, 1978): 102.
91 Statement of Dr. Prentiss Willson, President of the Medical Society of the District of
Columbia, speaking as an individual and not as president of the medical society,
Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, 73
Congress, 2nd Session on S. 1842, March 1934.
92 Statement of Dr. Bessie Moses, Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Committee
on the Judiciary, United States Senate, 72, 1st Session on S. 4436, confidential, June
1932.
93 statement of Dr. Paul J. Zentay, SI. Louis, MO., included in Hearings Before a
Subcommittee on the Judiciary US Senate, 72nd Congress, 1st Session on S.4436,
May 1932.
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Sanger's approach mitigated the hostility of organized medicine, associated
contraception with science, and made it possible for sympathetic doctors to cooperate
by reducing the grounds for censure by colleagues. 94
Under Sanger's leadership, the birth control movement became a fight for
doctor's control over "birth control" information. Commercial ads targeted directly to
women did not fit the agenda -- there were an anomaly. By labeling the ads as vulgar,
the advocates tried to rearrange the institutional structures that controlled the
dissemination of "birth control" information -- to take the power away from the immoral,
irresponsible businessman and grant it to the ethical, trustworthy doctor.
Birth control advocates were not the only professional group that struggled to
distinguish between clean and dirty advertising practices. Feminine hygiene ads
tarnished the professional reputation of both birth control advocates and the entire
advertising industry. The ads' excessive claims and ern bodied language lowered the
reputation of the birth control movement and reminded the public of the patent medicine
era -- the era when advertisers could not be trusted. Advertising trade journals fought to
clean their image and build a high, moral reputation for themselves. Not all advertisers
felt that a professional reputation was important. A reputation did not sell products.
Feminine hygiene advertisers represented a group of advertisers that believed profits
were more important than image. Their goal was to sell products, not to abide by a
professional representation that birth control advocates or advertising trade journals
believed their product should symbolize.

DEFINING THE PROFESSIONAL--THE ETHICAL, TRUSTWORTHY ADVERTISER

94 Reed 102.
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Advertising trade journal articles bragged of the profession's monumental'
changes from the patent medicine days where pure commercialism reigned. "We who
are engaged today in the serious business of advertising," one advertising agent
exclaimed, "should never forget that advertising rose from the gutter of quackery.,,95
Since the patent medicine era, the industry had cleaned its image, washed away its
excesses, and opened its pores to morality:
Only a few years back advertising found it necessary to take a series of purity baths. It
made free use of the truth-telling scrub brush and the honesty wash rag, and lathered
well with fake-remover soap, all of which resulted in freeing advertising of one of its worst
skin troubles so far -- the patent medicine pimple. 96
Frederick Kendall, the editor of Advertising and Selling, estimated that 90% of the
industry deserved its clean reputation and only a residual 10%, a small, but strong,
minority, corroded its cosmetic image. 97
We cannot judge whether the 90/10 ratio was accurate, but advertisers definitely
held two distinct and conflicting interpretations of their industry. The "professional" view,
the view that Kendall insisted fell under the 90%, emphasized the importance of status
through educational standards; the "tradesmen" minority, stressed the need for practical
expertise. The educated professional worried about advertising's image while the
practical tradesman concerned himself with maximizing sales. The professional
associated higher education with high culture and reinforced their claim to professional
status by cultivating higher standards in advertising art and text. The tradesmen placed
greater value on practical work in the advertising field and considered the higher
standards a barrier to big profits. Tradesman Claude Hopkins, of Lord and Thomas
95 G. Lynn Sumner, "Is the Tainted Testimonial Increasing Advertising Costs?"
Advertising and Selling 29 May 1929: 23.
96 Charles P. Pelham, "What if the Beauty Bug Gets us? Advertising and Selling
Fortnightly 25 Mar. 1925: 14.
97 "The Case Against the Tugwell Bill," Advertising and Selling 9 Nov. 1933: 13-14,48,
52.
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advertising agency, declared that advertising had no place for the college man. Stanley
Kesor of J. Walter Thompson, by contrast liked to point out the number of college
graduates and doctorates on his staff. 98
In 1924, the industry established a "Harvard connection" with the announcement
by Harvard Business School awards for advertising excellence. Professor Neil Borden,
administrator of the awards, insisted that the preparation of an advertising booklet
required an ability equal to that of writing literature. Some copywriters proudly compared
the challenges of their craft to the labors of Shakespeare and Dickens. 99 Proponents
of the commercial conception of advertising despised the Harvard Awards. Answer this
question, one tradesman asked, "shall I spend my client's money to raise the tone of the
advertising business? Or shall I spend the money to increase his sales?" Another
argued that "this emphasis on the manner of our work and this ostrich-like sticking our
head into the sand as to its result, is holding us back from professional standing." In
sharp contrast to those that advocated professionalism through education, the
tradesmen denied that the status of advertising could be divorced from its commercial
function. 100
These conflicting views of the modern advertising professional led advertisers
into arguments over the content and style of advertisements, arguments that intensified
during the Depression era. Educated profeSSionals, concerned about their professional
image condemned the "new frankness" in advertising that emerged with the Depression
in the late 1920s. James Rorty, a former advertising copywriter explained,

98 Stephen Fox, The Mirror Makers: A Historv of American Advertising and its Creators
York: Vintage Press, 1984): 84-85.
9 Marchand 8, 25-28; HA Batten, "Vulgar Advertising: A Blot on the face of civilized
business," Printer's Ink Monthly August 1932: 37.
100 quoted in Marchand: 28.
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with the onset of the Depression ... advertising became less pure. That beautiful, haughty
odalisque had to hustle down into the marketplace and drag in the customers. She had
to speak of price. She became dowdy and blatant and vulgar. .. Primitive
techniques ... were resurrected via the tabloids, and the moronic sales talk issued in ugly
balloons of ugly moronic figures ... 101
In other words, with the onset of the Depression, advertisers replaced the beautiful,
haughty classical body with the dowdy, blatant grotesque body. Advertisers used
women's bodies to sell products before and after the Depression. The difference was
the type of body they featured -- the sophisticated, classical body or the primitive,
grotesque body. An ad in Advertising and Selling examined the years that passed since
the stockmarket crash and commented on the excesses and smells that the advertised
grotesque body released:
We became increasingly conscious (at least in ads) of bad breath and body odor. We
came not only to read about, but to see pimples, boils, and flatulence. 102
H.A. Batten, the vice-president of N.W. Ayer & Son Agency lamented in 1932 that "such
advertising is, as it stands, successful ... [but] it is a stench in the nostrils of the civilized
world."103
Meanwhile, Will Hunter Morgan, advertising tradesman, commended such vulgar
displays because such vulgarity grabs the reader's attention and leads to higher profits.
Vulgar ads referred to advertised products that people usually discussed only in
bedrooms, bathrooms, and doctor's offices -- the places where the grotesque body's
orifices are violated and penetrated. These are not sites where the classical body
dwells, but rather places where the grotesque body satisfies its physical needs. Morgan
recommended that advertisers "get some 'harsh irritants' in [their] copy" to boost sales.

101 James Rorty, Our Master's Voice (New York: John Day company, 1934): 209.
102 France T. Rowe, "The New Frankness in Advertising," AdvertiSing and Selling, 27
Se~t. 1934: 50.
10 HA Batten, "Vulgar Advertising: A Blot on the face of civilized business," Printer's
Ink Monthlv August 1932: 37.
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He cited the success of Zonite feminine hygiene among a list of successful advertising
campaigns that included Kotex, Scott Tissue, and Odorono deodorant. 104
Jim Young, copywriter for the Odorono campaign, held no particular reverence
for "the Ph.D." He avoided the problem of mentioning the armpit with the phrase, "within
the curve of a woman's arm." When sales for Listerine slumped, Lambert, the makers
of Listerine, tested new uses for its sluggish product. They asked a chemist whether
Listerine had any effect on bad breath. When the chemist replied, yes, Listerine is good
for halitosis, Lambert adopted this sober, medical sounding reference to bad-breath and
began mentioning the unmentionable. 105
Professionals labeled any mention of the unmentionable as "vulgar," regardless
of its tone and language. Ads for Listerine, Odorono, and Zonite sinned because they
made the link between text and flesh too explicit for the educated professional. Vulgar
ads broke a range of bodily taboos that the educated professional vowed to keep out of
their "civilized business.',106 Vulgar ads featured the body's smells, secretions, and
odors. Vulgar ads featured Paul with "such an AWFUL lot of ... pimples ... you sort of
don't want to see him," or the beautiful woman marred by false teeth ("a pair of false
teeth in a square of black is surcharged over her kissable mouth"), the man afflicted with
intense suffering due to rectal ailments (troubles due to impure toilet tissues often found
in business or public toilets). 107 Lifebuoy soap scenarios depicted the onset of

104 Will Hunter Morgan, "Get Some Harsh Irritants in your Copy Fellow!" Advertising
and Selling 2 Sept. 1931: 22-23, 56-57.
105 Fox 88-89,97.
106 H.A. Batten, "Vulgar Advertising: A Blot on the face of civilized business," Printer's
Ink Monthlv August 1932: 37.
107 Fleischmann Yeast ad, 1936, reprinted in Robert Atwan, Donald McQuade, John W.
Wright, Edsels, Luckies, and Frigidaires: Advertising the American Way (New York: Dell
Publishing, 1979): 273; Forhan's advertisement reprinted and referred to in Morgan,
Advertising and Selling: 22,56; Scott Tissue ad (1930) reprinted in McQuade, et aI., p.
270.
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"nervous body odor." Listerine ads showed the unmarried fate of those with bad breath.
These ads literally used dirt and bad odor to sell sexual allure. Paul became the "rage"
with girls after he used Fleischmann's yeast to clear his skin and after his pimpled face
paraded through the ad. The combination of dirt, sex, and commercialism degraded
and cheapened the classical body and violated the professional boundary that kept
impurities outside its limits. Indeed, the advertising professional charged such vulgar
ads with "prostituting power" and "prostituting space."1 08
Advertising copywriter James Rorty argued that feminine hygiene advertisers in
particular toyed with the taboo -- profane love, the physical, the "grosser sexual
appetite." Curiously enough, he stated, "the so-called higher manifestations of sex -- its
moral, ethical, spiritual and romantic derivatives" are more exploitable. It is acceptable
to exploit romance, but not any practice associated with the physical sexual act, like
contraception or the physical sexual parts, like constipation remedies. 109
Professionals feared that ads that exploited the body's irritating excesses trifled
with advertising's most priceless possession -- its reputation. Such vulgar, immoral ads
were contagious, they threatened to contaminate the entire, dignified and refined
advertising industry. A former president of the Association of National Advertisers
stated, that "the advertising family as a whole suffers for the sins of every wayward
son."110 Referring to ads for abortion pills, a reader of Advertising and Selling
expressed
hope that some day every publishers' and advertisers' organization will be big enough to
make it impossible for a member to participate in any way in such obviously fraudulent
108 H.A. Batten, "Vulgar Advertising: A Blot on the face of civilized business," Printer's
Ink Monthly August 1932: 38. "More about Slum Sections," Advertising and Selling
Fortnightly March 25, 1925: 25.
109 Rorty 221.
110 G. Lynn Sumner, "Is the Tainted Testimonial Increasing Advertising Costs?"
Advertising and Selling 29 May 1929: 23
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and unclean transactions and still remain in good standing in the organization. That
.
would be a decent step and not a very long one to take. 111
Magazine and newspaper censorship departments were trying to bring "a little sanity
back to the heads of a few advertisers." The answer was in plummeting sales figures,
"the only type of reading that the illiterate vulgarians understands."112
An ad with text resembling Shakespearean prose reaped the Harvard Business
School Award or comparable prizes that signified the advertiser's literary prowess. Ads
that provided details about personal hygiene received harsh criticism and the advertisers
were labeled "illiterate vUlgarians." A Printer's Ink Monthly editorial remarked that
today anything from marriage hygiene to the grimmer details of constipation makes good
advertising copy. Nobody, of course, wants to deny advertisers their right to free
speech. No one argues that the Victorian attitude wasn't as silly as it was perverted. On
the other hand, a fairly large and growing section of the embattled public is expressing
its excusable nausea at the inexcusable lengths to which frankness has been
carried. 113
Public opinion will force the "bawdy, often gaudy" vulgarian to tone down his copy, but
until then the advertiser with good taste can protest "long enough and loud enough
against the below-the-belt competition of the vulgar."114
Ironically, below-the-belt ads implied tabooed words and practices rather than
explicitly stating them. Modess ads featured their "silent purchase" coupon so that
women could buy sanitary napkins without "the old embarrassment." Women could
present a coupon that said "Modess" to the druggist and purchase the product without

111 "The Publisher's Responsibility," The Open Forum, Advertising and Selling
Fortnightly 10 Mar. 1926.
112 "The High Cost of Vulgarity," Printers' Ink Monthly April 1935:13
113 Printers' Ink Monthly April 1935:13.
114 G. Lynn Sumner, "Is the Tainted Testimonial Increasing Advertising Costs?"
Advertising and Selling May 29,1929: 23; "The High Cost of Vulgarity," Printers' Ink
Monthly April 1935: 13; H.A. Batten, "Vulgar Advertising: A Blot on the face of civilized
business," Printer's Ink Monthly August 1932: 37; also see Eugene Forker, "Are Toilet
Goods Advertisers GOing Too Far?" AdvertiSing and Selling 29 Apr. 1931.
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ever saying that embarrassing phrase -- Modess sanitary napkins, please. 115
Euphemistic phrases linked together suggested "constipation," "vagina," and
"menstruation." Morris Ernst, lawyer to Margaret Sanger and Mary Ware Dennett,
abhorred the euphemisms used to specifically designate contraceptives:
There seems no justification on either moral or aesthetic grounds for advertising
contraceptives as anything but what they are. The hushing up of straightforward talk in
the field of birth control leads to a condition in which quacks and frauds multiply and
prosper. The wide dissemination and effective use of contraceptives are not in the least
altered by calling them by other than their real names, or by mis-stating their purposes in
thinly veiled terms. The chief effect of hypocrisy and repression is to allow the market to
be flooded with inferior or worthless bootleg products and to leave the public at the
mercy of questionable advertising. 116
He added that "more and more people have come to believe that the safest and
healthiest course in any field dealing with or impinging on sexual questions, is to call
things by their real or scientific names." Ernst associated "real" with "scientific" and
"furtive" language with the "neurotically timid."
Experience has shown that the neurotically timid, the prurient and those who deal in
commercial obscenity share a tendency to be furtive and mealy-mouthed, and to hide
behind ill-contrived verbal substitutes for all the names of the sexual parts of the human
body or of articles well-known and widely used in their care. 117
In other words, Ernst preferred "vagina" to "delicate internal membrane," "menstruation"
instead of "periodic fear," "sperm" rather than "organic matter," and probably
"constipation" for "intestinal fatigue." 118 Professional advertisers and professionalminded birth control advocates considered "vagina" literary, up there with Shakespeare,
and "delicate internal membrane" as a vulgar display of the English language.

115 Modess ad, 1928, reprinted in Atwan et. al. 268.
116 Morris L. Ernst and Gwendolyn Pickett, "Birth Control in the Courts, A resume of
Legal Decisions Clarifying and Interpreting Existing Statues," prepared for the National
Legal Committee, Planned Parenthood Federation of America, October 1942, AS-CL.
117 Ernst and Pickett.
118 By the early 1940s, Lysol replaced "sensitive tissues" with "sensitive vaginal
tissues."
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"Below the belt" advertising signified advertising that belonged to a lower stratum
than literary Shakespearean prose. The literary professional wished to control the
vulgarian by modifying his language. The advertiser's image of the body and its rules
regulating its treatment correlated closely with their understanding of the social and
moral order. Professional advertisers followed the belief that language reflects the social
location and power of its speakers. To allow vulgar text, text riddled with bodies that
smell, was to allow the lowly patent medicine advertiser back into the profession. To
omtt the body from the text was to cultivate a language that reflected and defined high
culture, a culture professional advertisers so desperately wished to be included in.
Advertisers required educational degrees and "clean" language, a language void of
bodies, to mark their literate competence. 119
In trade journals, public speeches, and promotional material, advertisers and
advocates defined themselves by the groups from which they chose to disassociate and
by those they aspired to reach. Both advocates and advertisers sought "professional"
status; advocates sought medical prestige and advertisers aspired to literary prowess.
A professional offers judgments as a representative of a community of shared
standards. 120 Advertisers and advocates made judgments about their image -reflected in their language and associations -- that they felt other professionals shared.
A professional image, then, is one that belongs in high culture; a culture where the
grotesque body must be concealed.

119 Carolyn Marvin, "Body of the Text: Literacy's Corporeal Constant," Quarterly Journal
of Speech 80.2 (1994): 1-21; Caroll Smtth-Rosenberg, "Writing History: Language,
Class, and Gender," Feminist Studies/Critical Studies, (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1985), ed., Teresa de Laureates, especially pp. 46-52.
120 see Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of American Medicine (New York: Basic
Books, 1982): 12.
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Advocates did not consider all contraceptive advertising as vulgar. Ads directed
towards physicians, those included in medical joumals, satisfied the professional image
that advocates sought to achieve. Advocates condemned feminine hygiene ads - ads
directed at the layperson -- because feminine hygiene advertisers flaunted the body as a
sexual, not a medical, medium. Medical contraceptive advertisements used the body to
sell contraception, but they used the classical body that belonged in high culture.

MEDICAL CONTRACEPTIVE ADVERTISEMENTS AS HIGH CULTURE
Even though every product that feminine hygiene manufacturers advertised
needed to be inserted inside the vagina, the "vagina" remained absent from all
advertising copy directed towards women. The vagina reappears in medical journals.
Birth control ads directed towards phYSicians replaced "feminine hygiene" with the
anatomically correct "vaginal hygiene." Where the women's ads referred to a woman's
"valuable secretions," doctor's ads mentioned her "vaginal secretions." Women rarely
appeared in doctor's ads; they were replaced by the disembodied vagina. Advertisers
isolated a woman's vagina and defined "vaginal hygiene" as a doctor's problem.
Medical ads separated the vagina from feminine bodies and attached it to the medical
physique where the message was sterilized in relation to its social environment.
Evidence of a product's stability, viscosity, buffer capacity, and surface tension replaced
feminine hygiene's social assets. "Vaginal hygiene" was not part of a woman's sexual
health, rather it was a branch of medicine.
Medical advertisers distanced the text from the body; they "disembodied" their
ads, removed the body from the range of awareness and closed it off from its social
context. Medical advertisers freely labeled body parts, but their application of the terms
"vagina" and "cervix" only specified body parts used in laboratory experiments.
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Medical contraceptive advertisers addressed their ads to male physicians;
people who assisted women in controlling conception. These ads erected secure
boundaries between a doctor and his patient, the advertiser and the medical consumer.
A Ramses ad wamed that "your professional prestige is endangered every time a
patient refuses to cooperate in following your prescription."121 The ads did not remind
doctors why women wanted to practice contraception, rather they reminded doctors why
its beneficial that they prescribed product so and so. The question was not why women,
but why doctors should use a certain method. Medical advertisers shaped contraception
into a medical problem, a doctor's problem, not a woman's. The doctor's experience
became more important. Lanteen advertised their diaphragm to doctors as if male
doctors got pregnant from ineffective methods:
Nearly every doctor's experience has definitely proved that vaginal antisepsis alone, by
use of only a jelly, suppository or douche solution, is far from reliable for Marriage
Hygiene. 122
The woman's experience was absent. Lucorol exclaimed that their product "exactly
fulfills your requirements for vaginal hygiene and is fool proof."123 Holland Rantos
referred to "the Koromex method" as "the physician's method."124 Julius Schmid
highlighted "The Ramses Method -- the Approved Physician's technique of
contraception." Schmid claimed that the Ramses method was not a universal method
because "it needs the physician for fullest protection." Their diaphragm required sizing,
fitting, instruction, "the Ramses method aims at complete physician control and periodic
patient visits to his office." 125

121 Modern Medicine Dec. 1940: 81.
122 Lanteen Brown ad, Medical Economics Aug. 1934: 105.
123 Lucurol ad, Medical Economics Feb. 1936: 11.
124 Modern Medicine Nov. 1939: 79.
125 Ramses ad, Modern Medicine June 1938: 24-25.
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The medical birth control ads that included women concentrated on the patient's
relationship with her doctor. A doctor's frank advice won "her undying gratitude." A
woman's relationship with her husband, her friends, and her daughters were entirely
missing. Ortho-Gynol showed a picture of a doctor and his patient and stated, "when
two people must have implicit confidence." The text explained that the "two people"
referred to the doctor and the patient -- not the woman and her partner. 126 Medical ads
promoted contraception by shifting the sexual consequences of the product to social
consequences where the doctor was a necessary and important part of a woman's
contraceptive practice. Advertisers sold the effectiveness of their product to physicians,
but more importantly, they promoted the effectiveness of science and doctors.
Women's bodies were, in a sense, absent in medical birth control ads; they were
almost never described in any telling detail. Medical ads freely used the term "vagina" -"vaginal hygiene," "vaginal jelly," "vaginal tract," "vaginal mucosa," and "vaginal acidity."
The vagina served as an adjective that described and specified the meaning of
whatever term the advertiser placed next to it. Advertisers neglected to describe the
vagina, rather they used vagina only to specify. "Vaginal" described folds, mucosa,
rugae, tract, anatomy as if a woman's vaginal folds looked like her vaginal tract. 127
Advertisers employed the same adjective to describe visually diverse areas inside a
woman's vagina. They assumed that the physician knew what a vaginal rugae looked
like, they simply specified which rugae. Thus, the vagina's appearance was left to the
doctor's imagination.
126 Ortho-Gynol ad, Medical Economics Feb. 1932: 49; Ortho-Gynol ad, Medical
Economics June 1935: 112.
127 see Zonite ads in Cosmopolitan Oct. 1925: 204; Aug. 1926: 201; Feb. 1927: 190;
May 1927: 200; Zonite is referring to the claims against Lysol. see Vadge ad, Medical
Critic and Guide Dec. 1930: 11; Ortho-Gynol ad, Medical Economics Mar. 1943;
Ramses ad, Medical Times July 1943: xxii; Ramses ad, Medical Economics Sept. 1943:
60.
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Ortho-Gynol provided one exception. A 1933 ad inside Modern Medicine'
pictured a close-up of a speculum inserted into the vagina so that the reader actually
sees the cervix. The accornpanying text read, "an application of Ortho-Gynol covers the
cervix as a thin film -- chemically active -- and bars extraneous secretions." Ortho-Gynol
provided "twofold action -- 1. A gelatinous film covering the cervix and fornices; 2. A
dependable and quickly acting vaginal antiseptic."128

All folds, crevices, and perhaps

rugae were there for the looking. The text surrounded the image with clinical
explanations that not only labeled the picture, but also designated its purpose. This was
not a woman, spread-eagled, awaiting her partner, rather it was solely a vagina,
unattached and indifferent to any body. It was there to explain science's most recent
advance.
Johnson & Johnson devoted extensive advertising space over six years, starting
in 1936, to a series of its scientific achievements. The series began with the caption,
"The Scientific Background: A Basis for Confidence" with a view of one of Johnson &
Johnson's laboratories... "where control maintains quality and experiment leads to more
efficient products." Subsequent full-page ads featured important physical characteristics
of Ortho-Gynol: viscosity, surface tension, stability, constant quality, buffer capacity, the
glycogen factor and tissue tolerability. Each theme repeated at least once and was
accompanied by a scientist conducting the particular experiment or a graph that
explained the product's intenSity. The ads assured doctors that scientific laboratories
produced their vaginal jelly and its sterile, sanitary environment gave birth to a product of
extremely high standing. 129 Johnson & Johnson included "spermicidal on contact" in

128 Ortho-Gynol ad, Modern Medicine Feb. 1933.
129 Medical Economics June 1936: 131; Aug. 1936: 104; Oct. 1936: 152; Feb. 1938:
160; Oct. 1938: 136; July 1939: 96; June 1940: 128; Mar. 1941: 134; Dec. 1942: 128;
Modern Medicine June 1938: 98; Aug. 1938: 78; Mar. 1939: 98; Feb. 1940: 117.
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the physical characteristic series. The ad illustrated Ortho-Gynol jelly immobilizing "fresh
human semen of good motility" and focused on an enlarged picture of the sperm and
spermicidal union taken from a routine laboratory test. 130 In medical contraceptive ads
the sperm met the spermicide outside a woman's vagina, outside of the woman's body
where the interaction naturally occurs.
Marvel Company ads provided the only exception. In the late 1920s and early
1930s Marvel formed a comfortable menage-a-trois between the vagina, douche, and
sperm, a relationship that other medical manufacturers neglected:
WHEN A VAGINAL DOUCHE is required ... Advise one with a Whirling Spray on the
simple principle that a gently rotating stream will carry off all foreign matter with which it
comes in contacLMarvel Whirling Spray with its exclusive tip through which the liquid is
whirled forward and outward into the vagina - insuring an effective douche. 131
MARVEL O-Q-S POWDERS for the Vaginal Douche
Marvel O-Q-S Powders cleanse thoroughly, penetrate tissue without irritation and arrest
the development of bacteria. Every physician will appreciate the merit of the formula.
They are decidedly superior in effectiveness and safer than most products intended for
similar purposes. 132
The douche penetrated into the vagina where it met the bacteria, the male foreign
matter.
Most medical ads concentrated on the product - the spermicide. The sperm and
vagina (the man and woman) each entered into the text sporadically, but not on a
regular basis, and never together. The most common ad appeared generally like the
Holland-Rantos ad below, featuring the product and little else:
New H-R EMULSION JELLY
UNUSUALLY HIGH VISCOSITY
Here is a jelly of unusually high-viscosity - which, in addition, has these qualities
(clinically affirmed)
130 Modern Medicine Oct. 1940: 133.
131 Medical Economics June 1930: 120.
132 Medical Economics Sept. 1931: 122.
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- pleasant floral scent
- smooth, creamy texture
- spreads easily
- stable over wide range of pH scale
- extremely low index of irritability
H-R Emulsion jelly is obviously one of the outstanding advances in this field - reflecting
the many years of experience and laboratory research on which it was based. 133
The ad neglected to mention where the jelly spread so easily. Notice that HollandRantos freely applied the physics term "viscosity," defined as the property of a fluid that
resists the force tending to cause the fluid to flow, but without specifying the fluid. In the
Lygel ad below, the spermicide and the pathogenic organisms met and Lygel killed its
target, but there was no mention of where this war took place:
P-R-E-V-E-N-T-I-O-N is the prevailing watchword in medical practice; prophylaxis
against infection by pathogenic organisms; prevention of their development and of the
resultant morbific action. LYGEL...assuring efficient germicidal (and spermicidal) action
incorporated in a properly constituted, gelatinous base. 134
Medical advertisers placed contraception in a laboratory and isolated it from the
relationships that it effected and the bodies that it touched. The ads gave little indication
that women applied contraceptive jelly to their own bodies, rather they provided
evidence that their product received both scientific and professional approval.
Women made rare appearances in the medical ads; advertisers included women
in 15 out of over 120 ads from 1925-1943. Women and their doctor appeared 3 times
(all of the doctors were men); one ad showed a woman, her husband, and her doctor;
four ads featured the woman alone; four showed her hands; and three ads mentioned
"patient" in the text, but featured the product's picture (meanwhile recall that everv ad
directed towards women mentioned a doctor somewhere in the illustration or text). None
of these ads referred to bodily fluids, vaginal folds or gave any indication that the sperm
133 Medical Economics Sept. 1939: 111; Holland-Rantos also manufactured Koromex
jelly and the ads resemble the H-R ads in style and language.
134 Medical Economics Apr. 1934: 134.
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and spermicide meet inside the patient's vagina. The ad that included the husband
pictured the doctor at his desk across from the married couple:
ACCEPTABILITY - A Cardinal Factor in Effectiveness
Physicians are in agreement on the importance of the acceptability of a contraceptive
method to the patient and her husband. Any feature of a method found unfavorable by
a wife or husband may result in disuse of the method, or abandonment, with consequent
loss of efficiency. The problem of acceptability has received particular attention in the
formulation of Ortho-Gynol. 135
What are the consequences if a contraception is not efficient? The ad does not depict a
married couple passionately embracing after the doctor told them they no longer need to
worry about pregnancy -- the "consequences." The ad presented "birth control" as
medicine just like any other medicine. The ad does not indicate that Ortho-Gynol
assures marital romance and a healthy sex life. It does assure the reader that OrthoGynol provides a satisfactory relationship between a married couple and their doctor.
0& C Eugenic Creme, Ortho-Gynol jelly, and Almol vaginal jelly also featured the
doctor and patient talking about the product at the doctor's desk. "She relies on you,"
"confidence means implicit belief," "you may be certain you have won the lasting
confidence and gratitude of your patients." 0 & C Eugenic Creme suggested that the
doctor slip off the product's outer sleeve and give the patient an unlettered tube and
inner carton. "In this way, she MUST return to you for refills."

o & C assures the doctor that their product provides him with complete control. 136
THE FEMININE VS. THE VAGINAL. THE GROTESQUE V. THE CLASSICAL
135 Medical Economics Apr. 1943: 152.
136 0 & C Eugenic Creme, Medical Economics, Feb. 1938: 116; Ortho-Gynol, Medical
Economics June 1935: 112; Almol Vaginal Jelly, Modern Medicine Apr. 1938: 26; the
ads that feature the woman's hands are all from Johnson and Johnson with her
confidence as the theme. See Modern Medicine Aug. 1933: 39; Medical Economics
Feb. 1932: 48 and Apr. 1932: 58.
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Medical ads only used male doctors, while non-medical ads erased the gender
boundary and assert that they provide information woman-to-woman. A majority of the
non-medical ads featured women doctors that did not assert their power over their
women patients, but they shared vital information. The medical ads depicted doctors
that kept vital information from their patients -- doctors that removed the product's label
so that the patients could not purchase the product on their own.
Medical advertisers removed the body from the woman to which it belonged and
placed it under a microscope for a physical examination. The body that emerged is the
classical body, closed off from its social environment and homogeneous in form. The
body that benefits from contraception, the one that receives and discharges fluids is
missing; the body that practices birth control does not appear.
The feminine hygiene ads, on the other hand, portrayed the body as a source of
pleasure, exaggerated its openings, but never labeled them. Instead, they employed
euphemisms that hid "birth control" but animated its bodily effects and divulged its
benefits. Feminine hygiene products affect women's bodies and play an important role
in their relationships to their husbands, friends, and daughters. The ads do not deny the
body, rather they celebrate its significance and display it as evidence of a woman's
modernity and femininity. There is no observable difference between a woman, her
doctor, and the outside world; they all mingle together and create the "modern" woman.
Feminine hygiene ads represent low culture and medical "birth control" ads
exemplify high culture. The distinction between feminine hygiene ads and medical "birth
control" ads seem obvious but as we shall see, the division between high and low, the
classical and grotesque is not so clear. The rhetorical strategies in feminine hygiene ads
and "birth control" ads overlapped and birth control advocates feared that legislators and
the AMA would find it difficult to clearly distinguish between the two.
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FEMININE HYGIENE ADS -- CLEAN OR DIRTY?
Vulgar ads, ads that featured "periodic fear," violated sexual and bodily
boundaries that both the advertising and birth control professional struggled to erect.
Mary Douglas suggests that "interest in [the body's] ... apertures depends on the
preoccupation with social exits and entrances, escape routes and invasion.,,137
Concern over bodily boundaries can reflect actual change in the functions and structure
of social institutions and definitions of public and private space. Associations between
the body and rules regulating language correlate closely to social categories and the
distribution of power. Attempts to conceal the body in language correlates with struggles
to obtain cultural power. 138
Birth control advocates and the "professional" advertisers sought power through
maintaining and controlling the social values and cultural categories linked to sexuality in
the public forum. Advocates and professional advertisers tried to keep the sacred and
profane distinct and secure the boundary between emotional and physical desire.
Advertising trade journals inadvertently helped the birth control cause by publicly
shaming feminine hygiene advertisers in their trade journals and distancing the rest of
the advertising profession from feminine hygiene advertisers. Feminine hygiene ads
symbolized birth control and advertising's closeted ancestor. The ads were "the Other,"
the grotesque of both the advertising and the birth control professional. But shifting
meanings and categories required more than a judicious choice of words. When
advocates labeled the ads as dangerous and advertising trade journals deSignated
them as vulgar, they raised issues about morality that could not be solved with language

137 Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols, (New York: Pantheon, 1973): 132.
138 Carolyn Marvin, "The Body of the Text;" Carol! Smith-Rosenberg, "Writing History."
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alone. Birth control advocate's language and categories reflected underlying social
structures and power relations that fought back. The feminine hygiene advertiser, the
vulgar tradesman, disrupted rules of inclusion and exclusion and blurred the boundaries
that structured the birth control movement and the advertising profession in the 1920's
and 1930's.
Feminine hygiene advertising defied the Comstock law by conveying birth control
information without using the "obscene" terms "birth control" and "contraception;" they
"cleansed" the illegal terminology with phrases such as "feminine hygiene" and
"marriage hygiene." Advertisers confronted the association between dirt and
commercialized contraception by insisting that their products provided "surgical
cleanliness." These businessmen refused to accept their deSignated lowly position and
undermined the separation by merging "clean" scientific information with "dirty" ads.
Birth control advertisements threatened the birth control movement by
symbolically inverting 139 the arguments presented by birth control advocates. The
advertisers created an alternative to "profeSSional" norms and values and they
questioned the usefulness and the absoluteness of the "expert's" ordering. The ads
transgressed the boundaries between "clean" and "dirty" and mixed the opposites
together. For instance, Lehn and Fink's series on "eminent women physicians" advised
the woman reader on feminine hygiene. Ads featured "doctors" presenting scientific
information; scientific and commercialized information mingled without distinction. The
law permitted "feminine hygiene," and not "birth control"; if the law considered "birth
control" obscene and allowed "feminine hygiene," why did advocates consider "feminine

139 Term "symbolic inverSion," coined and developed by Barbara Babcock in The
Reversible World: Symbolic Inversion in Art and Society (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1978), quoted in Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of
Transgression (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986): 17-18.
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hygiene" and not birth control "dirty?" Lysol ads resembled other advertised luxury
products; was Lysol an extravagance or a medical necessity?
Using theorists Stallybrass and White's terminology, let us shift our categories
from "clean" and "dirty" to "high" and "low." The distinction between high and low is
created by powerful social groups with resources that enable them to exert influence on
the designation of what is high and what is low. Stallybrass and White consider that
which is labeled as "high" to be the "classical," and that which is categorized as low to be
the "grotesque." They present two models -- in the first model the grotesque is simply
the Other, the opposite of the classical; in the second model, the grotesque is a site of
discourse formed through a process of hybridization where the high and low merge. In
the second model, language, symbols, and images meet and clash in the "grotesque",
the point of intersection and contestation. If the two models are confused, Stallybrass
and White assert, it becomes impossible to see that the struggle to pose the grotesque
as Other produces the grotesque as hybrid. "What starts as a simple repulsion or
rejection of symbolic matter.. .inaugurates a process of... negation which is always
complex in its effects." Thus, the grotesque is not only the designated "low," but the
meanings that are reflected and constituted in its designation. 140
Stallybrass and White's second model clarifies the ads' threat to the birth control
movement. Birth control advocates designated feminine hygiene ads as dirty, as the
"low" of contraceptive information, as the "grotesque." But it was the interconnection of
the words "feminine hygiene" with "scientific information," "surgical cleanliness" and
images of women physicians, that teased legislators and the public into believing that
feminine hygiene ads and scientific birth control information contained the same
legitimate information. Feminine hygiene ads threatened the advocates' ordered
140 Stallybrass and White 1-44; quote from p. 193.
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categories. Commercial and scientific no longer opposed one another, rather
advertisers presented the scientific through the commercial. Birth control advocates and
commercial advertisers refused to admit the ads into their profession; the ads were
neither high nor low. The ads transgressed into a gray area between the two opposing
poles, high and low, science and commercialism, that prevented advocates and
advertisers from keeping the ads in their designated lowly place. By using legal terms
and the language of the "high" (i.e. powerful birth control advocates, medical authorities,
advertising elites) the ads unsettled social positions and interrogated the rules of
inclusion, exclusion and domination which structured the birth control movement and the
advertising industry.141

THE PROFESSIONAL TABOO
Birth control advocates confronted the ads by rejecting them and used them to
define what contraception is not -- dirty commercialism, and then constructed what it is -an essential part of elite, medical science. The birth control movement was a quest for
greater social and professional status for "birth control." Advocates conferred legitimacy
on "birth control" by carefully constructing a language and an environment where
scientific "birth control" appeared ethical and above reproach. Advocates agreed that
"birth control" did not belong on the popular, commercial market and struggled to shape
the birth control movement into a professional cause that would earn the respect of the
AMA and Congress. Unlike other professional groups where entry relies on formal
educational degrees and licenses, the birth control movement gained prestige through
carefully constructed discourse and intentional, strategic alliances.

141 Stallybrass and White 43.
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This chapter concentrated on discourse and the next chapter focuses on birth
control advocate's intentional professional alliances. The advertising industry
inadvertently became allies of the birth control cause because the industry also rejected
feminine hygiene ads and labeled them morally suspect; the industry wanted to get rid of
feminine hygiene advertising and sided with the same professional ethics that organized
the birth control movement. Feminine hygiene ads posed a threat to the professional
image -- they transgressed professional borders and threatened to erase boundaries
that both social groups struggled so hard to erect.
Sanger carefully constructed the movement's image free of sexual undertones
and shaped it into a professional cause to attract medical support. 142 The social value
of a profession is constructed, it is as much a function of its organization as it is of the
knowledge and skill a profession possesses. Sociologists define "profession" as an
occupation that gains control over the determination of the substance of its own work.
Professional authority is a distinctive kind of dependency condition -- laymen and women
depend on a professional's superior competence. According to these definitions, birth
control advocates failed to qualify as a profession and fell short of professional

142 Birth control historian Linda Gordon asserts that professionalization was the single
most influential development in the birth control movement in the 1920s. Gordon refers
to the various professional social groups that entered the movement after World War I -doctors, clergymen, social workers, eugenicists, and people "accustomed to working in
respectable ... elegant, charity organizations." For these professionals to lend their
names or support to a cause, they needed to be satisfied that the cause was honest, its
strategies careful, and its tactics dignified. Gordon suggests that the national
dominance of American Birth Control league was achieved largely through the
contribution of its professional supporters, but she fails to mention specific procedures
that the ABCl followed to obtain professional members. She does not ask what
constitutes a dignified tactic or a careful strategy. See Linda Gordon, Woman's Body,
Woman's Right: Birth Control in America, rev. ed. (New York: Penguin Books, 1990)
chapter 10.
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authority.143 But let us shift our focus from the social occupation to the meanings that
social groups create .. How does a group's discourse become legitimated and perceived
as "professional"?
Professionals claim authority not as individuals, but as members of a community
of shared standards, as members of a relevant social group. Sanger pinpointed medical
standards and then constructed the birth control movement to frt those standards.
Advocates emulated a powerful social group to obtain power and shaped linguistic
criteria for conferring symbolic power -- purity, morality, and ethics -- onto public birth
control texts. Birth control advocates made social distinctions based on literate practice
and refused to authorize any public contraceptive information littered with "dirty" bodily
evidence. Thus, they contrasted feminine hygiene advertisements, an embodied
practice, with medical discourse, where the body is concealed and then put the two at
war. Birth control advocates' struggle to pose the feminine hygiene grotesque as Other
produced the grotesque as a threat. Advocates linked social differences and positions
of relative power with differences in rhetoric that already governed the body in feminine
hygiene and "birth control" ads. They marked all commercial text -- text littered with
bodies -- taboo and all SCientific contraceptive information -- texts cleansed by bodies -morally acceptable. Advocates used the taboo to distance their cause from the lowly
commercial advertiser and affiliate themselves rhetorically with the powerful
physician. 144

143 Elliot Friedson, Profession of Medicine: A study in the Sociology of Applied
Knowledge (Ne"Y York: Harper and Row, 1970), especially Preface and Introduction;
Starr; Norman K. Denzin and Curtis J. Mettlin, "Incomplete Professionalization: The
Case of Pharmacy," Social Forces XLVI (1968): 375-382; Everett C. Hughes, Men and
their Work (Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1953) 78-87.
144 For the relationship between the body and the text see Marvin, "Body of the Text;"
and Carolyn Marvin, "Theorizing the Flagbody: Symbolic Dimensions of the Flag
Desecration Debate," Critical Studies in Mass Communication, June 1991, pp. 119-138.
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the heaith·aod happiness of C\'ery
woman.
The ,;:ity of it is tbat so much of
this con-ricie:ni:d information is inaCc:.:rare. &cJuse u-'rtm$ or mi.!·
l~.:;.im!. informatIOn is oHen more
damJ.!;ing thJ.o no information ae
all. \llOv J. woman has suffered
because some friend does not have
the simde wommly frlnkness to
cdl ::er'che mnh as it is known
today.

T

new

markable form of antiseptic discovered. during the World War and
now made available in bartled
form in pracdc.lllyevery drugs tote
in the United States, no matter
how small your town may be.
Zon.ite is ~follltt'-y non-pOU(JfIJ]fU,
absolutely safe (Q use.

Compare the strmgth of Zonite
with cJrholic acid
Here .lre :t few factS about Zooite.
It will not injure nor harden the
most delic.tte membunes. Its use
will noc result in areas of sartissue. It c.uries DO danger of accidental. poisoa.ing. Aad yet. in

is

remarbble as it
is 10 lt5sLfetv. As a matter
JUSt .l.S

This fru hooklet gives
all the facts frankly
There is not space here to go into
this subject marc deeply, but our
Women's Bureau has dev.:lopc:d .l
comcacc booklet which contains
fulllnformation on this
portolac
subject. It is a booklet for one
woman to give to another-for .1.
mother to hand to hsr daughter.
It is rcallv a dutv to read ie, for it
brings thIS whoie matter down to
plain terms 1n a refined, moder.l.
scientific wav. Send fora booklet
by todav's mail. Zoarte Products
Comnan'v, 250 Park Avenue, ~ew

rm

York,N. Y.
Z O = PRODUCTS CO~IP""''lY
2.loO P ....i: .loveD,,", !ie,. yorl.. S. y.
Pte_ ..n<!. m. f"rN 000,. 01 'h. Zonl'boolJr$ ".. boolJ ... o~oei:o<I ~ ••

B~~~:~IOe~C:

l!> u.a R=(1'~:~_)

!<o....... _••••• ~._ ••••••• __ ._'-:._•••• ____ •
.4.<1~

___ •••• _ •••••••• _•••••••••••••• __ •••

C1Q" __ .... _._ •••• _. __ ._... __ su.u..._._._. ___ .
(l!I.

"

C&U<1&: 18.$ D<I!!ertn SInln.. T"""'loO)
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True Experiences Mar. 1.935:57

Is she
Wli'~C'lc..:~G

her
•

marriage
?

•

H ASall?sheHasbeenshe unre&soll.able. after

,rie¢~ntrollinl'''.~

instead of "understanding?" Has she
allowed fear and squeamishness to get
the upper hand?
What a terrible thing it is, really, to
be old·fashioned! What a tragedy it
can be to watch happiness slip away
because one's head is filled 'ivith out-ofdate informatlOn! Yet many young
wives find themselves in just this pesi.
tien when they face the problem of
feminine hrgiene.

Why go on behat'ing like
your grandmother.)
You don't need to use {and fear) poi.
sonallS antiseptics Just because an older
generation used them - and jeared
them. Forget all about the burning
poisonous compounds assocIated with
feminine hrglene in those days. That
was before the disco\'ery of Zo!!ite.
Zonite is the Great \\'ar antiseptic
and germicide, and your doctor will
vp.rifr its claims to safety as well as
strength. In measunng th~ strength of
antiseptics it is cu~tor,lary to compare
them with carbolic acid. a very powerful but poisonous germ-killing agent.
Zonite is actuallJ' 1I1on' i,v!{"eril'/ than
any dilution of carbolic ac!d that can
be allowed to touch human tissues!
Zonite has oeen welcomed br women
all over America. One has !01d another
until Zonite can now be boul;ht even in
tiny \'il!ages and countr$' ~tores all
over Xorth America. as wdl as in :'01'eign countries.
Zonite wiiI not de.'i"n~lti:z:e memo
branes or t:Ssues. i, r;al~~lOt .:ause ::lcd_

dental poisoning, Zonite is saje. 01.'pend upon that!

Tell your jriends about Zonit~
-smd for booklet
Besides the liquid Zonite (in bot:;t'~.
30e, 60t, S1.00) , you can buy ZoJt.::e
Suppositories, at $1.00 for a box 0:" :~,
each one sealed in glass yial. AI;;o. '; 'OJ
can get the real truth about ft'!T:::'I~f'
matters in' booklet of un\"ar~:<rlt"d
facts. ~mlions haw "'a.1
it. Have you? .51.'~d
Zonite Products C,,:-;. :·a·
tion, Chrysler Bu:: .. :-.1(.
!-iew York, X. Y.

Don't overkok this ir~~
bookjor uomel/
ZO~ITE PRODUCTS CORPOR.; TIO!'>
ChrySier B'Iilding. ~'ew yu.k. :So \"

Please ,end me free ~op~' of :he ! .. _,
booklets chec"ed belo"·.
::: raCts (0" "'omen

.Yam~

i

•••.. _. PlcaM prm!

A.ddr~u

Cill!....

. ... .."q'~

(In Canada: Sainte
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"ROMANCE
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WOMEN

PHYSICIANS
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When Marriaqe is Freed of Fear"
THE FA:\!lLY'S H"E.\LTH

"My filu '''e foll .. d with .".es of
rn"",ogu rem'H' ..... by advice

IS

on or"pe. me.nc!!" hygiene.

THE FA:-'lILi"S WI;.'.LTH

Lit" L'ysof" l.ua1"d
and prou!;~ ;'t

~: ~:~~~";:~~ ~,~,~~' ~~i~fs:~~dhaOpuptj.::
-". ''c. D'''rM"" on ho.rd ... bound
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"Co,. :!>I. in my
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N..., .... '""., ,im, ",htn /',.i,A
moo", '. m~,h ,n '.1< ""[>t. of ,h •
..nnl. r,,,,,ir "" 00," ,oJ.)". !lln ...
i. dol"'" ...1I.n buog'" ·c.ve no m .....
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'';'0: ",,,ri,~ •.. untti rea crep. in.

:'0' 'h"

b.~in, i~ " wom.n's
implfea p<rh,p. by 'ome
A woman'.
'Y""" " " senm;,'e ;""rumen •. Its
,,'o,"ir.g PH", in argln" are timed tC>
c:o< .. ·:,~. precision.
of a proiound
;,~,.,,,,j en,i. is mor' dun enough."
,o",~i.:e;y d.by tn,S deb.". timing.
\ ~I"O' i:n:.uiari,y causo. ,he fur.
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m'n~.

, ',;.':

r"",,~ine jrre~uIHify.

F."
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,h.

' .. Cold,. T=,"liJ,.,. SO"
r"n,1\- 'nci hu.n

,h.
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..... "'.......... " J....;. 'nd _,h ...

!'o",. Of cou,,'. women know ~m.Z·
,~tl,· i:ttie ,bou~ 'In,i.~ptic •. Th.y
o:t<~ "iy o~ .nti,ep,ie' which, whil~
In'J r,ociu<:e ""ul" in:l ,e.ttube, f,il
d",,,,y germ_lire in the presence of
or~'n" ""ner. Y.t i, is i~ the pre,en~~
c·, or~'njC m""er ,h'lt .I\.nrioepric for
{'m,n'".e n;--gieno muS< prnve.effoetu.L.
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........ •••••• 4 .... f.-n •• nti .. ho u ..
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c"e {'''':nine m.mbr.n ... It e'll ~ever
"u or h ..o.n .issue •• other :lnti«p,i« "'.y. For y<2U ·'Ly.ol" h••
b•• ~ the ~;,oice of ho.pi"rs and clin;",
[or e"e,y ,ursie .. ! purpose, even in the
cielic:He ol"'t~rion . . . "ending: enild.

num"",

","J,,,,,,,,. ''''''"'"l-(p,,,,<uIHly
~,,,," ... , ... r. "...e b.l· porion<.

!!'.A wu helped ju.t !ike
",. 0''''''. Advice on the <ubj.o-t of
m'''''g' nyg;cn<. E~pi,n.,ion of :lnt;_

,~ ,j,e ;:,.,enc~ of o,~anic m .. ,.r. Yet
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Cenonhu<n. OM of the mos, di";nluime<! iYntrnloti." of nonn,.r'.
C""r.. pon~in~ 5oo,,"ry of ,he !n.ern.. ionol A..oci..ion of Modi,,1 Wom<n

/. ,... _" , .. _.,q"JJdi<:~,/oi1

bitth. And ';;'00 this .nti•• p,i~ is p~
scrib"d for us<" a time <'(hen f'.,,;nine
memb.,nos:ore most '~nsit;¥e, it mu.t
be th • .. i." ,or ~ome us".

"Antiso",in of !Omeo,i1."yp.. quickly
b .... 3J.: oo\\"n, c3nnot b. dep.nd.d upon.

Send

But "Ly'o]" i. a st.ble mi~ture .Iw~y.
uniform ~nd ~etive in .trencth.

"r

J>reseribe in "i!:Ui'lr Use in m.rri,~e
hysi~ne for the he .. ltn ~nd pe~c. of
mind of every wife."
(Si,n,d) DR. HELGA DAST

for the "lysol" Health

Librory

For your Own ~u,d.noe >no for the .nli~h,."m.nt o' .n)·
WO""" no" .nd d... ,0 yoo. "nd for a eopy o( outin«,..,·
in~ b""H". "'~tr<n b}' throe di"in~u"h.d Womtn P~I"
",i.n •• "~b",.~. Hy,i<n._,h. Imnorun, P... i, PI.~·.
in ,h. ld •• 1 ~!."i.ge." Fot pfO, ..,ion '¥iiM. 'P,.,ri ~f
lor"". ;nl..,:o.,. 'no d;" .... 'end [e, "" •• pinK • H.. loh)"
Horn .... lf. o,by i, on 'h, ""y you ,..ill ..·.nt ,h. au,hori,,·
,ive boo;lor. "P"p".. ion fot Me'herhood." Ch«k ....hien
or,n". 000,1,,, would b< mo" u,eiul '0 )·OU.
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SIR:

What have YOU
ever done to help
her avert those
PERIODIC FEARS?

A PAT 00 the shoulder ... a comforting

Il. kiss ... Sir, do not deceive yourself
that these fee hIe attempts will quiet the
fears and apprehensions $e censtantly
recurring in yeur wife's life.

Incidentally, "Lysel" isveryecetlomical.
A "LysoI" treatment COStS less than a
penny.

It is luJ~wltd!t that she needs. Autheri·
uti.ve infermatien en marriage hygiene.
If she struggles eo witheut it, fear will
haunt yeur heme threugheut yeur married life. WiU yeo let her harhor this
fear? ... When yeu can se easily and
uctfully dispel it?

Kmwltdy of Ma"iage Hygiene
,,·itai to her health
Put this beeklet in her hands-'·Mar·
riage Hygiene_the important part it
plays in theideal marriage." It is plain,
simple, informative. No confusing medica! terms. It reils hew yeur wife can
fellew the methed ef feminine antisepsis
that has been appreved fer years by the
medical prefession. The simple use, regu·
larly and unfailiogly, ef the cerrect
selutien of "Lysel" disinfectant.

ing and healing that hespitals use it
during childbirth, when femioine mem·
branes are meSt stuined and sensitive.
Unlike certaio chlerine compounds,
"Lyse!" contains no trace of free caustic
alkali which burns and scars tissue.

Marriage hygiene is II simple matter
when you know the facts. There is no
mystery about it. It is JUSt plain, common
sense facts, confirmed by medical expcti.
ence .• Yetthanks to he! husband's ignorance, false pride, and mistaken reserve.
it is shU withheld frem many a need·
leuly wretched wife. Let us send yeu
these facts-for the health aod happiness
of your wife-the whole success ef yeur
married life. The boeklet wiII be sent
in a plain envelope, of course.
T.fl yout wife 10 lend for this booklet

. lOr flU in he, name and mail ttl. coupon youn.m
UHN&FINK, Inc.,BleomJi.eld,N.j. DIlL lD-J

&11 DiJlriblltot"S ~f"Lysel" disinfectant
Plcasesend me free, pos~id, a copy of your
new booklcr-"Mamage Hygiene," with
artic:Jes by three intetna·tionally famous
women physicians.

"LyseI" js(trtain. It penetrates tohidden
crevices and destroys bacteria even io
the presence ef erganic matter. Under
the same cenditiens, weak, watery anti·
septics lese 95% and mere ef their
effecti\·encss. "L,·~nl" is ,tlf~ _ Sn ~()nrh-

Na=----____________c-______
Slrnl_________________________
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VAGINAL HYGIENE
requires this twofold action
• Ortho-Gynol is the vaginal jelly with
the two-fold action. Its base is composed
of a gum of unusual physical characteristics. which resists solution and remains
where deposited and spread in the vagina for many hours. It gives mechanical
protection.
The antiseptic ingredients are recognized as being entirely adequate for their
purpose. They give chemical protection.
Very important, Ortho-Gynol interferes in no way with natural functions.
It causes no irritation. Its use is simplt;
non-rl;vealing, and free from all
embarrassment. A small quantity
of Ortho-Gynol injected through

the conforming applicator is sufficient.
~o douche required.
Ample Proof of Effectiveness ... You
need not hesitate to prescribe OrthoGynol forvaginal hvgiene (with or without pes.,ary); also for local treatment of
Va~iOltJ5 and Leukorrhea.
;
For the pa~t ye3r. Ortho-Cynol has
heen wld",h- prpscribed. It ha3 been used
bvrhollllamj::, of .... omen. To our knowleil~~ riwre is no in~tance in which it has
fal/eli In It S p!Jrpose. Before Ortha-CyuoI
was announ!,pd to physicians it was subJ""red to intensive laboratory
and diniral tests. Thus vou are
..ls.:oureJ of its effectiveness.

. . . , , .. .
J,'~n...,n

~ elf BruDU.ick.N. J.
iree package of Ortho.Gvnol
I"'j,,~ SJ.501 ana booklet.
5-1
0, _ _ _ _ _ __

ol'tho-gynol

~"n,t

APPROVED

& Jon n.on.

Tn"

FOR VAGINAL HYGIENE

\hf;~~~:%!~

""0".
, •• 1 ' " ,
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Spermicidal on Contact
• The picture above illustrates in micro-

.photograph:· the effect of Ortho-G:"nol
on sperm. In this routine test, fresh hu': man semen of good morilin- is ah"ays
. used. The Ortho-Gynol is dil~ted to 20'%

with glucose buffer solution. The "permatozoa are immobilized at the point of
meeting of the sperm and the diluted
Ortho-Gynol.
... MADE AND SOLD BY
ORTHO PRODUCTS. INC., LINDEN, N. J.

<·COPYRIGHTIO.O.ORTHO PRODUCTS, INC.
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\"iscosity is an important physical property of vaginal jellies. It
should be uniform and fixed \vithin a desirable range. The viscosity of Ortho-Gynol is determined by a dart penetrometer at
~OO C. At this temperature the desirable range was found to be
58-62 mm. This yiscosity range is maintained, with average determination approximating 60 mm.
Ortho.G.vnol is recommended and prescribed regularly by
thousands of physicians.
A
~vl"'C:K'"
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Chapter Five
AN END TO DIRTY DISCOURSE

Roseanne: Becky wants me to take her to get some birth control.
Dan: I'm gonna kill Mark [Becky's boyfriend]. He's in the back, so I gotta
go in the back to kill him.
Roseanne: Dan, come on.
Dan: We can't just let this happen.
Roseanne: Look, I don't like it either, but if it's gonna happen, I don't want
my daughter getting her birth control out of the men's room at the
Chevron station like we did.
- Roseanne, ABC, August 9, 1991 1

Feminine hygiene advertisements blurred the boundary between commerce and
medicine in the 1920s and 1930s. The division between the commercial and the
professional needed to be distinct for doctors to accept "birth control" into the medical

AS-CL: Abraham Stone papers, Countway Library of Medicine
CG-CL: Clarence Gamble papers, Countway Library of Medicine
MS-LC: Margaret Sanger papers, Library of Congress
MS-SS: Margaret Sanger papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College
NCMH-CL: National Committee Maternal Health papers, Countway Library of Medicine
NH-CL: Norman Himes' papers, Countway Library of Medicine

1 "A Bitter Pill to Swallow," Season Premiere, Roseanne, show # 501, written by Amy
Sherman and Jennifer Heath, produced by Carsey-Werney Co. August 9, 1991.
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domain. The transition from the market to the medical profession as the dominant
institution in contraceptive information -- that is, the conversion of "birth control" from a
commercial commodity to a medical service -- has been one of the underlying
movements in the transformation of reproductive control. It has simultaneously involved
a shift from advertisers to doctors as principal speakers for public contraceptive
information, the professionalization of "birth control" ads, and the evolution of a system
of literate control to resolve ethical ambiguities.
The birth control movement developed on both medical and non-medical fronts
with the same underlying goal -- to remove "birth control" from corrupt feminine hygiene
advertisers and place it in the responsible hands of physicians. We saw in the last
chapter that non-medical birth control advocates distinguished between acceptable and
unacceptable contraceptive advertising according to the ad's reference to the body.
Legitimate, clean "birth control" advertising distanced the sexually desiring body from the
"birth control" text; illegitimate, dirty "feminine hygiene" advertising glorified the link
between contraception and bodies engaged in sexual relationships. In other words,
non-medical birth control advocates used textual markers to signify unethical
contraceptive products and to draw a distinct line between commercial and scientific
contraception.
While non-medical advocates publicly voiced their clean/dirty distinctions to
legislators and the medical profession, the National Committee of Maternal Health
(NCMH), a prestigious group of medical birth control advocates, helped transform
embodied distinctions into official policy. The American Medical Association eventually
incorporated the NCMH's embodied distinctions into their own rules. Contraceptive
manufacturers who directed information about their product to the consumer did not
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obtain AMA approval. Ads directed to the consumer were texts littered with bodies.
Thus, the AMA only approved "birth control" products linked to a disembodied text.
The struggle to legalize "birth control" revolved around the appropriate way to
communicate contraceptive information in public. This struggle revolved around texts
and speakers -- how "birth control" should be communicated and who may speak about
"birth control" and who may not. While the previous chapter dealt primarily with texts,
this chapter concentrates on the conflicts that arose in the birth control movement over
the appropriate spokespersons. Medical and non-medical advocates shared the
concern over "birth control's" disembodied image and they agreed that advertisers
should not provide contraceptive information, but they often held conflicting views about
who should speak for the "birth control" cause.
This chapter first focuses on the non-medical advocate's association with
commercial manufacturers and then traces the conflicting relationship between medical
and non-medical birth control advocates. I then trace the medical advocates' conflict
with the commercial advertiser and examine how the AMA ultimately used the
disembodied text to determine who spoke to whom about "birth controL"

THE NON-MEDICAL BIRTH CONTROL ADVOCATE & COMMERCIALIZATION
Birth control advocates charged the commercialized feminine hygiene industry
with creating the illusion that women already received safe and effective "birth contro!"
information. The information that feminine hygiene ads conveyed was often misleading,
but recall that all information regarding contraception was disputed during this period.
Besides the fact that feminine hygiene advertisers disseminated contraceptive
information using the wrong language (embodied language that linked sex to
contraception), advertisers were not the appropriate speakers; they were not physicians.
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Women were receiving contraceptive information, but the sources of the information
were as much a problem as the information itself. Advertisers were not appropriate "birth
control" experts. As Sanger stated,
it weakened our whole stand when anyone can advise 'Femide' [a contraceptive
powder], which can be obtained over the counter. .. The strength of our case is that a
[Congressman's] wife ... should go to the best authority, and then be advised according to
her requirements.2
Lanteen and other contraceptive firms supplied drug stores with free counter and
window displays that advertised their products as reliable, dependable, and safe. An
English colleague, Ettie Rout, wrote to Sanger,
... you are needlessly knocking your head against a brick wall in attacking the Comstock
law. I find that contraceptive (Bir-Con-Jel) is advertised in the NEW YORK TIMES which
goes all over the country and that drug stores are freely selling jellies, powder,
diaphragms, etc.... 3
In addition, commercial"birth control" clinics like the "The Medical Bureau of
Information," a subsidiary of Lanteen Laboratories, Inc. sprang up in Chicago,
Milwaukee, and Detroit. The Lanteen company distributed their condoms, cervical caps,
diaphragms, and jellies to drug stores all over the country along with pamphlets that
provided detailed instruction for each product. 4

2 To J.J. Toy from Sanger, Feb. 22, 1932, MS-SS.
3 Annoyed with her friend's passing observation, Sanger scribbled in a note to her
assistant, "This sort of rot is so English. They spend three weeks in the USA and tell us
how to run our Government. Ettie is a hopeless idiot."
4 for information about Lanteen, see pamphlets in MS-SS, MS-LC, NH-CL; reports on
Lanteen pessary, Dec. 12, 1932, MS-LC; Dorrin F. Rudnik, M.D., "A New Type of
Foreign Body in the Urinary Bladder," JAMA, May 17,1930, pp. 1566-66; letter to Miss
Alverson of the NCFLB from Ruthella Brown, office secretary of the Illinois Social
Hygiene League, Feb. 15, 1935, MS-LC; response from Miss Alverson to Ruthella
Brown, Feb. 18, 1935, MS-LC; "Lanteen Laboratories: A Chicago Concern that
Commercializes Contraception," JAMA, May 17,1930: 1619; ....birth control":
Contraceptive Articles as Articles of Indecent or Immoral Use," JAMA, Jan. 7, 1939: 82;
"The Lanteen Laboratories, Inc. (Findings of the Federal Trade Commission," Journal of
Contraception May 1939: 116-118; "The Mythical Dr. Carr," Journal of Contraception
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Birth control advocates constructed boundaries between the medical expert and
the commercial entrepreneur and organized their groups along medical guidelines.
Sanger never permitted herself or her staff to use their names in connection with any
commercial product and repeatedly stated that "in no field is it so essential to keep free
of all suspicion of commercialism as in the field of contraception" and refused any
donations or funds from commercial firms.5 Commercial associations threatened the
Dec. 1937: 229; quote from letter to Miss Field of the BCCRB from Sanger, June 30,
1931, MS-SS.
5 to Elsie S. L'Esperance, M.D., editor of the Medical Women's Journal, from Sanger,
May 8, 1937, MS-Smith; response from Sanger to L. Potter, Jan. 5, 1933, MS-LC; to
Frederick Berlin of American Chemical Products from Sanger, Oct. 29, 1931, MS-LC; to
Oscar Smith from Sanger, Nov. 21, 1934, MS-SS; to Harrison Reeves from Sanger,
June 18, 1936, MS-LC.
Sanger craved the respect of the medical community and monitored her
affiliations accordingly. Since eugenics was a respectable scientific reform movement in
the 19205 (before the rise of Fascism in Europe), Sanger courted eugenically inclined
scientists and well-renowned eugenics leaders to ward off attacks from religio!.ls
conservatives and attract medical support. Most leaders of the eugenics movement
refused to associate with Sanger because they feared that any association with a "birth
contro!" propagandist would damage the creditability of eugenics. Only a handful of
avowed eugenicists associated "'lith Sanger publicly.
Sanger personally refused to endorse any schemes for "positive" eugenics
("birth control" for the poor, but not for the rich). She insisted that contraception was not
. merely a mechanism for reducing family size but also for intensifying the sexual
relationship between a husband and a wife. In Pivot of Civilization, Sanger condemned
the class bias of eugenics writings, but also maintained that "birth control" is where a
true eugenic approach to social change should begin. She passionately believed that
women should not bring unwanted children into the world, especially if they could not
afford them. But Sanger emphasized different strategies depending on the designated
audience; she perceived an audience's reaction and used whatever argument would win
that crowd over to the "birth control" cause.
Birth control historian Ellen Chesler argues that Sanger's eugenics arguments
were an effort to move "birth control" toward the political center with respect to both class
and gender politics. But no matter how Sanger framed her arguments, "birth control"
always served as a symbol of the social consequences that allowed women greater
sexual opportunity. See "Report of Progress up to June 13, 1924," NCMH-CL; Ellen
Chesler, Woman of Valor (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992): 195-198,216-217;
also see James Reed, From Private Vice to Public Virtue (New York: Basic Books,
1978): 134-135 and Sheila Rothman, Woman's Proper Place (New York: Basic Books,
1978): 190-193.
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birth control movement in three ways. First, the number of commercially sponsored
clinics increased in the 1930s and advocates feared that the public mistook their
medically supervised clinics for the commercial ones. The American Birth Control
league's Board of Directors formulated a list of minimum standards for all centers.
affiliated with the league. Centers meeting these requirements obtained official
certification of memberships from the league's Medical Advisory Board. The Board
required their clinics to be non-profit and barred any affiliation with a commercial
manufacturer. 6 In addition, the ABCl provided each member with a Manual of Standard
Practices that included a detailed list of "Dos and Don'ts."
- DO emphasize the medical aspects of the work and its medical direction, but submit all
publicity involving phYSicians to the medical director before it is released. Make
physicians the only spokesmen on medical matters. 7
Thus, an ABCl clinic defined itself by what it was not -- not for profit and not affiliated
with commercialism, and controlled their image by enforcing boundaries between the
medical expert and the commercial entrepreneur.
Second, advocates knew that the AMA condemned any connection between its
members and commercialization. A medical image might draw AMA support, but a
commercial image most likely would threaten any hopes of AMA approval. Sanger
acknowledged the medical profession's disdain of commercialism and affiliated her
organizations accordingly. In 1925, she stated in a private letter:
the medical profession is so deadly afraid of being accused of commercialism ... 1do not
know whether many of the doctors would be willing to have their names used for fear
they might be accused of advertising 8

6 to Gamble from Eric Matsner, M.D., medical director of the ABCl, May 9, 1935, CGCl.
7 American Birth Control league Manual of Standard Practice, n.d., PPFA-SS.
8 to Dr. D.E. Standard from Sanger, June 4,1928, MS-SS.
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When Sanger hoped to publish portraits of medical advocates as part of a series on

"birth control" in Leok magazine, Dr. Robert Dickinson, a leading medica! "birth contro!"
advocate, refused. He stated that the New York State Medical Society would classify
the individual pictures as self-advertising and he would not want to hurt the birth control
movement in the eyes of the medical profession. He wrote,
I am always sorry to seem to take a negative attitude on certain touchy professional
attitudes. But we are out to sell our procedures of protection of mothers to the organized
profession and pictures of medical personnel at work or as chief exponents will not be
understood in the spirit in which YOll are trying to present the whole subject. 9
Dickinson's National Committee on Maternal Health (NCMH) followed a policy that
forbade any written communication regarding the Committee's opinion on any particular
product because their opinion inevitabiy wouid be used as advertisements. Ali
interviews and correspondence with manufacturers were to be verbai.1 0

And third, birth control advocates worked under the suspicion that the fight for
"birth contro!" legalization was fueled by profit. Even physicians that advocated for
medical control of contraception felt that lay propaganda contributed to the feminine
hygiene entrepreneur's financial success. Dr. George Kosmak, the editor of the
American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecologv, only advocated for contraception
because he believed that medical control was far better than none. He continually
bombarded pubiic birth controi discussions with condemnation of iay advocates:

i feei that my judgment of [birth controi advocates] wiil be generaily endorsed by many
fair minded members of the profession as well as by laymen who can trace the
connection between their propaganda and the widespread results of the desire for
avoiding pregnancy under all circumstances. In this connection one might also refer to
the disgusting exploitation of contraceptive devices which is encountered on every hand

9 To Sanger from Dickinson, August 5, 1941, PPFA-SS.
10 National Committee on Maternal Health, Minutes of Special Meeting of the Executive
Committee, January 14, 1932, NCMH-CL.
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and which may be regarded as a response to the pubiic dissemination of the literature
and utterances of propagandist groups.11
Kosmak believed that the birth control movement paved the way for any non-medical
group to promote contraception.· He saw no difference between birth control advocates
and feminine hygiene advertisers. Advocates condemned and public!y disassociated
themselves from feminine hygiene manufacturers, but physicians like Kosmak placed all
non-medical birth control speakers into the same category.

A CLEAN BREAK?
Sanger made concerted efforts to promote the birth control movement as a
purely scientific, not commercial, quest while privately nurturing and maintaining

persona! relationships \Nith feminine hygiene manufacturers. The non-profit "birth control"
clinics needed contraceptive supplies to dispense to their patients. Sanger and her
constituents erected boundaries between the birth control movement and the feminine
hygiene industry through specific rules and regulations. But advocates could offer
manufacturers little in return for their cooperation, except appreciation, so manufacturers
continually broke the rules by promoting to both the commercial and medical industry.
The manufacturers had no reason to depend on the birth controi movement; the ciinies
offered no profit and the advocates lacked authority to grant manufacturers
legitimacy.12

11 "The Psychology of the Birth Contml Controversy," Correspondence between Dr. Karl
Menninger, M.D., and Dr. George Kosmak, JAMA, 2 Dec. 1939: 2078; also see letters to
Dickinson from Kosmak, Feb. 16, 1925, March 9, 1925, and March 26, 1925, all in
NCMH-CL; George "IV. Kosmak, MD., "The Responsibility of the Medical Profession in
the Movementfor Birth Control," JAMA 113 (·,939): 1169.
12 memo from R. Cautley, "Can we save the 'ethical' contraceptive supply concerns
from extinction," April 5, 1935, CG-CL; R. Cautley, "Standards Report on the
Contraceptive Jelly Industry," April 4, 1935, CG-CL.
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Only the medical community could grant legitimacy to any group affiliated with
"birth contro!", but they still had to be convinced that such power was in their interest.
Advocates needed cooperation from both manufacturers and physicians, but neither
group had compelling reasons to cooperate. While any relationship with the medical
community boosted the birth control movement's image, any overt association with
manufacturers risked medical and legislative support of the birth control movement.
Advocates relied on manufacturers, but they could never fully trust that this cooperation
was secure. Sanger's relationship with the commercial industry remained problematic
throughout her career.
Sanger's affiliation with commercial firms began with the Holland-Rantos
company in 1925. Her wealthy husband, Noah Slee, staked her former boyfriend,
Herbert Simonds, in the contraceptive manufacturing business to supply the Birth
Control Clinic Research Bureau (BCCRB) with diaphragms and jelly. Once HollandRantos proved that contraceptives could be profitably manufactured and retailed
through the medical profession, Julius Schmid and other established pharmaceutical
houses entered the contraceptive trade. 13 Sanger secured a position for Anne
Kennedy, the former executive director of the ABCl under Sanger's reign, at Ho1landRantos after the new ABCl president fired Kennedy. Hol!and-Rantos never promoted
the fact that Kennedy formerly worked for the ABCl and tried to cooperate with the birth
control movement's requirement to keep its commercial affiliations separate from its
propaganda activities.
Regardless of good intentions, commercial manufacturers and birth control
advocates often disagreed over the degree of separation required between the two
forms of publicity. Dr. james Cooper, for instance, worked with Dr. Hannah Stone,
13 Chesler 254-255; Reed 114-115.
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medical director of the BCCRB. on a contraceptive jelly formula. Cooper gave HollandRantos permission to sell the formula "lAJ" under the name "Koromex." In 1933. the
pamphlet included in the Koromex package stated that the jelly was prepared by the
Clinical Research Bureau of the ABCL. The ABCl considered the commercial link
between Holland-Rantos and themselves "quite horrible" and requested that HollandRantos remove the ABCl's name from their pamphlets. Anne Kennedy was puzzled but
receptive to ABCl's complaint. stating that "we are most anxious not to embarrass... the
ABCl and await with interest any suggestion from you ... regarding the wording of the
statement on the development of the Koromex formula."14
Not all of Sanger's former employees were sensitive to the connection between
profit and non-profit enterprises. F!orence Rose. former secretary of the National
Committee for the legalization of Birth Control (NCFlB), worked for Holland-Rantos for
a short period in the 1940s. Under her own volition. Rose gave advice on organizing
"birth control" services to clients instead of simply selling them Holland-Rantos products.
Dorothy Gray. from the lilinois league for Planned Parenthood. wrote Holland-Rantos a
letter complaining that Miss Rose "harassed" doctors about how to improve their clinic
services. She insisted that if the Holland-Rantos company expected "to do an
organizing job." then the Planned Parenthood Federation and the l!!inois league must
send out letters to their constituents explaining that they were not identified with the
commercial firm. Rose crossed the line and mingled non-profit and profit. As a result of

14 pamphlet entitled "Marriage Hygiene with Koromex." with a note attached addressed
to Katharine from Ellie. May 24. 1933; included in the Holland-Rantos folder. PPFA-SS
files; letter to Dr. Eric Matsner. ABCl. from Sanger. August 31.1933; to EMM from BC.
n.d.; to Matsner from Anne Kennedy. Holland-Rantos. September 20. 1933; to Kennedy
from Matsner. October 19. 1933; to Kennedy from Matsner. June 7. 1934; to Matsner
from Kennedy. June 16. 1934; to Matsnerfrom Mrs. F. Robertson Jones. July 19.1934.
all in Hoiiand-Rantos folder. PPFA-SS.
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her actions, Herb Simonds gave very strict instructions that no direct communication
ber-Neen Florence Rose and Planned Parenthood ';,'vas permitted. Rose resigned before
her six month trial period ended, stating that she did not want to c.ontinue jeopardizing
the company's interests by causing confusion between educational and commercial
concerns. 1S
Hazel Zbrowski, an employee of the BCCRB, also joined a commercial
contraceptive firm after leaving the birth control movement. In 1936, the Zonite
corporation hired Zbrowski to publicize Zona Cream, their new "ethical" contraceptive
piomoted solely to the medical community, available only by presciiption, and the fiiSt

product to advertise openly as a "contraceptive." After Zbrowski informed Sanger of her
new job, Sanger replied
I am somewhat surprised that you are associating yourself with Zonite, and I wonder just
what is back of the Company's mind in making so fine an offer. I can quite see their
point of view, but on the other hand! think you are not going to be "taken in" but I hope
will have it thoroughly understood that you will not use your past association with the
Clinical Research Bureau for advertising purposes for any commercial firm.
Zonite used Zbrowski's connection with the Bureau in their Zona cream ads and in a
press releases to drug and medical journals. Sanger scorned Zonite's use of Zbrowski's
connection to the birth control movement and wrote letters to the journals that the
BCCRB never endorses any contraceptive. She asked the Zonite Corporation to keep
Mrs. Zbrowski's former association with the BCCRB out of their promotion materials.
Zonite's advertising manager replied that he was completely surprised by Sanger's
reaction; he believed that their fine product would stimulate competition, research, and
education, thereby benefiting the entire birth control movement. They hired Zbrowski
15 letter to Kenneth Rose, Planned Parenthood, from Herbert Simonds, April 5, 1944; to
Simonds from Dorothy Gray, Illinois League for Planned Parenthood, April 6, 1944; to
Dorothy Gray from Simonds, April?, 1944, all in PPFA-SS; letter of resignation to Herb
Simonds from Florence Rose, April 14, 1944, FR-SS.
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and utilized her background to indicate theii sincerity in promoting an lIethical" product.
Sanger doubted their sincerity. !n an internal meme to one of her colleagues Sanger
wrote, "Sigh. !t infuriates me the way she has been caught in the c.ommercia! trap.1I 16
Sanger despised manufacturing firms that worked purely for good commercial
turnover and especially the ones who tried to forge connections with the birth control
movement. Firms like "Marguerite Sanger Chemical Laboratories" and products such
as "Sanger Protex Tubes" continually appeared on the market and broke through
boundaries that Sanger desperateiy tried to keep secure. One manufacturer sent

saleswomen to houses announcing that they wOiked for the American Birth Control
League. ,ll.,nother company stated that Dr. James Cooper, former medica! director of the
League, endorsed their product even though Dr. Cooper had been dead for eight
years.17
When James Joseph Toy, an ex-commercial manufacturer, volunteered his
services to the NCFLB, Sanger eagerly put him to work educating doctors about "birth
control". Toy crossed the line when he helped establish the "Clinic Supply Bureau," a
contraceptive distributor dedicated to serving ciinics and hospitais, whiie stiii

representing the NCFLB. As tong as Toy kept his commercial affiliation separate fiom
"birth contro!1! advocacy, Sanger did not complain. Toy \,A/rote Sanger about the Supply
Bureau, but he assured her that he had no commercia! interest in the Supply Bureau,
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from Sanger, April 2, 1937; memo to Mrs. Damon from Mrs. Huse, April 28, 1937; to
Elsie S. L'Esperance, editor of Medical V'Joffien's Journal, from Sangei, May 8, 1937.
Zbrowski resigned from the Zonite Corp. in 1941 when Zonite "vvanted to carry water on
both shoulders!! and sell Zona Cream to both physicians and over-the-counter; see letter
to Norman Himes, from Joe Zbrowski (Hazei's husband), NoveiTIber 1941, NH-CL.
17 see iviarguerite Sanger Chernicai Laboratories fiie, iviS-LC; re Sanger Protex Tubes,
see leiters to Sanger frorn Henry Caliel, iviay 2, 1931, iviay 8, 1931, and May 16, 1931,
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that he was "in no way" connected with it and that "there is no profits worth while to be
made in these things." Sanger's BCCRB corresponded with the Clinical Supply Bureau
and tested one of their products. Toy kept Sanger informed of his commercial affiliation
and even suggested that she open such a supply house next to the BCCRB, which she
rejected because she feared any accusation of commercialism. 18
When Toy distributed business cards that used the title, "Director of Federal
Legislation" with "Clinical Supply Bureau" beneath it, Sanger was utterly furious -- not
about his commercial work but that he combined the movement with commerciaiism.
After a series of letters, Toy and Sanger came to an understanding. Sanger wrote:
Everyone here to my knowledge has only the kindest regard for you and if California will
do something for Fede,a; legislation either inclusive or "exclusive" of M.S.[iviargare\
Sanger], it is news worth the h"villg. Nevertheless, it is not fail piay to impiy Dilec:torship
of a Commiilee or an organization or a movement without regard to possible
accusations and misleading motives assigned to such actions. The movement is
certainly big enough for a iot of workers and you do not have to ciing to any misieading
position to make yourself acceptable to the cause. 19
Toy assured Sanger that he would do nothing further to give anyone the idea that he

represented or misrepresented the NCFLB. He wrote, "! have received more criticism
for advocating birth control than! have commendation. Neverthe!ess! believe in it and
henceforth I shall feel free to talk it in my own language."20
Sanger did value the commercial manufacturers that were not solely concerned
with profit and complied with the distinction between "birth control" advocacy and

18 see letter to Florence Rose fiOm Toy, Aug. 22, 1932; to Toy from Sanger, Oct. 7,
1932; To Rose from Toy, Oct. 8,1932; AnnounCement by Clinic Supply Company, Dec.
8,1932; to Sanger from Toy, Dec. 4,1932.
19 To Toy from Sanger, July 6,1933, iviS-LC. for the series of letters between Toy and
Sanger, see letterio Toy from Sanger, Jan. 24, 1933; To Toy from S"nger, J"n. 19,
1933; aiso see To Dr. Robert Dickinson from Sanger, Feb. 10, 1933; to Sanger from
Toy, June 8,1933.
20 To Sanger from Toy, Jan. 21,1933 and Juiy 'i2ih, "1933, MS-LC.

commercialization. As long as contraceptive firms kept their business away from hers
and kept the distinction between science and commercialism separate, she encouraged
them to continue. She even suggested to a manufacturer that asked how to market his
product legally that he use the feminine hygiene euphemism and try house-to-house
selling. 21
Commercial manufacturers continually asked Sanger to endorse their products.
She never did, but she kept her replies friendly and encouraged manufacturers to send
product samples. The Chlorine Products company, for example, wished to trade Sanger
300 shares of their stock for allowing the label "Margaret Sanger's Chlorine Solution for
Female Irregularities" to appear on their labels. "Money is not everything in this life,"
Chlorine's lawyer stated, "but it is a very comfortable thing to have just the same."
Sanger politely refused and thanked the company tremendously for their "kind offer of
leiting [herj share ... in the possible miliions."22

She also privately nurtured a prolonged

and amicable relationship with Lehn and Fink, the makers of Lysel, throughout her
career. Even in her letter to the National Chairman of Lehn and Fink regarding Dr.

21 to Sanger from Russell Grant, December 13, 1933; reply from Sanger, Dec. 19,
1933, MS-LC; also see correspondence between J. Roy Allen, head of Peck and
Sterba, and Sanger Dec. 6, 1930 - February 25, 1932, MS-LC. Sanger advised Peck
and Sterba's marketing methods. The pamphlet they sent to physicians is titled,
"Protection: Application of Feminine Hygiene from the Medical Viewpoint."
22 to Elsie S. L'Esperance, M.D., editor of the Medical Women's Journal, from Sanger,
May 8,1937, MS-Smith; response from Sanger to L. Potter, Jan. 5,1933, MS-LC; to
Frederick Berlin of American Chemical Products from Sanger, Oct. 29,1931, MS-LC; to
Harrison Reeves from Sanger, June 18, 1936, MS-LC; To Sanger from Oscar J. Smith,
Nov. 14, 1934; to Smith from Sanger, Nov. 21,1934, MS-SS; To Sanger from A.
Doornbos, Vice President of Charles C. Green Advertising Agency, n.d., MS-LC; to
Sanger from Alfred Dent of Femite, June 22,1931; to Alfred Dent from Sanger, June 25,
1931, both in MS-LC; to Sanger from James. W. Walker of Walker Corporation, makers
of GERM-ATAX, July 16, 1931; to Walker from Sanger, July 20, 1931, both in MS-LC; to
Sanger from W.P. Finsley, MD of the Hygienic Syringe Company, August 22,1930, MS-
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Robert Dickinson's 1932 birth control manual that classified lysol as poisonous and
recommended banning it, Sanger wrote, "I am so glad that you were at the meeting the
other day. It was a great pleasure to me to have that little time to talk with you." She
invited Dorothy Cocks, lehn and Fink's advertising manager, to a talk on the various
good and bad methods of contraception at a 1934 birth control conference. 23
Sanger privately praised commercial manufacturers and believed that "they have
not lagged behind the medical profession, but have gone ahead and answered the
growing and urgent need."24 Other advocates shared Sanger's personal regard for the
commercial firms. In a private letter, prominent sociologist and birth control historian
Norman Himes wrote
commercial interests have probably done as much for the advance of birth control in the
United States as all the propagandists rolled together. Actually I think they have
probably done more for democratic diffusion. That they sometimes make excessive
claims is only natural in view of the fact that such companies operate in that kind of
civilization or culture. 25
Birth control advocates could not afford to publicly praise the feminine hygiene
advertiser. Himes wrote the first history of contraception in 1936, as well as numerous
articles on the birth control movement -- his public text always criticized and condemned

23 letter to louise Westing from Sanger, Jan. 11, 1932m MS-lC; letter to Dorothy
Cocks, Advertising Manager of lehn and Fink, from Sanger, Dec. 9, 1933, MS-lC,
states, "I sincerely hope that you will be able to attend our Conference in January. It will
be nice to have you here. We plan to have a private exhibit of all mechanical and
chemical contraceptives known on the market. The Round Table will discuss the
subjects very intimately, and we will have one session on the Technique of
Contraception for the doctors-only. I will, of course, afford you every consideration and
will glad to have you attend these meeting in person."
This evidence disputes Linda Gordon's statement that the ABCl sponsored
"birth control" conferences excluded nonmedical people from the sessions that
discussed "birth control" technique. Linda Gordon, Woman's Body. Woman's Right, rev.
ed. (New York: Penguin Books, 1990): 271.
24 to Mr. Harrison Reeves from Sanger, June 18, 1936; MS-lC.
25 to Joseph Zbrowski from Norman Himes, January 28,1940, NH-CL.
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the feminine hygiene industry. In The Medical History of Contraception, he quotes a
Lysol ad and then comments:
Such advertisements are good examples of the antisocial effects of the legislative
disabilities under which contraception operates in the United States. They have
tremendously increased douching with strong coal-tar disinfectants .... lnjury is being
done because American women are hampered in free access to reliable medical
knowledge and because practices are not always guided by competent medical
advice. 26
Yet, Himes wrote a commercial advertiser informing him that women use the company's
Hex Solution as a contraceptive and perhaps the company should consider advertising
like Lyso!. "It has always seemed to me most extraordinary that you have not exploited
this markeLI really believe that you are at present neglecting a most important source
of sales," Himes wrote. At the end of the letter he asked the advertising manager to
keep their correspondence a secret from the National Committee of Maternal Health, the
medical advocacy group with which Himes affiliated. "They are extraordinarily sensitive
about any of their men typing up with a commercial project in any manner whatsoever,
inasmuch as it is always suspect by the medical profession." When the company
refused to market their product differently, Himes wrote,
it seems to me that it is not the function of a business corporation to sit in judgment on
the morality or immorality of the use of its products. The question whether certain
officials approve or disapprove of the practice of contraception. What is at stake is this:

26 see Norman Himes, Medical History of Contraception, (Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins
Company, 1936): 329-330; Norman Himes, "The Truth about Birth Control," No.4, John
Day Pamphlets, 1931, SS-PPFA; Norman Himes, "The Vital Revolution," reprinted from
Survey Graphic, April 1935, SS-PPFA; Norman Himes, "The Challenge of Birth Control,"
January 1938, SS-PPFA also in CL-CG. Norman Himes, "A Decade of Progress in Birth
Control," reprinted fro the Birth Control Federation of America, from the Annals of The
American Academy of Political and Social SCience, Philadelphia, November 1940,
PPFA-SS.
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How can the profits of the company be increased by all fair, legitimate and lega!
means?27
Of course, Himes passed mora! judgment against commercia! advertising in public, but
his public opinion served the birth control movement's goal.
The ABCl also balanced their relationship with commercial manufacturers.
ABCl's Birth Control Review rejected a subscription order from Johnson and Johnson,
makers of Ortho-Gynoi contraceptive jeiiy, for their pubiication. Subscriptions were
included with ABel membership, but the league could not accept membership or
money from a commercial manufacturer. Refusing to alienate the firm, but still
conscious of the commercia! taboe, the ,J:\.Bel so!ved the issue by sending Johnson and
Johnson complimAntary ;SSUAS 28
Public reverence for feminine hygiene advertisers and monetary relationships
with commercial manufacturers threatened to alienate the medical profession, so
commercial alliances and praises for the advertiser were restricted to private
correspondence. Birth control advocates set separate private and public standards.

They shaped their public standards around what they believed the rnedicai professional
would share and strategically constructed arguments that physicians ,(v'Quld support.

MEDICAL VS. NON-MED!CAL "BIRTH CONTROL" ADVOCACY
While non-medical advocacy groups distinguished themselves from ccmmercial
manufacturers, medical advocacy groups publicly distinguished themselves from
Sanger's organization. Medical birth control advocates were sensitive to the

27 to Henry Ditzel, Advertising Manager, Sharp & Oohme, from NormaoHimes, October
26,1933; to Norman Himes from Henry Ditzel, October 27. 1933; to Ditze! from Himes,
October 30, 1933, all in NH-Cl.
28 to Johnson and Johnson from Publications Department of Rirth Control RJ"view, April
15,1938, PPFA-SS.
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stamp on the birth control movement for the medical community's reluctance to consider
contraception as part of science.
To the medical profession in general and to almost all of the members of the
medical group of the CMH [Committee of Maternal Health]. The activities of Mrs.
Sanger's organization are anathema ... [I]t would estrange the Obstetrical Society
and the [New York] Academy [of Medicine] Committee, and most of our own
group, were we to cooperate with them or to give them advice. However
carefully the professional part of the Sanger work may be, many feel that the sale
of the Birth Control Review on the streets and the agitation for repeal of the law
make their movement a dangerous one.29
At first, Dickinson took separate public and private positions toward Sanger and her
activities. Personally and unofficially he added to the above statement, "I may say that
wherein they are doing the kind of clinical research that we are advocating, they should
be supported. "30
Eventually, Dickinson and Sanger worked together and Dickinson became the
mediator through which the medical profession and the birth control movement
cooperated. Dickinson joined BCCRB's advisory board in 1930, but throughout his
relationship with Sanger he sporadically commented that her actions hurt "birth control's"
chance for medical acceptance. For instance, in 1924 he stated that the "Sanger
stigma" stopped young physicians from publicly advocating "birth control". Ten years
later, Dickinson and an associate, Marie Kopp, published a historic report on the
BCCRB's first 10,000 patients. Dickinson left Sanger's name off the title page, claiming

29 Robert L. Dickinson, "Relation of Committee on Maternal Health to the Sanger "birth
control" Clinic," March 17, 1924, NCMH-CL. Sanger founded The Birth Control Review
in 1916. When press coverage favored the war, Sanger sent advocates to city streets
to sell the magazine at busy intersections. Sanger was editor-in-chief of the Review until
1928 when Sanger severed ties with the American "birth control" League.
30 Dickinson, "Relation of Committee."
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that Sanger's reputation as a propagandist compromised the scientific credibility of the
report. 31

In a private letter to Dr. Clarence Gamble, Dickinson wrote,

We all agreed that there will be no real progress so long as we are labeled birth
control. The birth control movement, here, and I fear elsewhere, is essentially
filled with people who are mediocre and therefore they are incapable of real and
wise progress. They consider that birth control is the be-and-end-all of their
work, not realizing that it is but one fact of an infinitely larger and more important
problem -- maternal health. 32
Sanger coined the term "birth control" in 1916 and the birth control movement reflected
her leadership.33 Dickinson marketed "birth control" as an "essential of 'marriage
advice'" to the doctors who "balk[ed] at the term ... birth control." He addressed his
books, The Doctor as Marriage Counselor and Control of Conception to "the general
practitioner who serves the great mass of the population outside the reach of 'organized'
birth control."34 Dickinson shared Sanger's enthusiasm for "birth control" legalization,
but felt that her non-medical status limited the movement's scope and threatened
physicians' support.
Dickinson and the NCMH's affiliation with Sanger concerned a growing number
of medical advocates. In 1934, a group of over 200 physicians formed the National
Medical Committee on Federal and State Contraceptive Legislation to succeed where
lay groups failed. The Committee felt that AMA endorsement was all that was needed to
push the doctors-only bill through Congress. The AMA was the only agency that could
"mitigate the evils of commercial exploitation" and convert the illicit atmosphere that

31 Appendix to Minutes of Executive Committee, CMH, March 11, 1924; Chesler: 285.
32 letter to Clarence Gamble from Dickinson, December 3, 1934,CG-CL.
33 Margaret Sanger, An Autobiography.(New York: WW. Norton & Company, 1938) 108.
34 letter to Mr. Leonard Harrison, Director of Bureau of Social Hygiene from Dr. Louise
Bryant, March 21,1934, NCMH-CL.
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surrounded the contraceptive industry into "one of decency and legality."35 They felt
that lay agitation only resulted in the AMA's continued antagonism. Dr. Prentiss Willson,
secretary of the Medical Committee, stated to Florence Rose, secretary of Sanger's
lobbying group, "the greatest weight we have had to carry is the opposition to your
organization, the ABC League and even to the National Committee on Maternal
Health."36 Willson urged Sanger's NCFBL to discontinue its activities in Washington
because they felt that any lay agitation handicapped their efforts to secure legislation
and the AMA's endorsement. The Medical Committee also rejected Dr. Eric Matsner
from its Executive Committee because of his position as Medical Director of the
American Birth Control League, the lay group originally formed by Sanger. The
Committee told Matsner that his intimate association with a lay group disadvantaged the
Medical Committee's power to influence physicians' opinions regarding
contraception. 37
The AMA finally formed a committee to investigate contraceptive practices and
related problems in 1935, but the report they issued condemned any physician affiliated
with non-medical birth control groups.
Your committee desires to record its disapproval of propaganda directed to the
public by lay bodies, organized solely for the purpose of disseminating (without
consideration or restraint) contraceptive information. Your committee deplores
the support of such agencies by members of the medical profession. We feel
that an entirely false sense of values with respect to the important function of

35 A statement on current scientific and legal phases of contraception in the United
States, The National Medical Committee on Federal and State Contraceptive
Legislation, n.d., circa 1935, PPFA-SS.
36 F. Rose to Sanger, Nov. 2, 1934, FR-SS.
37 to Dr. Eric Matsnerfrom Dr. Prentiss Willson, n.d., circa March 1935, PPFA-SS.
Willson eventually changed his opinion about lay advocacy and Sanger. In 1941, he
considered state initiated family planning programs the "most significant event in the
history of the movement since the birth of Margaret Sanger." quote in Chesler, p. 390.
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childbearing and of parenthood has been created by the activities of such
organizations.
The committee also recommended that the AMA appoint another committee to continue
a study of contraception and that steps should be taken by some responsible group to
develop standards for judging contraception. AMA's House of Delegates approved the
committee's condemnation of lay propaganda and further study, but disapproved of the
recommendation that contraceptive standards needed to be developed. They felt "that
there is yet insufficient knowledge of the subject to go that far," and "that disapproval of
certain contraceptive devices would by inference approve others." 38
The AMA ignored the borders that medical advocates erected between
themselves and non-medical advocates, and they still remained unconvinced that the
contraceptive industry deserved even tacit approval. If the AMA began testing
contraceptives, then it inferred that contraceptives were worth testing. Medical
advocates threw their hands up and united in a formal protest. Dr. Prentiss Willson felt
that the national standing of those physicians that supported contraception was great
enough to challenge the AMA's dissension. Willson's name appeared along with that of
Dr. Eric Matsner and other physicians affiliated with lay advocacy groups and warned
the AMA that they would continue supporting lay "birth control" activities until the AMA
assumed the role of leadership. The letter issued a list of demands that included the
formulation of a list of medical indications for contraceptive instruction and a thorough
investigation of all commercial contraceptives on the market. 39

38 "Report of Committee to Study Contraceptive Practices and related problems," JAMA
106 (1936): 1910-1912.
39 to Dr. Olin West, AMA Secretary from A.N. Creadick, M.D., Frederick C. Holden,
M.D., Foster Kennedy, MD., Eric Matsner, M.D., Edgar Mayer, M.D., Richard Pierson,
M.D., Owen Toland, M.D., Wilbur Ward, M.D., Prentiss Willson, M.D., n.d.; NCMH-CL.
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THE STANDARDS PROGRAM

Birth control advocates did not wait for the AMA to approve "birth control" and
test contraceptive products. In 1934, Dickinson's NCMH addressed the problem that
there was generally no accepted testing method for determining the effectiveness of
contraceptives. Dr. Clarence Gamble, assistant professor of Pharmacology at the
University of Pennsylvania Medical School and heir to the Ivory soap fortune, financed
the "Standards Program." Rather than simply denouncing the commercial
contraceptive trade, Gamble viewed the commercial business as an indication that the
public desired cheap, reliable contraception. The Standards Program aimed to develop
testing methods for the contraceptive products already on the market, evaluated the
products' safety and efficacy, and then provided physicians with a "white list" of brands
considered reliable. In NCMH's words, "this is a preparation for the direct attack on the
present state of chaos in commercial contraceptive products, of which perhaps 98% are
proprietary.,,40
Since the A.MA refused to consider "birth control" a drug, the NCMH servedas
the only official medical body that evaluated contraceptives. In 1934, the Carnegie
Institution wrote in response for a funding request from the Standards Project,
For the present the only concern that is carrying on, the only protection the public
(which includes doctors as well as laymen, though unfortunately the doctors don't
seem to realize this) has at present is the NCMH and Voge and Caulley! This
work must proceed and be put on its feet, until the AMA may take it over.41

40 Memorandum to Executive Committee on status of projects currently undertaken on
this program, from L.S. Bryant, Executive Secretary, July 12, 1934, NCMH-CL; "The
Contraceptive Standards Project I, Condensed Report of Progress for the Quarter
ending September 30,1934," submitted to the NCMH by Randolph Caulley, Nov. 19,
1934.
41 letter to Dr. Louise S. Bryant, executive secretary of the NCMH, from Carl. G.
Hartman, Department of Embryology, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Nov. 28,
1934, NCMH-CL.
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Sanger's Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau also conducted safety and efficacy
tests on contraceptive products. But more than ten years after Sanger's Bureau began,
the Carnegie Institute and the Federal Drug Association considered only the NCMH as
the "sole source of authoritative information on contraceptives." Apparently, tests
conducted by a non-medical body did not count as "authoritative."42
Choosing which products to test was mediated by value laden judgments and
economic restraints. The Standards Program analyzed primarily contraceptive jellies
and condoms. The NCMH decided not to test douche products because they
disqualified douche as an effective contraceptive when used alone. Although they
advised douching after diaphragm removal or in conjunction with the condom, limited
funds required that they prioritize their research. The NCMH considered jellies to be an
important method as an adjunct to the diaphragm and condom and when used alone.
Their decision to concentrate on condoms was based on the condom's popularity in the
United States, the cooperative attitude of some of condom manufacturers, and the fact
that the condom study would likely solve problems connected with rubber materials used
in other contraceptive methods (diaphragm, cervical cap).
There were two essential parts of the Standards Project -- the testing of
contraceptive methods and the evaluation of the manufacturers' business practices and
policies. Dr. Cecil Voge tested spermicides and the contraceptive potential of common
substances, such as soap, vinegar, and lemon juice. Voge conducted his research at
the University of Edinburgh; the NCMH thought it might be difficult to conduct
contraceptive research under the United States obscenity law.43 Gamble hired

42 "Demands on the National Committee on Maternal Health," October 31,1933,
NCMH-Cl.
43 Reed: 242.
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Randolph Caulley, a management consultant, to study the business practices of the
contraceptive industry. SpecificallY,Cautley visited the factories, testing rooms, store
rooms and offices of contraceptive manufacturers and analyzed the manufacturer's
distribution and advertising methods. The NCMH considered the business practices and
policies of commercial vendors essential to deciding whether a vendor's products
belonged on the "white list." 44
Cautley labeled medical advertisers as "ethical" and lay advertisers as
"unethical" and constructed a system to distinguish between the two. He modeled his
qualifications after the AMA's Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry's guidelines. The
Council denied approval to any article advertised directly to the public 45 An "ethical"
concern limited its advertisements and products to "birth control" clinics and
pharmaCists. An "unethical" firm presented the product directly to the layperson. In
addition, Cautley considered any substantial attempts to increase business by putting
pressure on the retailer to buy and to sell as unethical. "Broadly speaking," Cautley
stated, "unethical promotion includes the attempt to induce the laymen to undertake selfprescription and self-medication."46 In 1936, Cautley listed the following advertiSing and
marketing methods among contraceptive vendors as "undesirable:"

44 "Contraceptive Standards Program: Final Report for the Period July 1 to December
31,1934," submitted by Randolph Cautley, January 28,1935, CG-Cl.
45 Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of American Medicine (New York: Basic Books,
1982) 133; Morris Fishbein, A History of the American Medical ASSOCiation, 1847-1947
(Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Co., 1947) 870-871. The Council passed the advertising
rule in 1907 and the drug exclusivity rule in 1924.
46 letter to Dr. Grace Loveland from Randolph Cautley, Nov. 20,1935, CG-CL;
regarding the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry see Contraceptive Standards
Program: Final Report for the Period July 1 to December 31, 1934, from Randolph
Cautley, January 28, 1935, CG-CL; "Reports & Memoranda re AdvertiSing of
Contraceptives, Randolph Cautley, March 1934. NCMH-CL; "Contraceptive Advertising
in the American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology, 1932-1933." special Report for Dr.
George W. Kosmak, prepared by Randolph Cautley, March 1934, NCMH-CL; memo to
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a. Wide drug store distribution which permits the druggist to prescribe to the
public.
b. Window displays, counter displays, and counter leaflets to attract lay attention
to the product.
c. Lay advertising, particularly in newspapers and periodicals largely intended for
the lay public, and over the radio.
d. Direct mail campaigns to the public.
e. House-to-house canvassing sale 47
Thus, Caulley condemned any information that a contraceptive manufacturer directed to
the public. Contraceptive information was allowed to flow from manufacturers to doctors
and from doctors to patients. If NCMH's rules became policy, the only contraceptive
information that a woman could obtain was from her doctor. In addition, the lack of
standard tests that evaluated contraceptive safety and efficacy often forced Cautley to
judge a contraceptive manufacturer by their advertising and promotional practices.
Since the safety and efficacy of all contraceptive products on the market were unknown,
the NCMH recommended that the physician rely on the vendor's business practices to
determine which product to prescribe.
Advertising managers from medical journals consulted Cautley about specific
products and the American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology submitted all their ads
to Cautley for approval. Cautley commented that the number of inquiries were "pitifully
small." When asked, he generally advised journals to restrict their advertisements to
those with "a dignified and professionai...tone." Cautley advised clinics and physicians
to confine their purchases to the companies that limit their advertising to "birth control"
clinics, hospitals, and licensed physicians. "Such concerns are on the average likely to
test their new products much more thoroughly before offering them to the clinic for actual

Dr. George Kosmak from Randolph Cautley, re: Contraceptive Advertising, March 26,
1934, NCMH-CL.
47 Report on Contraceptive Jellies, issued by the National Committee on Maternal
Health, March 1936, NCMH-CL.
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use." However, elsewhere Cautley noted that only two jelly manufacturers and three
condom makers tested their products and the reliability of these tests were unknown.
Thus, Cautley rewarded those manufacturers that marketed products solely to the
medical community and gave them the benefit of the doubt over those that advertised
direclly to the lay person. Those that affiliated with medical professions acquired a better
reputation than those that shared their knowledge and wares directly with consumers. 48
Caulley's research and ethical guidelines contributed to the 1938 edition of
Dickinson's Control of Conception and an article on the condom industry in The
American Journal of the Medical SCiences. 49 in addition, Cautley presented a paper on
manufacturers' advertising practices at the American Conference on Birth Control in
1934, though he refused to publish the paper because he "popularized the thing" and he
considered "the figures rather meaningless."50 The NCMH allowed researchers open
access to the Standard Project's files and the Project contributed to numerous articles
published about the contraceptive industry. Thus, Caulley received a "pitifully small"

48 Memorandum from R. Caulley, Standards Consultant to the National Committee on
Maternal Health, "Can we save the 'ethical' contraceptive supply concerns from
extinction," April 5, 1935; to Dr. Grace Loveland fro Caulley, November 20, 1935, CGCL; to H. J. Mostyn, Eastern Advertising Manager of AJOG from Cautley, June 25, 1935,
NCMH-CL; Standards Report on the Contraceptive Jelly Industry, April 4, 1935, NCMHCL; Standards Report on Rubber Condoms, March '" 1935, NH-CL.
49 Randolph Caulley, Gilbert Beebe, and Robert L. Dickinson, "Rubber Sheaths as
Venereal Disease Prophylactics: The Relation of Quality and Technique to their
effectiveness," American Journal of the Medical Sciences 195 (1938) 155-163, copy in
CG-CL. The article stressed the condom's use as a venereal disease preventative and
not as a contraceptive.
There is no evidence that Cautley ever submitted the contraceptive jelly report
for publication or if he ever considered publishing it.
50 An incomplete copy of the Cautley's paper, dated June 8, 1934, is in PPFA-SS; A
portion of the paper is reprinted in "Biological and Medical Aspects of Contraception:
Papers and Discussions presented at the American Conference on Birth Control and
National Recovery, January 15-17,1934, MS-LC. Cautley's comments aboutthe paper
appear in his letter to Norman Himes, February 13, 1934, NH-CL.
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number of inquiries, but his work shaped future research an<;l reports published on the
contraceptive industry.

SAFETY AND EFFICACY

We cannot know precisely what proportion of advertised contraceptive methods
were effective; the tests were still being developed and scientists disagreed over the
standards imposed on spermicidal times. Scientists determined a contraceptive's
effectiveness by the amount of time the product took to kill donated sperm (human and
animal) in laboratory studies. In 1941, the standards committee of the National
Committee of Maternal Health approved of products that immobilized sperm within 90

minutes of contact.

In 1947, the AMA's Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry considered

a product an effective contraceptive if the method immobilized sperm within 30 minutes
of initial contact. The Food and Drug Administration seized Lanteen contraceptive jelly in
1947 as a result of a long spermicidal time reported in a study conducted by Dr. Royal
Brown and Dr. Clarence Gamble. Although Lanteen jelly took 292

minutes to immobilize

the sperm, Gamble defended the jelly's effectiveness because the uncertainties of the
test "seem to be too great to justify seizure or exclusion from interstate commerce."
Brown disagreed with Gamble and stated that since Lanteen had never been
considerate or consistent, he hoped the FDA would be successful in their endeavor to
remove Lanteen products from the market. 51

51 Royal L. Brown, MD. and Clarence Gamble, MD., "Studies of Spermicidal Times of
Contraceptive Materials," Human Fertility 8.1 (1943): 9-17; letter to Gamble from C.C.
Fowler, Jan. 18, 1947; Clarence Gamble and Royal Brown, "Suggested article for
Human Fertility: Spermicidal Times and the Law," December 1946; letter to Gamble from
Brown, January 22, 1947; letter to Dickinson from Clarence Gamble, July 10, 1942; all in
RLD-CL.
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Birth control advocates made judgments regarding contraception's safety and
efficacy despite the fact that laboratory tests remained inconclusive and scientists
debated their results. Safe and effective contraception referred not only to the method,
but the moral value placed on those dispensing the method. Advocates linked
dangerous and unreliable methods with untrustworthy and unworthy suppliers:
It is essential that the less privileged groups of the community have available
clinics, doctors, and reliable means at moderate costs so that they will no longer
be preyed upon by quacks, poolroom agents, corner boys, drug store sales
clerks, the bootleg firms who attract the public by latrine stickers, and the
purveyors of dubious articles of 'feminine hygiene' as advertised in the subway,
mail-order catalogues and respectable women's journals. 52
Quacks, advertisers, firms advertising in latrines constituted unworthy, unreliable advice.
Birth control advocates argued that contraceptive information and materials readily
available are unreliable, and those that are reliable are not generally available to poor
women. Although scientific studies showed the condom to be more effective than the
diaphragm, condoms could be purchased through a variety of unscrupulous channels.
Advocates were not simply arguing for effective contraception. Safe and
effective "birth control" meant contraception prescribed by a physician. Planned
Parenthood published a pamphlet in 1938 that stated "medically prescribed ["birth
control"] methods are highly effective and never harmful.,,53 Advocates set up an
equation: safe and effective "birth control" equals medically prescribed methods.
In other words, doctors magically infused products with reliability simply because
they were members of an ethical profession and advertisers dangerously infected
contraceptives because they were not doctors. For example, a physician wrote to
52 Annual meeting of "birth control" Federation of America, Jan. 23-25, 1940, Mark
Starr, educational director of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union speaking
for the labor groups, PPFA-SS.
53 "The Most Important thing in the World," pamphlet published by the Citizens'
Committee for Planned Parenthood, 1938, CG-CL.
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Margaret Sanger that his experience has been that "a great many people usually know
of some bad methods of prevention disseminated by quacks and others of a similar
type, which do a lot of harm and undoubtedly lower the moral standards of the
population."54 A speech at a 1935 birth control conference conveyed the same
opinion:
the most reliable and practical [birth control method) for women of the
underprivileged class cannot be bought at the drug store, or learned from printed
directions. It must be ada&ted to the individual by a physician and its use must
be carefully taught to her. 5
A congressman supporting "birth control" legalization stated:
It is a well-known fact that some methods to prevent conception are obtainable.
They can even be found at corner drug stores. It is simply a question whether
your child and mine and our grandchildren are going to get the information at the
drug store or whether they are going to get it through legitimate and proper
channels. [And) doctors or the hospital today cannot give that information,
without subjecting themselves to the penalty of the law. 56
The Consumers Union published a pamphlet that rated contraceptive brands acceptable
or unacceptable. They categorized Lanteen Blue not acceptable because even though
"no figures on success with this jelly are at hand, the unethical advertising and sales
policy of its manufacturer puts it in the not acceptable class."57 Advocates denounced
all contraceptive supplies sold commercially based on their communication strategies
and regardless of their effectiveness.

54 to Sanger from Dr. AA Brill, October 19,1921, MS-SS.
55 Mr. F. Robertson Jones, address to the Chicago Conference of American "birth
control" League, 1935, quoted in Journal of Family Welfare, ""birth control" Twenty
Years Ago," July 1955, pp. 183-185, CG-CL.
56 Statement of Hon. Walter M. Pierce, a representative in Congress from the state of
Oregon, at the Hearings before a Subcommittee of the committee on the judiciary U.S.
Senate, 73 Congress, 2nd session on S. 1842, March 1, 1934.
57 Consumers Union, "Analysis of Contraceptive Materials," November 1937: 22,
PPFA-SS and CU archives.
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THE NCMH AND COMMERCIAL ADVERTISERS

Cautley advised the NCMH to handle commercial manufacturers very carefully.
"It cannot be ignored," he stated, "that any relations with commercial concerns which
involve any appearance of intimacy or exclusiveness or favoritism or financial
transactions of any kind constitute a peculiar danger to the reputation of the
Committee."58 In fact, the NCMH physically segregated the Standards Program from
the rest of the Committee because of the "nature of the correspondence and contacts."
Caulley operated out of a separate office with its own files and special clerical assistance
to secure the distance between the medical and the commercial. 59
A group of Cautley-defined ethical firms asked Dr. Dickinson, as an influential
medical man, to encourage clinics and physicians to exhibit a preference for the ethical
manufacturers' products. Cautley recommended to Dickinson that the NCMH not involve
itself because the Standards Project only received a small number of inquires so the
NCMH would exert little influence on the buying policies of clinics or physicians. Caulley
added that an aggressive campaign on behalf of the ethical concerns would be
"undignified and unwise."60
Like Sanger, the NCMH found itself balancing their own needs with those of the
layperson. They strongly desired the end of useless contraceptives and feminine
hygiene ads, but they also believed that the commercial vendor deserved recognition
for furthering contraceptive knowledge and research. Gamble stated, "lay
advertising ... had value in bringDng] to the attention of the public that there was such a

58 to Clarence Gamble from Randolph Cautley, June 15, 1935, CG-CL.
59 Memorandum on Contraceptive Standards Program from Dr. Bryant, July 12, 1934,
NCMH-CL.
60 R. Caulley, Standards Consultant to the National Committee on Maternal Health,
"Can we save the 'ethical' contraceptive supply concerns from extinction?" April 5, 1935.
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thing as birth control."61

The NCMH also felt that a large number of the commercial

concerns "manifest[ed] sincere concern in the rational development and improvement of
contraceptive materials."62 Regardless, they remained cautious. Like Sanger's
organizations, adversaries accused the NCMH of being financed by contraceptive
manufacturers and interested in monetary gain. 63
The NCMH kept its distance from commercial manufacturers, but, as with
Sanger, manufacturers sometimes held a different opinion regarding the amount of
distance advocates required. For instance, members of the NCMH's executive
committee published two books in 1932, A Thousand Marriages and Control of
Conception. The Book Division of Durex Products, Inc., a reputable contraceptive
manufacturer, distributed circulars that advertised the two books (among others land
listed the authors' names. To the executive committee's utter disgust, Durex included its
own name in place of the actual publisher and made it appear as though NCMH books
were issued by a dealer in contraceptives. The committee considered the circular
"intolerable'" and "offensive." The Librarian at the New York Academy of Medicine
informed the NCMH that the Control of Conception's publisher, Williams and Wilkins,
followed a routine procedure, a practice followed even among bookdealers of the
highest standing, where publishers provide advertising matter to dealers, omit their own
names and put the name of the dealers in their place. This is done to avoid confusion in

61 cited in Reed 245 from "Minutes of the Medical Committee Meeting," Feb. 8, 1944,
CG-CL.
62 Progress Report for the year ending May, 1938, by Gilbert Beebe, NCMH-CL.
63 Report of Chairman, National Committee for Maternal Health, April 23, 1935, NCMHCL.
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placing orders. The NCMH still protested and demanded that the publisher recall all
advertising circulars and bum them.64
The NCMH carefully investigated Durex and found them highly ethical-- "they deal
only with physiCians and exercise unusual care in verifying all orders for their goods."
Regardless of Durex's ethical standing, it still classified as a commercial manufacturer and
the NCMH could not risk their reputation by openly affiliating with them. The NCMH
immediately passed a policy on dealing with manufacturers. They barred any written
communications regarding the NCMH's opinion on any particular product because they
believed that manufacturers inevitably would use their opinion as advertisements. "The
matter of correspondence and interview with dealers should be regarded as Dr. Dickinson's
personal concern, and that so far as possible communications should be verbal." The written
word served as proof that the NCMH communicated with commercial manufacturers. "It is
too much like showing your hand in poker," Cautley stated. 65
The NCMH refused to risk its reputation by publicly praising or openly affiliating
with the commercial concerns. This became evident once again in 1938 when Fortune
magazine published a widely cited and highly acclaimed article, based on the Standard
Project's files, that severely criticized feminine hygiene advertisers and the entire
commercial contraceptive field. Fortune magazine utilized the Project's research, but
ignored Gilbert Beebe's (Cautley's successor) important factual revisions. "The
opportunity presented for telling the story of the contraceptive industry was appreciably
neglected," Beebe complained, "the net result was emphasis and dramatization beyond

64 Minutes of the NCMH Executive Committee meeting, January 14,1932 and January
22,1932, NCMH-CL.
65 National Committee on Maternal Health, Minutes of Special Meeting of the Executive
Committee, January 14, 1932, NCMH-CL; to Gamble from Cautley, June 15, 1935, CGCL.
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proportion to the importance and character of the industry." The NCMH declined
Fortune's offer for prominent citation and thereafter consistently refused to assist or
identify with any contraceptive articles written for the lay audience. The NCMH kept its
praise of the commercial industry and condemnation of the Fortune article to itself.66
Although the NCMH consisted of reputable physicians, individual reputations were not
strong enough to overthrow the risk that affiliations with commercial manufacturers
presented to the birth control movement.

MEDICAL APPROVAL

In June, 1937, the American Medical Association finally accepted its newly
acquired responsibility issued by the One Package Decision a year earlier that granted
physicians the right to disseminate contraceptive information at their own discretion, and
recognized "birth control" as a responsible and important part of normal sexual hygiene
for married people. They issued a report that recommended the scientific investigation
of contraceptive material and that medical schools teach "birth control". One month

66 "The Accident of Birth," Fortune, February 1938, pp. 83-86, 108-114; Gilbert Beebe,
Progress report for the year ending May 1938; Report of Dr. Raymond Squier, executive
secretary of the NCMH, to the Board of Directors and guests at the annual meeting of
the NCMH, May 16,1938, both in NCMH-CL.
Fortune's survey of the commercial contraceptive industry is the standard cite for
birth control histories. Thus, birth control historians are relying on a flawed source for
details regarding the commercial contraceptive industry and promoting a biased and
inaccurate view of the contraceptive field in the 1920s and 1930s. See "The Business of
Birth," JAMA 110 (1938): 513; David Kennedy, Birth Control in America The Career of
Margaret Sanger (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970) 212-213; Chesler 299;
James Reed, "Doctors, Birth control, and Social Values, 1830-1970," The Therapeutic
Revolution: Essays in the Social Historv of Human Medicine, eds., Morris J. Vogel and
Charles E. Rosenberg (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1979):109-134.
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later, Sanger publicly announced the dissolution of the NCFLB -- "its work
accomplished."67
The NCFLB could not formally continue to work towards the doctors-only bill
because Sanger stated "the general consensus of opinion is that we have gotten what
we set out to try to get." Further action would make it appear that the One Package
Decision was not a decisive victory. The NCFLB folded because as one of its lawyers
stated, "It would not look successful if we do not do so." Sanger expressed concern to
her colleagues that the court decision was not enough and that "we will never be free
from worry until Sec. 211 [of the obscenity statute] is redrafted and classified." The
NCFLB consulted the Chairman of the House judiciary about the likelihood of legislative
progress. He told them that a bill would not have a chance to get through in the next
four years and added, "if I were you people, I would just go right ahead and act as if it
were all settled." Sanger initiated a volunteer Committee in Washington to watch
legislation and requested that they send an "SOS" if anything happened. 68
After the dissolution, Sanger announced a nationwide educational campaign to
push hospitals to include contraceptive services and inform the medical profession and
the public about their new legal rights. Advocates still fought hard to convince the AMA
to take advantage of the One Package Decision and exercise their legal right to
disseminate contraception. Even after the AMA formally recognized contraception as
medical, they still warned its members that the One Package decision did not fully
protect physicians. In 1939, after the One Package Decision and after AMA approved of
67 Chesler: 374. Sanger did not retire from the birth control movement. In 1938 she
organized a Committee on public Progress to pressure Congress for public funding of
contraception through increases in the Social Security Act.
68 to Hazel Moore from Sanger, March 30, 1938, PPFA-SS; Rough notes on minutes of
meeting, April 23, 1937, MS-SS; Minutes of Special Meeting of the Board of Directors of
the NCFLB, November 9, 1936, MS-SS.
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contraception, AMA's Bureau of Investigation refused to answer inquiries about
contraceptives and cited the Postal laws as the reason.
It is true that much information relating the prevention of conception is
disseminated through the mails, without prosecutions resulting. I have never felt
justified, however, in advising the Association to ignore the laws governing such
matters, so long as it is impossible to tell when and where they will be
enforced. 69
The AMA also declined to allow a "birth control" exhibition at its 1939 annual conference
because "the subject of birth control is still a highly controversial issue."70 The same
year Hygeia, AMA's lay journal, refused to publish articles on contraception because the
editor, Dr. Morris Fishbein, felt that the AMA could not risk prosecution. The AMA
believed that the One Package decision had little effect on the physicians since the
ruling technically applied only within New York, Connecticut, and Vermont, the states
within the jurisdiction of the circuit court.71
Meanwhile, the NCMH consistently lobbied the AMA to issue the same kinds of
reports they issued on other drugs. In 1939, the Council of Pharmacy and Chemistry
and the Council of Physical Therapy organized a "Council's Committee on
Contraceptives" and appointed Dr. Clarence Gamble as chairman. The contraceptive
council published research in JAMA that Gamble financed, but the council did not have
authorization to test and standardize contraception.72 The NCMH virtually forced the
69 letter to "Madam" signed William C. Woodward, Director of Bureau of Legal Medicine
and Legislation, AMA, January 6, 1939; also see letter to "Madam" from the AMA
Bureau of Investigation, signed Morris Fishbein, editor of Hygeia 18 Nov. 1938, both in
PPFA-SS.
70 to Dr. Matsner from Will C. Braun, March 8, 1939; Minutes of Medical Department
Committee Meeting, "birth control" Federation of America, March 21, 1939, both in
PPFA-SS.
71 to Arthur K. DaviS from William Woodward, January 10, 1939, PPFA-SS.
72 "Standards for Contraceptive Products Adopted by the American Medical
Association," Human Fertility Sept. 1944: 90; JAMA 111 (1938): 1767; JAMA 112
(1939): 1311-1314; JAMA 113 (1940): 2115.
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AMA into action in July 1941 when they closed their Standards Division, stopped testing
contraceptives, and wrote letters to the Council of Pharmacy and Chemistry pressuring
them to take over. 73 At its annual meeting that year, the Council on Pharmacy and
Chemistry appointed a committee on contraception to evaluate the contraceptive drugs
already in the field. The Council on Physical Therapy agreed to cooperate and review
contraceptive appliances. However, the executive secretary of the Council on Physical
Therapy warned Clarence Gamble that little effort would be spent on the study of
contraceptive devices in the near future'? 4
Indeed, the AMA moved slowly. It took the Council two years to release any
information on the contraceptive industry. In the December 18,1943 issue of JAMA, the
Council authorized Dr. Robert Dickinson's report on conception control and a statement
on "actions and uses" of seven contraceptives that the Council gave early consideration.
The AMA finally included contraceptives in their 1944 New and Nonofficial Remedies-the first time an official medical body adopted criteria and standards for contraceptive
products. A year later, the AMA's Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry formally voted at
their annual meeting "to adhere to its rule number three on the question of advertising

73 enclosure in letter of Dr. Stuart Mudd, August 12, 1941, included in letter to Kenneth
Rose from Dr. Clair Folsome; to Dr. Theodore Klumpp, secretary of the Council on
Pharmacy and Chemistry from Folsome, July 16, 1941; Interviews of C.J. Gamble with
the Council on Physical Therapy and Contraceptive Products, January 7,1942, all in
PPFA-SS.
74 "Annual Meeting of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry," JAMA, 118 (1942)
617; "Standards for Contraceptive Products adopted by the American Medical
Association," Human Fertility Sept. 1944: 90; Editorial, Human Fertility Sept. 1944: 80;
Minutes of Board of Directors Meeting, Planned Parenthood, March 5,1942; To Kenneth
Rose from Dr. Morris Fishbein, January 26, 1942; Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry,
JAMA 123 (1943) 1043; Interviews of C.J. Gamble with the Council on Physical Therapy
and Contraceptive Products, January 7, 1942, all in PPFA-SS.
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contraceptive products. Thus, such agents when advertised to the public are not eligible
for. ..inclusion in the NNR."75
To obtain the prestigious AMA approval, contraceptive manufacturers needed to
confine their advertising to medical channels (although manufacturers were not required
to submit their products for approval). The American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology had already censored their own ads in the 1930s and doctors applauded
their effort. In a letter to the editor in JAMA, one doctor wrote,
these mark the beginning of a program for the control by the medical profession
of contraception as a recognized part of preventive medicine, for the primary
object of such selective advertisement is not the negative one of censorship but
the positive one of informing the doctor of reliable measures. 76
Large drug manufacturers welcomed the censorship. The "proper and honest"
manufacturer lost business to manufacturers that promoted directry to the layperson and
often forced the ethical-ai-heart to resort to such dirty advertising methods.?7
It had been difficult to draw a fine line between ethical and unethical
manufacturers. Some "birth control" manufacturers claimed to sell and advertise only to
the medical profession, but created subsidiaries with different names to appeal directly
to the public. Firms that straddled the fence between unethical and ethical sold to clinics
and to retail drug stores and also advertised directly to the public. Since they made
profits from their drug store distribution, these un/ethical firms could afford to slash their
clinic prices in exchange for the prestige of clinic patronage. Those firms that solicited
75 "Annual Meeting of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry," Journal of the
American Medical Association 128 (1945): Fishbein, pp. 865-873. The same rule
applied to all drugs approved by the AMA.
76 Journal of the American Medical Association 13 October 1934: 1169.
77 letter to Chairman of Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry from O.S. Gibbs, Plough
Inc., February 20,1942, PPFA-SS; see Standards Report, April 4, 1935, p. 5; R.
Caulley, Standards Consultant to the National Committee on Maternal Health, "Can we
save the 'ethical' contraceptive supply concerns from extinction," April 5, 1935, both in
NCMH-CL.
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business exclusively to the medical profession chose prestige over profit and had no
other profitable outlets. As a result, the "ethical" firms could not afford to lower their
prices to compete with the un/ethical firms and could no longer afford advertising solely
to the medical profession. Some "ethical" firms began advertising the same product to
both medical and non-medical markets. Others started marketing the same product
behind different labels -- one exclusively to the medical profession and one directed to
the layperson. Thus, survival depended less on a product's chemical make-up than its
communication strategies. 78
AMA's guidelines permitted "ethical" manufacturers the financial privilege to
advertise exclusively in their journals. Meanwhile, the "unethical" remained virtually free
to roam elsewhere -- free until the government or Post Office caught up with them. By
1945, the medical community had erected boundaries that identified outsiders and
served as specialized brokerage institution to identify safe and accurate "birth control"
information. The medical expert was born.

A CLEAN. UNITED IMAGE

"Birth control" advocacy shifted focus after the One Package Decision and after
the AMA considered "birth control" part of medicine. World War II strengthened the
appeal for population control through family planning and de-emphasized contraception
as a means of expanding women's rights. :'Birth control" organizations united and the
movement assimilated to the war effort by focusing on "birth control"'s contribution to
national strength. Public advertisements approved by Planned Parenthood, the Post

78 see Standards Report, April 4, 1935, p. 5; Memorandum from R. Caulley, Standards
Consultant to the National Committee on Maternal Health, "Can we save the 'ethical'
contraceptive supply concerns from extinction," AprilS, 1935.
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Office, and the American Medical Association in the 1940s conveyed the importance of
family planning but did not relate any information about "birth control" products except
that a woman could walk into her doctor's office and learn. Advertisements no longer
represented a separate and competing source of "birth control" information. A united
image formed and included four formerly disparate entities -- birth control advocates, the
Post Office, feminine hygiene advertisers, and physicians.

ADVOCATES
Morris Ernst, Dr. Hannah Stone's defense lawyer in the One Package case,
announced that the One Package Decision removed ali federal restrictions on the
marketing and advertising of contraceptives. Ernst, a distinguished lawyer specializing
in free speech cases, expressed the same optimism after the One Package decision as
he declared when he defended James Joyce's' Ulysses in 1933. "Writers need no
longer seek refuge in euphemisms," he stated after the United States District Court
exonerated Ulysses. "They may now describe basic human functions without fear of the
law."79 Ernst insisted that the One Package decision removed any justification for
"advertiSing contraceptives as anything but what they are."80 Writers and advertisers
still sought refuge in euphemisms after both momentous judicial decisions and Ernst
continued to defend sexual euphemism'S naked reference. Ernst urged advertisers to
test the decision, confident that the law protected the honest and direct advertiser, but
advertisers rernained wary. The advertising journal Tide predicted after the One
Package decision that "they'll be no immediate flood of contraceptive advertising, it's
79 quote in Walter Kendrick, The Secret Museum (New York: Viking Books, 1987) 182.
80 Morris Ernst and Gwendolyn Pickett, "Birth control in the Courts, a resume of legal
decisions clarifying and interpreting existing statutes," prepared for the National Legal
Committee, Planned Parenthood Federation of America, October 1942, AS-CL.
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safe to say. If any develops, it will be slow and cautious, just as all taboo-bucking copy
has been."81
In 1938, Congress revised the 1906 Pure Food and Drug law and included
contraception in their definition of "drug."82 The law's Wheeler-Lea amendment gave
the Federal Trade Commission authority to issue cease and desist orders against false
advertising claims. The new Federal and Drug law became effective on January 1, 1940.
A few weeks after, Tide reported that "no publisher had done more than coquette with
the idea of running out & out contraceptive advertising, partly for fear of snarling
themselves up in religious taboos, partly for reasons of taste."83
Ernst fought the commercial advertiser's battle virtually alone. He felt that the
movement should support contraceptive advertising to the lay person and continually
suggested that the birth control movement apply their energies to promote lay
advertising without euphemisms. But advocates disagreed over the movement's future.
Charles Scribner, one of Ernst's colleagues, figured that the manufacturers could be
trusted to safeguard their own interests. 84 Dr. Stone felt that the effects of
contraceptive advertising to consumers would be catastrophic

81 "Birth control," Tide 1 Jan. 1937: 11.
82 for discussion on whether the law includes contraception in its definition of drug, see
William S. McWilliams, Esq., "The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act," Human
Fertility Feb. 1940: 26-29; Mckinnon's notes on her interview with Dr. J.J. Durrett, Chief
of Drug Division of Pure Food and Drug, January 30, 1937; Mckinnon's notes on
interview with C.W. Crawford, Chief of Interstate division of the Food and Drug
Administration, February 5,1937; Report by Edna McKinnon, February 12,1937; memo
to Sanger from McKinnon, February 15,1937, all Mckinnon's reports and memos in MSLC; also see, Milton Handler, "The Control of False Advertising under the Wheeler-Lea
Act," Law and Contemporary Problems Winter 1939: 91-110.
83 "Birth control," Tide 15 Jan. 1940: 32.
84 Minutes from Meeting of Legal Advisory Committee, May 1936, MS-LC; also see
notes from Florence Rose to Sanger, May 5, 1937;
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since it would without question encourage self-medication, which is certain to be
dangerous. The situation is bad enough now, she says, with women using not
only ineffective but harmful devices, which are now advertised by implication. 85
In an NCFLB board of directors' meeting concerning the One Package decision, Ernst
advised Sanger to get an ad printed in a magazine which stated, "Go to your doctor and
ask for our contraceptive so and so." Ernst continually broached the topic to Sanger,
but she stated, "I will support no more movements or bills." Sanger felt that the time had
come for other groups to take some initiative and responsibility for "birth control's" future.
She was anxious that the government standardize contraceptive materials and control
advertising, but when she received inquiries, like one frorn the Women's Joint
Congressional Committee, she commented, "why don't they get going on their own."86
Ernst believed that only through commercial advertiSing in the lay press could
there be hope for large scale "saving of life and health through contraception." He
added, "maybe it is an exaggeration to say that this is the only method, but at least it is
my opinion that by such a method,decades of public ignorance and public misery can
be avoided."87 Ernst advocated strongly for widespread contraceptive advertising that
urged women to ask their doctors for contraceptive advice. Morris Ernst's ad finally
appeared in the New York Herald Tribune's magazine section, This Week, on May 4,
1941. Whittaker labs sponsored the ad which urged readers with the headline, "For birth
control advice consult your doctor. The copy read:

85 Tide, 1 Jan. 1937: 10.
86 Address given at the Dinner meeting of the conference on Contraceptive Research
and Clinical Practice, at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York City, Dec. 29, 1936, by Morris
Ernst, reprinted in National Birth Control News 1. 3 (1937): 5-7, copy found in MS-SS;
letter to Albert D. Lasker from Ernst, Oct. 19, 1943, MS-LC; Rough notes on Minutes of
Meeting, April 23, 1937, MS-SS; Minutes of Special Meeting of the Board of Directors of
the NCFLB, November 9, 1936, MS-SS. Minutes of unspecified meeting, May 28, 1936,
MS-SS; Report to Sanger from Edna Rankin McKinnon, January 29, 1937, MS-LC.
87 . letter to Albert D. Lasker from Morris Ernst, October 19,1945, MS-LC.
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Years of sCientific research have produced methods which are effective harmless and easy to use. A physician can readily determine the method best
suited for you,
The ad did not promote a specific product and the AMA officially approved the ad. The
Tribune contracted to print the ad once a month in their magazine for one year.88
Ernst's campaign for contraceptive advertising attracted the attention of Albert
Lasker, the advertising legend and former-president of Lord and Thomas advertising
agency. Albert was no stranger to the "birth control" cause and not adverse to
challenging social taboos, but apparently he kept his advertising and "birth control"
interests separate. He and his wife, Mary, were strong supporters of the birth control
movement and were the largest individual donors to American family planning programs
in the 1940s. In his hey-day in the 1920s, Lasker's agency introduced consumers to
Lucky Strike cigarettes and Kotex sanitary napkins. Lucky Strike ads challenged the
taboo against associating women with Cigarettes and provoked the candy industry with
their slogan, "Reach for a Lucky instead of a Sweet." Lasker considered the Kotex
campaign a "simon-pure" advertising triumph, achieved in the face of a tabooed topic
that "admitted no definite descriptive words in the headlines.',89 Though Lasker thrived
on taboo bucking copy, he kept away from "birth control" advertising untH1943, after he
retired as Lord and Thomas president.90
88 "New York Tribune runs ad on Birth Control," Drug Trade News 2 June 1941: 13;
Warren L. Bassett, "Birth Control Ad is Criticized in Kentucky," Editor and Publisher 17
May 1941, reprinted in PPFA-SS without page number.
89 Chesler 388; Marchand 22; Stephen Fox, The Mirror Makers: A History of American
Advertising and Its Creators (New York: Vintage, 1985): 113-117.
Lasker inspired a generation of advertisers to the extent that historians refer to
the Progressive Era as "the age of Lasker." For i.e., see Fox 49-65.
90 Lasker liquidated his stock for $10 million in January 1943 and three of his workers
bought it and named the agency Foote, Cone, and Belding. See Fox 170-171; His first
letter to Ernst is On October 14, 1943. He and his wife strongly supported Margaret
Sanger throughout her career. When Sanger did not receive the Nobel Peace Prize,
Mary Lasker insisted in 1950 that Planned Parenthood present Sanger with the Lasker
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Lasker urged the Pepsodent company, of which he was one of the founders, to
manufacture a superior contraceptive and advertise it directly to the lay person. He
shared Ernst's enthusiasm that "only through advertising by a manufacturer can existing
taboos against it be broken and medically advised planned parenthood become widely
known and possible for every family." Lasker developed three advertising samples and
presented them to Ernst for his opinion before the Pepsodent company committed itself
to contraceptive manufacturing. He wrote to Ernst, "should you feel that you could not
sustain the advertising, we would not go into the contraceptive field, even though our
investigations have shown it is a profitable one." Lasker wanted assurance that Ernst
could successfully defend the Pepsodent company in court if the Post Office banned the
lay contraceptive ads. Lasker insisted that he and his collegeagues were interested in
the cause, not the profit. 91
Ernst critiqued the ads and circulated them to other birth control advocates.
Ernst and the other critics generally approved the ad entitled, "A Plea for Healthier
Mothers and Better Babies." One ad received the harshest criticism from all the
advocates:
The mood of the ad with its exdamation pOints and questions marks ... associate it
in the public mind and in the mind of government officials, with the innumerable

prize in medicine, the prize she and her husband established for pioneering work in
family planning (See Chesler 417).
Although Lasker scrupulously challenged advertising taboos in relation to
sanitary napkins and Cigarettes, perhaps he remained sensitive to Sanger's distaste for
feminine hygiene advertising and kept his agency out of the field. In 1940, he asked
Planned Parenthood what they were dOing about the feminine hygiene ads in the
Montgomery Ward and Sears catalogue. Apparently, he shared "birth control"
advocate's distaste for the euphemistic advertiSing. See memo to Dr. Morris from
Charles Magill Smith, September 23, 1940, PPFA-SS.
91 to Ernstfrom Lasker, October 14,1943, MS-LC;
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phony ads which have followed somewhat the same technique in connection
with what is euphemistically called 'feminine hygiene. 92
Birth control advocates did not forbid all contraceptive advice directed towards the lay
person -- only the advice littered with evidence that contraception builds (sexual)
excitement. An exclamation mark communicates enthusiasm and implies that the
message is not a serious, medical one.
Even when commercial manufacturers dressed the message to fit the
movement's ideology, birth control advocates still kept their distance. Exclamation and
question marks aside, commercial manufacturers were still commercial manufacturers.
A Planned Parenthood employee added at the bottom of his critique, "the federation
should not be mentioned of course, in recording approval of final copy."93 "The
federation" refers to the Planned Parenthood Federation of America, the united front that
the birth control movement erected after the One Package decision and AMA approval.
The birth control movement entered into a new phase where they promoted
contraception as a mother's responsibility to her family and to her country.
The One Package decision dissolved the major difference between Sanger's
groups and the ABCl (the ABCl felt that the doctors-only bill was unnecessary) and the
groups decided that it was economically feasible and politically wise to unite. 94

Sanger

reunited with the American Birth Control league in 1938 when the ABCl and Sanger's
92 ads found in PPFA-SS; to lasker from Ernst, October 19,1943, MS-lC; memo to Mr.
Rose from A.C. Klein re: advertisements in "Cormay laboratories," October 29, 1943,
PPFA-SS; memo to Mr. Rose from Dr. Pierce re: attached ads, November 1, 1943,
PPFA-SS; quote in Ernst's letter to lasker, but the other advocates wrote notes on one
anther's memos and agreed with Ernst's comment.
The critics suggested that they rernove the statement in ad #1 and ad #2 that the
rnind is affected when women have too many babies and that they remove the
statement "carried by reliable druggists" in ad #2. Ernst felt that the druggist reference
invited attack because it took away from the doctor's authority.
93 memo to Mr. Rose from Dr. Pierce re: attached ads, November 1, 1943, PPFA-SS.
94 Birth control advocacy groups received funding from essentially the same sources -the Milbank Memorial Fund, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Carnegie Foundation.
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Clinical Research Bureau merged into the Birth Control Federation of America. The
merger took over a year of negotiation and required a public relations firm, John Price
Jones, Inc., to mediate. A committee comprised of the ABCl, the Clinical Research
Bureau, and the NCMH named Sanger as honorary chairman of the merged
organization, appointed Richard N. Pierson, M.D. (former head of the ABCl) as active
president, and chose D. Kenneth Rose (of John Price Jones) to become the national
director.
Rose felt that complete public acceptance of the birth control movement
depended on a new image. In 1942 the Federation changed its name to Planned
Parenthood, a name chosen by Rose, because "Planned Parenthood" connoted a
"positive" contraceptive program. As he explained, family planning suggested child
spacing rather than avoidance of children, while "birth control" was still a "fighting" word.
Sanger strongly objected to the new name because it had no force or conviction. The
word "control" meant power to regulate, but what did "planning" mean? Her niece Olive
remarked, "family planning for what, for summer vacations?" Rose streamlined Planned
Parenthood and fought to establish institutional credibility, family values, and patriotism.
He also adopted a policy that avoided religious controversy and emphasized only the
health and social values of family planning. Sanger never lost interest in Planned
Parenthood and the "birth control" cause, but with the nation's attention on the war and
Rose's cautious moves, she voluntarily retreated from the spotlight. 95
In line with its new image, Rose urged Planned Parenthood to promote
"institutional" advertising rather than "product" advertising. He stated,
I have become more and more impressed with the fact that there are very few
commercial firms in this field which are entirely reputable and also have been
95 Reed 264-266; Chesler 392-395 (Olive quote from p. 393); Gordon 344-345.
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impressed by the degree of suspicion even these hold for each other. The way
they market their products is also questionable and I question the amount of
good that a single ad of this type might do in prompting many firms and the many
products to be brought before the public when they are good or bad. On the
other hand dignified advertising will establish standards and will establish one or
more of the best companies as the leaders in the field. 96
He added that Planned Parenthood was not in a position to recommend a particular
product because the number of medically approved products were limited and much
work still remained to be done to educate the public on the importance of "birth controL"
Planned Parenthood's major objective was no longer convincing physicians that "birth
control" was medical, but persuading the government to include "birth control" in state
and national public health programs.
In March 1941, the National Committee on Planned Parenthood sponsored ads
in the New York Times and other local newspapers to focus public attention on the need
for planned parenthood among families with less than $1000 yearly income. The
headline read, "Planned Parenthood for National Health" and featured a "gay
photograph of a healthy and happy young mother and child." The ad stated:
To these families information on planned parenthood through birth control has
been least available. In the American democracy it is clearly up to thoughtful
citizens to see that information about child-spacing is made available not only to
the privileged few but to mothers and fathers in homestead, mining districts,
slums and migrant camps -- ALL American citizens -- all who need it for their
health and well-being.
"Institutional" advertising signaled a new phase in the American birth control movement
in which the major objective became to convince government agenCies that planned
parenthood served the nation's interests. The image of healthy woman and healthy child
promoted the idea that women wished to space their pregnancies, not avoid pregnancy

96 Memo to Mrs. Damon from DK Rose, November 20, 1940, PPFA-SS. also see
memo to Mrs. Damon from Charles Smith, November 25, 1940, also in PPFA-SS.
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completely. A healthy family bred a healthy nation. The approved ads either featured a
mother and child or a woman and her doctor -- the husband remained conspicuously
absent. Planned Parenthood officially severed contraception's public tie to sexual
relations between a husband and wife. The decision to practice contraception was
between a mother and her doctor to save her country -- not her marriage. 97
In September 1940, Planned Parenthood announced that "one of the first birth
control advertisements in a magazine directed to the general public" appeared in The
American Baby: A Monthly Magazine for Mothers and Babies. Approximately 12,000
customers of the American Diaper service receive the magazine as part of the service.
Whittaker laboratories sponsored the ad and stated "If you are seeking reliable
information about birth control -- consult your physician, the only one qualified to give
you advice on this important matter. .. Do not risk your health. Products advertised to the
public may be worthless and even harmful."98 Planned Parenthood's announced that
the Whittaker ad was one of the first "birth control" ads directed towards the layperson -and the Post Office left it alone.

THE POST OFFICE

97 "46 Noted Citizens Advertise Planned Parenthood for National Health," news release
for Tuesday March 18, 1941, National Committee for Planned Parenthood, PPFA-SS;
Warren L. Bassett, "Birth Control Advertised," Editor and Publisher 22 March 1941,
PPFA-SS; Warren L. Bassett, "Birth Control Ad is Criticized in Kentucky," Editor and
Publisher 17 May 1941, PPFA-SS; Mabel Travis Wood, "Public Information Plan, 19391949," Birth Control Federation of America, June 12,1939, CG-CL.
98 The American Baby: A Monthly Magazine for Mothers and Babies 1. 3 (1940); "Birth
Control Advertising," August 23, 1949, both in PPFA-SS.
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The federal Post Office still confiscated contraceptive information that they
considered a violation of the Comstock law. In 1941, they banned a Consumers Union
(CU) contraceptive information pamphlet from the mail on this basis. CU began
publishing a report in 1937 that evaluated the contraceptive products on the market and
sent a copy to members who signed a statement that stated, "I am married and use
prophylactic materials on the advice of a physician." CU updated the report every few
years and mailed it to the appropriate subscribers. The Post Office's ban was upheld in
the United States District Court in January 1944, but the decision was reversed later that
year by the Court of Appeals. The case established the right of a specific group of
laymen -- CU members who were married and who use contraceptives on the advice of
the physician -- to receive contraceptive information through the mails.99
The contraceptive report evaluated a number of commercial products on the
market and listed "Approved" and "Not Approved" brands based on tests conducted by
NCMH's standard program. CU apparently utilized Cautley's standards and substituted
advertising practices for spermicidal tests if the tests had not been conducted. Lanteen
Blue fell under the "not acceptable" category -- "while no figures on success with this
jelly are at hand, the unethical advertising and sales policy of its manufacturer puts it in
the not acceptable class."1 00 Consumers Union sent drafts of the report to Dr. Robert

99 Consumer Reports, May 1943: 115, 132-134; July 1943: 190-191; October 1943:
276-77; February 1944: 31; April 1944: 87, 108-109; August 1944: 198,222; October
1944: 255, 277-278; March 1945: 59, 78-81; "Consumers Union," Tide, 1 Feb. 1944 and
15 Oct. 1944; Editorial, "The Evaluation of Commercial Contraceptives," The Journal of
Contraception June/July 1937: 133; Norman Katz, "Consumers Union: The Movement
and the Magazine, 1936-1957," diss., Rutgers University,1977: 124-125; Reed: 240241.
100 Consumers Union, "Analysis of Contraceptive Materials," November 1937, back
page, PPFA-SS.
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Dickinson and other members of the NCMH and modified it in response to their
criticisms. For instance, NCMH's Gilbert Beebe remarked that
while it is entirely true that chaos exists in contraceptive materials and that the
consumer has little or no knowledge to guide him, it is equally true that the
undeveloped criteria for the evaluation of contraceptive materials do not permit
the degree of certainty and definitiveness of line with which your report presents
information on commercial brands. 101
In response, the Consumers Union listed the products alphabetically and inserted the
statement,
the ratings that follow embody the most authoritative information available to
Consumers Union relating the various products listed. But they should be
accepted in full understanding of the fact that existing data are by no means
conclusive .... ln view of the relative inaccessibility to lay people of most literature
discussing contraceptives, it is hoped that the ratings below will prove useful
within the limits that have been set for them.1 02

The CU staff carefully adhered to medical recommendations and physicians approved
the final report.
The Contraceptive Report's scientific treatment of the subject provided the
booklet with redeeming value that helped vindicate it in court. CU lawyers argued that
the pamphlet was written in a much more conservative manner than material concerning
the same subject published in Fortune magazine and Reader's Digest, each of which
was permitted to circulate unencumbered. The Appeals Court asserted that the
contraceptive report "was proper in character and meaning" and compared the report's
style with Dickinson's "Conception Control" article in JAMA. The Court declared its duty

101 letter to Arthur Kallet, Director of Consumers' Union from Gilbert Beebe, May 11,
1937, CG-CL.
102 Consumers Union, "Analysis of Contraceptive Materials," November 1937, pp. 1819, PPFA-SS and CU archives. Same statement, somewhat modified, appears in the
1945 updated report, also in PPFA-SS and CU archives.
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to "avoid absurdity and injustice," and followed the interpretation adopted in the One
Package decision that "Congress did not intend to exclude from the mails properly
prepared information intended for properly qualified people." For the first time, the
judiciary included married couples as properly qualified to directly receive contraceptive
information. 103
The pamphlet did not camouflage "birth control" with euphemisms, but the
pamphlet still maintained a scientific detachment. CU's report marked a first "contraceptive information written by the layman for the layman. But in 1945 CU revised
the pamphlet and made a staff of physicians the authors. CU replaced the statement
that "this report is issued by Consumers Union ... " with "this report is issued by the
Medical Advisory Committee of Consumers Union." The revised edition included some
updated information. The major difference was that CU had learned the lesson that birth
control advocates struggled so hard to teach -- that medical information is more valuable
than non-medical information, even if the information was essentially the same.
Birth control advocates separated the valuable from the worthless and unlike
Comstockians, made fine distinctions and only discarded information that did not fall on
the proper, scientific side. Few advocates were willing to match Comstock's
voraciousness and declare that no "birth control" information, no matter how illicit and
filthy, deserved to be censored. 104 The birth control movement publicly veered away
from birth control's sexualliberaling possibilites and emphasized social consequences

103 Consumers Union v. Frank J. Walker, Postmaster General of the United States, US
Court of Appeal, September 25, 1944, reprinted in Consumer Reports, October 1944:
277-278.
104 Mary Ware Dennett is one notable exception.
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that physicians would recognize as relevant to to their professional interests.
Advocates fought against opponents who argued that amending the Comstock laws
would "be the greatest blow ever delivered to monogamy -- the climax of the evolution of
centuries upon centuries of sex experience.',1 05 The birth control movement certainly
did not overthrow monogamy; the movement created an exclusive, long and lasting
relationship between women and their doctors.

MEDICINE'S "OTHER" -. FEMININE HYGIENE ADVERTISEMENTS
The combination of the new Food and Drug law, the One Package Decision and
AMA approval issued narrow guidelines within which advertisers could promote "birth
control," but "feminine hygiene" advertisers remained virtually free. The feminine
hygiene euphemism still provided advertisers room to negotiate their products' potential.
Advertising and Selling included "feminine hygiene" in its "check list of FTC taboos," but
advertisers tested their boundaries and continually forced the FTC to make the taboo list
longer. Feminine hygiene advertisers never stated that their products were effective
contraceptives; the advertisers always implied their products' contraceptive properties
behind euphemisms. The FTC attempted to chip away at all the possible phrases that
linked feminine hygiene to contraception, but advertisers simply invented more. 106
The Zonite Corporation, for instance, still advertised their Zonite liquid and
Zonitors suppository for feminine hygiene even though the FTC issued them and their
ad agency, H.W. Kasor & Sons, a cease and desist order in May 1944. The FTC
ordered them to
105 statement of Canon William Sheafer Chase, of the International Reform Federation,
included in Hearings Before a Subcommittee on the Judiciary US Senate, 72nd
Congress, 1st Session on S.4436, May 1932.
106 "Check list of FTC taboos," Advertising and Selling April 1940: 48-50; New Checklist
of FTC taboos, Advertising and Selling July 1941: 42.
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cease and desist from disseminating any advertisement representing that the
preparations destroy all germs or bacteria in the genital tract. .. and from
representing that they constitute contraceptives unless it is clearly revealed that it
is not always possible for the preparations to contact all spermatozoa in the
genital tract. 107
Zonite addressed the problem and no longer promised that their product destroyed all
bacteria; instead they stated that Zonite and Zonitors "kills every germ it touches."
You know it's not always possible to contact all germs in the tract. But you can
FEEL CONFIDENT that ZONITE immediately kills every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. 108
The Zonite Corporation changed the wording in their ads and continued to advertise
Zonite and Zonitors for feminine hygiene into the 1950s.
Prominent women's magazines like McCall's and Redbook stopped accepting
feminine hygiene advertisements in the 1930s. McCall's told Planned Parenthood that
"we do not accept...the advertising of any product which in the copy claims to be, directly
or indirectly, a contraceptive. Even the advertising of certain products which hide behind
the term 'feminine hygiene' we will not accept. This policy has been in effect for more
than ten years and as of today there is no indication that it will be changed."109
Cosmopolitan and the tabloid magazines continued to accept feminine hygiene
advertisements in the 1950s.

107 Federal Trade Commission Actions, Zonite Products, Journal of Contraception,
June 1944: 62. In 1939, Zonite voluntarily changed its Zonite label in response to the
1938 Pure Food and Drug Act. They included the product's formula and omitted the
phrase, "no other germicide or antiseptic has ever been tested so carefully," but kept
feminine hygiene as one of its uses. See "New Dress," Tide, 15 May 1939: 36-37.
108 Modern Screen Apr. 1949: 107 (Zonite ad) and p. 117 (Zonitors ad).
109 Planned Parenthood Contraceptive Industry Report, n.d., PPFA-SS. The last ad
that I located in McCalis was in 1934, so they probably started to reject feminine hygiene
ads in 1935. Planned Parenthood formed in 1942 and the statement said that the policy
has been in effect for more than ten years. Thus Planned Parenthood probably issued
the report around 1946.
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Feminine hygiene advertisers continually constructed ways to express the "birth
control" taboo through other, more permissible communicative forms and made it
virtually impossible for the FTC to stop them. Advertisers still provided contraceptive
information directly to the lay person and still used sexual allure to sell it. The tabooed
advertisements that used the grotesque body to sell contraception did not disappear.
The difference between the 1950s and the 1930s was that feminine hygiene
advertisers and birth control advocates lost their power. Advertisers and advocates no
longer set the basic terms on which contraceptive information became available to the
public. The AMA monopolized the power to disseminate contraceptive information
because they fixed the rules by which "birth control" knowledge became publicly
accessible. The AMA dominated the "birth control" field when they announced that they
would not approve contraceptives that manufacturers advertised directly to the
layperson. After 1945, "birth control" referred to AMA approved methods. "Feminine
hygiene" designated contraceptives that the AMA did not consider "birth controL" Thus,
advocates no longer defined "birth control" by what it was not -- not feminine hygiene,
they defined it according to AMA guidelines. The "birth control" industry referred to
contraceptive manufacturers that followed AMA rules and passed its laboratory tests.
"Birth control" advertising referred to contraceptive ads constructed for doctors;
"feminine hygiene" advertising referred to contraceptive ads constructed for women.
Feminine hygiene advertisers thrived because they sought the woman
consumer, not the medical one, and the feminine hygiene advertisers were no longer
relevant to the birth control movement's new "planned parenthood" image. An article in
American Mercury stated in 1950 that "until the women themselves disregard the
feminine hygiene hucksters, there can be little progress in dignifying the control of
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birth."110 The woman was to blame because she chose "feminine hygiene" over "birth
control." If a woman wanted to know more about contraception, the American Mercury
article stated, a query to the FDA, the FTC, the AMA, or Consumers Union would
provide any information necessary. The government and the AMA had little effect on
feminine hygiene's symbolic survival. As long as women understood feminine hygiene
as "birth control" and tabloid magazines continued to accept feminine hygiene copy, the
feminine hygiene manufacturer continued to profit. Feminine hygiene advertisements
thus continued to remain virtually immune from the FTC and untouched by birth control
advocates. The birth control movement was no longer concerned with feminine hygiene
advertisements. Birth control advocacy took on a new meaning. The organized
movement shifted its attention away from who should disseminate contraceptive
information to who should J2§Y for the dissemination. The group that should provide the
information was no longer a concern; advertisers were no longer relevant to the birth
control problem.
Feminine hygiene ads only threatened "birth control's' moral prescription during
the liminal period -- when advocates struggled to secure contraception a place in
medical science, "birth control's" medical image was a problem, and scientists were
unsure what constituted a contraceptive. Semantic disorder accompanied social
disorder. Once the AMA firmly grounded contraception in medicine, feminine hygiene
ads lost their magic. Feminine hygiene ads no longer transformed "birth control" into
something dirty and no longer precipitated a moral panic. Advocates successfully
separated the two spheres, "birth control" and "feminine hygiene," and the AMA kept the
two spheres apart. The AMA infused "birth control" with political and economic power
110 Grace Naismith, "The Racket in Contraceptives," The American Mercury July 1950:
13.
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and effectively regulated its use. Feminine hygiene ads no longer threatened "birth
control's" scientific image. Feminine hygiene advertisers lost their power to change the
rules regarding the public dissemination of contraceptive information; their messages no
longer exerted influence on "birth control" decisions. The birth control movement
defined "birth control" as a practice controlled by literacy and the AMA made this
definition official -- "birth control" was a practice legitimated by the disembodied text.
Feminine hygiene products did not fit under the "birth control" heading because their
texts displayed contraception's link to the sexually desiring body instead of hiding it.
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CONCLUSION

Three ladies live right by me, two of them has each one boy, one
eight and one seven, and the other one has no children at all. Still
they must know something. But they won't tell me. Just sit at
home and laugh each time I get that way. Now the two won't even
speak to me when they see I'm pregnant again.
-- letter to Margaret Sangerl
My husband is so good and kind to me and would do most
anything to keep me from becoming pregnant but he is human
and so good to me I like to do the best I can for him. We are
buying a home now in a neighborhood where the children are
pretty well grown up. My baby who is four years old is the
youngest. When I asked one woman what she did she replied
that she had a good recipe but DIDN'T INTEND TO TELL anyone
else except her daughter.
-- letter to Margaret Sanger2

Contraception was an artifact of an oral tradition in the years between the 1873
Comstock law and the birth control movement. Birthrates declined among the upper and
middle classes, and steadily, if more slowly among working class women as well.
Friends revealed birth control secrets to friends, mothers passed down family remedies
to their daughters, druggists off-handedly told their customers about a new product, and
doctors confidentially voiced their opinion to their patients.

1 Margaret Sanger, Motherhood in Bondage (New York: Brentano's Publishers, 1928),
pp. 297-298.
2 Ibid., pp. 297.
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Birth control advocates and feminine hygiene advertisers broke contraception's
textual taboo. Advertisers publicized the secret oral remedies and wrote them down,
and advocates sought to correct their grammar. The birth control debate became a
symbolic struggle between partisans of the body (advertisers) and the text (birth control
advocates and doctors) for the power to control resources and bodies, and so to set the
terms of culture. 3
"Birth control's" meaning involved constant negotiation among powerful social
groups that shaped its legalization in the 1920s and 1930s. This dissertation broadens
birth control history by considering "birth control" as a constructed cultural category that
we have learned to accept as a natural part of medicine. Birth control has no natural
meaning. Its medical classification is the result of a complex communicative history in
which birth control advocates classified non-medical contraceptive information as low
culture and medical contraceptive information as high culture based on contraceptive
information's reference to bodies.
No hierarchy existed between medical and non-medical contraceptives before
birth control advocates began constructing one in the 1920s and 1930s. Ladies' Home
Journal, True Storv, and Cosmopolitan published feminine hygiene ads telling women
that their product took the fear [of pregnancy) out of their married [sex) life. Medical
Economics, Medical Critic and Guide, and Modern Medicine printed birth control ads
informing physicians that the advertised product assured professional prestige and
scientific excellence. Advocates denounced contraceptive products advertised directly
to women while they defended contraception promoted in medical ads as worthy of
legislative and medical support. The safety and efficacy of the products advertised in
3 quote adapted from Carolyn Marvin's explanation of the flag desecration debate,
"Theorizing the Flagbody: Symbolic Dimensions of the Flag Desecration Debate, Critical
Studies in Mass Communication, June 1991, p. 121.
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women's magazines and doctor's journals could not be adequately determined.
Laboratory tests were still being developed and scientists debated their results. In
addition, women's magazines and doctor's journals often advertised the same product
under different labels. Thus, any difference between medical and non-medical
contraception was not in the product's chemical make-up, but rather the communication
strategies that determined a given contraceptive's hierarchical place.
Birth control advocates fought hard to legalize contraception through medical
approval and to make reliable contraceptive information readily available -- but not
readily available through a medium that used the sexually desiring body to sell
contraception. Feminine hygiene advertisers displayed women's bodies to sell
contraception just as their colleagues used the Fisher Girl to sell the Chrysler motor car.
Advocates removed the grotesque body, the body that desired a male, from
contraceptive information. They considered the classical body, the sterile body safe
from invasion, as an acceptable medium to transmit contraceptive information.
Advocates attached a clean, chaste meaning to "birth control," a meaning that
disassociated "birth control" from the sexed bodies that used it. Advocates constructed
a meaning that would legitimate the public support of physicians and legislators.
Margaret Sanger and her constituents framed the "birth control" problem in language
that powerful social groups understood as relevant to their professional selves.
Physicians and legislators were members of professional groups that used the text, not
the body, as an expressive medium. Language relevant to professional, textually
organized groups was language with no references to the body. Thus, birth control
advocates constructed "birth control" into a literate practice that revolved around medical
and legal texts, not bodies.
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Women continued to use Lysol and other household remedies to control their
reproduction after the AMA approved birth control in 1945 and after Congress formally
removed contraception from the obscenity law in 1970. Constance Lindemann
interviewed teenagers in the 1970s and found that they experimented with various forms
of conception control not generally considered to be "birth control." One young woman
was told by her mother to buy capsules in the drug store, empty them, replace the
contents with baking soda, and insert them into the vagina before intercourse. The
mother assured her daughter that the capsule melts and frees the baking soda to kill the
sperm. Other teenagers reported using methods such as Vaseline, plastic wrap in place
of condoms, and Coca-Cola -- shaken and foaming -- as douche 4
The Coca-Cola douche remains a common practice among some women and a
bizarre taboo to others. A 29 year-old woman recently told me that her high school
health teacher warned her class that douching with Coca-Cola does not prevent
conception. She and her classmates stopped drinking Coca-Cola for months afterwards
because its refreshing taste no longer held the same appeal. A 45 year-old woman tells
me that when she was a teenager her mother's friends feared that seventh grade school
girls had sexual intercourse during the lunch period and douched with Coca-Cola in the
school bathrooms to avoid pregnancy.
Wardell B. Pomeroy, co-author of the Kinsey Reports on the sexual behavior of
the human male and female, provides instructions for the cola douche in his 1991
guidebook for teenagers, Girls and Sex. Pomeroy devotes a chapter to contraceptive
4 Constance Lindemann, Birth Control and Unmarried Young Women (New York:
Springer Publishing Company, 1974), p. 37; Robert L. Dickinson wrote in his 1943 JAMA
article, "the effervescent douche directly from the neck of the bottle of the popular cheap
carbonated acidulated beverages is much used and is spermicidal." I have been unable
to determine if Dickinson is referring to Coca-Cola or if any spermicidal tests were
conducted on Coca-Cola. See "Conception Control," JAMA, December 18,1943, p.
1044.
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methods used by teenagers and states that since the douche is "so unwieldy, girls are
not likely to carry one around, and that fact has led to some unusual substitutes." He
warns that the cola douche is an ineffective method of contraception and that a number
of pregnancies have resulted from it. Nevertheless, he gives the following instructions:
One is to take a Cola bottle, shake it up, squirt it into the vagina, placing the
thumb partly over the top. 5
Cola douche is no rival for the birth control pill, but the reasons are far more complex
then the simple fact that the pill is far more effective.
These reasons date back to the 1920s and 1930s when Margaret Sanger and
her constituents only legitimated contraceptive practices that revolved around medical
and legal texts. Cola douche, baking soda pellets, and other home remedies are oral,
not textual practices. These practices continue to thrive despite the fact that the birth
control pill provides almost 100% protection against pregnancy. Lucile Newman lists
douching with beer or carbonated beverages and inserting aspirin intravaginally as
examples of "indigenous" methods that anthropologists discovered in their fieldwork.
"Indigenous methods" are defined as "traditional ways of limiting or enhancing fertility."
Women learn of these methods from their mothers, grandmothers, friends, midwives or
other female healers. Newman asserts that when fertility regulation moved from
women's realm to that of professional practitioners and family planning programs,
contraceptive knowledge that deviated from acceptable scientific standard was devalued
and relegated to superstition or the "other methods" category. 6

5 Wardell B. Pomeroy, Girls and Sex, third edition (New York: Dell Publishing, 1991), p.
119.
6 Lucile F. Newman, "An Introduction to Population Anthropology," in Women's
Medicine: A Cross-Cultural Study of Indigenous Fertility Regulation ed. Lucile F.
Newman (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1985), pp. 1-23.
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This study examined the legalization struggle that separated contraceptive
practices into two categories -- scientific and "other." The distinction between scientific
birth control methods and those labeled as traditional "other" methods is between textual
practices, in which judgments of effectiveness are based on abstract scientific data and
embodied practices, in which the effectiveness of the. practice is determined by the
bodies who use it. 7

Women depend on medical texts for the instruction and

dissemination of the birth control pill. Women who use "other" contraceptive methods
rely on the body as the highest authority.
Contraceptive practices are always circumscribed by customs and rules. If the
history of birth control advertising shows nothing else, it shows that scientifically
approved contraceptive practices may be no better or worse than those designated as
"other" contraceptive practices. This study focused our attention on the asymmetries of
power -- between the non-medical and medical, commercial and professional -- that
shaped the development of "birth control" into a scientific category. The difference
between "birth control" and its "other" historically depended less on a product's chemical
make-up than its communication strategies. It would be difficult to argue that the
medically approved and marketed Dalkon Shield, an IUD that injured thousands of
women, served women any better than a Coca-Cola douche. s
"Birth control" practices legitimated by texts reduce the power of its users as they
enhance the power of the professional medical community. Women are not the judge in
text based contraceptive practices; we do not insert our own IUDs nor do we determine
the hormonal strength of the birth control pill. This is not to suggest that we should

7 Quote adapted from Carolyn Marvin, Capturing the Flag: forthcoming, p. 8.
8 see Nicole J. Grant, The Selling of Contraception: The Dalkon Shield Case, Sexuality,
and Women's Autonomy (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1992) for details
regarding the dangers associated with Dalkon Shield.
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return to an era when organized medicine did not consider birth control part of science or
that we should blame birth control advocates for the dangers of some scientifically
approved contraceptive methods. This is to suggest that we critically examine the social
construction of sexual norms and recognize consequences of the fact that medically
approved "birth control" is part of that social construction.
Studies have shown that the United States has a much lower rate of
contraceptive use, among both adolescents and adults, and much higher rates of
childbearing, abortion, and pregnancy than most other developed countries. These
studies indicate that information about contraception is distributed and assimilated more
easily in countries where open, tolerant attitudes about sex prevail. 9 Sex education in
American schools, for instance, is continually a source of debate, and is often an
elective rather than a requirement for high school students. Although the AIDS epidemic
sparked concern with school boards in cities like Philadelphia and New York, the
distribution of free condoms in high schools is still a current topic of controversy. And
while the media promotes sexually explicit advertising for soda, beer, and breath mints,
television networks continue to ban contraceptive advertising. The American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, for instance, tried to place television ads aimed at
adolescents which talked about the importance of preventing unintended pregnancy in
the 1980s. After much discussion with television network offiCials, some agreed to air
the ads but only after the word "contraceptive" was removed. Condom companies
9 Elsie F. Jones, Jacqueline Darroch Forrest, Stanley K. Henshaw, Jane Silverman,
and Aida Torres, Teenage Pregnancy in Industrialized Countries (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1986); Elsie F. Jones, Jacqueline Darroch Forrest, Stanley K.
Henshaw, Jane Silverman, and Aida Torres, Pregnancy, Contraception, and Family
Planning SeNices in Industrialized Countries (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989);
Elsie F. Jones, Jacqueline Darroch Forrest, Stanley K. Henshaw, Jane Silverman, and
Aida Torres, "Unintended Pregnancy, Contraceptive Practice and Family Planning
SeNices in Developed Countries," Family Planning Perspectives 20 (2), March/April
1988, pp. 53-67.
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capitalized on AIDS prevention for a brief period in 1987 following the lead of an AnsellAmericas Lifestyles condom ad, in which a woman confessed, "I enjoy sex, but I'm not
ready to die for it." 10 Fox Broadcasting agreed to air condom ads in 1991 as long as
the ads refer only to disease prevention, not birth control. Recent public service
announcements promote condom use for AIDS prevention and focus on young
heterosexual couples engaged in sexual passion. To date, steamy love scenes in ads
promoting diaphragms or any other method for specifically birth control remain taboo.
Couples practice contraception to enjoy sexual intercourse without the burden of
the consequences. One might expect that communications aimed at motivating or
instructing birth control use would exploit the theme of sexual enjoyment. However,
messages that repress the link between sexual activity and birth control are more
common than those that celebrate the orgasmic heights that the bodies practicing
contraception may reach. Birth control information is typically sterile, prudish, clinical,
and most of all, medical. The sexual taboo was an intentional communication strategy
that birth control advocates constructed in the 1920s and 1930s to convince the medical
community that birth control deserved scientific attention. "The union of birth control and
medicine," a family planning critic noted, "was a marriage of convenience which
followed a lengthy, tumultuous but largely loveless courtship."11

10 Ibid., 1989, p. 112; "Network Ban on Condoms Ads Could Topple," Wall Street
Journal, November 15,1991, p. B1.
11 J. Myone Stycos, "Desexing Birth Control," Family Planning Perspectives 9 (6),
Nov.lDec.1977, p. 289.
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APPENDiX I
Data Collection Procedures

The range and occurrence of contraceptive advertising during birth control's
prohibition has not been documented. The ads and discussion about the birth control
advertising industry are scattered throughout numerous archive collections, magazines,
and professional trade journals from the 1920s and 1930s. Birth control historians refer
to the contraceptive advertising industry, but they primarily rely on a small sample of
secondary material printed about the ads in the 1930s.
The lack of secondary accounts concerning birth control advertising required me
to spend considerable effort locating the ads and pieCing together detaiis about the

industry. I started by conducting a wide ranging survey of archives that might contain
relevant information and poring through advertising and drug trade journals to find more
information about the birth control manufacturers. Secondary sources concerning birth
control, advertising, and patent medicine history helped in this initial phase by indicating
particular archives and journals to locate. I explain the data collecting process in two
sections, the texts and the social context.

1. THE TeXTS

I found approximately 720 original magazine advertisements and about 40
pamphlets that accompanied the products. The magazine ads came from a systematic
search of women's fashion magazines, confession and movie magazines, and medical
trade journals from 1924-1943 -- the years that birth control advocates fought to
eliminate the feminine hygiene industry. I located other original advertisements in
various archives (listed and explained in more detail below). I cannot provide a definitive
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number of ads because it became impossible to continue counting. As I explained,
contraceptive advertising was part of popular culture and its prevalence was
overwhelming.
To find the ads, I first needed to learn what constituted a birth control ad in the
1920s and 1930s. This required visiting numerous archives to determine which
commercial products women used as contraception and understanding the phrases
most commonly used to designate contraception. Towards the end of my search I found
a list of all the contraceptive jelly, suppository, and condom brands on the market (a total
of over 400). Not all manufacturers advertised in the magazines or medical journals.
Chapter three described the advertising methods that I pieced together from archives,
Post Office hearings, and drug and advertising trade journals, and various books and
articles written on the feminine hygiene trade during the 1930s.
Chapter four analyzed advertisements that appeared in the three genres from
1924-1943. I examined every issue of the Ladies Home Journal, McCalls, and
Cosmopolitan, and random issues of Hollywood, Motion Picture, Photoplay, Physical
Culture, True Confessions, True Detective Mysteries and True StOry. The medical
journals included random issues of Medical Critic and Guide, Medical Times and Long
Island Record, Medical Economics, and Modern Medicine. I examined a total of 419
ads of a quarter-page or larger.
Chapter four compared the euphemisms and major themes in women's
magazines and medical journals. I sorted the ads numerous ways to compare them and
determine the best way to analyze them. I compared the genres, products, ads from
individual magazines, I examined them chronologically, and finally decided to separate
them by major themes. I originally sought to compare fashion magazine ads and tabloid
magazine ads, but after collecting the ads I realized that the same copy almost always
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appeared in both genres. The only difference I found was that the tabloid magazines
and Cosmopolitan continue to advertise in the 1940s while McCall's and the Ladies'
Home Journal discontinued feminine hygiene ads in the mid-1930s.

a. Women's fashion magazines
I chose Cosmopolitan, McCall's, and the Ladies' Home Journal on the basis of
their unique reputations, their large circulations, and their availability in bound copies at
the New York Public Library. In 1927, McCall's sales exceeded 2,225,000 copies. The
magazine received $6,265,304 in advertising, with an average of 52 advertisements
each issue. McCall's editors visualized their audience as "a middle class .. .living on an
American street in ordinary houses anywhere in the country."1 In 1931, Cosmopolitan
had a circulation of 1,700,000 and approximately a gross advertising income of about
$5,000,000. Cosmopolitan had a reputation for printing sexually explicit fiction.2 With its
staid reputation, the Ladies' Home Journal had a circulation of over 2,000,000 in 1930
and it received approximately $16,306,000 in advertising. 3
From a preliminary analysis, I noticed that ads for each product differed in all the
magazines each month. The same theme may appear in one or two magazines for
consecutive issues (i.e. ads directed towards the husband), but the advertising copy
changed each time. I consulted other women's magazines to confirm the frequency of
the ads (i.e. Household and American magazines). I surveyed each magazine from the
years 1924 until 1943. The first ad appeared in Cosmopolitan in February, 1925. Ladies'
Home Journal stopped carrying the feminine hygiene ads in 1931; McCall'S stopped in
1934; Cosmopolitan still included feminine hygiene in 1943. I found a total of 174 ads,

1 Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, 1885-1905, (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1957), p. 585.
2. Ibid., p. 503.
3. Mott, pp. 551-552; Advertising Age, January 30,1931, p. 3.
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but many repeated within the fashion genre or in the tabloids; 135 ads are included in
the sample analyzed in chapter four.

b. Tabloid magazines
McFadden and Fawcett publishers aimed their magazines at young working
class women. !n 1946, Frederick Lewis Allen wrote that the tabloid audience consisted
of "women not reached to any appreciable extent by the middle class service
magazines, such as McCall's and the Ladies' Home Journal."4 Roland Marchand
explains that advertising agencies were reluctant to initially buy space in the "tabloid"
magazines because of the magazines' "lurid" atmosphere, but agencies started placing
their ads in 1928 when True Storv's rising circulation caught their eye with newsstand
sales of over two million per issue in 1927.5 Zonite and Marvel feminine hygiene ads
started appearing in the tabloids in 1925; Lysol first appeared in tabloids as feminine
hygiene in 1928.
I originally chose the tabloid genre to compare ads directed towards the working
cla.ss with those directed toward the upper-middle class woman, but my observations
support those made by Marchand -- the same copy often appeared in both the tabloid
and woman fashion magazine genres. However, the tabloids carried more ads from
smaller feminine hygiene manufacturers than the fashion magazines and they continued
publishing feminine hygiene ads well into the 1950s.

I wanted to obtain the broadest range of ads possible and thus examined movie,
romance, detective, and confession magazines. I examined a random sample of
advertisements from seven tabloid magazines published by McFadden and Fawcett

4 . Frederick Lewis Allen quoted in Theodore Peterson, Magazines in the Twentieth
Centurv, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1964), p. 300.
5. Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream, (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1985), p. 54.
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pubiications. The McFadden magazines inciuded True StOry, Physicai Cuiture, True

Detective; and True Experiences. The Fawcett series included fv1otion Pic.-1ure,
Holh,.'vvood, and Tru€ Confessions. The Librai)' of Congress houses these tabloid
magazines, but numerous issues of each publication were often missing. ! chose these
magazine solely on the basis of their availability at the Library of Congress and could no!
control the distribution of magazines represented in my sample.
Since it was customary for the publishers to sell advertising space for their
magazines in groups, I considered the McFadden and Fawcett series separately.6 For
example, in 1927, I examined every issue of Fawcett's Motion Picture magazine and
every issue of McFadden's True Detective magazine. in 1937, I inspected every issue
of Fawcett's Hollywood and McFadden's True Story. I found 261 feminine hygiene ads,
but many repeated within the tabloid genre and in women's fashion magazines; 138 ads
are included in the sample analyzed in chapter four.

c. Medical Journals
When medical journals are bound, the advertisements appearing in the first and
last few pages are removed. Thus, my options were limited since most medical journals
in the 1920s and 1930s used the first and last few pages for advertisements and
libraries bound most medical journals to preserve them. In addition, I was unable to
secure information regarding medical journal's circulation and advertising rates during
the 1920s and 1930s·excepl for the information printed on the front covers of individual
journals. Thus, I relied on details that Randolph CautJey presented about medical
journals in the contraceptive advertising study he conducted for the National Institute of
Maternal Health in the 1930s. Cautley surveyed medical journals and listed journals with

6

Advertising Age, September 12,1931, p. 12
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broad medical appeal and wide circulation that contained contraceptive advertising
(many medical journals did not accept contraceptive advertiSing). Caulley listed ten
journals that did contain contraceptive advertiSing and I initially examined all ten.?

Only

four of them were available in unbound copies at Harvard University's Countway Library
of Medicine, Harvard University: Medical Critic and Guide, Medical Times and Long
Island Record , Modern Medicine, Medical Economics (most copies of Medical
Economics were bound, but the journal contained advertisements throughout each
issue).
I planned to examine journals on alternating months each year, but many issues
were missing and made this system impOSSible. As a result, I substituted issues I could
locate for the missing ones. All of the issues of Medical Critic and Guide were missing
after 1932 and Countway library bound Medical Times and Long Island Record after
1932. I substituted Modern Medicine for the former and Medical Economics for the
latter. Medical contraceptive advertising increased dramatically in the 1930s, thus most
of the sample is taken from Modern Medicine and Medical Economics.
Medical Economics is "The Business Magazine of the Medical Profession" that
had a circulation of 125,000 in May 1935. Modern Medicine is "The News Magazine of
Medicine," and in 1939 had a circulation of 125,000. I found 282 advertisements, but
only included the ads of a quarter-page or larger; 146 ads are in chapter four's sample.

7 . See "Reports and memoranda re advertising of contraceptives from Randolph
Caulley," March 1934; "Contraceptive advertiSing in the American Journal of Obstetrics
and Gynecology," SpeCial Report for Dr. George W. Kosmak, editor, 1932-1933, both in
NCMH-CL. Medical Journals that contained contraceptive advertiSing in 1932 and 1933:
The American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology. American Medicine, Medical Times
and Long Island Medical Journal, Medical Economics, Medical Journal and Record,
Medical Critic and Guide, International Journal of Medicine and Surgery, Clinical
Medicine and Surgery, Mutual Professional News, Modern Medicine.
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2. THE SOCIAL CONTEXT
Information regarding the birth control movement and the feminine hygiene
industry is based on intensive primary research in archival records, judicial and
Congressional proceedings, studies conducted on contraceptive use in the 1930s, and
trade journals. I supplemented archival research with an extensive reading of
secondary literature in the birth control movement, American social and political history,
women's history, patent medicine history, history of the advertising, medical, and drug
professions.
Of all the archives I visited, I asked the same basic question: How did birth
control advocates confront the feminine hygiene industry? I looked for three kinds of
evidence: 1) surviving advertisements and pamphlets in any form that advocates, the
government, or physicians collected, 2) commentary concerning the commercial birth
control industry, and 3) accounts of how advocates and doctors described the ads and
the industry.
This dissertation is primarily concerned with three social groups: medical birth
control advocates, non-medical birth control advocates, and commercial manufacturers.
For details about non-medical birth control advocates, I primarily relied on the Margaret
Sanger papers housed at the Library of Congress and Smith College, Planned
Parenthood Federation of America papers at Smith College, and the Mary Ware Dennett
papers at Radcliffe College. I found information regarding medical birth control
advocates in the Norman Himes Papers, Clarence Gamble papers, National Committee
for Maternal Health Papers, Dr. Robert L. Dickinson Papers, and Abraham Stone, M.D.
Papers, Countway Library of Medicine at Harvard University.
Birth control histories led me to these collections, but left me to fend for myself
once I arrived. Archivists indexed the collections according to agreed upon areas of
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birth control history -- the key organizations, people, court cases, speeches, and
writings. Contraceptive advertisements, pamphlets, and extended correspondence
regarding the ads slipped into each one of these categories virtually unnoticed.
Archivists of the birth control collections were unaware that contraceptive advertising
was so popular in the 1920s and 1930s and that correspondence about advertising
comprised a significant portion of their collections.
The birth control archives contained correspondence between contraceptive
manufacturers and the birth control advocates and between the advertisers and
advocates (sometimes the manufacturer and advertiser were the same, sometimes not).
I was unaware originally that such a relationship existed and it took me numerous trips to
the archives to sort through the depth and extent of those relationships.
Advertising records from the 1920s and 1930s are scant because few agencies
retained their files. Fortunately, secondary sources on patent medicine history led me to
the National Archives which house transcriptions of the Post Office Fraud Hearings
involving contraceptive advertisers and a small collection of advertisements that the
FDA collected. The hearings provided valuable insight into the business practices ofthe
contraceptive advertisers and in two cases, the actual birth control product in its original
wrapper accompanied the transcriptions. This material informed sections in chapters
two, three and four. The patent medicine histories also directed me to the Consumers
Union Archives in Yonkers, NY. Consumers Union (CU) published a pamphlet in 1937
that warned its married readers about dangerous contraceptive products on the market.
The Post Office confiscated the pamphlet in 1941 and CU appealed to get the ban lifted.
CU won its case in 1944. The archivist told me that after th~ glSe was over, the former
librarian threw out the entire file in "utter frustration." The archivist did locate some
relevant material and provided access to the back issues of Consumer Reports which
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detailed the pamphlet controversy. The case is analyzed in chapter five, but I used
details supplied in the pamphlet throughout the dissertation.

I relied heavily on advertising and drug trade journals for information about
feminine hygiene advertising campaigns. Every drug trade journal I located closely
followed the growth of the feminine hygiene industry. They included the manufacturer's
advertising budgets, pictures of drugstore displays, feminine hygiene advice columns,
and contests for the best essays on feminine hygiene sales methods. Advertising trade
journals were much less consistent. Tide reported on new campaigns and Advertising
and Selling included a handful of articles that discussed feminine hygiene advertising,
but the trade journals generally kept their distance. I explore reasons why the
advertising profession wanted to divorce feminine hygiene advertisers in chapter four.
Druggists do not playa primary role in this story because birth control advocates
relied very little on their organized cooperation. Druggist's dependency on the medical
community was already established by the 1920s and the judicial decisions on birth
control advertising always included druggists as part of the medical community.
Advocates assumed druggists would cooperate. I examine the relationship between
druggists and physicians in chapter two and rely heavily on secondary sources for my
interpretation.
Druggists played a more important role in the struggle to standardize the condom
trade, but as I discuss in chapter three, advocates directed little concern towards the
condom industry. I detail the relationship between condom manufacturers and the drug
industry in chapter three and rely on data collected from the birth control archives and
drug trade journals.

I found additional information in the Congressional Hearing on A1!argaret Sanger's
doctors-only bill, aimed at excluding physicians from the Comstock law. These hearings
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include testimonies from birth control advocates and adversaries interested in amending
or retaining the Comstock law. I also relied on interview transcripts between birth control
historians Ellen Chesler and James Reed and doctors and researchers affiliated with
Sanger's birth control clinics. These interviews were part of the Schlesinger Library's
Oral History Project conducted in the 1970 and 1980s.
While I concentrate mainly on how advocates, doctors, and advertisers use birth
control advertising to negotiate power with one another, the dissertation would not be
complete without an account of women's actual birth control practices during this timeperiod. I relied heavily on letters that Mary Ware Dennett and Margaret Sanger received
from couples asking for birth control advice and numerous studies done on women's
birth control practices during the 1930s. The Mary Ware Dennett papers at Schlesinger
Library, Radcliffe college include letters addressed to Dennett; Margaret Sanger
collected over a hundred letters and published them in a book, Motherhood in Bondage.
In addition, the decoy letters that the Post Office sent to contraceptive manufacturers
serve as an indication of the type of letters these manufacturers normally received. The
manufacturers responded to these letters as if they were actual inquiries and treated
them without suspicion.
The following is a complete list of the archive collections I visited and the major
periodicals I examined:

ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass.
Broadside Collection
Consumer's Union, Yonkers, New York
Arthur Kallet Papers
Countway Library of Medicine, Harvard University
Robert Latou Dickinson, MD. Papers (RLD-CL)
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Abraham Stone, M.D. uncatalogued Papers (AS-Cl)
Clarence Gamble, M.D. Papers (CG-Cl)
Norman Himes, Ph.D. Papers (NH-Cl)
Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
American Birth Control league Papers
Library of Congress, Washington D.C.
Congressional Hearings, 1931-1934
Margaret Sanger Papers (MS-lC)
National Archives, Washington D.C.
Post Office Fraud Records
Federal Drug Association files
Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College
Morris Ernst Papers
Mary Ware Dennett Papers
Schlesinger Oral History Project, Radcliffe College
Sarah Marcus, M.D.
Emily Mudd, M.D.
Christopher Tietze, Ph.D.
Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College, Northhampton, Mass.
Margaret Sanger's Papers (MS-SS)
Planned Parenthood Federation of American Papers (PPFA-SS)
Planned Parenthood league of Massachusetts Papers (PPlM-SS)
Florence Rose Papers (FR-SS)

MAJOR PERIODICALS EXAMINED
Advertising Age, 1930-1931
Advertising and Selling, 1925-1942
Birth Control Review, 1917-1940
Drug Store Retailing, 1932-1937
Drug Topics, 1924-1943
Drug Trade News, 1929-1939, 1941
The DrUg and Cosmetic Industry, 1932-1939
The Druggist, 1930-1931
Druggists Circular, 1925-1940
Editor and Publisher, 1930-1933
Human Fertility, 1940-1948
Hygeia, 1930-1935
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Journal of the American Medical Association, 1924-1943
Journal of Contraception, 1935-1939
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, 1923-1955
Printer's Ink, 1924-1943
Printer's Ink Monthly, 1924-1943
Tide, 1923-1945
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APPENDIX II
Tabloid Magazine Sample

McFadden

Fawcett

1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943

Motion Picture
Motion Picture
Motion Picture
Motion Picture
Motion Picture
Motion Picture
Motion Picture
Motion Picture
Motion Picture
Motion picture
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
True Confessions
True Confessions
True Confessions
Hollywood
True Confessions

' True Story
Physical Culture
Physical Culture
True Detective
True Detective
True Story
True Experiences
True Experiences
Physical Culture
True Detective
True Story
True Experiences
Photoplay
True Story
T rue Detective
True Story
True Experiences
True Story
True Story
True Detective
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July - ME
Sept. - ME
Nov. - ME

APPENDIX III
Medical Ad Sample
MCG = Medical Critic and Guide
MTL '" Medical Times and Long Island
Record
ME '" Modern Economics
MM '" Modern Medicine

1930
Feb. - MCH
Apr. - MTL
June - ME
Aug. - ME
Oct. - ME
Dec. - MCG

1925
Jan. - MCG
Mar. - MTL
May- ME
July - ME
Sept. - ME
Nov. - MCG

1931
Jan. - MTL
Mar. - ME
May- ME
July- MCH
Sept. - ME
Nov. - MTL

1926
Feb. - MTL
April- ME
June - ME
Aug. - ME
Oct. - MCG
Dec. - ME

1932
Feb. - ME
Apr. - ME
June- ME
Aug.-MCG
Oct. - MTL
Dec. - ME

1927
Jan. - ME
Mar. - ME
May- ME
July- MCG
Sept. - MTL
Nov. ME

1933
Jan. - ME
Mar. - MM
May- MM
July- MM
Sept. - ME
Nov. - ME

1928
Feb. - ME
Apr. - ME
June- ME
Aug. - MTL
Oct. - ME
Dec. ME

1934
Feb. - ME
Apr. - ME
June- MM
Aug. - ME
Oct. - ME
Dec. - ME

1929
Jan. - ME
Mar. - MCH
May- MTL

1935
Jan. - ME
Mar. - MM
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1941

May- ME
July - ME
Sept.- ME
Nov. - ME

Jan. - MTL
Mar. - ME
May- ME
July- MM
Sept. - MM
Nov. - MTL

1936
Feb. - MM
Apr. - ME
June - ME
Aug. - ME
Oct. - ME
Dec. -MM

1942
Feb. - ME
Apr. - ME
June - MM
Aug. - MM
Oct. - MTL
Dec. - ME

1937
1943

Jan. - ME
Mar. - ME
May-MM
July- MM
Sept. - MTL
Nov. - ME

Jan. - ME
Mar. - ME
May- ME
July- MTL
Sept. - ME
Nov. - ME

1938
Feb. - ME
Apr. - MM
June- MM
Aug. - MTL
Oct. - ME
Dec. - ME

1939
Jan. - ME
Mar. - MM
May- MTL
July - ME
Sept. - ME
Nov. -MM

1940
Feb. - MM
Apr. - MTL
June - ME
Aug. - ME
Oct. - ME
Dec. - MM
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APPENDIX IV

FEDE1UL ST.HCTE

r.

Section 211 Penal Laws.

E\'err obscene.... or other puoiication of an indecent ch.1racrer, and c\'ery article or thin:; desi::;ned, adapted. Of intended
for pre\'entj!l~ conception or prod ucing Jbonion, or for any indecent or immoral use: ::md e\'e~y article, instrument, substance. drug, medicine. or thing which is ad\'ertised or described in a manner c:ilculated to lead another to u~e or apply
it tor pre\'enring conception or producing abortion, or for any
indecent or immoral purpose: and every written or primed
card, letter. circular. boo!.::. pamphlet, advertisement. or notice
or anr kind gi\'ing information directly or indirectly, where,
or how, or from whom. or by what means any
the hereinbefore mentioned matters, articles, or things mar be obtained
Of made. or where or by whom anr act or operation of an? kind
for the procuring or producing or abortion will be done or
performed, or how or br .vhat means conception may be prevented or abortion produced, whether sealed or unsealed; and
every letter. pad::et or package, or other mail matter containing any filth}" vile. or indecent thing, device or substance;
and e\'err paper. writing, adverti~ement, or representation that
any article. instrument, substance, drug, medicine, or thing
ma~·. or can be, used or applied for preventing conception or
producing abortion, or for any indecent or immoral purpose:
and every description calculated to induce or incite a person
to $0 use or apply anr such article, instrument, substance, drug,
medicine or thing, is hereby declared to be non-mailable matter
and shall not be connyed in'the m::lils or delivered from ::lny
poswffice or by any letter carrier. Whoever shall knowingly
deposit, or cause to be deposited for mailing or delivery, anything decbred by this section to be non-mailable, or shall
lenowingly uke, or cause to be taken, from the mails for the
purpose of circulating or disposing thereof, or of aiding in the
circulation or dispositian thereof, shall be find not more than
$5,000, or imprisoned not more than five years or both.

or

2.

Section 245.
Act of June 5, 1920, eh. 268. -l-l Stat. L. 1060.

That Section 245 ... approved March 4,1909, is hereby
amended to read as follows:
Section 245. \-Vhoever shall bring or cause to be brought
into the United States, or any place subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, from any foreign country, or shall therein knowingly
deposit or cause to be deposited with any express company or
other common carrier, for carriage from ooe state, territory,

O~

COl'TRACEPTIOI'

or district of the l~ nited States or place oon-contiguous to but
~ubject to the jurisdiction thereof, to any other state, territory,
or district of the C' nired States, or place non-conti!{uous to but
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, or from any place in or
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, throw;h a foreign country, to any place in or subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, or irom any place in or subject to the jurisdiction of
the l' nired States to a foreign country, any obscene, let,d, or
lascivious, print, or any filthy book, pamphlet, picture. motionpicture film, paper, letter, writing, or other matter of indecent
character, or any drug, medicine, article, or thing desig;ned,
adapted. or intended for preventing conception, or producing
abortion, or any indecent or immoral use; or an}' written or
printed card, letter, circular, book, pamphlet, adt'ertisement,
or notice of anr kind giving information, directly or indirectly,
where, how, or of whom, or by what means any of the hereinbefore mentioned articles, matters, or things mar be obtained
or made; or whoever shall knowingly take or cause to be taken
from such express company or Q.ther common carrier any matter or thing the depositing of which for carriage is herein
made unlawful, shall be fined not more than $5,000. or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
3.

Section 3lt, Penal Laws, U. S.

Except as otherwise expressl? provided, the offenses defined
in this chapter (Chapter 13) shall be punished as hereinafter
provided, when committed within any territory or district, or
within or upon any place within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the Unted States.
Section 312.
\--Vhoever shall sell, lend, give away, or in any manner exhibit, or offer to sell, lend, give away, or in any manner exhibit, or shall otherwise publish, or offer to publish in any
manner, or shall have in his possession for any such purpose
any article of an immoral nature, of any drug or medicine, or
any article whatever, fQr the prevention of conception, .. ,
or shall advertise the same for sale, or shall write or print, or
cause to be written or printed, any card, circular, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or notice of any kind, stating when, where,
how, or of whom, or by what means, any of the articles above
mentioned can be purchased or obtained, or shall manuiacture,
draw, or print, or in any wise make any of such articles, shall
be fined not more than $2,000. or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.

from PPFA-SS
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APPENDIX V

BIRTH CONTROL in U.S.A..1937
Statu ""vi"! /"ws wJ.id..iFlit,,,,U!I_""''''''''pl.fJg pro/,lhit
SaU 0" aav.nki"9 oF conlnu:sptifleso •• _
VariolU statutory wsirlctionso .. ~

No .m.. lauJ' at all ••• c=:J

!

~

I
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